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I. Introduction

One of the features of multiparticle production at high energies is a leading

particle effect, while another feature is the appearance of short-range order. A

third feature, well known even at low energies, is the limited transverse momentum

distribution of the produced particles.

Examination of the available data has led to the concept of clusters, i. e. ,

the creation of particles in small, correlated groups. When "seen" at high transverse

momentum, these groups are called jets. However, these clusters are not self-

evident in the data at current energies. Hence, physicists have examined the data

and in a sense "created" these clusters. This paper will describe two ways of

"creating" clusters and their possible physical implications.

The first is a zone graph technique suggested by Kryaswicki and Weingarten

which "picks" out clusters in rapidity space. The second method is a nearest neighbor

technique, first exploited by Ludlanr , which effectively operates in invariant mass

space. Both these techniques define clusters in different ways, but each of them has

arbitrary aspects which are chosen to give the best results.

The zone graph technique results in a model which has two leading clusters

and a central fireball. Figure (1) describes this picture.

The nearest neighbor technique views the interaction as creating a number of

small clusters, each of which has its individual properties. Figure (2) displays this

viewpoint.

II. Data Acquisition

The data 1 will describe comes from experiments using the Fermilab hybrid

spectrometer. Figure (3) shows that layout. The principle component of the spec-

trometer Is the 30" hydrogen bubble chamber. The upstream Cerenkov counter

and proportional wire chamber system identifies the incoming beam particles and
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the downstream proportional wire chambers measure the trajectories of secondary

particles from the interactions in the bubble chamber.

1П. Modified Zone Graph Technique and the Leading Charge Model

The universities associated with this work are shown in fig. (4). The space

this work concerns itself with is rapidity space, Y = $ h U . P J . Figure (5)

shows a typical 1С-prong event. It also describes the construction of the zones

associated with this event. As the example shows, one ends up with zones that are

really determined by the change in charge and not determined by any "distance" in

rapidity space. The "creation" of clusters from this data is done in the following

model. We assume that there are two leading clusters in every interaction and that

these leading clusters have the same charge as the original target and beam that

created them. Hence, we define beam end zone as the group of particles (usually

1 or 3) with the highest rapidity that have the charge of the beam. We also define a

target end zone, as the group of particles (again, usually 1 or 3) with the lowest

rapidity that have the charge of the target. We define a beam cluster of an event as

the particles in the beam end zone plus any minus-plus pion pairs within 1.0 units of

rapidity of the beam end zone. We define a target cluster of an event as the particles

in the target end zone plus any minus-plus pion pairs within 1.3 units of rapidity of

the target end zone. About 80% of both beam and target end zones contain only one

particle, while an additional 10% contain three particles. Therefore, in somewhat

over 90 percent of the events, the fastest one or three particles carry the charge cu

the beam,and in somewhat over 90 percent of the events, the fastest one or three

particles in the target direction carry the charge of the target. Hence, for the great

majority of the events, it is simple to define the leading clusters.

We therefore propose a leading charge model (LCM) which consists of two

leading clusters and a central cluster. The central cluster is defined to be all the

particles not in either leading cluster.
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The properties of this model are: (1) the central cluster has random distri-

bution in charge, and (2) the transverse momentum and longitudinal momentum

distributions of the central cluster are similar. We therefore call the central

cluster a fireball.

To show that the central cluster indeed has a random charge distribution,

we first look at the charge asymmetry for all the data and for the central cluster.

We define the charge asymmetry A(y) to be:

dg j do-1
dy 1+ " "3yl -

A(y)=-.

dy |+ dy

Figure (6) is a plot of A (y) for all the data and the central fireball. As is displayed, •

the data for all the events falls smoothly through zero at у = 0 with no hint of a

zero asymmetry plateau. On the other hand, the data for the central fireball ^ j

exhibits a clear zero asymmetry plateau, around у = 0. This is one indication that

the selected fireball particles indeed have a random charge distribution.

The details of a further test made to determine whether or not the central

fireball indeed has random charge distribution is shown in fig. (7). In this test,

which simulates closely the LCM discussed earlier, we identify the two leading

clusters in each event and then in a random way reassign the charges of the central

cluster or fireball. In this process, we, of course, conserve overall charge. We

now have a new sample of events which has been constructed so as to ensure that the

central cluster has random charge distribution. We can now compare detailed distribu-

tions of this new, leading charge model (LCM) sample with the original data. ;

The first quantity we compare is the charge transfer variable I), first defined 4

by Chou and'



r B final e v initial

where Q_ (QD ) is the total charge in the forward (backward) hemisphere. Figure 8 (a)

displays this distribution.

Notice that the LCM sample, constructed from the data, reproduces the

date quite precisely. This is another indication that the charge in the "fireball" is

randomly . distributed. The dotted line in fig. 8(a) is the distribution you generate jf

you randomize all the charges in an event (Random Charge Model - RCM). Note that

this model, as expected, does not match the data at all.

Another test of randomness of charge of the fireball is to compare the zone

multiplicity distribution of the data with the LCM sample. Figure 8(b) displays this

comparison. Again, the LCM sample follows the data quite accurately. We also

compare the data with the sample of events with all the charges in the event randomized

(RCM). As seen before, this random charge model sample does not match the data.

The zone distribution comparison can be made more detailed by examining the

semi-inclusive zone distributions. Figure (9) displays these distributions. Here

we see in detail how the LCM sample tracks the data. The RCM sample consistently

fails to match the data.

We have made many other tests to see if the data is consistent with the hypothesis

that the selected fireball particles indeed are randomly distributed in charge and all

tests are affirmative.
4

Having established that our fireball is randomly distributed in charge, let

us turn our attention to the momentum distribution of the particles in the fireball.

Van Hove ' has defined a cluster as an aggregate of final particles such that in the

rest system of this aggregate, the longitudinal and the transverse momenta of the

particles are similar. In fig. 10(a), the center-of-mass longitudinal and transverse

momenta of all final particles in IT p interactions are compared. As is well known,
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the effect of limited transverse momenta exhibits itself in this plot; that is, the i

particles contain larger amounts of longitudinal momenta than transverse momenta.

In fig. 10(b), we see a comparison of the longitudinal and transverse momenta of :

charged particles in the central fireball. The two components follow very similar ;

distributions. These data satisfy Van Hove's definition of what constitutes a cluster.

Of immediate interest is the angular distribution of the particles ni the üroball.

Figure 11 shows this distribution as a it1 action of the momentum oi the particles.

As can be seen for momenta less than 600 MiíV/e.- tbe distributions are quite isolropic

with only the fast particles ( p > 600 MeV/c) being strongly anisotropic. These fast

particles represent about 25% of the total number that make up the fireball. This у

nearly isotropic behavior and the randomness of the charge distribution account for

our designating these central cluster particles a "fireball. " :

Figure Í2 shows the multiplicity distribution of this centra) Лгг;Ьл}!. Thfi

average multiplicity o£ the fireball is aboui three wlule the average imuLipliciiy per

event is about seven. Various theories ' °' " ' '* '"' *4'predict that the illation

between the multiplicity n of a fireball and the mass M of a firoba]) shmi.-i be of üie \

form

п = М Ь .

Figure 12(b) shows the plot of cnir data. The best fir is:

b = . 64 ± . 03.

f 9 )This is close to the 2/3 predicted by Femberg * ; based on a modified Landau model.

Given a fireball, one can ask, "Does it have a Bose distribution in momentum

and, if so, what is the characteristic temperature?" Figure 13 is our data and a fit

to the momentum distribution of the form:
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for p < 800 MeV/c. The fit gives T = 131 ± 2 MeV. with a reasonable X2 .

What we have demonstrated is that by a simple and perhaps somewhat

arbitrary procedure, it is possible to separate each event into three regions:

a beam cluster, a target cluster, and a central ürebalL This central fireball

satisfies Van Hove's definition of a cluster; namely, the transverse and longitudinal

momentum distributions are similar. It also has isotropic angular distribution

and the charge distribution is random. The Bose temperature is 131 MeV, This

picture satisfies some theoretical speculations; in particular, Pokorski and

Van Hove * see an interaction as the target and beam passing through the inter-

action region with their identities conserved, producing two leading clusters, while

the central region particles are produced by gluon interactions. Note that this

clustering algorithm was based almost solely on charge configuration and almost '

not at all on any .kinematic considerations. Namely, it required the fastest group of

particles to have the same charge as either the beam or target, which created two '

clusters and all the rest was the third cluster. Kinematics played a relatively minor '

role. - '

IV. Nearest Neighbor Technique !

Another technique for "creating" clusters essentially ignores charge altogether '

and basically depends on kinematics. The people associated with this are listed in ]

fig. 14. In this approach, one looks for clustering in invariant mass space. One '

defines a metric, dij, between any two particles i and j with mass M-and M. in an '

event in the following way: 1

4 i j
]

M.. is the invariant mass of the two particles.

The metric dij has the following properties:
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(1) It is Lorentz invariant

(2) It is positive

(3) If the relative velocity between the two particles is zero,

then dij = 0.

Having defined a metric, then for each event one can form ihe "minimal spanning

tree" for that event. The minimal spanning tree is a set of distances connecting

pairs of particles in the event which has the following properties:

1. There is a path from every'particle to every other particle in the

event.

2. The total path length is a minimum.

The distance írom point to point along the tree is called an edge. Given this "spanning

tree" the question that arises is can one detect clusters of particles in the geometry

of the tree. Figure (15) is an example of a spanning tree. An obvious way to "create "

clusters is to pick a threshold distance and cut all the edges greater than this threshold

distance. This would create clusters whose mass would depend on this threshold

distance. To avoid this choice of threshold distance, we have utilized the concept of

nearest neighbor. The nearest neighbor to a particle is that particle which is the

smallest distance away. We then cut all the edges we can so as to leave all nearest

neighbors connected to each other by edges. In fig. 15 the only edge we can cut is

the edge connecting particle (1) to particle (5), This partitions the event into two

clusters where each particle is in the same cluster as its nearest neighbor. This

technique will break up an event into the maximum number of clusters where each

cluster, if it contains a particle, will contain its nearest neighbor. This algorithm does

not adequately handle leading particles, hence, it is also necessary to break all edges

which are longer than 1.3 GeV/c*.

We have taken Monte Carlo data whose cluster structure we know and tested

the above algorithm to see how well it reproduces the known cluster structure. We
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assumed the reaction it:" + p -» щ + щ + w3 + щ + N. Each /ív. was allowed to decay

into a Wj , тт. , and it̂ 0 .

This is a 13 body final state containing eight charged particles. A perfect

algorithm would divide each event into four clusters where each cluster contained

the correct IT. ir.~ pair.

We generated 1,000 events and the result of our test is shown in fig. (16).

Of the 4,000 correct ir+ir~ pairs, 3,599 appear either in two-particle, four-particle,

v or six-particle clusters. Hence, our algorithm generally put the correct v л- pair

into the same cluster; however, over half of the time it joined two or three clusters

together. This positive result led us to try the algorithm ов our 147 GeV/c тг~р

data. Figure 17 shows the cluster multiplicity distribution. The average cluster

* multiplicity is just over three. Figure 18 shows the cluster distribution as a function

of event charge prong multiplicity. As can be seen, the number of clusters for each

topology grows with increasing topology, but the multiplicity of each cluster tends to

be independent of topology.

To check whether the clusters located have physical meaning, we looked at

all two-cluster events where one cluster contained an identified proton. The cluster

not containing the proton should be rich in p° mesons. Figure 19 shows the ir ir~

invariant mass for those clusters. As expected, there is a p° shoulder. To test if

the shoulder is real or not, we took the mass recoiling against the proton and had

that mass decay randomly, assuming the number of it°'s in each event to be equal to

one-half the number of charged pions in Che recoiling mass. The solid curve is the

Monte Carlo result. There is an excess of events in the p° region over that predicted

by the Monte Carlo.

> One can now take the created clusters and plot their transverse momentum

distribution. We chose clusters where the maximum individual pion Rj. was less than



a v 1.5 GéV/c * Figure 20 plots the single pion P„ and the cluster P_ distributions.

Note that the cluster P_, distribution extends beyond a P_ of 2.5 GeV/c even though

there is an absolute cutoff of 1.5 GeV/c on the individual pions. It is instruct*- lo

compare our cluster P_ distribution to the jet distribution of Bromberg et al . ' *'

which is done in fig. 21. Note that that figure is plotted in terms c: an invariant

cross section and our data tends to join in a reasonably smooth fashion with the data

c j e from Fermilab. While our cluster creation technique is somewhat arbitrary, it is

i r important to note that our low P_, data joins onto the high P_ data in such a smooth

3 r s fashion. The trigger logic used in the Fermilab experiment is different from our

clustering algorithm but the two techniques seem to give consistent results. The

conclusion one may draw is either that both experiments are detecting physical

t j O n entities which manifest themselves independently of the technique used to locate them

a c h or any clustering algorithm will find the same P distributions in the data even though

t o the clusters created have no physical significance.

We have generated events with a limited PT distribution which have the same

., topological properties as the data. The generated events when run through our clus-

c e r tering program do not reproduce the data shown in fig. 21. We deduce from this

that either our Monte Carlo is too naive or fig. 21 represents real dynamics,

if V. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented two distinct techniques for generating

to clusters from our 147 GeV/c ir "p data. The first yields a picture with three clusters:

: i e two leading clusters with properties of the beam and target, and a central cluster,

•acted а fireball with temperature of 130 MeV. The fireball is isotropic in charge, angular

in distribution, and has similar transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions.

n The second technique generates clusters that have a P™ distribution that extends

than beyond the individual pion P_, distribution and joins on smoothly with the high P T jet

structure found in the Fermilab experiments.
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It may be that the true physical situation is a combination of both phenomena

and each technique singles out one aspect of the dynamics. More data is required

(and will be available next year) to explore this possibility.

One should note that all the work presented here refers only to charged

particle structures. It is expected that the inclusion of neutral particles in the

analysis will not alter any of the conclusions. However, «hen neutral pion data

becomes available, it will be important to check this yoitf.
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Discussion

Feinberg:You say that the momentum distribution of the part-

icles within the fireball follow the Planck distribution.

Can you distinquish between simple exponential times p
T
 to

3/2 and the true Bose-Einstein distribution? I mean, can you

distinquish the presence of the unity in the denominator 7

Pleas:We have not really checked that nor h
r
7 we made that

comparison.But two things are required.One, -У
г
Л you have to

be able to measure small momenta very carefully and the second

that you have enough statistics to really see the small dif-

ference. With the present data I do not believe we have that

statistics .With the data we shall have within a year we shall

certainly have the statistics and you can be sure we will rea-

lly look to see if we can see the difference*

Diaa de Deus:When you say that you observe your data to be

consistent with random charge distribution of charge is that

equivalent to say that you do not observe local compensation

of charge? That means, once a positive pion is emitted you

can add either the positive or negative pion independently?

Pleas:Цу understanding of local compensation of charge is

that if you get positive pion near something on the average

you also get something that balances charges.In one of my

slides, there is a zero charge plateau in rapidity space and

that is normally considered to be called the local conserva-

tion of charge .However, we did not check this on an event by

event basis.

SosnowsJri. iWhat is the average transverse momentum in you clus-

ters from the distributions you showed ?

Pleas:The average transverse momentum is about 700 MeV/c.

That is about the same as for the Fermilab experiment for jets.
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Studies of ir"p Interactions in the
Ferroilab Hybrid System"1

William D. Shephard
Department of Physics

University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, USA

I. Introduction

During the paűt year, samples of ir'p interactions, observed,

with the Fermilab hybrid system composed of the 30-inch bubble

chamber together with downstream wide-gap optical spark chambers,

have been used to study a variety of aspects of hadronic interactions.

Significant data samples at several energies allow not only detailed

studies at a single value of total energy \fk but also studies of the

energy dependence of various phenomena. The samples of ir~p

interactions used for the results reported here include approximately

30, 000 events at 360 GeV/c, 17, 000 events at 200 GeV/c, and 7700

events at 100 GeV/c. Events of all charge multiplicities are avail-

able. Events of each multiplicity are weighted to correspond to

published semi-inclusive cross sections . •

Institutions, in addition to the University of Notre Dame,

which have contributed to the various data samples and analyses

include Duke University, Fermilab, Iowa State University, Univer-

sity of Maryland, Michigan State University, University of Toronto,
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and McGill University. The data were obtained in experiments E2B

and E281 at Fermilab.

Topics of study for which new results have been obtained

during the past year include: the quark-parton structure of hadrons

(both protons and pions); energy dependence of two-charged-particle

rapidity correlations; three-particle rapiditv correlations; diffrac-

tion dissociation cross sections as a function of charge multiplicity:

p° production as a function of energy: and л + + production as a
i -,

function of energy. In summarizing these results I will spend most '• -

of the time and space on the topics which I believe to be of greatest ;•{

current interest. .:
• •{

i'4
П. The Quark-Parton Structure of Hadrons -}

One of the most exciting recent developments in hadron physics

has been the formulation of methods by which hadron production at '

•low p may be used to provide information about the quark-parton

structure of the incident hadrons. Results are now available " on

several tests of simple models for low-p hadron production which t ;j

indicate the promise of these models. The results so far available

represent only the first stage in a continuing development of our know-

ledge in this area. The development of models is proceeding at a

rapid rate, and the larger samples of data with better secondary

particle identification from future experiments with the Fermilab
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hybrid svstem and the CERN EHS will alLow more sensitive tests of

the detav-: of quark-parior. structure functions.

Dara from deep inelastic lepton-hadron interactions and from

large-p_ -.adron production experiments yield information on the

nard scar:erini of elementary hadron constituents (partonsl and the

subsequent production of hadrons by quark-partun fragmentation. The

results give information on the. valence quark structure functions of

the incidei.t hadrons. For example. Field and Feynman have pre-

sented pa-ametrization-: for the quark structure functions of the proton

using information from these sources; also presented are quark

structure tunctions for pions based mainly on theoretical arguments

and physical intuition since there are no data on deep inelastic

scattering from pions. It is natural to attempt the extension ofquark-

parton models to describe processes at small momentum transfer

and low p . Das and Hwa , for example, have shown that the quark-

parton model can be successfully applied to low-p inclusive particle

production, but that the dominant process for secondary particle

formation does not appear to be quark fragmentation (which yields a

cross section which is too small and falls too ta.st with Feynman x

as a result of the convolution of the structure and fragmentation

functions). Instead, the majority of low-p meson production

appears tc come from quark-antiquark recombination. In the range
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0.2 5 x ~ 0 . 6 , where adequate data from the hybrid experiments are

available, the dominant process seems to be recombination of a

relatively fast valence q or q with slow q or q either from the

original quark sea of the incident hadron or from the sea of virtual

qq~ pairs excited by gluons. Hard-scattering interactions such as

deep inelastic scattering involve a time scale short enough so that

information is provided primarily on distributions of valence quarks

and to some extend the distributions of quarks in an instantaneous

sea available for interaction. Typically about 40-50% of the

momentum of the incident hadron is carried by these hadronic con-

stituents. Duke and Taylor have applied the quark recombination

model to data on low-p meson production in high energy pp inter-

actions at Fermilab to provide information on the effective sea

quark distributions in the proton. They have assumed the Field-

Feynman proton valence quark distributions and have parametrized

the sea-quark distributions with the simple form A (1 -x) 4, adjust-

ing the constants Ац, Ад, A s and the exponents Пц, n,j and n s to

fit tile data. They find Пц ss n,j s 8 and find evidence for a sea contri-

bution larger than the sea measured in lepton experiments so that

essentially the entire momentum of the incident proton- is carried by

the valence quarks plus the enhanced sea. This is consistent with

low-p meson production occurring over a time scale long enough



that the gluons create virtual qq pairs which are gradually converted

to final-state mesons by the recombination process.

We have attempted to extend the quark recombination model of

Das and Hwa as developed by Ouke and Taylor6 to provide informa-

tion on quark structure functions in the pion as well as the proton

using data on inclusive ir~ and IT production in ir~p interactions at

200 GeV/c where the available statistics are adequate and the momen-

tum resolution is reasonably good over the kinematic region of interest.

Charged secondaries having no obvious kinks and not identified as

protons with p < 1.4 GeV/c are assumed to be pions. According
lab

to the model , the invariant cross section for inclusive meson produc-

tion at momentum fraction x is approximated by

(1)

where, e.g., F_(y) = 22 yq(y) ia the quark content of the incident

hadron at momentum fraction y. The summation is taken over those

constituents which can contribute to production of mesons of the

'• ' i
desired type.

We first check whether backward * * production (0.2 < -x < 0. 6)

in тт'р interactions is consistent with the results of Duke and Taylor

for quark distributions in the proton. We use the Field-Feynman

valence quark distributions and the Duke-Taylor° u(u) and d(d)
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sea quark distributions to compute f(w+), f(ir~) and the ratio

R = fdr̂ J/fÍTr") as a function of x. In Fig. 1 are shown the experi-

mental data and calculated meson distributions. Agreement is satis-

factory in the region where the model is expected to be valid and the

data are of reasonable precision. Fig. la also shows data ón R

from Johnson et al. for pp interactions at 200 GeV/c. Since the

pp and тг'р data agree fairly well it is no surprise that the same

proton quark distributions can describe both.

We now analyze the ir~p forward тг production data (+0.2Sx

£ +0. 6) in terms of the same model to obtain information about quark

distributions in the pion. Since valence quark distributions for the

pion are not as well known we assume several reasonable forms. In

each case we assume distributions for each of the sea quarks (d, d, u,

п) in the incident tr" of the form F (y) = A(l -y) . We then vary

- both A and N to obtain the best description of the ir /tr" ratio В

as a function of x. The choice of A and N is, however, subject to

the momentum, sum-rule constraint. If the total momentum fraction

carried by the valence quarks is f , then that carried by the sea

quarks must be < (1 - f ) and (neglecting s(¥) sea quarks) we have

the constraint 4 у F (y)dy = 4A/(N + 1) £ (1 - fv). We vary N

Jo

over the range 2 S N á 6 in steps of дМ - 1. Each assumed valence

distribution is normalized such that J (Fval (у)/у)<*У = 1 a n r l
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í 1
then í = - I F , (y»dy. Fv /Q valence

We Dresent in Fig. 2 the results of our comparison of the

experimental values of R as a function of x with distributions ca l -

culated using four different forms for the pion valence quark s t ruc- v

ture functions. These include the Field-Feynman form, a form c.

8from Dao et al. , and two other simple forms. The assumed valence x

quark distributions are shown in Fig. 3a. Results are summarized c

in Table I. In each case we find that for a given N in the sea-quark '

functions the best agreement with data is obtained with the largest

possible A consistent with the momentum sum rule constraint. *

From Fig. 2 we draw the following conclusions. Over the

range 0.2 < x < 0.6 the data are reasonably described with valence 1

distributions В and С using N = 4 in the sea-quark, distributions. '

Valence distributions A and D do not provide good descriptions of

the data. In the.region x £ 0.6 we cannot clearly choose between В

and C. The Field-Feynman distributions are motivated by theoreti-

cal arguments and receive some support from experimental data on

high-p_ meson production. Hence they are probably to be preferred.

High - statistics data on low -p meson production at x > 0 . 6 in w*p

interactions should clearly distinguish between В and C.

In Fig. 3b we show experimental data for f(w ) and f(ir~) in

the forward hemisphere together with calculated curves from Field-
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4Feynman valence functions and sea-quark functions F(y) = 0.85(1 - y) .

The agreement is generally satisfactory.

We draw the following conclusions from our study: (a) Back-

ward ir production in тг~р interactions is consistent with the same

quark structure functions determined by Duke and Taylor for pp

interactions, (b) Forward pion production in ir~p interactions is

consistent with the valence quark structure functions suggested by

Field and Feynman for pions together with sea-quark structure

functions varying as (1 -y) . (c) Approximately the entire momentum

of the incident ir~ appears to be carried by the valence quarks plus

the quarks of the enhanced sea. This is consistent with a picture

where the long time scale for low-p meson production allows virtual

quarks from gluons to interact, (d) Although each valence quark in

both pion and proton seems to carry ~ 15% of the incident particle

momentum on average, there is a greater probability for pion valence

quarks to carry high momentum, (e) Sea quarks in pions tend to

carry more momentum than those in protons.

A next logical step in probing the quark-parton structure of

hadrons which will take advantage of the hybrid track chamber data is

9the study of two-particle inclusive reactions. H.I. Miettinen has

suggested that we study correlations between identified fragmentation

products in the process



A + B — a + b + anything (2)

where a and b are low-p fragments of A, each carrying a finite

fraction (xa, x b ) of the c, m. longitudinal momentum of A. In effect

we trigger on a fast hadron of a particular type at x a and study

cross sections or ratios thereof for various types of hadrons at x b .

Data for proton fragmentation from our 360 GeV/c experiment have

been compared with predictions of a very simple first-order recom-

bination model. Single meson production in the fragmentation region

involves primarily the recombination of a valence quark from A with

a sea antiquark to form the detected meson "a" at Feynman x^.

Hence

Fa/A ' ff
(3)

6 (Xj + X2 - x a )

where the sum runs over qq~ permutations with the quantum numbers

of a, f —уд (xj, X2> is the probability to find q at x. and q" at x,,

and фа(х. i x_) is the probability for the qq system to form meson

a. Multiquark or quark-gluon components are neglected or assumed

to be included in an average way as two quasi-quarks. Since sea

quarks are concentrated near x = 0, F a /д( х

а ) will be approximately

proportional to f i A ( x a ) , the probability of finding q at x in A .

We assume sea-sea recombination to be negligible in the x region



of interest unless the valence-sea recombination is not allowed by

the quantum numbers.

The extension of the model to double fragmentation processes

is straightforward1 *, For A a baryon and a and b mesons, we

have

Fab/A<xa'xb> ~ Í d x ^ = я / Ц * ^ * * * * qq/A<xl'x2'x3'x4>

(4)
4>a<xl« *2 ) фЬ ( хЗ* X4> б ( х 1 + X 2 -xa> 6<X3 + X 4 " x b }

Again assuming x « 0 for sea quarks we set X£ = x^ = 0 yielding

Fab/A ( xa'xb>~ fqq/A ( xa'xb> <5a>

A similar formula results if A, a, and b are all mesons. If A and

a are baryons and b is a meson, an equation similar to Eq. (5a)

again applies, but a second mechanism is also possible in which two

valence quarks from A combine with a sea quark to form a. Then

Fab/A(Xa-xb> ~ f **!**! fqqq/A<xl' X2' V б ( х 1 + X 2 -*e>
(5b)

12The Kuti-Weisskopf model can be used to derive a scaling

relation of the form -

fqq/A(xa- xb> = g(*a> h Ő b > (6>

~ ХЪ
using the new scaling variable x ^ = , the ratio of x p to its

1 - x a

maximum value. However, since the u and d distributions in the

proton are known to be different, the Kuti-Weisskopf model must be
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modified and Eq. (t>i can be only an approximation.

Consider nuv.- the predictions of our simple model tur two-

particle pr.-itun (uudi fragmentation when parti-.le"a'" L3 а К (=ds"),

~ 4-

- ( = ud) •-•- ' " И И 1 and b is а т . Since, in the proton fragmen-

tation reg I-«n, tr.e trigger badrons are produced from valence u or d

quarks. th-_- pcDbabiUfy' of producing а л at к^ in conjunction with
о j.

а К , TT j-r i " a: x a is f . (x , x^' in all cases. The normali-

zations, >jw sver, depend on the relative abundances of s", d and u.

sea quarks. Since In all cases the ir~ at x^ contains a valence u

quark, we predict the following relations for the average numbers of

T at xfc cer trigger particle at x :n {тг+»= n
W К

assuming the average number (m) of each type of sea quark (п~, d, u,

d) available for recombination is large. For smaller m, simple

•_• о mbi natc r .-_• = •; ie Id

(7b)
Г К°л v m - I V"

-vhere we r.ive -anored the (small) probaoilitv ,.; recorrbi.nat:.;in of a

.aler.ce quark with a sea If and any dispersion in sea-quark multi-

plicities. In fact, m = 2 - 3 is expected on the basis of average pion

multiplicitv in the central region or by considering the fractional

- -п-.ributi.jr. uf each soeciei z.i the proton's c m . momtmum.



In the 360 GeV/c ir~p data sample used to test the model, ^

secondary protons with p. , < 1.4 GeV/c (corresponding to xpá -O.'i)

are identified by ionization and K^ — тг+тг~ decays have been identi- ,

fied. In terms of the model we assume that most Kg in the proton

fragmentation region are К rather than К .

In Fig, 4 we show n _, n" о a n < i 2n x as a function of x f
ir . К w IT

i

for various ranges of trigger x_. We see that each of these quanti-

ties is approximately independent'of x and that the prediction of x, '

scaling holds remarkably well. The shape of these distributions

seems independent of the nature of the trigger particle, thus providing

additional support for the no-resonance approximation , since

resonance spectra in ir ir~ and IT К systems are quite different

from that in exotic w+ir+ systems. The data agree with the predic-

_ A
tions of Eq. (7b) that n _ > n o > 2 n + . With present stat ist ics we

cannot quote p r e c i s e values for the rat ios; however, for [ x a | > 0.2

the average ratios are consistent with n _/n o - 1 . 3 and
ír K

n _/2n + - 1.7 yielding m~ 2.2. and m ~ 2.4 consistent with each
w ir

other and with our expectations. Á

To test the relative importance of mechanisms, (5a) and (5b) '.„

we look at data for тг'р —-ir~(xa) + p(x.) + anything in the proton

fragmentation region. In Table II we give values for dg" /dxadxi in

this reaction together with corresponding data for тг~р -*ir~(x ) +



+ anything. In the former case we note that the data extend out

to the kinematic limit | з^ | + | x b | as 1 and that the probability of

finding a proton and a trigger w" ie about 18% independent of х^Ьг")

for 0.5 > |x. | > 0.1. (The value for a proton and a trigger ir+ ia

about 12%.) For comparison, about 34% of untriggered inelastic

events include an identified secondary proton. In the latter case

most of the data occur at \x^ j + |x, | < 2/3. The data of Table П

are also consistent with scaling in (x^ + x b ) for ^ |, |xfa | > 0.1

as expected from the simple Kuti-Weisskopf model.

The interpretation seems straightforward: dipions are pro-

duced from two valence quarks according to Eq. (5a), so

|x a | -I- |x Q | < 2/3 predominates. For ir~(x )p(x. ) it appears that

Eq. (5b) describes the data. The ir" is usually created from a

valence d and a sea п while the proton is formed by recombination

of the remaining two valence u quarks and a sea d quark. We

note, however, that the relatively low percentage of events with both

a fast p and a fast ir trigger suggests that when one valence quark

is removed in the trigger the remaining two valence quarks tend to

separate and-dissociate into two mesons rather than pick up another

quark to form a baryon. (Of course baryon number must be conserved

in the overall reaction.) Since one of the original motivations for

postulating colored vector gluons was to bind the qq but not the qq



system, we have a result consistent with QCD.

In summary, the first tests of a simple quark recombination

model with data from two-particle inclusive reactions appear quite

encouraging. Data from the next generation of hybrid experiments •

with improved secondary-particle identification will allow further

tests to be made.

Ш. Rapidity Correlations in tr~p Interactions

Previous investigations have clearly established the exist-

ence of strong positive short-range correlations in rapidity between

charged pione in the central region in high energy inclusive reactions.

Short-range semi-inclusive correlations have been shown to exist at

fixed charge multiplicities • , and differences have been shown to

exist between the inclusive correlations for like-charge and unlike -

charge pairs ' - . We have shown* that inclusive like-charge

correlations at small, rapidity difference л у depend strongly on the

relative angle and magnitude of the transverse momenta consistent

with Bőse-Einstein symmetrization effects. The correlations for

unlike-charge pairs show less dependence on the transverse momenta.

A useful way of analyzing the inclusive data has been in terms of the

production of "clusters" which subsequently decay into the observed

final-state hadrons .

With our current data on ir~p interactions at several energies



(including a sample of 7800 events at 18. 5 GeV/c) it has been

possible to demonstrate clearly the differences between like-charge

and unlike-charge semi-inclusive correlations. We have analyzed

the energy and multiplicity dependence of the semi-inclusive correla-

tions in terms of an independent cluster emission model as formulated

by Berger and have interpreted the results in terms of the cluster

parameters < к >, the average charged-particle population of a

18cluster, and 6. the dispersion parameter or correlation length .

Data at each energy and multiplicity hav- been treated in a

consistent manner. Events were binned in а ду « у, - у2» у = у. + у ,

coordinate system since the correlations are known to depend on

rapidity difference ,1 у. For each charge multiplicity n(4 < n < 20)

the single-particle densities р?(у) " 0"~ d(j"/dy and two-particle

density ?n(V|» У?) = 0"* d ff/dy dy_ are determined and used to

calculate normalized correlation functions КП(У1/У2)
 = ^ п ( д у , у ) =

Distributions of the R n (лу) and R n (ду) as a function of ду

integrated over a central region -4. 05 < у ^ +4. 05 for the 360GeV/c

ir~p data are shown in Fig. 5. The inclusive И(ду) are also shown.

The R (iy) (not shown) are quite similar to the R"~CiLy). For the

i-+) pairs., significant correlation is seen near ду = 0 for all n; the

magnitude at л.у = 0 varies linearly at< l/п. For the (--) pairs.



less prominent correlation peaks are seen at all n over a narrower

range of ду; there is no clear n dependence at ду = О of the peak

values and the large-ду regions exhibit the l/n_ variation expected

from the overall normalization in the absence of correlations. If we

select on different ranges of ф, the angle between the transverse

momentum vectors of the particles (see Ref. 16) we find distinct

differences for the Ип"(ду) as shown in Fig. 6. For ф < 45° sharp

peaks at ду = 0 are seen for all n; for ф > 45° there is little

evidence of significant correlation. For (-+) pairs, correlations

(not shown) are comparable for both ф ranges and appear similar to

those for the complete sample.

In terms of Berger's cluster model with a narrow multiplicity

distribution one expects

Rn

 + (0. 0) ' -££. Г<к>-+ - <к>-+1 (8)
П L ^ ^ <ns J

We have simultaneously fitted Eq. (8) to the data for Rg+(0, 0) (n = 8

was chosen to provide adequate statistics while avoiding possible

probelms with diffractive effects) as a function of (n a and data for

R n

+(0, 0) at 360 GeV/c (where we have the widest range of n) with

8< n< 20 as a function of 1/nj to determine the duster parameters.

The fit yields < к >" + = 1.60 ± 0.12 and б = 0.99 ± 0.03. From Fig.

7 it can be seen that the model provides an excellent description of



the data with these reasonable values of cluster parameters. In

contrast the R""(0, 0) show no clear variation with 1/n and the

R""(0, 0) are approximately independent of 8. Fits of the ее data
0 - .

with the appropriate cluster model equation analogous to Eq. (8) yield

a value for < к > consistent with only one negative charged particle

per cluster and do not provide a well-determined value*' of 6.

These results are all consistent with a picture in which clusters

of relatively low charge multiplicity are responsible for the observed

(- +) correlations while the (--) correlations are quite different in

nature. We note that if (-+) and (--) correlations are indeed produced

via different mechanisms, the interpretation of previous results' on

cluster properties'^ determined in experiments where secondary

particle charge was not distinguished are open to question. It should

also be pointed out that the numbers quoted here are the results of fits

to predictions of a specific simple cluster model and should be inter-

preted with this fact in mind.

Other features of the distributions in rapidity observed for high

energy ir~p interactions are of interest. For example, at 360 GeV/c

valuee of СГ d(j" /dy in the central region vary approximately as
1 7

n * rather than varying linearly with n as expected in terms of

naive independent -cluster-emission models. There is evidence for

more events with large numbers of final«-state particles near у* = О



in the c m . than might be expected from simple considerations. We

are investigating fhe characteristics of these events in an attempt to

learn more about how they are produced.

Another subject of interest is whether there occur significant

three-particle rapidity correlations apart from those produced by. the

convolutions of the known two-particle correlations. Previous

studies*0' .have yielded no clear evidence of additional three-

particle correlations in pp interactions within the limits of available

statistics. In 200 GeV/c n'p interactions we observe a small

positive three-particle correlation for the (- + -) state (above that

estimated from the observed two-particle correlations) when the

rapidity differences between all three particles are small, No such

effect is seen for ( ) systems. The observed three-particle correla-

tions are weak compared to the two-particle correlations. This is in

agreement with a picture where the correlations are due to clusters of

relatively low charge multiplicity ; the absence of ( ) clustering,

which would require a large charge exchange in the rapidity chain, is

not unexpected.

IV. Diffraction Dissociation

For non-diffractive тг р interactions at high energy we find that

the dependence of the cross section on charge multiplicity in each c.m.

hemisphere exhibits approximate KNO scaling. We classify all in-
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elastic events by their forward, backward (n^, nQ) multiplicities.

All the data in the (even, even) subset can be described by the same

empirical KNO-type function. Assuming that the non-diffractive part

of the (odd, odd) subset can be represented bv this same function we

can extract values of the non-diffractive and hence, of the diffractive

I Q

cross sections for each (n_, nQ) . Details of the procedure and

results at 200 GeV/c have been submitted for publication^. This

technique for extracting diffractive cross sections presents a useful

alternative to more conventional methods based on Feynman x,

missing-mass.or momentum-transfer distributions.

Preliminary results at 100, 200 and 360 GeV/c are summarized

in Table III. The estimated total cross sections for diffraction disso-

ciation in ir~p interactions are comparable to the corresponding

elastic cross sections. The results are consistent within errors with

either a constant diffraction cross section or one rising by perhaps

13?e over z'r.e available energy range. This method yields a larger

cross section and larger mean charge multiplicity for pion dissocia-

tion than for proton dissociation. On the basis of factorization argu-

ments, we estimate the cross section for double diffractive dissocia-

tion to be ~Q. 5 mb. We note that our technique may lead to an under-

estimate oi diffractive dissociation at high multiplicity since some

-irciiies írom the decav z.i high-mass svsteme may cross over to the
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opposite hemisphere, thus contributing to the (even, even) subset.

However, other methods have comparable difficulties in estimating

diffraction at high mass and high multiplicities.

V. Inclusive and Semi-Inclusive Resonance Production

26 27

Results have been obtained ' on inclusive and semi-inclu-

sive p° and д + + production as a function of energy in w"p inter-

actions. Only a brief summary of the results will be presented

here.

Inclusive and semi-inclusive p° production cross sections

are given in Table IV. We find that all our data for < p° > =

О" (р°)/(Г —in be represented by the expression < p° > n

 =

(0.067 ± 0.003)n - (0.153 ± 0.033) with X

2 / D F = l - l 7 - T h i e s a m e

expression adequately describes other published data on semi-

inclusive p° production in ir'p interactions, It may be combined

with experimental data on the o*_ or with parametrizations for (Jn

such as the KNO scaling formula to provide predictions of o~ (p°) at

other energies. Both the inclusive 0"(p°) and < p° > are consis-

tent with a rise of the form Á + В <n s over our energy range.

Values of < p ° >/< irc > (where < irc > is an estimate of the num-

ber of "produced" w* pairs) appear to approach the same con-

stant value of ~0.12 at large s in both w*p and pp interactions.
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The y* and p dependence of p° production seem qualita-

tively similar to that of produced w+ in ir~p interactions. At inter-

mediate p* ( I . O < p ^ < 2,0 (GeV/c)2) the ratio of p °/ w + is ~0.5.

The observed p° production appears predominantly central in nature.

In Table V are presented cross sections for semi-inclusive and

inclusive д"*"*" production for |t_. ( < 1 GeV (a region where the

limitation of proton identification to P«aD < 1.4 GeV/c introduces no

biases) obtained from fits to ir+p mass distributions and from count-

ing ir+p combinations in the mass range 1.12 < M(ir+p) < 1. 32 GeV.

The cross sections show no clear energy dependence. Invariant cross

sections as a function of x and p~, also show little dependence on

incident energy. We find many features of д + + production to be

consistent with a one-pion-exchange mechanism. We find that at 360

GeV/с no more than about 1/3 of the д + + appear to come from decay

of low-mass д++тг~ systems and that £ 10% of the д+"*~ seem asso-

ciated with diffractively-produced N* states. Most of this diffractive

contribution to final-state д + + production is in the 4-prong events.
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Table I

Pion Valence Quark Dintributions
and Constraints for Sea-Quark Dietributione

Valence Dist.
F(y)

A (3/4) ^ ( 1 - y )

В(15/16)^ У (1- У ) ;

С Field-Feynman a

D Dao et al. '

Total Valence
Momentum

2/5

2 2/7

l> 0.32

- 0.42

Sea -Quark
Distribution

A(l-y) N

A(l-y) N

A(l-y) N

A(l-y)N

Total Sea
Momentum

«sea ;

4A/(N + 1)

4A/(N + 1)

4A/(N+ 1)

4A/(N+ 1)

Maximum

3/5

5/7

0.68

0.58

\n.a.x
for

N - 4

0.75

0.89

0.85

0.725

a) See Reference 4.

b) See Reference 8.



Table П
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GeV
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1

4

2

3

3

9

5

2

0.

5.

16

21
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21

9.

0.

3.

7.

20

79

255

1771

0.

9

8

2

8

5
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I 0.0
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2.1
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56

139

453

1417

8106

The solid lines are drawn for |x& [ + \x^ | ~ 1 and - Z / 3 . The
statistical errors may be estimated, from the normalization of 3
event.



Table III

Oiffractive Cross Sections (in mb) as a Function of
Forward-Backward Multiplicities in 100. 200. and

360 GeV/c ir'p Interactions

100 200 360

o-w ( i . n
(Г* (3. 1)

(Tw (5. I)

0-* (7.1)

(Tw (9.1»

0"p(1.7>

0-P (total)
diff

(Tdif€ (total»

0.50
1.17

0.35

0.14

0.05

2.21

Ü.69

0.4b

0.07
0.00
0.00
1.22

3.43

± .07
±.16
± 13

± .07

± .04

± .21

•t . 1 "

± .12

± .07
± .04
± .03

±.23

± 0.31

0.71
1.11
0.34
0.13

0.03

2.32

0.61

0.50

0.10
0.02
0.00

1.28

3.60

± .05
± .09
± .07
± .06

± .03

± .14

± .08

± .07

± .04
± .03

± .02
± , i2

±- 0.18

0.70
1.00

0.39
0.14

0.05

2.28

0.54

0.72

0.21
0.06
0.02

1.55

3.83

± .04
± .07
± .05

± .03

± .02

± .10

± .08

± .07

± .05
± .03

± .02

± .09

± .15

n

4
6
8
10
12
14

20
<>)22

Inclusiv

A. (Su

B. (Inc

a includes double diffraction dissociation where an initial particle

diss- ciates into only one charged particle.

С (Su
r

D. (We

ag
C)

a Erro
xnetri

b In со
indep
includ
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Table IV

4
6
8
10
12
14

C>)16
(>)18

20
<>)22

Semi-Inclusive and Inclusive p ° Production
Cross Sect ions 2 (in mb)

100

•lab
(GeV/c)

200 360

0.

I.
2.
1.
1.
0.
0.

77
54
11
16
23
83
22

±

±

±

±

±

±

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

16
25
46
50
45
43
20

0.47
0.88
2.12
1.82

1.89
1.12

0.29
0.18

±

±

±

±

±

±

0.11
0.18
0.27
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.27
0.18

0.25
0.74
1.14
1.87
1.57
1.08
1.03
0.36
0.24
0.0

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

0.05
0ЛЗ
0.23

0.19
0.15
0.15
0.23
0.12
0.05
0.10

Inclusive

A. (Sum)

E. (Inclusive
fit)

C. (Sum of y*-
region fits)

7. 86 ± 0.99

7.49 ± 1.79

7.60± 0.55

D. (Weighted aver-
age of А. В, 7.65А 0.46
C) b

8.77*0.63

8.36 ± 0. 80

8.40 ± 0.72

8. 54± 0.41

8.28 1 0.48

8.49* 0.29

8.65± 0.23

8. 55 ± 0.17

a Errors include some allowance for uncertainties in the fit para-
metrization.

b In computing D, determinations A, B, and С have been treated as
independent. The quoted errors on the weighted average do not
include any additional contribution for systematic uncertainties.

1
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Table V

Cross Sections (mb) for д + + Production

at jt | < 1 GeV in w"p Interactions at 100,

200. and 360 GeV/c

A. Fits to M(pir+) Distributions

n 100 GeV/с 200 GeV/c 360 GeV/c

4 Q.40 ±0.05 0.24 ±0.04 0.31 ±0.03
6 0.55 ±0.06 0.35 ±0.04 0.37 ±0.04
8 0.30 ±0.07 0.37 ±0.05 0.36 ±0.04
10 0.12 ±0.05 0.33 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.04
12 0.04 ±0.05 0.12 ±0.04 0.13 ±0.03

>14 --- 0.02 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.03
Total 1.52 ±0.15 1.45 ±0.12 1.56 ±0.10

B. Cross Section for 1.12< M(pir+) < 1. 32 GeV

4 0.30 ±0.02 0.20 ±0.02 0.23 ±0.01
6 0.41 ±0.03 0.27 ±0.02 0.27 ±0.01
8 0.31 ±0.04 0.27 ±0.02 0.28 ±0.02
10 0.11 ±0.02 0.23 ±0.02 0.20 ±0.01
12 0.06 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.01 0.14 ±0.01
14 0.00 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.01 0.07 ±0.01

>16 — 0.02 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.02
Sum 1.20 ±0.06 1.11 ±0.04 1.25 ±0.03



Figure Captions <

Fig. 1 (a) f(TT+)/f(w") ratio R as a function of x for x < 0;

(b) Invariant ir+ production cross section f(w ) for

x < 0; (c) Invariant тг" production cross section f(ir")

for x < 0 in 200 GeV/c ir"p interactions. The curves

are calculated with Eq. 1 using Field-Feynman valence-

quark and Duke-Taylor sea-quark structure functions for

the proton.
r

Fig. 2 (a)-(d) f(w+)/f(w~) ratio R as a function of x for

x > 0 in 200 GeV/c w~p interactions. The curves are ;•

calculated with Eq. 1 as described in the text using 1:

valence-quark distributions A -D of Table I for the pion.

Fig. 3 (a) Pion valence-quark distributions A-D of Table I;

(b) Invariant w+ and w~ production cross sections for

x > 0 in 200 GeV/c w~p interactions. The curves are

calculated with Eq. 1 using Field-Feynman valence quark

and 0. 85 (1 -y) sea-quark structure functions for the •

pion. •••

Fig. 4 The average u+ multiplicity per trigger particle as a \

function of x h = x J. for various values of x of the ir~> ,'•-
•* ír а у

K° and ir+ trigger in 360 GeV/c w"p interactions. y|
",-3

Note that the тг+ trigger data have been multiplied by 2
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(see text). A. common line with the same absolute nor-

malization has been drawn for purposes of comparison.

Fig. 5 Semi-inclusive correlations R n(*y. y.) as a function of

- у integrated over a central region -4. 05 -S. у < +4. 05

. for 360 GeV/c ir~p interactions, (a) Correlations for

(--H pairs; (Ы Correlations for (--) pairs.

fid. 6 Semi-inclusive correlations (—) Rn (ду, у.) as a

function of ду for two ranges of <Ь. the angle between

the transverse momenta of the particles: (a) 0 < ф < 45°; "V

(Ы 45° < ф < 180°. *•

. is;. 7 Energy and multiplicity dependence of the correlation

functions R n

 + (0. 0) for unlike-charge pairs: (a)

R" + (0, 0) as a function of 1/n for 360 GeV/c ir"p

interactions; (b) R (0, 0) as a function of s for

n = 8 events. The lines represent fits with an indepen- I

dent cluster emission model described in the text. 4_
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lascusfcion

onili* you would take detű fron lepton production, then

.леи can -iefine in the current frajientaion region something

which is celled гаягк fra^^ntütion listributions.similarly,
in t:;e bsckvrerd fsrts of lapton production regions you can

lefir.a thin.™ which ^re usually called di^uari frs^entation
iistribut iocs «Ihese ^re thirds which you just do experimen-
tally and my statement is the following: ÁS far as I knew, all
data which we have seen up to now can be easily understood in
the fragmentation regions in terras cf an incoherent sum of
quark fragz^r-tstion distributions in the mescnic fragmenta-
tion regions, while \t.*y cn-n ̂  un-iersto?d in a similar way in
'.eras of liquerk fragmentation distributions in baryonic frag-
ier.fi tibn r-sgions»

mvóblevs£Í:Tas vslues of the cross sections you ;tave at the
end cf ycur talk were estimated by using conventional methods,
«hat worries зе is that if you take the simple sum of the po-
lynoaial and the Breit-W'igner you do not take into account the

production of the omega which gives you broad spectrum in

aass distribution centered at 5C0 MeV. The naive quark model

prediction gives you the cross section for omega about the sa-

me as for rho.So the contribution from отеда is lar*e
a
\Ve tried

for our deuterium data a very simple method, namely that one

takes the mass distribution of the like pions as background

normalized to the same area as (+-) combinations have at above

!.5 3eV in the region where you do not expect any resonances*

Then you can subtract and get a signal of the rho.At lower ma-

sses centered about 5CC 33eV remains still something that could

ze onega.This remaining bump seems to be^about the same size

93 the bump of the rho.

^i-gghariil'es. we heve .'.зпе it by a much more conventional way,

SJ v.e can compare wit!" the other data available.We also made

Mi



attempts to use like-charge particle distributions as a back-
ground and v/e find that it does not fit well outside the reso-
nance region.It is interesting to note thnt for the like chsr-
ge case we do see quite a large peak above the background from
random paiis at the very low masses up to 400 MeV whicn we et-
tribute more to the Bose-Kinstein effect «If we used that us a
background it would destroy the om?ga region «Maybe we can try
the same sort of thing that you have done»

Malhotra:! have a comment concerning the omega reflection in .
the estimation of rho production cross section.
In fitting the Iff" mass spectrum to obtain the rho cross -»
section, it is essential that the number of points taken in the
background region should not be.far greater than those in the
resonance region.Otherwise the fit will be more sensitive to
the fluctuations in the background rather than to the rho sig-
nal «Because of this reason I feel that the "unconventional"
method may,in fact, be worse than the conventional method since >

in the former method one fits the mass spectrum in a very broad
region.However, the unconventional method is useful in estima-
ting the omega cross section and in determining the background *
in the whole region»

Morrison:At the beginning you said that the valence and sea qu-
arks fulfil the momentum sum rule, but that means that there
are no gluons since normally in the lepton physics half of the
momentum comes from gluons.

Shephard:Crudely, the way I understand it is that the time sca-
le at low p T is different and you may visualize the gluons as
dissociating and recombining in the form of quark-antiquerk
pairs «Maybe, for the low p™ interactions what is effectively
happening is that during the time a gluon is like a quark-anti-
quark pair, one of these quarks interacts and this is the rea-
son why at low p T it looks like all of the momentum is carried
by the quarks.
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Block:If I have understood :-ou correctly, when you look at

the clusters you see a different mechnnisri sû . testing that

there ere charge correlations.Hew is that different from the

conclusions of the preceding speaker, who says, there is ran-

dom charge distribution such that it makes no difference what

its neighbour is*

Shephard:! think, we still do not clearly understand the cor-

relation mechanism«Here we are looking at different aspects.

We have not mansgeQ. to get a good picture of what the final

results are.We use a specific model and we have come up with

consistent results.The model assumes an infinite rpnge in ra-

pidity and we looked only in the cental re-ion.It essuaes ran-

dom cluster emission and that all clusters are the seme.We

attempt to look at the prediction of that model and fit Lhe

paramétere and we state the results for those.The ether ana-

lyses are quite different in babic assumptions «They also find

reasonable agreement with certain features of the dsta and

in fact what one has is two different pictures of the same

thins» I am not sure how to rationalize those results.

Block:It seems to me a sharp distinction and contradiction

to say I have random charges and then say I do not have rr.ndom

charge phenomena*

Shephard11 think v:e are still at low enough energies so that

you can not clearly distinguish the charge structure.There is

something that looks like local conservation of charge.In ge-

neral, the total charge of clusters as we see them is quite

small.

Pleas ;lVe insist on leading charge both in proton and pjon in-

teractions independent of what у was.If you look at our dats

some of our leading charges had to include pions all the way

down to y=O.In other words in this model we insist that there

is leading charge.This removes some charges from very close

to y=0 and takes them out of what we would normally call the
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central repion.VJe are left in -the central region with: thnt
which is left over eft ér we satisfied this leading chnr.ce
condition.Thie turned out to be isotropic in charge.No chor-
ee corrections are left after integrating over all events.
Again, we have not tested for correlations on ev-nt by event
basis.

Tj
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The fitted Channels »"p •* »*p » w" and «"p •» »"p 2 « 2»*

at 147 GeV/c Incident Mascntuau

Brgm-CERN>Fermilab-lIT-I1 linois-Indiana-

Johas Hopkins-MIT-Oak Ridge-Rutgers-Stevens-

Tennessee-Yale Collaboration .

Presented o y j . GRUNHAUS

The results given here on the 4- and 6- prong final states in >"p interactions at 147 GeV/c

incident momentum сове free a 105,000 picture exposure ox the 30" bubble chaaber Feisilab Hybrid

Proportional Wire Systca to a tagged negative beam of 147 GeV/c moaentim. A description of tbc

hybrid systea has been presented elsewhere (1).

l..w* p * »" w* »* p Channel

A scan of the 105,000 picture exposure yielded 2442 - 4 prong events which'were predigitized

and the» measured by PEPR. The events «ere processed through the PHS Consortium chain of pro-

graas GEOMAT-PHGP-nOkG (2). The prograa SQUAW modified for ultra-relativistic particles, as

suggested by Day (3), «as used to f i t the events to tea 4C hypothesis. Extensive Monte Carlo

studies Mere carried out in order to probe the capability of the modified SQAM to recognize the

4C channel events and reject non-4C channel events (4). Based on the Honte Carlo studies and

other tests (5,6) designed to ascertain the possible contamination of the fitted saaple; «e

estimate the overall contamination of the 4C saaple to be less than 7%.

In Fig. 1 »o show the scatterplot of the missing aass square, MEQ, versus the transverse

momentum imbalance | l PT | for the 4-prong sample. The P ? imbalance i s calculated by taking the

magnitude of the P. vector sum of the outgoing charged particles.

A marked concentration of events i s evident in the neighborhood of MH9Q я 0 and | r I'T| »0.

Thes» events represent the bulk of the

4C f i t s , since an event having W6Q - 0

and |Z PT | • 0 has to satisfy the equi-

valent of three constraints.

In Table 1 we summarize the 4C and ncra-

4C cross sections and niaber of events

for the 4-prong saaple.

I t i s of interest to study the ratio

of the 4C cross section to the topologi-

cal cross section. In fig,2 we show the

energy behavior of R s a C4C) .

prongs fig. 1. Scatter plot of Missing Mass Squared

versus imbalance in the Transverse

Moment».
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Table 1

Ho. of Scan Events

2442

o(4 prangs) nb

4.12 t 0.10

No. 4C f i ts
281

о (4С) ub

670 t 41

We not» that for the 4-prong sample the value cf H decreases from 0.21 4 0.02 at 3.S CeV/c го

0.09 ± 0/02 at 10 GeV/c and remains thereafter constant at " 0.1 up to 20 GeV/c. The values of

К at 14? GeV/c and 205 GeV/c of 0.16 and 0.18 respectively, are appreciably higher thai the

plateau value attained at the lower energies.. The strong dominance of the ditffractive processes

in the «~ p l* «~ final state (~ 921 in this -xperiwent as discussed in the following section )

which are fairly energy independent coupled with the falling off of non-Гоа» run processes should

account for the observed increase in R at higher energies.

A study of the 4C final state. «" p i »" , reveals an almost total dominance of this channel

by the diffractive processes. We take pion diffraction to correspond to a recoiling proton with

x < - 0,96 (this gives a three pion mass system, MJw< 3.2 GeV/c ) and proton diffraction to

have an associated recoiling i" of i - > 0.96 (this value constraints the И 2 ( < 3.3 GeV/c ) .

With the above definitions for target and beam diffractive dissociation, we iind that over 92%

of the events fall into the category of diffraction dissociation. The in-ident i'beaa i s seen

to break up more frequently than the proton target with the ratio of the cross sections,

o(«" p • »* p) / о (ж" р • w" p*) • 1.67 ± 0.21. A. similar study carried out at 20S GeV/c (71

incident momentum found the ratio of the cross sections for beam to target breakup to be 2.3±0.5,

; higher value.

The channels i" p * J" »' p and »" p * 4** •' «' have been studied extensively at lower

incident mnmniti» In fig. 3 is shown a compilation of the cross section for the final state

Д** ж" *~, and fij. 4 shows the corresponding compilation for the final state *~ p° p.

U -

U

1

1

t

• 1

f l * . 1
1 I

It a*

1

i

I t »

1

|

Fig, 2. Incident mentük

dependence of' the

Fraction of 4p-4c

events out of the

4 prong sample.

The lab incident momentum dependence of the cross section for the channel w" p* Д т* v* at

low energies (4-25 GeV/c) is well described by the exponential function '{£''* C8). Extrapo-

lation of this fit to 147 GeV/c predicts a cross section of 47 ub while we find a value of 190 ±

40 wb. The cross section found at 205 GeV/c, 130 ; 20 ub (9), is also significantly higher

than the extrapolated value of 27 ub. A fit to the coebined low and high momentum data points



(4-20S CeV/c) gave an unacceptable ION X probability. The sharp break of the high aonentua-data

could be understood as due to She falling off of a l l a * production aediated by non-Ровегоп ex-

changes while the diftractive contribution (Poacron exchange)remains energy independent.

The cross section for the final state w" p° p at low incident aoaentua (4-2S GeV/c) i s ve i l

fitted by the exponential fore ? j ^ ' " . Our data point ac 147 üeV/c i s consistent with this
f i t while the 20S CeV/c data point i s higher. The exponential dependence of 0.33 i s rather
shallow for a Begge mediated process, whereas the exponential dependence, 0.79', found for the
a** v* •" final state i s consistent for a Regge iiediated process. К f i t to the coabined low

and high Boaenta data for the final state, •* J ° p, yields the exponential dependence, p

with x 2 probability coaparable to that obtained for the f i t to the Ion Boaenta data only.

It i s interesting to notice the lack of a clear indication for the onset of the dominance of

the diffractive processes in the final state, *~ p p, as we go into the Fend.lab energy range.

Pil.3 Coapijation of the cross section of Pig. 4 С - .. г. » the cross section of
ж"р*й v~«~ as function of P. . . w y-w *' -i function of P. . .

r lab r " lab
2. Г p •• 3 Г 2 l p Channel

The six-prong saaple consists of 27S2 events found in the scanning which corresponds to a

cross section of 4.47 t 0.10 ab for the topological six-prong final state.

whi

val
lac
ciu

lea

roc

wit

and

Am

whi

chi

These event* were.processed in the заве шаппег as the 4-prong events. In our study of the
4-prong saaple we carrind out an extensive study of the reliabil ity of SQUA» and the associated
error floors by studying the pull quantities, x distribution, the beaa angles, and the Ьеав во-
aentua. This study was doi.e using the 4-prong saaple, and then the "tuned" set of programs were
used to ; .ecess the б-prong saaple since the nuaber of 4C candidates in the ft-prong saaple i s
too saall in order to do a aeaningfiil study of the fitting procedure. No gaaaa rays associated
with the 6-prong 4C f i t s were found coapared to one ganu ray found in the 4P - 4C saaple. Ns
es;iaate the contaaination of the 4C f i ts in the 6-prong saaple to be " S-7%, the save as for
the 4-pro-; saaple. prw
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Re found 70 events that fitted the 4C hypothesis :

t" p • v" p 2 ж 2 ж* (З)

which gives a cross section of 18S i 23 yb for this channel. Me have calculated the ratio of

the cross section fcr the 4C channel to the topological cross section, g, n Í 4 C ) _ _
о ( 6 prongs)

The value of R at 5.5 GeV/c is 0.18 t 0.03 and decreases to 0.05 t 0.01 at 16 GeV/c. The

value, of R at 147 GeV/c, 0.04 t 0.01, is within errors equal го the value at 16 CeV/c. The

lack of data between 16 and 147 GeV/c ind beyond 147 GeV/c precludes the drawing of any con-

clusions.

A study of the Feyman X distributions for the outgoing proton and «~ particles shows

leading particle effects in both distributions. Me take pion diffraction to correspond to a

recniUng proton with * 1 - 0.S5 and proton diffraction to correspond to a recoiline Г meson

with x
v
- >0.9S, and likewise, the double diffraction dissociation events have |k (p •* O |

" and |X(2i* ж*)| i 0.95. In Table 2-we «unaarize the various diffraction cross sections

found in the 6-prong 4C sanple.

The ratio of the cross section for bean' fragmentation to the cross «ection for target frag-

nantátion into five charged particles, o(c' p * ж p ) /. о (ж* p •» •' p ) equals 1.17 l 0.46,
which is within errors equal to the ratio l.*7 t 0.21 found for fragMVtatiem into three

charged particles.

Т А • I B 2

Channel

ж" р • ж" р 2 ж* 2 ж"

• • " * *

X -> 0.95

• /p

xp<-0.9S

• Й

• • P
| x p | , | x - | >0.9S

о (Mb)

185 1 23

32 ± 9

37 * 10

40 s 10

Mo. of events

70

12

14

IS

Figure 5 show» various invariant nass distributions pertinent to the 6 prong 4C channel. The

v* »" distribution (fig. 5a) shows a proainent p° signal. The M(»* 2s*) coabination whose in-

"-ntfiant aass is shown in fig. Sc has 6 entries per event. The Aj and Aj resonances seen to be

produced. The Aj and A
2
 signals are. seen if one considers the p° »" conbiaation shown in fig.

6a (full histogrsn). For comparison, oa the sane ftgure the p° i" effective nass distribution

A





If ana considers those «vents in Hhich the outgoing proton has Xp <-0.9S. one obtains the M(Se)'

distribution shown in fig.7a. a flat distribution though with veryliadted statist ics. This be-

havior i s different from the 3» breakup of the »~ in the 4p 4c reaction. The proton breakup iato

(4wo) sham in fig. 7b (for Xw- >_ 0.9S) «hois sana indication for H« (3030) prodaction hut.again

tha statUtics are very United.

3. Double Diffraction Dissociation.

The simultaneous breakup of the incident and target particles in a «ay consistent with Рамп»

exchange Is denoted as Double Diffraction Dissociation ( n o ) . la this experiment a* arc able to

extract tha OOD̂ conponent free of backfround in a rather simple «ay. la f i f .e we plot tne Feya-

•tt ж of the pi*»" nass coabination tor all events in which this particle conbination i s oaitted

in tha « i n t o b*ch«*nl henisphere. л clustering of events near д .- -1.0 and continuiag up to

ж« -0.95 i» seen. Thure we twi entries at x- -0.91 and one entry at x- -0.61. Me define tha

ODD events to have x (pvV) < -о Э5. TMs definition gives us IS events classified as ODD events

The DSD events stand all by theaselves and i t i s reasonbl* to азмве that the background arisiot

froa non-DDD final states is nil.

21Г+ЗТГ~

8 Feynnaa .X distri-
of the nass

combination pv *~enittet
into backvard CM hemis-
phere.

-06

In ГЦ. 5 не show various nass distributions (shaded) from the ODD staple of events. The

M{« «*) rosed fnm the bean breakup pious is shorn in Fig. 5a and the nass combination M(pv*)

texmH tram the target breakup particles is shown in Fig. Sb.The shaded ana is Fig. 5c slows

the bean breakup systen H(Z.V) and the target proton breakup systen is shorn in Fig. Sd.The

shaded distributions in Figs. 5c, Sd are consistent with the nass distributions obtained for the

•venta in the 4 prong -4C channel. If we assurc that al l diffraction dissociation processes,

single and double, are aediated by the sane exchange of a single Poaenm. we should be able to

factoriie the different vertices appearing in these reactions. la the present experinent we have

detoxainad in the final state,»" p«V, the cross section «or bena and for the proton target

breakup and have also determined the elastic cross section (1). The factorization relation pre-

dicts a cross section of 28* *ub for the ODD process while we find a cross section of 40± 10 pb

ia good agteeaent. in Fig. 9 we have the cross section compilation for the ODD process in the

channl^pp *(p» »") CpvV) as studied by Coggi et al at the I S B ( U ) . Using th* ISR data of

•t al d th FSL d t l J ) V•t al
y ggi al at the I S B . Using th* ISR data of W

and the FSAL data at 20S CeV/c
t l J )

 for single proton fragmentation, pp *(p.V;)p we
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haw* deteiained via factorization the predictions

for DOO at the respective energies. For our w'p

data at 147 CeV/c and that of Binghaa et al
( 7 )
 at

205 CeV/c we have likewise calculated via factori-

Mtion the predictions shown in Fig.9. For our

data we show 2 predictions; the higher value of *

SOiMvb is gotten by using the' ODD cross "section,

*~p*4 p , while the lower value of JSiiub is got:

using only single diffraction dissociation. The

extrapolated predictions based on the ISR Measure-

ments disagree with the factorization predictioas

based on the FNAL data.

_9 The cross section for DDO as measured by
Goggi et al at the ISR and their straight
line fit. Predictions based on ffctori-
tation at 147 GeV/c, 2O5.GeV/c. 1057
GeV/c and 1470 GeV/c (see text).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Goldháber et al. , were the first to suggest and demonstrate the

existence of Bose-Einstein (B-E) effect in the identical particle spectra

(GGLP-effect). Recent work of Kopylov and Podgoretsky2' and that of Cocconi1'

on the existence of second order interference, i.e. B-E effects, has led

to a renewed activity in the study of correlations involving identical

pions. Following their suggestion several attempts have been made to

determine the size of the production region for pions.

In this paper we present the very first attempt to study B-E interference

effects for К К . Correlations resulting from resonance production have

also been studied and included in the analysis.

The study is based on a large exposure of 1.4 raillion pictures

PKM/jm
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(22 events/yb) of 0.76 GeV/c antiprotons in the 81 cm Saclay hydrogen

bubble chamber. Scanning was carried out for pp annihilations associated

with one or more V°'a. The total number of V° events recorded is 34 700.

The final states used in this study are K V W " (1403 events, 216 ub)

Wand (6553 events, 615 yb).

2. EFFECTS OF RESONANCE PRODUCTION ON CORRELATIONS

The variables used for this study are p - |p" . + p_ |, q • |p - p I

and Ay, the difference of rapidities of the two particles.

To investigate the effects of resonance production in detail we have

performed a channel fit analysis of the final states К К яг ir and K°K~ir ir ,

using the technique of Condon and Cowell...Results are presented in table 1.

Phase space accounts for only 18Z and 8Z of these reactions, respectively,
*

whereas К production accounts for V 50Z of each reaction.

We use the Monte-Carlo programme FOWL to generate the distributions

of p, q and Ay, expected from each channel contributing to each final

state. The production angular distributions of resonances as well as the

decay angular distributions have been assumed to be isotropic (see footnote

in sect. 3). The curves superposed on the experimental distributions of

p, q and Ay in fig. 2 represents the result of adding these FOWL generated

distributions in the fractions prescribed by the channel fit. The fits to

K°K ir
+
ir° are good, but the fits to K°K°ir

+
ir~ are poor, particularly at small

8 8 8

values of p and q (x
2
/NDF .« 70/24, 61/36 and 91/36 for Ay, p and q respec-

tively).

Therefore, we conclude that resonance production can account for the

correlations of kaonsin the final state K°K~ir
+
ir°, but not in the final

л n ••>

state К К ír ír . This difference in the belu* <iour of like and unlike kaon
s s

pairs may be attributed to the effect of Bose-Einstein interference correlations.





3. BOSE-EINSTEIN INTERFERENCE CORRELATIONS

Following Kopylov and Podgoretsky, and Cocconi, if the distribution

without interference is denoted by W , then the distribution with inter-

ference W, is given by

W - W (1 + I) Г (1)

о
The interference term is given by

+ T q
o
)

2
 (2)

for uniform luminosity
2
) (Kopylov - Podgoretsky) and

I
2
 - e -

( R
V

2 )
/ ( l • tq

o
)

2
 (3)

for a Gaussian luminosity
3
' (Cocconi).

The parameters R and т are the radius and lifetime of the radiating

spherical source . The variables q and q are defined by

q
o
 - |E» - E

2
|

q

t " |?i • Pal

In our case, W is obtained by Honte-Carlo calculation incorporating

resonance production a.'» described in the last section. Fig. 3 shows the

distributions of q_ and q for the indicated cuts for K°K in the final

о ± + о
 8

state К К it ír . As can be seen the resonance production describes the
distributions quite v/ell. Fig. 4 presents the distributions for K°R°

._ _ . SB

in the final state К К ír IT . He have also shown in this figure the results

of Monte-Carlo calculation incorporating resonance production (dashed

curves C) a» well as the results of calculation assuming pure phase space

(dotted curves D in figs 4(a) and 4(c)). It can be seen that pure phase space

gives a poor fit to the data and even the inclusion of the effects of

resonance production does not seem to account for the data fully***. There(*) We have checked the effect of the assumption of isotropy for the production
angular distribution of the resonances in the following manner. About 50Z' '
of the contribution to the channel K°K ir n~ comes from K*(892) production
and the cm. angular distribution of8 e t? is found |o be largely isotrcpic
with a small anisotropic component of the form cos29 . We have repeated
the Monte-Carlo calculation using the experimental angular distribution
of K*(392) and find that the distributions of qQ and qt are not significantly
changed.

All



are clear discrepancies between the data and the curves С in the regions

of q « 0.4 GeV/c (fig. 4(e) and q
o
 $ 0.08 GeV (fig. 4(a) (i.e. small

values of q and q ). This is what would be expected if the second

order interference effects are important.

In order to fit the data of К°К°!
+
тт~ shown in figs 4(a) and 4(c) with

s s

form (2) or (3) which include the interference term involving both the

variables q and q , we have divided the data into smaller intervals of
q and q and simultaneously fitted the distributions using form (2) as
о t

well as form (3). The results of these fits are shown in figs 4(a) and 4(c)

as curves A for form (2) and В for form (3). The values of the parameters

so obtained are

R - 0.9 ± 0.2 fm, ct - 2.3 ± 0.7 fm, with у
г
/Н!>? = 144/116

for form (2) and

R - 0.8 ± 0.2 fm, cT = 2.5 ± 0.6 fm, with x*/NDF = 129/116

for form (3).

Table 2

Compilation of R and ст from various studies

pp

pp

pp

pp

pp

pp

pp

pp
IT

ТГ

IT

C+p

J P

Reaction

s s

+ 2тт+2тг"тг°

•*• 4-prongs

•* 2ir+2ir~ + X

•+ тпг + X..

* mr + x

* m + x

•*• тпт + x

p •*• > 6-prongs

p -»• > 6-prongs

p •*• v-n + X

•*• К + р21Г + 2тт"

•*• > 6-prongs

Plab(GeV/c)

0.76

0-0.70

0

5.7

22.4

28.5

28.5

200

16

11.2

40

8.25

16

R (

0.9

1.8

1.89

2.6

3.0

1.3

0.73

1.41

1.84

1.04

1.7

1.84

+

+

+

i

i

1

4

+

±

+

+

0.

+

fm)

0.2

0.1

0.06

0.4

0.5

0.1

0.10

0.35

0.06

0.1

0.3

3

0.09

ст (fm)

2.3

1.4

1.52

4.5

3.1

0.4

1.97

1.08

0.41

0.78

0.9

1.00

+

±

±

+

-

+

+

±

+

±

0.7 .

0.2

0.14

1.5

1.6

0.2

0.57

0.11

0.15

Ü.51

1.2

0.15

Reference

this work

О

5 )

О

7 )

0
9>

1 0 )

5 )

1 1 )

1 2 )

" )
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pion correlation studies. It should be emphasised that the values of R

and CT obtained for the production region are in general modified bv the

final state interactions and resonance decays.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(a) It is found that R = 0.? ± 0.2 £т, and CT = 2.3 ± 0.7 fm for kaon

emission in pp annihilations at 0.76 GeV/c. Thus, the kaons appear

to be emitted from a smaller volume than the pions (table 2).

(b) There is some indications, at least for pions in the pp data, that R

increases with P, . .
lab

(c) There is some indication that the values of R and cT at a give-

energy are larger for pp annihilations compared to other hadronic

interactions.
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Diacueaion

ShephardtWe had also studied K̂ KJ* correlations in 1T"p inte-

ractions at 200 QeV/c but it «aa found that the entire effect

could be explained by S*"production.The etatiatice, however

were poor*

MalhotraiThe effect of the S haa been included in our

background term W
Q
 and its contribution ia in fact negligible,

Qoldachmidt-Clermont:! am puzzled by the use of Bose-Einstein

statistics for the* effects between JSr and ;K%Becauee what '

you produce is Кг and Кг «The» each of them decays in a dif-

ferent liasar combination of K £ aad Kg «Did you consider so-
me further relationship that may modify the interpretation
in terms of the Bose-Einstein interference ?

MalhotratSince the wave functions for the initial state
K°f° can be expressed in terms of the К°;К2

 t
 K°£° and K°K?

it ia clear that one should expect Boae-Einstein xnterferen-
ee for K°JC2 and alsó for ЖРК? «Because of thi» Season and
the fact that one includes the correlations ariaing from the

reaonance production in the background term W
Q
 , the coef-

tenn should be unity asficient lambda for the interfc

has been assumed by us*

Shapiro:! would lite to emphasize that in low energy anti-

proton annihilation theoretically it is expected many reso-

nances to be produced of baryonium nature «So when you study

the correlations between bosons which are products of low

energy annihilations you can expect large influence of these

reaonances*And when you increase the energy the role of these

resonances will be weaker.Theae resonances can strongly ef-

fect the " free." Bőse-Einstein correlations which you stu-

dy in this region*
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MULTIPLICITY STRUCTURE

OF PROTON AND KAON DIFFRACTIVE DISSOCIATION

B. Buschbeck
Aachen-Berlin-CERN-London-Vienna Collaboration

Abstract

Cross sections and mass spectra are given for single diffractive

dissociation p -J>(N + iJt ) and K~ —» (K + i 31 ) f or i = 1 to 5

and also summed over all multiplicities. They are calculated

from the energy dependences of exclusive mass spectra in

K~p - reactions at 1O and 16 GeV/c.

In addition to the diffractive peak at low multiplicities a

long tail extending to high masses composed of all multiplicities

has been found. The multiplicity structure of diffraction disso-

ciation can be understood in the_context of the two-step dynami-

cal picture of S. Pokorsky and L. Van Hove.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I)

The aim of this paper is to develop a new method for calculating

diffractive mass spectra. It is based on a quantitative comparison

in exclusive reactions of the energy dependences of mass spectra

where diffraction dissociation is allowed with those where

diffraction dissociation is not allowed. The method is applied

to K~p interactions which have been analysed at 1O and 16 GeV/c.

Our results may be compared with those of the maximum gap method

and the L.P.S. method . Since both these methods are doubtful to

use at higher multiplicities, a new and independent determination

of the amount of diffraction seems useful.

2. THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF MASS SPECTRA

To show the energy dependences of the (N + ill) and (K + ill )

mass spectra in exclusive channels K~p —ь KN + ijl with i = I to 6

we use the parametrization:

-n(M)
If *

 f ( M )
Plab (1)

The coefficients n(M), calculated from data at 1O and 16 GeV/c

incident energy are shown in fig.l for the (N + 1 Д ) systems.

Solid crosses are drawn if the change of charge АО. between the

incident proton and the (N + iJ\ ) -system is 0. Dashed crosses are

drawn when IA Q\ = 1 . The values of n for the |Д0.1 = 1

reactions at low (N + i 3f)-masses are in most cases significantly'

greater than those in the corresponding A Q = О channels. A simi-

lar behaviour is found for the (K + iJl) - systems (not shown

here).

We attribute this difference to the occurence of diffraction

dissociation which is only possible in the Др. = О channels. \~.ч

use it in the next section to determine the amount of diffraction

dissociation in each exclusive Ü Q = О channel.

3. THE METHOD OF ESTIMATING DIFFRACTIVE HASS SPECTRA

This method has been used by the same authors previously for

i = 3 . The input is the measured mass spectra at two different

incident momenta p and p.. We decompose the A. Q = О spectra

into a diffractive part (dC/dM)
D
 and a non-diffractive part

(dBVdM)
ND

Witl
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dGVdM - (d<5-/dM>

With the parametrization (t) inserted into (2) we get:

P
L
-n(M>

 ш a ( M )
.

p
 ~n

D +

la

(2)

(Э)

Here n(H) is the exponent representing the energy dependence

of the &Q » О reaction considered, n_ is the energy dependence

of the diffractive part,

the non-diftractive part.

n
H D
(M) is the energy dependence of

lomenta p «p. and P
L

S
P« inserted into (3) weWith the two incident

have 2 equations which are solved for a(M) and b(M).

This leads tothe expression for the diffractive mass spectra

(d^r/dM)
D
 at momentum p.,:

I

**2\

Pl I

n(M)-n
ND
(M)

- 1

P
2
>

(4)

- 1
(at p

2
)

Our main resul

signals for th

high multiplic

be understood

and Van Hove

according to n

our data on th

diffractive ev

at 24 GeV/c (c

(solid line).

Since n(H) has been determined in section 2 and n is known to be

about O.3, the only unknown remaining on the right hand side of

(4) is «*
Н1)
(Ю.

To determine n
M
_OU , the assumption was made, that it is equal

to the coefficient n found in the \t,Q \« 1 reactions at the

same multiplicity
 + )

.

4. BBSCS.TS

Table 1 shows the calculAted cross sections for diffraction

dissociation. Figs.2a and 3a show the calculated diffractive

mass spectra for each multiplicity. They have been obtained from

the exclusive channels with at most, one unseen neutral by

correcting them for unseen decay modes with the aid of statistical

lscspin weights. The dashed lines in figs.2b and 3b represent the

sum of all spectra given in figs.2a and 3a respectively.
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Our main result is that we have found significant diffractive

signals for the dissociation p-tN + Ц,К-» К + i I
1
 even at

high multiplicity (1 - 4,5). This multiplicity behaviour can

be understood by the two-step dynamical picture of Pokorsky

and Van Hove ', namely creation of a fireball x which decays

according to normal phase space. Pig.4 shows a comparison of

our data on the average multiplicity and dispersion for

diffractive events (crosses) with those obtained in pp interactions

at 24 GeV/c (circles) and a calculation from the two-step picture ̂ )

(solid line}.
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Table 1

Cross sections for single diffraction dissociation of proton

and К . The NiJT and KiJT cross sections at the bottom of the

table have been obtained from the exclusive ones by including

unseen decay modes calculated with statistical isospin weights.

Proton Diffraction К Diffraction
w i t h M(K+i3T) jfe 2 . 6 GeV

Diffraction
product

P3t°

p H Ц

p J\
+
3T " Л

0

n2 31
+ Jí ~

р2 31
 +
 20Г-

p2 31
 +
2 ЗГ~ Я °

n3j| 2 1i~

N UT

N23\

N3 Л

N4 Л

Total proton
ciffraction

79

215

22О

84

4O

25

29

10

294

44О

166

114

83

11ОО

+

l-
f

l +
• +

l-
f

+

1 +
'+

l-
f

1+
1 +

!+
•

12

3O

3O

25

12

6

6

3

3O

42

37

24

18

7O

Diffraction
product

K~ tt
+
 Jl"

- О —] ~ О

К~2 Л
+
2 Л ~

К° Л
+
2 31~Л°

К-
2 3
Т

+
2^-Л

о

К~2 3\.
+
ЗЛ "

К2Л1

К33|

К4И

K53I

Total K~
diffraction

, 36О +

2О5 !

145 Í

74 Í

15 +

72 +

27 1

1.2 +

678 ±

291 Í

15О 1

59 +

ПВО +

>)

22

24

-Г

23

7

4

7

2

2

4О

32

14

5

5О

П

4

3

2

1

0

е
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Recent results on Ъагуоп production in K"p interactions

••V i

Prance - soviet Union and CERN - soviet Union

collaborations'*'' presented by

i ! U. Gensch

' j Institut fur Hochenergiephysik

Berlin - Zeuthen

A brief summary of recent results on Ъагуоп production in

K-p interactions at 32 GeV/c is given £i - 3]. The following win^
items will be covered:

K"p -» Л + X (1)

-* Д
+ +
(1232) + X (2)

-* 2Г*(1385) + X. (3)

Furthermore, we discuss also Л and Л polarization in K
+
p
 p

and K~p interactions.

The data were obtained from the 4.6 m MERAHELLE hydrogen

bubble chamber exposed at the Serpukhov accelerator to RP

seperated K
+
 and K" beams at 32 GeV/c.

At present, the available statistics in both experiments is
 ; i s

about 120.000 events, corresponding to «* 6 ev/nib. Details
 l s

on the experimental procedure can be found elsewhere £4,5j • *̂ J '

The laboratories involved in the collaborations are:
K+p a Bruxelles, Mons, Paris, Saclay and Serpukhov
K"p a Aachen, Berlin , CERN, Saclay, Serpukhov and Vienna.
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la

•enna.

The inclusive cross section for Л (and E °) amounts to

107Í8yUb. A remarkable energy dependence is observed,
<5"( /\ ) increases by a factor of f cur tetween H;3 and 32 GeV/c.
She shape of the invariant x distribution at 32 GeV/c (open
circles)» presented in. fig.1, suggests central production
and beam fragmentation to be the dominant mechanisms of A
production*

A oomparison vdth the 14»3 GeV/c data [6J (black squares)
shows that except for x - values smaller than -0*2 an in-
crease of í(x) with increasing energy is observed. Dis-
cussing the origin of very forward antilambda's we use the
triple Regge model, describing the production of fast Л 's
by the diagram;

Replacing the .Z " trajectory by the Z""

trajectory one gets analoguosly a des-

cription of lambda production in

K
+
p —• Л + X. At very high energies

the structure functions for both pro-

cesses should be equal. In fig. 1 we

show also the invariant distribution of forward going A «s

in K
+
p ~» Л + X at 32 GeV/c (black triangles) [5J .At

small x-values the invariant function of Ás is well acove the
distribution for the antilambda's but for x fc 0.4 the struc-
turefunctions of both reactions are indeed compatible.
The cross section for K~p —• A A + x is 59-10.ub. iPhe
effective mass distribution of the Л Л system is shown in
fig.2, where also data from the K~p experiments at 10, 14.3

and 16 GeV/c are included [7] • A possible narrow structure

is observed around 2.42 GeV, but due to the small statistics

no definite conclusion can be drawn.



'IT

The cross sections for Д
++
(1232) and Z "(1385) have been

estimated by fitting the p ft
+
, Л "

+
 and Ait" effective

mass distributions with a Breit-YJigner function and suitable

chosen background* The following value3 have been obtained:
+
'

3"( Д
+ +
) = 1.75*0.15 mb, .r ( E

+
) = 0.34^0,05 mb and

T ( E ~) a 0,17-0.04 mb. lffi.th the cross sectionsfor protons

and A's [4i 8J it is found that about 20 % of the protons

come from Д
 + +
 and about 30 % of the prompt Л • s are

produced via С (1385)e

No or only weak energy dependence is observed for the cross

sections of Д
++
(1232) and Г

 +
(1385) production, whereas

o"(£~(1385) is decreasing between 16 and 32 GeV/c. The

x distributions of the baryon resonances are shown in fis«3.

The Д + +
(1232) is mainly produced via target fragmentation

processes, the data agrees with the results obtained at

16 Ge7/c L9! • 'She distribution of the Г
+
(1385) reaches

its maximum at x~0 but a substantial fraction of the

resonance is produced in the target fragmentation region.

In contrast, the x distribution of the £ "(1385) is

symmetrical around zero indicating the dominance of central

production»

3. Л

K
+
P

cross sections include a correction for theThe £

Zй ° mode; for the Д
т т
 also contributions of unidentified

protons (Ртд-п} "* GeV) are taken into accant by assigning .

in case of events without seen protons to positive tracks

with P
L A B

 >
 1 GeV successively the proton тааз.

A Mi



Here results on polarization for the reactions K~p —* Л+ X,

K
+
p —* Л + X and K

4
p —*• Л + X at 32 GeV/c are presented.

For a detailed discussion of the underlying dynamial mechanism

we refer to the contribution submitted to this conference [3]•

Fig.4 shows the x-dependence of P( Л ) for K~p —» Л + X

between 4.2 and 32 GeV/c
e
 Almost no energy dependence over

the whole >: range is observed, except for x —* -1. For very

backward Л 's P(Л) is compatible with zero at high energies

but positive at 4<>2 GeV/c In the beam fragmentation region

the lambda has significant negative polarization. In fig. 5

the polarization of lambdas and antilambdas for K*p inter-

actions at 13 and 32 GeV/c is shown [10]. The Л is found

to be unpolarized at both energies over the whole x range.

Р(Л ) is consistent with zero at 13 GeV/c, but becomes

negative at 32 GeV/c in the beam fragmentation region.

Diecusaion

3runhaus;Do you have any data on/\Д production?

Gensch:Yes. we have calculated about 5C events in the reac-

tion К"р-
>
ДД+ X.

Grunhaua;Do you see any signal in the effective Д Л mass * '

distribution as predicted in MIT-beg model? I

Gensch:Up to now this data has not been analysed in such a ;

way. i

A HI
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The CERN B.E.B.C. bubble chamber was exposed to an R.F. separated К -

beam of 70 GeV/q. As a first step some 42.000 pictures were taken. The present

paper deals with preliminary results derived from approx. 1,3.000 doubly scanned

frames and approx. 4.900 well measured events. The latter number corresponds

to approx. 0.3 events/ub; the final experiment is intended to reach 20 events/pb.

1. Topological Cross Sections

The topological cross-sections for- К p interactions at 70 GeV/c. are listed

in table I. They were obtained by normalizing our scan-data to the total cross-

section of Ayres et al. [l~\ . The data were corrected

(a) for scan efficiency:

The scan efficiency for two-prong interactions was t<85%; for all other

topologies it was close to 100%. Unresolvable odd topologies were distri-

buted among the neighbouring even topologies proportionally to the nusber of

events in those neighbouring topologies. As of yet no corrections for close

о + — ' -

V 's or e e pairs has been made. .

(b) for the loss of elastic 2 prongs.

A simple exponential law for the do/dt-distribution of the elastics (slope

7.8+1.0 GeV~
2
), was used to determine a fraction of (38 +_ 5) % of elastic 2

prong events lost in the forward direction. For events above the |t|-cut an

azimuthal correction was applied.

Walle

erdyukov,

-. Milstene,

(c) for beam impurities.'

Using the Cerenkov-information and scanning on pictures with the HF-

turned off, if- and |i -contaminations of ^ 2 % and M % resp. were determined.

The К p-topological cross sections are displayed in fig. 1 together with

results obtained at other energies [2]. The curves are to guide the eye only.

In general our 70 GeV/c data interpolate smoothly between the values obtained

at lower momenta and those obtained at 100 and 147 GeV/c. Some anomalies

appearing at 100 GeV/c are probably due to the very limited statistics. At

70 GeV/c, up to n=10 all topologies have cross-sections y_ 1 mb. The 2- and

4-prong cross-f=ections are decreasing in roughly the same way.

He have calculated the different multiplicity parameters both for all

'-acks and for the negatively charged tracks only. The values obtained are

listed in table II. In general our numbers interpolate very well between the

results obtained at other momenta; this is shown explicitely in figures 2 and

3. The parameters f*^ varies from (-0.24 +_ 0.20) at 32 GeV/c to (6.02 +_ 0.99)



at 147 GeV/c passing through the values of (1.66 +_ C.I 6) and [A .5 +_ 1.3) at 70

and 100 GeV/c resp.

We have fitted the energy dependence of <n> vs. P, . - Simple power

laws or linear In s behaviour are excluded by values of x
2
/ND >10. The same

conclusion was reached at 147 GeV/c [2~| . Fig. 2 shows a (good) fit of the

type

<n>= a + b.ln s + с.ь~ + d.s . In s.

a parametrization preferred on theoretical grounds (Mueller-Regge-approach -

see ref. [з])

There exist several ways to examine the topological data for KNO-type

of scaling. Fig. 4 shows the variable D.P.(n)=D.o /a. , versus(n-<n>) / D, a
, n inel.

method based on a prediction proposed by Czyzswski and Rybicki [4|. The

agreement between the data (collected in a band of energy from 3 to 147 GeV/c),

and the prediction is remarkable.

2. Inclusive Cross Sections

Preliminary total cross sections have been derived from л , К /К , Л,

Л and КГ inclusive production. They are presented in table III. The event

numbers used are corrected for potential path effects, ambiguity cuts, passing

rates-efficiency and unseen decay modes. The К -cross-sections in particular

are corrected for К -decays.

Fig. 5 shows the energy dependence of the neutral-K cross section. Also

shown - for comparison - are the pp inclusive К /К cross sections. The rapid

rise of the cross section observed in the К р 16 - 32 GeV/c-range continues

between 32 and 70 GeV/c. Presumably the multistrange particle production pro-

cesses (with KKK, ЛКК, ЛКЛ, etc) are responsible for this effect.

Fig. 6 shows our evidence for К -production in the 2- and 4-prong topo-

logies (higher topologies show a less clear signal because of the combinatorial

background). There is a suggestion of K. „-production. As expected the major

part of this K* -cross-section is found to be in the forward C M . hemisphere.
890

Confirmation of the fact suggested by the 32 GeV/c К р data, that also the

Кcross-section rises considerably with increasing momentum will have to

await further statistics. The result obtained is suggestive but the errors are

still large.
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(a) Inclusive it ̂ production

For 32 GeV/c K
+
p interactions nearly 97% of all negative secondary

particles were pions. At 70 GeV/c we expect that only about 54 of the nega-

tive secondaries are K~-mesons. One can therefore obtain reasonable ir -

inclusive information by assuming all negative tracks to be pions.

In figs. 7 we show the invariant x-distributions function for all

our ^"-secondaries" (defined as above) and compare it. <*ith data at

8.2 and 16 GeV/c. The structure function is consistent with scaling in

the beam and target fragmentation regions. The same conclusion is reached

by inspecting fig. 8, where the energy dependence of the structure function

is analysed in terms of p
T
 , the longitudinal lab-momentum.

In the central region the structure function continues to rise with

increasing energy. The effect is analysed in more detail and compared to

pp-interactions in fig. 9. To look at factorization properties the struc-

ture • functions for the pp interactions were multiplied by the factor

a. (K
+
p)/a. (pp). One observes that factorization works well both in

Xli V X ХПбХ
the target and beam fragmentation region but is clearly violated in the

central region at 70 GeV/c (the pp-cross sections are smaller than the

K
+
p-ones by approx. a factor 1.5). This phenomena (already present, though

less significantly, in the 12 GeV/c data) could be related to the different be-

haviour of the total cross sections. In fig. 10 we show a comparison of the cen-

+ -h

tral region a-total for all available К р- and pp-data; use of the p -coordi-

nate is suggested by the Mueller-Regge approach to central region scaling (P-R

term). The data clearly show that also the К p-cen(p:al region о' s start to fol-

low a P,^ (or s ) behaviour already quite early,- the difference in slope be-tween the К р- and pp-interaction in the 16-70 GeV/c momenta region is apparent.

(b) Inclusive К /К -distributions

The data are still too scanty for presentation of significant x-

distribution. We limit ourselves to preliminary consideration using dis-

tributions obtained after integrating over intervals in the x- (or y- or

p-)-space.
Li

Fig.11 shows the behaviour of the structure function in the central

region. A double Regge model fit to low energy data (5, 8.2 and 16 GeV/c)

suggests that this structure function will first decrease, become flat

(between 1 6 - 3 2 GeV/c) and then start to increase again. The Mirabelle

32 GeV/c point 5 confirms this; the 70 GeV/c point - with admittedly .

still large erros - also.



.••: т

Fig. 12 shows the behaviour of the cross-section in the beam frag-

mentation region. The different 'curves' are for decreasing upper limits of

p. , ., i.e. the (maximum) longitudinal.momentum of the K°/K° in the

»
m a x

' PRJ

rest'frame of the projectile; (decreasing p, . . implies going further

and further away from central region). There is an energy-dependence of the

type observed in the central region which disappears as one progresses into

the forward region.

(c) x-Dlstribution Exponents

Many models make predictions about the values for the exponents a

found when parameterizing the x-distribution in the form (1-х) (Cf.

quark counting rules, etc.).

Table IV presents preliminary values for the exponents observed in our

experiment. The simple (minimal) Brodsky-Gunion counting rules predict

o=5 for the К -2+ ir~ reactions, «=3 for p—»• ir~ and <x=l for К -£* K°. The

latter two agree with our result; the first one disagrees by more than 5a.

Getting an insight into these large differences will require a study of

both strange and non-strange beam quarks i.e. require more statistics

from K-beams.

nts о
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Topological Cross-sections for К p-Interactions at 70 GeV/c

Topology

2 prongs total
t
4.

2 prongs elastic

2 prongs inelastic

4 prongs

6 prongs

8 prongs

10 prongs

'12 prongs

14 prongs

16 prongs

18 prongs

Total

Cross-sections (mb)

3.73 + .14

2.07 +_ .11

1.66 + .10

4.52 +. .12

4.28 + .11

3.11 +_ .09

1.74 +_ .07

.70 +_ .04

.20 i .03

.05 + .01

.010+ .006

18.36 +_ .10

ions

rnational

).

3.

Normalized to the o-total value of ref. 1 .
f'i

121
A 121



Table II

Moments of the Multiplicity Distributions at 70 GeV/c К р Total 1

<n
z
>

<n>/D

_ (ii)
r 2
- (iii)
Г3

u3

 ( i v )

.. ,„3 (iv)

d_ =<n
2
>/<n>

2

d_ = <n
3
>/<n>

3

d, = <nl*>/<n>lf

- 4

All charged Tracks Neg. charged Tracks only

6.24 -к .04

46.89 i .60

40.64 + .56

2.81 £ ,03

2.22 + .01

1.66 + .16

2.46 +_ .70

13.69 £ .96

.62 £ .03

3.13 + .10

1.203 +_ .004

1.66 £ .02

2.57 + „05

2.12 +_ .02

6.48 £ .11

4.35 +. -09

1.41 + .01

1.51 + .02

- .15 + .04

.03 + .09

1.71 +_ .12

.62 + .03

3.13 + .10

1.44 £ .01

2.49 +_ .04

4.95 + .15

K+p -•

K+p -f

KV

K+p -»•

Par am

Rea

( i ) D= /<n z> - <n>2'

(ii) f_ = <n(n-l)> - <n>z

( i i i ) f3= <n(n-l)(n-2)>-3<n(n-l)><n>+2<n>3

(iv) v. - " - — ' x -

AÜ3
It



Table I I I

Tota l T o t a l I n c l u s i v e C r o s s - S e c t i o n s К р 70 GeV/c

K+P

K+P

KV

Par am

K
+
P

K
+
P

K
+
p

K
+
P

K
+
P

Reaction

•+ тг~ + X

•*• K°/K° + X

-*• Л + X

•*• л + x

* • &
+ x

Cross-Section

(14.6 + 0.2) mb

(11.1 + 0.8) mb

(1.40 ± 0.24) mb

(0.7 +_ 0.2 ) mb

(4.5 + 2.3) mb

Table IV

Parameterization Inclusive Distributicn with (1 - x)(

for |x|>0.3.

Rea

К

К

It

Reaction

1.-1< l G e v 2

i r-| <3 GeV2

<3 GeV2

p' •*• IT

| t p l r - |

r - | <3

Exponent a

(2.8 +_ 0.4 )

(2.7 + 0.4 )

(2.2 + 0.8)

(4.2 +_ 0.8)

(4.1 + 0.7)

A ilk



























Inclusive S*O530) Production in K~p Interactions
saassaasasassaaaaasaaassaaasaaaasqasaasaaassasasass

at 10 and 16 GeV/c

Aachen - Berlin - СЕВД - London - Vienna Collaboration

1. Introduction

The
— 31(153O) is the only well established excited

The

-state /1/. It is assumed to be a member of the lowest

baryon decuplet together with the /.(1232), the

3*0385) and the JJT(1675), the J* assignment is
 3
/2

+
.

я
(153О) was first seen by G.M. Pjerron et al. in

K"p. interactions at 1.8 GeV/c /2/ and has been investigated

in the meantime over the energy range from 1.75 up to

14*3 GeV/c (a list of papers can be found in ref
e
 / ! / ) •

Here we present a study of the inclusive production of the

* in K"p interactions at 10 and 16 GeV/c.

st

ted

the

The experiments were performed in the British 1.5m and in

the CERN 2m hydrogen bubble chamber at the CERN PS using

an r«f• separated K~ beam. We have processed a total

number of 260000 events at 10 GeV/c and 400000 at 16 GeV/c,

respectively» This study is based on events which have at

least one negative charged decay (kink) possibly accompanied

by additional charged and/or neutral decays (V°).

xn

V/C,

at

allied



We have accepted all events which gave a S ~ fit at the t

decay vertex* Xhis results in 1235 events at 10 GeV/c and i

573 events at 16 GeV/c, respectively» All hypotheses have \

been checked for consistency wilih ionization* In the case [

of kinematical ambiguities we have accepted up to three \

hypotheses. The main part of these ambiguities results \

from difficulties in the tr/K mass assignment* f

To analyse the inclusive 3L
B
(1530) production we have !

studied the following reaction: |

iTp-» 2 ~ J T
+
 + X (1) ; \

with 1770 entries at 10 GeV/c and 930 entries at 16 GeV/c, '
3
 respectively* /

+ Our data samples for the reaction K~p —» "Ж~Ж° + X are

very poor and do not permit to study the inclusive produc-

téd tion of the S ^ "

3..1 .Jiass and width of _the_ .=-"

Pig*1 shows the effective mass distribution M( 5zTW+)
for reaction (1)* The 2ЕЖ

(153О) signals are clearly visible*

In deriving values for the mass and width the experimental

mass resolution ( Д Ц в № MeV) is taken into account by using ,

a Gaussian weighted Breit-HKLgner function, "the so-called

Voigt profile" /3/* The mass distribution has been fitted ;

a
t with this Breit-Wigner function plus a handdrawn background \

anied resulting in i;

M • 1531 * 2 MeV, TJ = 9 Í 4 MeV У

at 10 GeV/c and J

%



= 1532 i 4 MeV, £ = 5 ± | MeV

at 16 GeV/c in good agreement with the PDG values /1/.

3» 2 ̂Production cross section of_the_ S*°£153O)_

To determine cross sections the data have been corrected

for scanning efficienciesy escape losses due to decays

outside the chamber and for small angle losses due to

unvisible charged decays.

The fit procedure described in subsect. 3*1. results in

the following values for the inclusive S.*°(153O) cross

section

$" = (40 - 12),ub at 10 GeV/c

б* а (21 i S)/Ub at 16 GeV/c
 t

woich are corrected for the unseen decay mode 2
i 0
 —>S°i

The Рт ,3 - dependence of the S*°(153O) cross sections

in the energy range froa 4*2 up to 16 GeV/c can be seen

from fig* 2 /1/, Por comparison the inclusive cross sec-

tions of she SL~ are snown in the same figure* The energy

dependence of the inclusive S " and S*°(253O) cross sec-

tiors shows within the large errors the same behaviour*

After threshold a slow decrease with increasing energy

can be observed*

3*3«_The_Peynman_-_x_distrxbution

The invariant differential cross section can be written

as

where the

These dis

can be se

tial cros

As can be

as the 3

with a sra

The Peynm

in K~p in

It can be

there is '.

of the 2

3*4. The

The q

p£f for t
data with

results j



(2)

where the Feynman variable x is defined as x

These distributions for the .xo(1530) at 10 and 16 GeV/c
can be seen in fig. 3 together with the invariant differen-

tial cross sections of the S " .

As can be seen at both energies the 3£ЖО
(1530) as well

as the j£ ~ are mainly produced in the central region
with a small preference of the foreword direction.

The Feynman-x distribution of the Н.ЖО
(1530) produced

in K~p interaction at 4.2 GeV/c /4/ looks very similar.

It can be concluded that in the energy range considered

there is no drastic change in the production characteristics

of the SL*°(153O).

3.4. The distribution

The distributions of the square of the transverse momentum .

pj, for the S*°(153O) are shown in fig. 4. Fitting the

data with an exponential function

(3)

results in slope values

В * (2.9 i 0.3) (GeV/c)"
2
 at 10 GeV/c and

В « (2.2 Í 0.7) (GeV/c)"2 at 16 GeV/c.

•V

л»*
* * » • * • -



It has been found that for a variety of directly produced
2

hadrons with masses around 1*0 GeV the p*. distributions

show an almost universal slope of В = 3,4 (GeV/c) /5/.

Our values only agree with this universal slope within the

relatively large error limits* Smaller slope values,

however, are expected with increasing particle masses /9/.

Our results do not contradict this expectation»

The p
T
 distributions of the £ also given in fig* 6 for

comparison show also an exponential shape with slopes
3*0 - 0*2 and 2.5 - 0„2 at 10 and 16 GeV/c, respectively*
Both values are in good agreement with the ^.

Я
°

slopes and support our conclusions given above*

We are indepted to the operating crews of the CERN PS,

the 1o5m British and 2m CERN HBC an the constructors of

the r.f * beam* We thank the scanning, measuring and computing

staffs at each of our laboratories*
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NEUTRON FRAGMENTATION IN THE REACTION pn * pX AT 19 GeV/c

V. Baleken0, H. Gennow*. P. Lundborg*. J. MSkela*, M. Pimia*,

B. Selldén*, E. Sundell00 and J.K. Tuominiemix

o) Institute of Physics, University of Oslo

• ) Institute of Physics, University of Stockholm

x) Department of High Energy Physics, University of Helsinki

oo) Department of Physics, Abo Akademi

In this paper we present results on a study of the inclusive

reaction

p • n • p + X (1) 1)

at 19 GeV/c in the target fragmentation region, i.e. at small

four momentum transfers from the target neutron to the final

state proton. The sample of events is obtained from an

analysis of 37 000 photographs taken in an exposure of the

deuterium filled CERN 2m bubble chamber to a 19.1 GeV/c proton

beam. The photographs were scanned twice for all* event topo-

logies and the discrepancies between the two scans were fully

resolved in a third scan.

The scanning efficiency was 95 t for one prong events,

98.>t % for two prong events and for 99.9 % events with more

than two prongs. The fractions of unseen one and two prong

events were estimated by studying the distributions of the

four momentum transfer from the beam to the fast track, which

was assumed to be a proton. By extrapolating the exponential

behaviour of these distributions to zero four momentum transfer,

11
1

oton

po-

Uy

ich

ial

ansfer,



iki

corrections of 19% aid 25% were calculated for the numbers LI

one and two prong events, respectively. The corrected tapo-

logical cross sections were determined from the beam track

count and were found to be 4.9 t 0.1 mb and 26.1 ± 0.2 zb

for one and two prong events» respectively. The other topo-

logical cross sections have been given in ref. Pi 1. All

events that were recorded in the two scans were.measured and

passed through the geometry program. The bubble densities

of the tracks were used to identify the slow particles with

momenta less than about 1.S GeV/c.

1)

11

1

ton

o-

1У

ich
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ansfer,

In order to obtain a pure sample of neutron target events

не selected the odd prong events as well as those
 e v e n

 prong

events which had a backward going proton in the laboratory

frame (which is assumed to be the spectator) [i ] . For rhe

purpose of cross section calculations we normalized the number

of these events at each multiplicity to the corresponding

corrected topological cross section J"i ] . In this way The

corrections for rescattering and screening are automatically

included. Next, a sample of events fcr reaction (1) was

obtained by further selecting the events with at least cne

slow track consistent with the proton hypothesis. The numbers

of these events as well as the corresponding cross sections

at each multiplicity are given in table 1, after an additional

'cut in the four xoxsentum transfer frcm the target neutrcn to

the slow proton, \t\ < 1 (GeV/c)
2
 .

The resulting total cross section fcr reaction (1) with

|t| < 1 (GeV/c)
2
 is 6.8 • 0.2 mb. This is larger than the

corresponding cross sections at 100 and 195 GeV/c, which arc

$.7 ± 0.3 Q3]and 5.15 ± 0.25 mb [7J , respectively.

\
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The distribution of the missing mass squared м
2
 with

|t| < 1 (GeV/c) is shown in fig. 1. The negative values

of M are due to events with an invisible spectator proton**,

for which the missing mass was calculated taking the zero

value for the target neutron momentum. This results in an

2 2
uncertainty of about 3.0 GeV (FWHM) in M , approximately

independently of the value of the missing mass.

The distribution of the four momentum transfer t is given

in fig. 2. It shows a break at |t| •»< 0.6 GeVXc) and has

a slope of abcut 3 (GeV/c)~ for the forward peak.

In order to study the energy dependence of the neutron frag-

mentation .mechanism we plot in fig.3 the invariant inclusive

cross section sCdo/dtdH
2
) at 19.1 GeV/r and ax 100 SeV/c [з]

as a function of К /s in three t-intervals. Our average

values of t in these intervals almost coincide with these

at 100 GeV/c Г31 showing that the four-momentum transfer dis-

tributions are very similar at the two energies. From fig.3

one can conclude that the structure function s —
d
° \

dtdM
changes very little between 19.1 and 100 GeV/c.

Two datapoints from a counter experiment at p ^ = 400 GeV/c

in the kinematical region overlapping with our data are also

shown in fig. 3 Г
4
] '

 T h e v
 indicate a further small decrease

of the cross section
8
* between 19 GeV/c and 400 GeV/c.

*)

S)

The protons with- laboratory momentum less than about 80 MeV/c
do not leave an observable track.

In these- data the effect of the Fermi motion has not been
taken into account fcr any spectator momenta.
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Proton fragmentation in the reaction pp -»• nX has been studied

at the ISR [б] . Data from this ISR experiment at \JT = ЧЧ.6 GeV

are also shown in fig* 3 . The invariant cross section of

this reaction is expected to be equal to "the invariant cross

section of reaction (1) by isospin invariance arguments. The

ISR data* however» give cross sections which are smaller than
2

our cross sections by an order of magnitude for t^-0.2 (GeV/c) .

In refs. [3,4,5,6,73
 t h e

 triple-Regge model has been used to

describe the structure function of reaction (1).

These investigations show that pion exchange dominates at

the pn-vertex and it is sufficient to include only the irnR

and v«P terms in the triple Regge formula, other RRR and KRP

terms being negligible. We have checked how well the same

reggeized pion exchange model works at our low energy. With

theparametrization of the pion pole by Bishari Гв] the triple

Regge formula gives

da 1 1 4np "* ,HV
2 t t

w
( t )

(2)

Here бдпо-'*"
 =
 29 is the coupling constant for the on-mass-

shell pion and о - <M > the total w~p cross section used

to describe the off-mass-shell тг'р-scattering* . We have

used tr.i paraoetrization a
(
- (И ) = (24 + 20M ) mb.

The prediction of formula (2) at 19 GeV/c is shown in fig.3 .

The curve has been smoothed with a Monte Carlo calculation

to include the uncertainty in the calculated missing mass of

the odd prong events. The curve gives a satisfactory des-

cription of the data, although not a good fit.

The off-raass-shell effects are neglected; they have been
found negligible also in other investigations [9].

Aft*



In fig. 2 не have plotted the

theoretical prediction for the differential cross section ̂ j|

integrated from formula (2 ). A good agreement is obtained

below |*| = 0.1 (GeV/e>
2
.

In conclusion
t
 «e have determined the cross section and

inclusive structure function of the neutron fragmentation

process in the reaction pn • pX at 19 GeV/c. Comparison

with data at higher energies shows that the cross section at

fined t and M
2
/s is only weakly energy dependent. A

satisfactory description of the structure function is obtained

for t < 1 (GeV/c)
2
 with a triple Regge model with a pion

exchange at the pn-vertex and no free parameters.
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Multiplicity (N)

1

3

S

7

9

No. of events

190

1197

139

•5

*

2675

o
H
 (mb)

1.02 ± 0.08

3.65 * 0.16

1.70 t 0.11

0.И0 t 0.05

0.23 t 0.012

6.79 t 0.22

The numbers of events and corresponding cross sections in

different prong classes of reaction (1) with | t | < 1 (GeV/c)2
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1» Th
e
 cross section of reaction pn •• pX as a function

of the missing aiass squared M for all events

(crosses), for 1р'з (I I), 3p's (I j), Sp's (f"""}),

7p's С П ) , 9р'з (Г"! ).

Fig. 2. The differential cross section •£ of reaction pn •• pX

at 19 GeV/c. The curve is the prediction of the triple

Regge model with pion exchange (see the text).

do
Fig. -. . The structure function s—5— of reaction pn • pX

dM2dt

аз a function of H /s in three t-intervals. The

curves are the predictions of the triple Regge model

(see the text).
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AZIMUTHAL CORRELATIONS IN pp INTERACTIONS

AT 22.4 GeV/c

P.REIMER

Institute of Physics,Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
Prague,Czechoslovakia

Alma-Ata-Dubna-Helsinki-KoSice-Moscow-Pregue Collaboration ation

The two-particle correlations have been recently stu-

died in various multiparticle reactions of hadrons.Special

consideration has been given to the angular correlations

both in exclusive*" and inclusive or semi inclusive-^"
 u

framework and to the invariant sess dependence of correlation

Sanction
2
 «The question which still draws attention is which

mechanism is responsible for the difference between like and

unlike charged pion pairs* distributions.There are two expla-

nations which are usually given - Boae-Einstein symmetry e-

ffect "* and influence of resonances.In the last two years

we could find papers where authors concluded that the global

effect of resonances on the opening angle asymmetry was more

pronounced than that of Bose-Einatein but we could also

find papers where authors concluded that resonance production

accounted for only 30% of the observed effect "•• .The purpose

of this work is to present data on azimuthal correlations

and to estimate the effect of resonance production on these

correlations in pp interactions at 22.4 GeV/c.
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Our results are based on a sample of 25000 interac-

tions obtained from an exposure of 2m HBC "Ludmila" at

Serpukhov to a 22.4 GeV/c antiproton beam.Details of the

experiment have been published elsewhere^
2 3
»

2
^ in connec-

tiom with the study of topological cross sections end sin-

gle particle distributions.The reaction studied it

p + p —»• two charged picas + anyihing.The charged partic-

les with laboratory momenta below 1.2 GeV/c were identified

by ionizaticn.To study the correlations between two char-

ged pi ons we excluded the identified protons and particles

with [x|>C.5.The latter cut is based on results of single

particle distributions showing that the positive particles

with x с -С. 5 are mostly the identified protons.Assuming

charge invariance,all negative particles with x > 0.5

are taken as antiprotons.All results,except Fig.1 and Fig.6,

are presented for events with charged multiplicity n £ & 6.

There are 7 00C such events in our sample.

We studied the distribution of azimuthal angle

for both like and unlike picn pairs .These distributions

are characterized bv the asyszetry paraméter

denoted as B**,B~~»B*~ for l+,+|»f-.-f(l+»-f chsrged pion

combination respectively .The errors presented in figures

are statistical only.

We have begun with the study of multiplicity dependen

ce of asymmetry parameter B.Results are plotted in Fig.1*

The decrease of В with multiplicity is general feature of

multiparticle processes caused by kinematical constraints

f'i



on transverse momenta
1
- iThe difference betweer В and В

indicates the experimental biases in our sample and is sig-

nificant only for four prong events «In the following we

shall therefore study the dependence of B*s only for like

B^ and unlike B
U
 charged pion pairs.Pig.6 shows the in-

crease of & B = В - В with multiplicity.For total sample

of 7 000 events with n c £ 6 we got В** а 0.046+0.^05,
B~" s 0.046+0.005 .B

1
* = 0.046+0.003 and B

U
 = О.12О+О.ООЗ.

To localize the region where this difference origina-

tes we present in Fig. 2 the dependence of azimuthal asy-

mmetry on rapidity difference Ду
 а
\ у ^ ~ у Л «The difference

between unlike and like pion pairs is greatest for partic-

les with small rapidity gap but persists up to А у*—2 in

with results obtained in other reactions and.e-

4
Because rapidity ie a function of both longitudinal

and transverse components of momentum we have also plo-

tted the dependence of B*s on longitudinal /Pig. 3a/ and

transverse /Fie.3b/ aiaaenta difference separately.Fig.3b

stows tnat tile effect of different behaviour of like and

unlike pion pairs is pronouced for pairs with small values

/less than 0.2 SeV/c/ of Ap,=U pVjl -IPTJII «ndbp*=| p^-pjj.

These results show that pion pairs exhibit different

behaviour according to their charge and that this difference
z
o observed predominantly at smaller values of momenta di-

ГГегепс-* .Because one of possible explanations fcr this phe-

nomenon may be the production of resonances,w* divided our

sample on two subsaaples - one with events containing a

pair with effective mass in the interval /C.70 GeV,0.8J0eV/

ani the second one with the rest of events.These samples

contain 503C and 197C events respectively«The values of В

for the subsamples are B
L
 = C.046+C.C04 and B

L
 = O.048+C.0C7

for like pairs and B
J
 = С.124+С.ГСЗ ani B

U
 = C.1C3+C.CC6

for unlike ones.The presence of ̂ therefore has influenced

the unl
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««ti-

unlike pairs by slightly raising the value of В and

has not influenced the like ones at all.The most intere-

sting feature is,however,that the difference between li-

ke and unlike pion pairs is still present in events which

do not contain § .The maximum of this difference studied

as a function of rapidity gap is not now in the /0,1.9/

interval as in the total sample of events.Instead

we can see the difference also in greater values of Ay*

/Fig.4a/ andAp* /Fig.4b/.Fig.4c shows,however,strong

effect in the region where p*j«*p^ /Др*<0.2 GeV/c and

д p_<. 0.2 GeV/c / even for events without§*.

The influence of resonance production should mani-

feet itself in the dependence of B*s on invariant mass

Uf»T<>f the pion pair «We carried out this study and we

found that the difference seen in?*- region /0.70álIáO.82/Ge¥
between В and В is small compared to the difference

seen at lower values of M
v r
.

The fact which seems to us not to be in accordance

with the idea that resonance production is sole factor

responsible for the difference between azirauthal distri-

butions of like and unlike pion pairs is the increase

of this difference with multiplicity /Fig.6/.Thia pheno-

menon waa observed also in pp interactions at 5.7 GeV/c*-
2
4

3
^ where we published the results on inclusive ̂ p r o -

duction the average number of 9" per event -^N(§*)^- for

different topologies is given.Because the mean number of

1T*I combinations per event - ^ H * ^- for given topology

is also experimental? known we can calculate the resonant

to nonresonant pair ratio - <Hl?°»/<»II¥*f} - for all to-
pologies «These numbers are given in Table I.We can see
that whereas the average number of ?*per event is steadily
increasing with multiplicity the ^NCS'»/^»1*1^ ratio is
constant within the errors.To estimate if this fact is in
accordance with the increase of Д В with topology we per-

A 460 I
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formed simple calculation.Talcing experimental distribu-

tion of unlike pion pairs we calculated from the^NCS'P/

ratio the number of £ - resonant pairs,subtracted this

number from the number of total unlike pion pairs and norma-

lized the like distribution to the number of pairs left.

Then we assumed that all § -resonant7 ** pairs had azimuthal

angle Y* greater than ̂"/2,added these pairs to the normali-

zed like distribution and for such distribution we calcula-

ted the asymmetry parameter / plotted as "§ - induced "

in Fig.6/«This is. the maximum possible way how the 9 - re-

sonant ulT pairs can raise the value of В .The difference

between so calculated B
U
 and experimental В does not«ho-

wever, reproduce the increase of experimental В -В diffe-

rence with multiplicity. _
Г071.

In our earlier work
1
-
 IJ
 we studied the interference

effect using the Kopylov - Podgoretsky approach .We obser-

ved the excess of like pion pairs over unlike ones in the

region where q
Q
< 0.05 GeV and 0^4 0.20 GeV/c / q

Q
 = \Ej-

o- = ̂ p*j - p*
2
}x n where E.E are the energies; p* p*

the momenta of the two pions and a

These, variables were proposed in** . /.In this region the

mean ratio of like to unlike pion pairs was 1.25 / the nor-

malization was carried so that the ratio should be equal

to 1 outside the region /.It is therefore interesting to .

look how thia interference effect is connected with the di-

fference in azimuthal distributions.

The distributions for pairs from interference region

are the same for like and unlike pion pairs and shows that

in this region small azimuthal angles are preffered

/ B
U
 = -0.634+0.020,B

L
 = -0.670+0.020/.This is the consequ-

ence of strong q
Q
 and q

T
 constraints.Due to the smallness

of azimuthal angles in interference region the relative ex-

cess of like pairs lowers the В for total distributions mo

re than В .This mechanism ,however,does not explain our da

ta because pairs from interference region are only small

^4 0.20 GeV/c / q
Q
 = \Ej- E^/

are the energies; p*.
 f
p*

2

d a = (p!j + iT
2
V \p*̂
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fraction / 2% / of the total number of pairs.Moreover,

the B*e for pairs which do not fall into the interferen-

ce region are B
L
 =0.063+0.004 and B

U
 = 0.133+0.C03.We

can therefore conclude that the relative excess of like

pion pairs in interference region / in the sense of Ko-

pylov's variables/ can influence the B's for our total

sample of pairs only very slightly and that main contri-

bution to the difference between В and В comes from

pairs which fall outside the interference region.

The main results of our study of inclusive azirau-

thal correlations can be therefore summarized as follows.

The difference in behaviour of like and unlike pion pairs

comes mainly from the region where P*s~P̂ i ̂
s
 small /stron-

gest effect was observed for Др* arid Др
т
 simultaneously

in the interval С 0,0.2) GeV/c /.We have estimated the in-

fluence of §*- resonance by antiselecting the events with

TP'Tpair in the ? - enhancement region.In the sample of

remaining events the difference between B's is smaller

but still persists.We have found that В fcr these events

is О.О55+О.ОО9 as compared to О.078+О.ОО5 for events con-

taining T^TTpair with the invariant mass in the §
e
- region.

As for the dependence of Л В on ду and Ар* in the sam-

ple of events without §°we have found it not tc be peaked

for small values of Д у and &p? as was the case cf total

sample of events.

All these results together with the increase ofДВ

with the multiplicity and with the results on dependence

of В on invariant mass M^-g of the pion pair have led us

to the conclusion that taking into account only resonance

production is not sufficient to explain observed differen-

ces in the behaviour of like and unlike pion pairs.Cn the

other hand we see that interference effect influence the-

ье li&tributions only slightly /it is probably due to thie

mechanism that we see difference between' like and unlike

pions for Ap*<C.2 GeV/c and small values of Д р . even

for events without §*/ and cannot explain the difference

at higher values of д р* and Ay.

л



Table 1.
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.25+1.25

N
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig.1 Asymmetry parameter В as a function of charged

multiplicity for /+,+/
t
/-i-/ and /+,-/ pairs

respectively.

Fig.2 : В as a function of CMS rapidity difference Ay.

Fig.3 : В as a function of Др* and Д р .

Fig.4 : В as a function of Ay*, Др* andAp„ for events

which do not contain §° pair with invariant mass.

M
r f
in interval [jD.lO GeV,0.82GeV) .

Fig.5 В and В as functions, of invariant mass

Fig.6 : В - В as a function of п„ .Comparison is done

with "pp experiment at 5.7 GeV/c and with the va-

lues which we obtained from like pion pairs distri-

bution by the method described in text.
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1. Introduction.

Low EL processes make up main part of hadrcnic total cress;

sections. For a long time they were the only investigated pro-

cesses at high energies. High intensity accelerators and some

theoretical prejudices have moved many physicists to high pT

region and to lepton-induced reactions which are developing

actively and supply us with a very valuable information* Not so

much happens in the low pj- country in spite of enormous

efforts» As the Queen said to Alice» "here, you see, i t takes

al l the running» you can do, to keep in the same place".

Phenomenology at different levels i s our main driving

engine.

2. The quark-gluon picture. v'i

The most pretentious level is related to quantum chromo-

dynamics. But hardly we can say very much about i t that would

have something to do with experiment* The Whole approach suffers

from such unsolved problems as quark confinement, non-applica-

bility of the perturbation expansion etc. The expansion over

diverse powers of numbers of colours, i t s relationship with dual '
1—̂theories s t i l l do not lead us far from the starting point.

Several groups of authors *~ 1 0 have calculated the high-

energy behaviour of spontaneously broken non-Abelian gauge field

theories in the leading-lnS approximation (or the weak coupling l.

limit) which was shown to be insufficient to give a satisfaetcry |;

high-energy description. The modest but difficult program of %

non-leading Begge behaviour of inelastic amplitudes has been '£
1 0 "'»

formulated in . starting from tree approximation and ucícf é
sí

dispersion relations and unitaritу equations far elastic and f \



inelastic amplitudes in the multi-Regge limit i t has been pos-

sible to get the resulting amplitudes with non-leading Regge-

pole exchange in the leading ifis approximation. Though the

scattering amplitude with non-zero quantum number exchange

has simple Regge pole behaviour, the vacuum exchange channel

(Pomeron) does not satisfy c-channel unitarity (a fixed cut

to the right of j a 1 appears). The failure to understand main

inelastic processes within the usual methods of quantum field

theory forces to apply mare phenomenological approach.

One of the important questions at that level, then, is

how to empirically discriminate between different exchanges i . e . ,

in other language, between different origin of hadronic systems

produced in high energy collisions, /,'ithin the general frame-

work of quantum chromodynamics there are two distinguishable

pefturbation-theary mechanisms which could characterize the

init ial interaction between colliding hadrons:

1. vector-gluon exchange 1 1 »' I 2

>

2. quark exchange or annihilation ' .

Hadron-hadron interactions which start with gluon exchange be-

gin with separation of color octets while quark exchange im-

plies separating 3 and % systems. In each case the separating

color systems should be neutralized by final-state interac-

tions.

If one considers a hadron as consisting from valence quarks

and a gluon cloud one can find the relationship between

vC -distribution of leading particles •[(*) :tnd valence quark

distri

tion

and

Here о
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distribution inside a proton p
v
(x) through the common distribu-

tion of three valence quarks because

and

Here one has assumed that the valence quarks of the incident

particle f ly through as a leading particle keeping a l l quantum

numbers and one half of the primary energy in accordance with

deep-inelastic ер-data. The f la t spectrum of leading particles

does not contradict to the steeply falling spectrum of quarks

obtained from ер-experiments. Moreover, the relationship of

the two spectra i s confirmed by experiment.

One can imagine that the other half of energy i s contained

in gluon clouds which strongly interact producing pionization

particles. This interaction i s a complicated non-linear one

and can not be described by simplest perturbation theory graphs.
16I t is quite possible that early thérmodynamical ideas which

have clarified many qualitative features of non-linear inter-

actions can be very fruitful in this region.

However i t is not clear whether the i n i t i a l gluon separa-

tion is in charge of this relationship. It can be much mare

general. In particular, gluon interaction can strongly enlarge

CL(L -sea which init iate production of secondary particles through
17in i t ia l quark exchange. The model with such a mechanism has

been rather successful in describing some experimental resul ts .

Slightly different mechanism of particle production in the

У 1



j

pionization region i s discussed in the additive quark model ' "

where gluons are important only for the energy transfer between - e n

quarks.
19I t has been proposed J that measurements of the power-lav; l,ivv

behaviour of s ingle and double fragmentation cross sections at a t

high energies are capable of d i s t ingu ish ing between gluon and a(j

quark exchanges. The basic idea i s as follows: the number of

spectator quarks determines the power-law decrease of the spect- ect-

rua in the fragmentation region ( a t x-»1) . I t i s different for or

different part ic les considered. The main point i s that i t differs ffers

by one for gluon and quark exchanges. Therefore the difference c e

of exponents is equal to 2 for these cases. The typical example pie

i s

Д-(РР-***Х) ~ (4-Х) for quark-exchange, ( 3 )

,/v(f_X) f o r gluon-exchange •

.3.1
The ISR-data 2 0 i s consistent with (i~Xj for p^< 0.85 Gevp GeV

0.4<p<<0.9 when f i t using the variable Xo - PC%>rA" or

(J~X)' when f i t using XL- рг/fflw This favors quark exchange change

picture .It is interesting to note that according to experiment ment

exponents do not depend on transferred momenta as ' t should be be

in quark-gluon schemes but i t can not be explained far Begge e

exchange* In both schemes the ratio of ГГ* and IT~ production n

i s equal to the ratio of U. and d -quarks in an incident par- r _

t i d e . The quark-exchange model leads to dramatic long-range e

correlations between the fragmentation behaviour of the beam m

and target in the double inclusive cross section. The typical a\

example is

BS



As i t is typical for a l l quark schemes the simplest diagrams

are used and therefore i t is not clear whether the dynamical

predictions are justified.

In any case we see that a l l of them are dealing with the frag-

mentation of particles* Not so much i s said about the pioniza-

tion region. To proceed one should describe in quark language

how the color separation i s neutralized by final-state inter-

actions*

1. yi mnltiperipheral approach»

<чt*ite a definite model can be proposed i f one considers

the graph on the l e f t of Fig.ia. The in i t ia l quark exchange is

neutralized by quar k-ant iquarк pairs produced at different sta-

ges of interaction* One can easily ~ =* hat in the usual

particle language this is just a mulMperipheral graph as i t

i s shown on the right of Fig. 1a.The quark picture of Pig. 1a.

i s drawn in such a way as if the color exchange i s neutralized

at the f irst stage and at the second stage the rapidity separa-

tion of color-neutralizing quarks i s diminished by production

of additional quark-antiquark pairs. According to this picture t

particle production i s a two-step process in which color-neutra-

l iz ing pairs are produced f irst and subsequently they decay

into the observed secondary particles due to final-ctete inter-

actions* As you see, a l l of this reminds of the independent I
B<o 'I



21cluster emission which became very . opular some уеагь ago •

This model proved to be quite e i f i c it in providing qualita-

tive insights into multiple production* Inspired by multiperi-

pheral results and by the parton model ideas developed to

interpret inelastic electron-nucLeon scattering theorists

assumed clusters to be produced with uniform probability over

the entire sapidity interval* So that calculations could be

carried analytically,' the properties of the cluster themselves

were postulated very roughly: a l l clusters were taken to be

identical and to decay isotropically into a fixed number of

pions* In addition, the constraints of energy and momentum

conservation were imposed only in an average sense. Cta the basis

of the comparison of 1СEM predictions with experiment i t was

suggested that the average cluster has a mass of about 1.5-

2 GeV/c and decays into three or four pions .As useful,as a

description of multiple production in terms of the average

properties of clusters i s , i t i s an obvious oversimplification

to regard a l l clusters as identical. More elaborate multiperi-

pheral calculations in which clusters of varying masses are

allowed and the conservation laws and dynamics of the inter-

action are taken rigorously into account indicate, as wi l l

be shown below, that the above cluster masses are underestimated.

The repulsion of neighbouring clusters and their wide mass

spectrum give rise to higher average values of masses.

The multiperipheral cluster scheme developed by the Lebedsv
op

Physical Institute group can be compared with any available
^multiple.multiple,
taTYprodtuexperimental?production uata in a wide energy range. It is

based on

theory* /
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baaed on the Bethe-Salpeter equation well known in quantum field

theory* All adjustable parameters are fixed by the analytic

estimates relating properties of the kernel of the equation to

the simplest features of the shadow elastic scattering. Elabo-

rating Monte-Carlo program with the fixed set of parameters it

became possible to computer-simulate and magnetic-tape "theore-

tical" inelastic pp and тг'р events with complete information

about any particle in the energy range from 28 to 200 GeV Cin
22c

totil about 70000 events are available). It has been shown

that the scheme describes quite well all experimental data and

can be used to check any proposed methods of analysis of expe-

rimental results. The theory has been quantitatively compared

with experimental results about multiplicity distributions,

rapidity spectra, transverse momentum distributions, dependence

of the average number of neutral particles on the number of

charged ones and of the average transverse momentum on the

longitudinal one, the pair mass distribution, r* >idity correla-

tions, the clusterization parameter, asimuthal correlations,

rapidity intervals, charge exchange and some other properties.

There is no place here to review all of them. We just mention

only those correlation properties which appeared to be most

sensitive to characteristics of clusters.

a) Rapidity correlations

The occurence of clustering effects in an unbiased sample

of inelastic events was demonstrated for the first time by

measurements of inclusive two-pion correlations. The large value

of the rapidity correlation' function

V



at coincident rapidities 'í.-'j- and its fast decrease with

the separation of piona are explained in 1СEM if particles

are produced by clusters which decay isotropically into three

or four pions on the average. The multiperipheral cluster

model which we consider instead, also describes inclusive

rapidity correlations quite well (Fig.2), but with prominent

contribution of more massive clusters (fireballs). The differen*

ce is explained by the repulsion of neighbouring clusters

interacting multiperipherally which is not taken into account

by ICEM. Qualitatively the repulsion corresponds to negative

correlations which could be cotupensfeted by larger sizes of

clusters,

b) The clusterization parameter

The same feature is even clearer seen from the analysis

of semiinclusive correlations with number of prongs, n, fixed.

When analysed in the ICEM framework these data yield the si-

milar average,, properties of clusters but.indicate that at the

highest multiplicities heavier clusters appear. If clusters

repulse they should be more massive to fit the experimental

data. It is clearly seen from the multiperipheral cluster

model which shows that ICEM tremendously underestimates the

cluster decay multiplicity K. Having everything known about

clusters in MCM it is possible to evaluate average cluster

decay multiplicity <K> and the clusterization parameter

v
v <K(K-iV>'
"c "" c'li'S— •

 T h e
 results are shown by empty and full dots

in Iig.3 correspondingly. The usual ICEM analysis when A
&

is related to semi-inclusive correlations by the formula
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(6)

provides much lower values of 4t" which lie within the striped

area of Fig.3 for energies 40 and 200 GeV and are shown by

triangles for ISR-energies.

In each case (rather light clustera independently emitted

and heavy clusters with repulsion) experimental semiinclusive

correlations are fitted well and heavier clusters are produced

at higher multiplicities*

c) Pair mass distributions

The search for bumps in the pair mass distributions is the

common method of studying the contribution of two-particle

resonances* However at high energies when looking for pairs of

pions one counts many "false" pairs which do not belong to the

same resonance* Therefore "the background" is high and even the

strongest resonance ( f> -meson) produces just a slight shoulder

(Fig*4«i which is explained at rather different estimates of

the C> -meson contribution ranging from 20% to 80% due to large

uncertainties of the background curve* To amplify "the bump-ef-
23

feet".it was proposed to consider the pair mass correlation
function defined as

Let us note that <(^//vf in Fig*4ais determined similarly with

the second term in brackets (7) omitted* This term diminishes the

background because it'subtracts some uncorrelated pairs cf pione

(the product of s;^le-particle distributions)* How the peak

at j> -mass ie more renounced (Fig.4Ü) in C. (П) for «^'7-pairs.

However one should be caselil because the similar peak i s seen

in Cz l^jfor Ti n -pairs where no influence of p -mesons can

take place. Therebre the stat is t ica l validity of the peak and

В 10



its interpretation need furtner study.

The most pronounced feature both of the pair ^ass correla-

tion functions and of the pair oass distribution is the wide

bump at pair masses around C.5 3eV. Models with multiperipheral

resonance production can describe it at extremely artificial

assumptions (for example, assuming dominant copious production

of CJ -mesons), while 1С Ж and ЫСЫ easily explain ii; (Piga.446)

as produced by pions from fireball decay. In fact, the mean energy

of such pions in the fireball rest system is just about 0.5 GeV

according to statistical model formulas.

Thus clusters appear to be very useful in describing pair

mass distributions,

d) Rapidity intervals

The rapidity intervals

in an 'n, -particle event with all particles ordered according

to the values of their rapidities are defined as rapidity

apacings between two arbitrary particles separated by «. other

particles. In particular, for k-C the intervals reduce to

what is usually called rapidity gaps. The slope of the rapidity

jap distribution at small spacings is equal to the multiplicity

П. whereas at large apacings it is equal to v'g_ • This break

of the distribution is seen from experimental data. However

rapidity gaps are not sufficiently sensitive to the mechanism

of cluster production while many-particle correlations contained

in rapidity intervale with Я # О reveal the dynamics of inelastic

processes much deeper. Maxima of these distributions move to
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smaller rapidity intervals if heavier clusters are produced.

Good description of such distributions by MCH (Fig.5) shows that

clusters of proper size are chosen in the model»

The pronounced two-p,ump structure of distributions over

Г
к
 and'j^ С In generált for »i"~ 2<a> and fc "•<.»!>) was predicted

for events with two baryonic fireballs produced. This structure

has been experimentally observed at 70 GeV pp-collisione thus

indicating the essential contribution of this mechanism in such

collisions.

Щ, Azimuthal correlations.

Very fruitful knowledge about clusters is obtained from

azimuthal correlations if the effects of Boae-Einstein statis-

tics and of leading particles are excluded by choosing the special

class of high-multiplicity events with particles well separated

in momentum space. The up-down azimuthal asymmetry is defined as

where N
>
 (M^) is the number of pions moving in the opposite (same)

hemisphere as a selected pion. For the unbiased set of events

this quantity is usually almost constant declining at small

rapidity separations for identical pions. However for the above-

mentioned class of events it appeared to have a bump at small

with a rather low value of 8>[t) at ISR-energies (Pig.6).At

lower energies (200 GeV and 40 GeV in Fig.6) this bump widens

and its height increases. In the cluster models the height is

higher for smaller masses of clusters. The experiment thus

indicates that clusters at higher energies are on the average

more massive. The width of the bump coincides with an imposed



Лч -cutoff for IÜEM. Thus the change of the width shows that

ICEM assumptions do not work at higher energies. The ISR-results

can be understood if one assumes the repulsion of clusters

instead of their independence. Let us note, that the repulsion

of clusters must change all figures obtained from ICEM applica-

tions to experimental data. In particular, it produces negative

two-particle rapidity correlation which can be compensated by

larger masses of clusters* Thus, if clusters repulse their

decay multiplicity К should be larger than the one estimated

according to the ICEM which now makes sense only as a lower

limit. Such a repulsion is an intrinsic feature of the multi-

peripheral approach* Azimuthal correlations provide an informa-

tion about a single blob of the multiperipheral chain not

influenced by rescattering corrections.

The cluster multiplicity can be estimated roughly from the

height of the bump and this estimation does not contradict to

the high values of it obtained above from semi-inclusive data.

The MCM nicely fits experimental results at 40 and 200 GeV

(Fig.6) *A closer inspection of relative contribution of various

mechanisms to the computer simulated events shows that these

theoretical curves are due mainly to pions from fireball decay

(Pig.é) .Thus azimuthal correlations confirm once more that

clusters become heavier at higher energies and they are peri-

pherally produced.

fctt
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4, Jots and clusters

The success of the roultiperipheral cluster scheme in

describing the properties of inelastic processes inside the

wide energy range is quite impressive and asks for its interpre-

tation in quark terms to be related to some general features

of large- Dj. processes and lepton-initiated reactions i.e.

to jets.

Cluster production depicted by the common multiperipheral

graph on the right of Pig.1a can be redrawn as a quark graph

shown on the left hand side of Pig.ia. In this picture the ini-

tial interaction is controled by 33 separation which should be

fastly neutralized by quark-antiquark pair production. After-

wards, each secondary quark should find the antiquerks compen-

sating its color to form final hadrone. The rapidity separation

of the two constituents, can be quite large and the second step

('i.e. rapidity neutralization) would correspond to the produc-

tion of quark-antiquark pairs with small rapidity separation

i.e. of final stable hadrons. The two stages of the color and

rapidity neutralization correspond to the two-step mechanism

assumed within cluster models when clusters are formed and

subsequently decay into final particles.

The similar 33 -color compensation is uroally assumed

for б 6~"annihilation, deep-inelastic processes and large рц.

reactions (see Figs. 1b, c,d).Large rapidity separation of

colored objects gives rise to the jet structure of events. ••

Therefore clusters of high masses with large rapidity separation

of constituent quarks can produce jet-like structure i.e. by



studying high multiplicity events one may be able to study the

gradual evolution from low ty-reglon to.high pT jet produc-

tion* From the other side, when increasing jet masses in high

ry reactions one may be able to study cluster structure of

the jets. In low p T reactions the overlap of jets or clusters

on the rapidity scale does not allow to separate them in a

clear way and asks for the correlation analysis reviewed above.

Now, let us look at the multiperipheral graph from the

traditional quantum field theory point of view .Each internal

vertex is characterized by the (non-one-pion exchange)cross

section 5" of interacting virtual pions. It can be decomposed

into partial waves in a usual way

Using the information about two-step mechanise of multiple pro-

duction one can say that for each partial wave channel a cluster

with a definite spin is formed. However the observed cluster

is just a composition (9) of different partial waves i.e. it pos-

sesses no definite spin. The interrelation of the different spin

states can be enlarged due to the subsidiary conditions in

the quantum theory of high spins which always require the lower

values of spins to be present when the high spin state is involv-

ed in the reaction.

The two-step mechanism implies that at each t the quaei-

particle system is formed initially what means for example

for £ ~O that one may write the propagator of the system

in a form í? f -\

Thus $Ъ
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Thua £*? ̂ 4 * ? - ^ ^ Here VK ia an effective «ertex for
In general ??($)л.2(^*0$£ SfcW where £tand J^ are defined
similarly to (10) and the summation over tensor indices is

implied within the sum over different spins. Therefore studying

the cluster mass spectrum one may get some information about

KeMlen-Lehmann spectral functions i.e. one may study the beha-

viour of "semi-dressed1* particles. (For mose details see ref. )•

If rather high spin states are involved the quasiclassical me-

thods can be applied to cluster description. The often used expo-

nentially decreasing mass spectrum of clusters can be obtained

in such a way.
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Ъ» Conclusions.

There are no large or small parameters in low p,- processes!

Therefore their interpretation is quite a hard business. Never-

theless one can hope to get some knowledge about internal struc-

ture of particles by studying correlations of the systems

produced, the relationship of low p
r
 processes with lepton-

initiated reactions and of high p
r
 jets with clusters. The

quark conéents^and jets surely need further study.

We. are just at the initial

stage of such an investigation.
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Figure Captions

Pig.1. a. The inultiperipheral graph and ita quark

representation

b,c,d Coldt compensation mechanisms for <?
r
f"-annihi-

lation, deep-inelastic processes and high p
r
 reac-

tions*

Fig.2. Inclusive rapidity correlations at 40 GeV ( ТГ""р ).

Fig.3. The average cluster decay multiplicity <Jc> (empty

dots) and the clusterization parameter Д ^ (full dots)

as calculated according to MCM, The ICEM analysis

(shaded strips ead triangles) of semiinclusive correla-

tions according to formula (6) provides very small values

of Д
с
 (compare with full dots).

Pig.4. a. The pair mass distribution with the small shoulder

at О-mass •

b. The pair mass correlation functions (for гт
т
тт~

and тГгт~-ра1га) exhibit peaks at О-mass.

Pig.5. The MCM describee rapidity intervale at 70 GeV (pp)

Fig. 6. The ahimuthal correlations for a special class of events

enriched by clusters (see )

a) at 40 GeV ( « - theory,.x - experiment)

b) at 200 GeV ( . - theory, x - experiment)

and at >fs = 52,5 GeV ( v -experiment)

c) the heavy cluster contribution to azimuthal correlations

-according to MCM.
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Discussion

Nahnhauerxl would like to make e coaiGnt concerning ."/cur

mass-dependent correlation functions.lt was shown thst the

inclusive correlation function can be decomposed into a SUE

of semiiftlusive ones and the cross-term containing no dy-

namical effects.We have done the sane for the mnss dependent

correlation functions and have found that the whole pe«k goes

away.So you;have only a small peak at the threshold contai-

ning Bose-Sinstein effect.

Sosnowski;Is there any sharp test which can tell whether

your cluster model is the correct one?

DremintI have never said that our model is better thsn any

other models, it is perhaps better developed. We have b*,nk

of generated events so that any data can be compered with

the model*

В 2.5







MONTE CAHLC 'wUARK - PAKTOK KODSL CF MULTIPLE PRODUC-

TION IN HADEOKIC COLLISION лК1) IN e
+
e~ AMNIHIIAI'ICU -N

V V.Cerny.P.Lichard and J.Piéút+i

Department of Theoretical Phyeics

Corceniue University,Bratislava

[ The present contribution is divided into the following

Ж parte

ü - motivation,basic assumptions

v - Monte Carlo quark-parton model of multiple pro-

duction in hadronic collisions

- comparison with data

- extension of the model to e+e~ annihilation

- comments and conclusions

Kultiparticle production in hadronic collisions is

a rather complicated process consisting of a few interre-

lated stages ( the beginning of the collision,the evolu-

tion of the collision and the formation of hadrone fol-

lowed by decays of the unstable ones).Each part of the pro- ro-

cess influences the final result and there are hardly pieces eces

of data which could directly lead to the underetanding of the f the

individual parts of the process.In this situation it is more more

^Presented by J.PiSut
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ro-

eces

f the

more

important to have a model describing in a rough qualitative

way the general features of all the available data than a

model which fits well a very limited piece of data.This na-

turally leads to Monte Carlo models.In our opinion the mo-

del has to be based on the quark-parton ideas since otherwi-

se it would be of little value for the understanding of had-

rone and their interactions.

Our version [lj of the Monte Carlo quark-parton model is

based on the simple picture of Feynman and Bjorken [2,зЗ •

The basic assumptions can be formulated as follows

- the energetic hadron can be viewed as a set of partcms

( quarke-Q's,antiquarke - Q's and gluone),

- a hadronic collision starts usually with a "soft" interac-

tion of wee partone,

- all the Interactions in a typical hadronic collision are

of a short range in rapidity.This implies that valence

quarks keep large momentum fractions during the collision

and that their distribution in x
p
 is rather similar (during

the collision) to the one known from deep inelastic lepton

nucleon scattering.Moreover,short range of interactions in

rapidity leads directly to the Bjorken-Gribov picture [4,5]

of the space-time evolution of the collision.This picture

is reviewed briefly in V.Cern/'s talk at this symposium*

- hadrons in the final state are originated by recombinations

of Q*e and C's ( mesons as QQ.baryons and antibaryons as

QQQ and QQQ ).This implies [l,б] that the number of Q'B

and Q's has to increase considerably during the evolution

M
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of the collision (conversion of glucre to Q« pairs).If a «4

pair can recorabine to a meson it has also a possibility to

annihilate to a dimuon with a low mass (due to the constraints

following from the space-time evolution the rapidity gap se-

parating the annihilating Q and 4 hae to be rather smallj.In

this way the production of low mass dimuons is a natural test

of the whole picture.Low mass dirauons with such properties

have been observed [7] and studied theoretically [6,8,9j .

The model (described in detail in Kefs.1 and 1С) is based

on the assumptions listed above.It лаз much in common with

previous work along similar lines jjll, 12,1з] and with some

recent approaches [l4,15,16,17j .In technical tiepects we found

Jadach'e work ilSj very useful.ihe Lonte Carlo model is con-

structed so that the following features are built in explicitly:

energy-momentum conservation,Pm cut-off«similarity between dis-

tributions of valence partons before and during the collision,

production of hadrons by recombinations of v's and £j's and the

short range character of the recombination.

In the model we do not try to describe the whole complica-

ted process of the hadronic collision.Instead of that we just

generate the distributions of Q's and §'s before their recom-

bination to hadrons.These distributions satisfy the require-

ments listed above and they should represent the "strobosco-

pic pictures" of Q'e and §'s generated during the evolution

of the collision.The short range of the recombination makes
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this "stroboscopic picture" consistent with the apace-time

evolution of the collision.On the other hand considering all

the partons at the вате time enables us to take into account

the energy-momentum conservation.

In the program we calculate the multiparticle production

in a specified hadronic collision "event by event".The gene-

ration of an event ie divided into the following three stages.

«i'e start with generating the exclusive configuration of Q's

and w's and assign it the weight dPjjty^,]?^, . . . ,yN»P^N).

Here у. , 7 ^ , i = l , 2 , . . . N are rapidities and transverse momen-

ta of Qfs and w's in that event and N=N , +2n where N . i s

the number of valence quarks ( 3>3=6 for pp collision,3+2=5

for Tp collision etc.) and n i s the number of additional <̂Q

pairs in the event.In the next stage one recombines the rapi-

dity neighbours to mesons,baryone and antibaryons according to

the probabilities given by the 3U(6) scheme.In the last step

the unstable hadrons decay to hadrons observed in the final

state.

The weight of a particular configuration of Q's and Q's

i s given by the following expression ( for T p collision/
N át

t n S'2? У

N
.7Г dy

i
d

i i
p

T i
 (1)

*id
 i s a fac

'
tor f o r

 identical particles,G is a "coupling

constant regulating the average multiplicity,factors for I



the energy-momentum conservation and for the cylindrical

phase space are selfexplanatory.The two factors V~ (x^,x2)

and V (X,,X 4,XE) give larger weights to configurations in

which valence partons keep large momentum fractions.In the

calculations done so far we have used a simple Ansatz

" (2) 2]

Here XJ are the momentum fractions of the corresponding va-

lence partons.The Ansatz is taken from the work of Kuti

and Welsskopf Íl9j on the nucleon structure functions.In

the recent papers (,16,20] it was shown that better agree-
chment with the data on structure functions is obtained if each

sea parton receives an additional weight (l-x)e with g=2.6.

Such a modification is probably necessary also in Eq.(l) if

one wants to reproduce single particle spectra at large va-

lues of xv.

At this stage the program knows a sequence of partone with

specified y. and p~..!Ehe quantum numbers of the valence par-

tons are known and those of sea partons are specified at ran-

dom with strange quarks being suppressed by a phenomenologi-

cal factor Я .An example of such a sequence of partons is

shown in Fig.la.In the next stage the rapidity neighbours

are recombined by a simple procedure (described in Kef.l)

to hadrons,moBt of them being resonances ( see Fig.lb).Final-

ly resonances decay to stable hadrons observed in the final

state (Pig.lc).This completes the generation of an event.
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Comgarieon^with^data

The model contains three free parameters G,B and Д, .The first

of them determines the average multiplicity of ц*е and Q*s

and thereby also the average multiplicity of charged had-

rone.The value of G is fixed by ^n
c h
"^ at one energy.In

a similar nay В is fixed by the distribution of hadrcns in

p
T
.Finally Д, is determined by the K/ÍT ratio.Pigs.2 and

3 show the comparisons with data which were used in fixing

the three parameters G,R and Я. .tote that the p/T* and p/j.

ratios and the overall energy dependence of various multi-

plicities are non-trivial consequences of the model.

The rapidity spectra of inclusively produced particles are

in a rough qualitative agreement with the data,except for

the large values of x„ where the results are very sensitive

to the factors V(x.) and (1-x)^ for valence and sea partone

respectively.

In Figs.4 and 5 we compare the calculated charge distribu-

tions dQ/dy in 1f"p collisions at 150 and 4-0 GeV/c with the

data.The agreement is rather good at 150 GeV/c and conside-

rably worse at 40 GeV/c.The discrepancy in the latter case

is most likely connected with the fact that at 40 GeV/c a sig-

nificant part of the total cross section is given by colli-

sions involving also valence quarks ( this is not taken into

account in the present version of the model) whereas at 15C

GeV/c the wee-wee interacticne probably dominate.'*''

An illuminating discussion cf the situation at 40 GeV/c
i i i P f 2 l

g
is given in P.ef.2l.

В



Assuming (for a discussion зее r.ef.10) that the dynamics

governing the production of hadrons in hadronic collisions

and in the e*e~ annihilation is rather similar we can try to

extend the present model also to the latter case.In calcu-

lating the process e
+
e~-» uu -» hadrons we use again the

Eq.(l) for generating the distributions of Q's and 5's,how-

ever instead of 2+3 valence partons corresponding to the

Vp collision we take now only one "valence" quark on each

side,namely u-quark moving right and п moving left (or vice

versa).The "valence" quarks are those created at the very

beginning of the e
+
e~ annihilation,Assigning them the weights

11ZjXgl and keeping the parameters R,G, Л» at values found

in studying hadronic collisions we have the simplest model

of the 6
+
e~ annihilation.Prom the calculated inclusive spec-

tra of hadrons produced in e
+
e~-» Qy —* hadrons it is easy

to extract the fragmentation functions of the quark Q.In

Fig.6 we show our results for the fragmentation functions

ВцТг) and D* (z) compared with the results of Field and Feyn-

man analysis |j25j .Taking into account that our calculations

contain no free parameters the agreement is quite good.The

discrepancy at low z is due to the fact that our calculations

take explicitly into account the finite effective transverse

masses of quarks and that the overall energy-momentum conser-

vation is respected.More detailed results and discussions are

presented in «ef.10.
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Commenta_and_aoncluslon8_

It ееems that a Monte Carlo model based on the quark-par-

ton picture of hadronic collisions can reproduce,at leaat

on a qualitative level,many features of the multipartiole

production.The basic ingredient of the model is the short

range (in rapidity) of interactions responsible for the evo-

lution of the collision and for the formation of hadrons

from quarks and antiquárks.This leads to the Bjorken-Gribov

picture of the space-time evolution and it also implies the

similarity between the distribution of quantum numbers befo-

re and after the collision.There are however a few points

which are not yet clear,like the amount of resonances being

produced and the way in which the diffractive dissociation

should be included into.the model.

Apart of the data studied above,it would be particularly

interesting to have a detailed look at the data on charge

fluctuations,rapidity gaps and on correlations between char-

ged particles in the final state.These data were in fact the

basis for cluster models and one would like to see whether

these data can be explained by the quark-parton model.

It is however obvious that in order to get a deeper under-

standing of the whole problem one has to find the relation-

ship between the phenomenological principles of the simple

parton model and a more fundamental theory of strong inter-

actions.
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Fig.l An illustrative example of the wey in which an event ie

generated in the Monte Carlo program.(a) generation of

an exclusive configuration of part one in у and "pV (pL-

not indicated),(b) the recombination of rapidity neigh-

bours to hadrone,(c) decayE of resonances
3
Valence(sea)

partone are represented by full (open) circles.

Fig.2 Inclusive pj spectrum of negative particles produced in

pp collisions at 150 GeV/c as calculated in our model,

compared with the data [?з] at 205 GeV/c.

Fig.3 The energy dependence of average multiplicities as cal-

culated in our model (points) compared with the data

represented by curves.

Fig.4 dQ/dy for 1t"p interactions at 147 GeV/c calculated in

our modeKsolid histogramj compared with the data [24]

(dashed histogram).

Fig.5 dQ/dy for tc'p interactions at 40 GeV/c calculated in

our model (solid histogram) compared with the data /

(dashed histogram).

Fig.6 Fragmentation functions ~й£ (z) and D'j (z) ae calcula-

ted in our model at *=8 GeV/c as compared with the re-

sults obtained by Field and Fey nman [25] .Our results

are represented by histograms.
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Discussion

Sosnowski:In this !.lonte Carlo noclel you ere using rether

low D„ of partona.To fit large p„ data one probably needs

much higher values.

Piguttln our calculation we heve used mesn p™ of about 35C

MeV/c.In order to obtein the seagull in multiperticle pro-

duction and correct p_ in dimuon production one apparently

needs to assign larger P
T
 to valence qaurks.Peter Lichard

has done this modification of the program but the results

are not yet out.

Ranft G,;Can you explain qualitatively where scale breaking

effects in quark fragmentation functiore come from in this

model 7

Pi§ut;In this model one has essentially the flat distribu-

tion in rapidity in multiparticle production in e e~, what

х~+гз̂  /P
Q
 ) ' scale brea-

king»

I
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Impact-parameter structure of collision processes

V.Kundrát.M.V.Lokajííek.M.LokajíÉek Jr.,J.Sertiák

Institute of Physics CSAV, Prague

We would like to mention two problems concerning the

impact-parameter structure of collision processes:

A._Leading_parjti£les_and_p£~j£0J.1ÍsÍ°S Structure

It is common to assume that hadrons consist of quarks
predicted on the basis of SU(3) symmetry and a hadron colli-
sion is reduced to a collision of two quarks. There is, how-
ever, an increasing evidence that the quarks ran be hardly
regarded as elementary objects; some authors begin to assume
that the quarks might be clusters of other point-like partons.
Then of course, a primary reason for introducing quarks would
be lost and one should ask whether quarks are really needed
for interpretation of hadron interactions.

1. Hadron structure and hadron collisions

We would like to present an alternative modfil which

starts from a similar assumption that there exist parton clu-

sters inside hadrons; we assume, however, these clusters to

be characterized Ьз' rrdinary hadron quantum numbers. The par-

tons in clusters are bound very strongly while the couplings

between different clusters can be much weaker. Distances bet-

ween clusters correspond to effective hadron dimensions while

the dimensions of clusters are much smaller. Even if a total

number of such clusters is not probably fixed a hadron can b»

regarded as composed effectively of two parton clusters (at

least for interpretation of hadron collisions) with change-

able quantum numbers due to a very complex internal dynamics.

A collision of two hadrons can he then interpreted as a

collision of two parton clusters. Its result will depend not

only on the nature of parton clusters being present in the

incoming hadrons but also on their mutual spatial orientation

at the moment of the collision. Most non-diffractiTe processes
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are then stripping-like; a peripheral parton cluster only

loosely bound to a colliding cluster behaves as a spectator.

We can have two spectators in opposite directions, or one

spectator only if all parton clusters in one colliding hadron

interact cumulatively. The colliding parton clusters create

a compound cluster, which sequentially decays to a number of

stable hadr^ns. At low energies a compound cluster can be cre-

ated by both the colliding hadrons and no spectator may appear.

The spectator can be, of course, represented also by a hadron

resonance, which then decays. Generally, a distribution of

hadron-collision products should be given KS a superposition

of three possibilities: with one, two or three independently/

decaying clusters or fireballs. At middle energies one should

expect that two fireballs (i.e. one spectator resonance and

one compound cluster) will prevail.

The spectator in any event can be identified with the

leading particle. Such a leading particle cannot be defined

as a particle of the same nature ss one of colliding partic-

les /1/, but more generadly as a particle (including reso-

nances) carrying out a substantial part of momentum.in a pri-

mary direction (compare /2/).

While the non-diffractive collisions are stripping-like

the inelastic diffraction processes resemble nuclear knock-out

reactions. In lepton-hadron collisions the lepton then colli-

des with one of the parton c?URters.

In the following we will apply the given model to two

channels of antiproton-proton collisions.

2. Four-pion annihilation pp channel at 5.7 Ge\j/c

The usefulness of introducing a leading particle in anni-

hilation channels was shown, for the first time in /2/, and

further in /3-5/. The reason can be easily understood in the

frame of our model: Let us assume that one of the colliding

hadrons (to he more definite assume the proton) is in the

two-cluster state Ps-ÍBiíT/» i.p» °ne cluster is defined by
baryon quantum numbers and the other by pion ones; and further I

4



that due to a space orientation the В cluster collides with

the other hadron (p) while the flr-cluster is the spectator.

In a sample (571 events) the global analysis of which

has been presented in /4/ we have defined a leading pion in

any event as the pion with the largest longitudinal momentum.

Similarly as in /5/ we have distinguish Я between right lea-

ding pione (RLP) and wrong leading pions (WLP); their ratio

has been approximately 2 : 1 . There .has been, however, prac-

tically, no difference in the behaviour of both the kinds of

events (see e.g. Pig* 1-2).

The WLP events can be produced if at the collision mo-

ment e.g. the proton is in the state P s / ^ * *"j » *•* fol-

lows from the data that this cluster state should be relati-

vely frequent, which is in a good agreement with the follow-

ing daita concerning the "pp — ^ - 1>р7Г TP" channel.

3. The |>р — ^ 1>P 1Г* JT~ channel

The basic analysis of this channel at 5.7 GeV/c has been

given in /6/. Approximately one half of the events should be

interpreted as an associated production of ^ (1236)^
++
(1236)

isobars going predominantly in the forward-backward direction,

which can be easily explained if e.g. the proton is again in

the state P » £ 4 + + » M J a n d -d++ behaves as a spectator and

the other lowest baryon resonance is formed in the collision

of the boson M~-cluster with the "p. Other spectators can appear

if the proton is in the state {Д°, M+
J* or {p, 11°}.

In contradistinction to /6/ we have separated the given

channel (12398 events) into several subchannels according to

a distribution of particles into different hemispheres:

a) pj*
+
 backward, "p /Г" forward (6043 events);

b) pír" backward, p ЯГ* forward (1233 events);

c) p backward, p ТГ* T~ forward (2154 events); or

]> forward, p яг* ̂ ""backward (2193).

The angular distributions of leading particles from the given

subchannels are shown in Fig. 3.
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4. Deviations of leading particles and impact-parameter

structure

If the collision processes are stripping-like then a

strong correlation between the impact parameter of a given

event and the deviation of a leading particle should exist.

To answer this question we have divided each group of events

with a given leading particle into smaller subgroups and de-

termined in each subgroup a lower limit for the mean value of

the impact parameter with the help of Webber's method /7/.

This method has been already applied to pp processes in /8/;

no great differences between different channels hanre bean found

in this paper. There is, however, a rather great difference

for different spectator deviations in agreement with the re-

quirements of the stripping model. The results for events with

leading pions, WLP's, Л
 +

f
 A° t P» and p can be found

in Tab. 1-3 (with statistical errors)

5. Conclusion

According to our model the situation with hadrons is very

similar to isobar configurations in nuclei where the presence

of a 4-isobar e.g, in deuteron can be regarded as proved /9/.

Further experiments should help to decide whether the ^i-сlu-

sters are really present in hadrons, too. In our opinion a

very decisive test could be obtained by an analysis of the

reaction J7"
+
p — ^ p ТГ

+
У f" for special angular distribu-

tions in which the analogy/ with the 1Г d collisions could be

made use of.

The DST prepared by CERN-Prague collaboration (pp at

5.7 GeV/c) has been used for the given analysis. We thank all

the members of the collaboration for making the data available.

Tt has been concluded in several papers (see e.g./10-12/)

that the elastic scattering is more central than the inelastic

one. From a similar analysis пГ experimental data /11,13,14/

it has been then deduced that also the diffraction dissociation

В 42
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is more peripheral than the elastic diffraction. That can

be regarded as a rather surprising rosult.

A question arises whether the mentioned analyses are

really unique and how they depend on additional assumptions
 n s

representing an inseparable part of the given approaches.

One of the basic assumptions incorporated in all these ana-
 a

~

lyses is that any collision process is circulary symmetrical
 c a

l

in the transverse plane. However, if a hadron consists of

a rather small number of constituents one must admit that at
 a t

the collision moment the transverse profiles of both the col- col-

liding particles can exhibit a great difference from those
 e

circular ones (сотр. /15/), which can influence a correspon-
 o n

~

ding analysis in a significant manner.

Similarly as in /16/ where a rather good agreement with ith

experimental data with the help of a central and circulary У

symmetrical cikonal has been reached (with the exception of °f

tbc dip region in díVdt) we will start from the eikonal ар- P"

proach. We would like to show that it will be probably possi-

ble to find a better agreement with another impact-parameter

dependence of eikonal under the assumption of azimuthal (cir- cir-

cular) asymmetry.

In the high-energy small-angle scattering the elastic
 c

amplitude can be written in the form

where & is the scattering angle; q (b) and Ы. ( <f ) are a
 a

length and-an azimuthal angle of if (b). The differentiai

cross section is then given by

(о) *'* _
 1

 f . « v . *

0

and the problem reduces to determining a complex function '

% (b
t
 <p) jeading for dG7dt In an agreement with experimen-

tal data о

В



In the first approximation we will now assume that equal f
1

values of azimuthally asymmetrical eifconal lie on an ellipse, \_

defined approximately by , к

(4) b = b ( 1 + fc cosy) , \

ns where £ is an excentricity; t= 0 corresponds to a special p

case of a circle. The eikonal is then a function of T> only, |
a~ derived for the given b and <f from Eq. (4). |;

cal To allow the eikonal function % CS) to exhibit a central %

behaviour as well as a peripheral one we have put for real : Í;
a*- and imaginary parts (.

col~ Х
±
( Ъ ) = V

±
[l + Aj(b - b?) + B ^ b - b?)

2
] , b < b ? , j

1 Л Ь ) = V ехрГС (b b?)l bb°
on-

1 Л Ь ) = V. ехрГ-С. (b - b?)l , bb°
*• i u * * J *

e b?, resp. b2, can be called a mea

elastic, diameter of colliding particles

where b?, resp. b2, can be called a mean inelastic, resp.

v
 We have tried to determine the free parameters with the

of help of an usual optimization technique. The numerical approach

p_ is, of course, very time-consuming as a threefold integration

s s
j _ is needed; we have, therefore, performed some orientation cal-

t,
cr
 nulations under a rather rough approximation and substituted

ci
r
_ . the amplitude in Eq„ (3) by

О о
 0

so that only a twofold integration has been necessary (in the

limit case t= 0 the formula is correct).

The result reached in the given approximation is shown

in Fig. ia; the corresponding Б-dependence of the eikonal is

represented in Fig. 4h. Even if there is still a difference

for the region of larger t's we present these results as

they lead us to convinction that it will be possible to ob-

tain a ful agreement with experimental elastic data if a re-

fired parametrizatinn c.f asycmnetrical eikonal with a pori-

phcral elastic part will be usod.
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г" Concluding remarks and applications of the quark recombi-
nation model to correlations between hard and soft had'ro-
nic processes

: J. Ranft, Sektion Physik,
j Karli-Marat-Universitat Leipzig, DDR

1. Summary
It is new at this neeting, that about half of all talks
in this session discuss the application of quark-parton
and gluon models to low p± particle production processes.
While there are many different such models being discus-

•; sed presently, it seems to me, that especially the quark
and gluon recombinations models appear to be very rromis-
ing at this time. These models, discussed in the talks of
Hwa [11 and Duke [.21 use the quark distributions as de-
termined in deep inelastic.lepton-hadron collisions as
input. They reproduce to a large extend the results of
the well known cluster models, predict resonance preduc-
tion, give detailed predictions on the quantum number
dependence of the pax-ticle production in the fragmenta-
tion regions and offer perhaps зоте prospects to deter-
mine quark distributions - especially"" in mesons -

" from data on low pA particle production in hadronic re-
actions. *

Furthermore, as I will discuss in the following t3 l ,
these models make definit predictions for correlations
between hard and soft processes and can be checked by
corresponding experiments. Such experiments include:
(i) Correlations between deep inelastic lepton-hadron

scattering and hadron production in the target frag-
mentation region.

(i i) Correlations between lepton pair production and low
Px particle production in both fragmentation regi-.
ons.

( i i i ) Correlations between large p x particle production
and low рж particle production in the hadroh frag-

' mentation regions (spectator, .ieta).

':].• luany problems in these models are not jet understood,
tJV such problems include: How is it possible that quark
';:' parton models work at a l l at low рд., can this be justi-
?•• fied from QCD? Is there any relation between the scale
/: violations observed at low p± and the scale violations
%'[ • • in hard processes? What is the interplay betv/een oucrk
l?:- recombinations and quark fragmentation?



2. Correlations between deep inelastic antineu.trino proton
scattering and particle production in the proton frag-""
aentat ion region .

I discuss results obtained using the quark recombination
model Ё31 using quark and multiquark distributions accord-
ing to a generalized Xuti, Weiftkopf C4l model.
Antineutrino scattering on protons proceeds according to

(1)

At saa l l the scattered u-quark is likely to be a sea
d th t f t

At saall xĝ  the scattered u-quark is likely to be a sea
quark, and the particles produced in the proton fragmenta-
tion region are expected to have a similar composition as
in low PJ. hadronic reactions. At large values of X^J the
scattered u-quark is one of the valence quarks. Therefore
the system fragmenting contains only one u and one d va-
lence quark, and frageaents Into equal numbers of 1f+ and
f- aiesons. In Pig. 1 the T+/f" ratio predicted is plotted
as function of the momentum fraction z and for different
values of

3. Correlations"between massive lepton pairs and partic-
les produced in the fragmentation regions

Such correlations were predicted using the quark recombi-
nation model in f5] and £63. Here I discuss results ob-
tained in the model 133 U3ing the generalized Kuti Wei3-
l:opf quark distributions. According to the Drell Yan mo-
del

( 2 )

B5J

it
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Lepton pairs are created by quark-antiquark annihilation.
The u quark has the largest coupling to the photon. At
large values o f f = Q /s valence u quarks dominate the
lepton pair production, consequently in the proton frag-
mentation région the*i"*A" ratio will decrease with r is-
ing T» bi Pig. 2 the Т^/УГ ratio is slotted as function
of the Feynman x for different^" vslues. Similar predic-
tions can be made for lepton pair production in other
reactions, i .e. in Lleson-ITuslion collisions.

4» Correlations between large transverse momentum --ar-
ticle a and leading protons — — — — — — —

Correlations between large рд. jets and leading protons
were studied in E5l. The leading proton distributions
were described using quark recombination model similar
to [73 which was generalized to baryon production. The
production, of large transverse momentum particles was
described by a quark-quark hard scattering model.

There are two different mechnisms, which lead to corre-
lations between large Pj. jets and leading particles.
(i) Kinematic correlations: In events with a large рц_

trigger particle, less energy is available for lead-
ing particles. Therefore, we expect a supression of
leading particle production in a l l possible models.
In addition to this kinematic effect, we expect some
change in the leading particle production in the
presence of a large pxjet around 9» Э00 in the
c.m.s. due to the suppression of diffractive events
by the trigger.

( i i ) Dynamical correlations: Large pj. .iets in the quark-
quark scattering model result mostly from the hard
scattering of valence quarks of the incident pro-
tons. These valence quarks are no longer available
for the recombination into leading protons. Lead-
ing protons are created at a reduced rate by the
recombination of the remaining 2 valence quarks
with one sea quark.

2his dynamical effect lec.de to stronger correlations
than expected due to the kin-saatical mechanism only.
In order- to present the large ^-loading proton corre-
lation, we define s divided correlation function simi-
larly as used frequently to study chort ran^e correla-
tions of low px. particles. Mus correlation function v/as
also used to present the erperjLnsntal data of the Lri-
tish-brench-ScEMKiinavian IlíR-'tollabortitisn f 8} . We de-
fine
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It i3 Бк dS/d-'pi, the inclusive distr ibution of large p A , |
quark je tc and m/áx the leading par t ic le cross sect ion. ?i,(
In Fig. 3 the results of the correlation for the ful l !;
correlation function and for the kinematic correlation •- f" -•
only is compared with the data LSI. It is encouraging, f г
that the full correlation function agrees much b e t t e r
with the data. «t
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Fig. 1 I2h.ojf+/XT r a t io in the proton fragmentation in
deep inelast ic antiaeutrino-proton-ecatiiering
vp -j^+ir"*, Xa аз predicted by the quark recombi-
nation model for different values of х-г,..
The 1Г" /fr r a t i o in the proton fragmentation re-
gions in reactions pp—* lit"—x triggered by a
ma3sive lepton p a i r аз predicted by the quark
recoabination model for different values of the
parameter'J' = Q2/s. .

F.Lg» 3 Cio.iipari3on of the leading proton-large p^. j e t
correlation function R(P4., y, x) according to
2q. (3)» plot ted аз function of the jet (pion)
transverse momentua for different Peynman x of
the leading proton vyith data of the Bri t i sh-
French-Scandinavian collaboration L8j. (a) The
full correlation function including the dynaini-
cal aad kineaatic contributions (b) The kinema-
t i c a l correlation only.
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Suiiunar:/. Production processes from nuclear tarretu allow ;;
to study interactions of elementary hadronic -constitu- titu-

ents in nuclear matter. The information thus obtained on ined on

the structure of hadrons and on the properties or hadronic hadroni

constituents is presented. Both "soft" (low momentum turn

transfer) and "hard" (high momentum transfer) processes cesses

are discussed.
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1« Introduction

.; allow

óitu-

ined on

hadronic

turn

cesses

. It is now generally recognised that interactions of high-

-energy hadrons with nuclear targets give a unique possibil-

ity of studying the hadronic interactions over very short

tine after the collision. The extensive discussion of this

-problem was given in several reports at previous multipar- .----

tide meetings fi-4j (where also earlier references can be-

found) so there is no necessity to repeat it here .in detail.

In this talk I shall thus concentrate on only one aspect:

the information one can obtain on hadronic structure from

high-energy nuclear experiments.

The main idea here is that, by studying the behaviour of

hadrons just after the collision took place (which is pos-

sible by using nuclear targets) one learns about interaction

of hadronia constituents Cwhich were present in the incident

hadron and "shaken off" during the collision) before they

have time to change again into ordinary hadrons. Such a pic-

ture of hadronic interactions with nuclei does indeed get

support from the data.- There are other possibilities of-ex-

plaining data [5J but I shall not discuss them here.

As is clear írom the preceding remarks, in this approach

the nucleus is treated as a part of apparatus, a kind of de-

tector which helps to observe phenomena non-accessible to

ordinary detectors used in high-energy physics. Yte are thus

interested in details oi' nucl«ar structure only as far ás

they are necessary to understand our detector,- In most ap-

plications is seems justified to treat nucleus as a collec-

tion of quasi-independent nucleons. This description shall

be used hare unless statec otherwise. It is true that this

is not the only possibility [5], [б] and that there are in-

dications for collective phenomena inside nuclei [Í\ , but

vie shall not enter into these iroblems.

The subject splits naturally into two parts: low momentum

cz



transfer and high momentum transfer phenomena. In low p
t

interactions one studies the collective interactions of

groups of hadronic constituents travelling through the nu-

clear matter. One thus learns about possible forces and

correlations between them. In high-transfer interactions

usually one or two constituents are kicked off from the

projectile and/or target. One has thus a chance to study

their individual interactions in nuclear matter hopefully

before the confinement forces start to operate and change

them into normal hadrons .

In the next section the low momentum transfer colli-

sions are described. High transfer phenomena are discussed

in Section 3.

2. Low P
t
 phenomena

2.1» Brief of the present status

(i) It is experimentally established that there is very

little (if any) intra-nuclear cascading by the fast hadrons

produced in the hadron-nucleus collisions. This conclusion

follows from the experimental observation that the multi-

plicity of particles produced in collisions with heavy nu-

clei is only slightly higher than the one observed in hy-

drogen \&\ . The ratio Нд = п./Пд can be reasonably parame-

trized by the formula [9]

•̂  Д x> v^*' /

where V^ . is the average number of collisions of the inci-

dent hadron h inside the nucleus

\ - Aj* C2.2)

Here n. and По are multiplicities in nucleus and in hydro-

genj Од and

tive cross-sec
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gen» СГ
А
 and &~ц are corresponding inelastic nondiffrac-

tive cross-sections of the incident hadron h. Finally, A

u- is the nuclear atomic number.

Since ^к never exceeds 4 even for heavy nuclei (see

Pig. 1 where v^ is plotted against* A for different inci-

dent hadrons
1
), we see from Eq. (2."O that the multiplica-

tion parameter R. is indeed a rather small number, and

ly thus the cascading is excluded.

e (ii) The absence of intra-nuclear cascading implies that

production of hadrons is a rather lengthy process, i.e.

that the hadronic system going through the .nucleus is quite

ed different from the one observed in final state. In other

words, the observed fast hadrons are created mostly outside

of the nucleus. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2:

An intermediate state created in the first collision lives

long enough to travel through the whole nucleus and to in-

teract with other nucleons. This interaction does not create
r
 immediately fast hadrons but it can excite intermediate

state and perhaps produce some slow hadrons at large angles
o n
 С ю ] in the laboratory frame. After leaving the nucleus the

intermediate state decays into observed hadrons.

(iii) The theoretical discussion has to confront two

problems: (a} the origin of the long-time character of the
e
~ production of high-energy hadrons and (b) the nature and

properties of the intermediate state travelling through the

j\ nucleus. The first of these problems was discussed exten-

sive-ly in recent years in the context of many different the-

i- ories and models Cj-4i1i]. A general conclusion reached in

these investigations is that the long-time character of "ha-

dronization" finds a natural explanation as being a general

2 ) • feature of field theory. The time scales for production of

hadrons suggested by field theory can be estimated from the
o- formula

СЧ

£.»:
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(2.3) ( 2.3)

~t is very long Tor the typical high-energy Jaw uransvuruo

momentum secondaries. Thus the hadrons are created well

outside the nucleus and consequently do not cascade.

As to the specific nature of the intermediate state, the

problem is still open and this is in fact a "hot" issue at

the moment. It will Ъе discussed in more detail later in

this Section.

2.2. More about the data

A typical example of the A-dependence of the single-par-

ticle spectrum is presented in Fig. 3. The exponent ot -

plotted in the Figure 3 describes the A-dependence of the

spectrum according to the formula

In this plot, the value ot = o(
a
 =0.69 corresponds to par-

ticle multiplicity independent of the nuclear size

jjjT —(ф -' ~r J£p • ̂ ne value c< = 1.0 gives the multi-

plicity proportional to average number of collisions of the

incident particle "SF*. , given by Eq. ^2.2).

One sees three characteristic features of the data:

(e.', In the central rapidity, region, 3 i y, ̂  ̂  5§ otis

approximately independent of y^a^ and ei>oic,

(ЪУ In the forward region, close to maximal rapidity <*

falls below ы
о
 . Thus, in this region the number of parti-

cles decreases with increasing nuclear number. The transi-

tion point (OL - u
a
) occurs at approximately two unito

of rapidity below the maximal one.

(c"> The value of oc is everywhere significantly smal-

ler than 1.

ThCse general features of tiie data are observed in all
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jf parti-

transi-
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Li,;!; e;.oi\jj experiments, for recant reviews, sei- lief. l3j,

[13] and [и]'.
At rapidities bolow У

1 а Ъ
 = 2 (target, fragmentation re-

gion - not shown in Figure 3) the experimental situation

is slightly less clear because of possible contamination

by protons knocked-out from the target nucleus [15J« It

seems, however, that the data in this region £l6,1f] are

consistent with ci ̂  1, thus indicating particle multi-

plicity proportional to the average number of collisions

^k. and perhaps sa:.:-.; amount of intra-nuclear cascading.

It is also interesting to see the variation of <* with

transverse momentum of the produced particles [lő]. This

is shown in Fig. 4, again taken from Ref. £12]. One ob-

serves increase of oi for very small p. below 200 lieV,

particularly in the central region of rapidity. At high

value of p^ we observe again increase of ot which contin-

ues further on [i9J, as will be discussed in Section 3.

2.3. Qualitative interpretation of the data

The absence of intra-nuclear cascading.leads naturally

to the picture of hadron-nucleus collisions where the main

factor which determines the A-dependence is the interaction

of the incident particle or its excited Elates with the

nucleons of the target. Such a picture implies several re-

strictions which are in good qualitative agreement with the

data:

(a) For the secondaries produces in the central region

of rabidity one expectc- -xo-é- **• í- 1. Indeed, since the

number of collisions ^ K > 1, the number cf produced parti-

cles is expected not to Ъе smaller than in hydrogen where

the number cf collisions is by definition equal 1« Thus

ы. i. ос„ . On the other hand, multiplication factor is ex-

pected no- i;o exceed ^ ^ (absence of cascading! У and thus
•;'-s

I



1.
(Ъ) The leading particle spectrum should be shifted to

lower rapidities at high A and thus * < <*í„ in the very for-

ward region. Indeed, the leading particle is expected fco

loose more energy when travelling through the heavy nucleus

(c) The target fragmentation region (oi ^ Л) is simply

explained by assumption of successive interactions of the

projectile fio] which thus produces ^ times more parti-

cles than in scattering from hydrogen.

Thus qualitatively everything follows from the general

idea of long time scale of hadronic production as expressed

in Eq. (2.3). This is of course quite an important finding*

but can one go further and learn more?

To illustrate the problem, let us consider in.more de-

tail the process of subsequent interactions of the projec-

tile with the target, in particular the physical situations

which lead to the two limiting cases ei = ai
o
 and <* = 1.

The condition ot = u
9
 means that the multiplicity of

the produced particles does not depend on the number of col-

lisions of the projectile in the target nucleus. Such situ-

ation arises if the high-energy interactions are truly of

short-range character in rapidity. Then the particle pro-

duction in the central region of rapidity is independent of

the projectile and the target.

For oi = 1 the multiplicity is proportional to average

number of collisions. This suggests a simple picture of

"leading particle cascade" [21] where in each collision the

incident projectile produces the same number of particles

as in the collision with free nucleon. The total production

adds up ao that one obtains v
k
 times the elementary multi-

plicity.
We have seen that the data do not correspond to any of

these limit'
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these limiting cases, but rather interpolate between.them.

The main problem in the description of single-particle

spectra is thus to find a physically acceptable mechanism

which provides a correct * nterpolation formula for

Let me stress again: qualitatively the problem is es-

sentially understood. What is needed is the precise quan-

titative description. Several attempts in ttis direction

were developped. One of the most popular is based on

Reggeon Field Theory which was applied to hadron-nucleus

collisions by many authors [21-28]. Recent investigation

by Capella and Krzywicki [21] show that one can obtain good

description of the data in this approach (4]• Another idea

was to use the "non-interacting fireballs model" or "real-:

istic leading particle cascade" i.e. leading particle cas-

cade with energy conservation taken properly into account

£29]JÍJ. Here again, good description of the data can be

obtained [30,31].
I shall not discusb these investigations here for two

reasons: ^a) they were covered already by speakers on pre-

vious multiparticle meetings and £b> they tend to ignore

the specific internal structure of the projectile by empha-

sizing those general features of the data which can be ex-

plained without referring to this structure. J/hile this is

an interesting problem, it clearly goes beyond the scope of

the present talk.

Let us now see on an intuitive example [32J how the com-

posite structure of the hadronic projectile can influence

the A-dependence of particle production.

Consider a hadron h composed of N constituents which can

interact independently with the target. The total number of

particles produced at given rapidity у is then a sum of the

contributions from collisions of individual constituents



with the target. Since the number of constituents which

interact when projectile h passes through a heavy nucleus

is obvious! larger than the one in collision with hydrogen,

one obtains increase of multiplicity with increasing A,

i.e. ai > <<o • This is illustrated in Fig. 5« On the other

hand, the number of interacting constituents is most likely

smaller than the total number of collisions of the projec-

tile with the target, i.e. <V < 1. Thus indeed, the compo-

site character of the projectile implies an interpolating

situation «><o<'̂ '< 1 as required by the data in central

region of rapidity.

In this picture, the detailed value of o<, depends on

specific dynamical assumptions about the number, distribu-

tion and properties of the constituents. Therefore the de-

tailed comparison with the data may give information about

them. In the following sections we shall discuss this in

more detail.

2»4. Constituent quarks

A simple model which illustrates the general idea was

proposed in Ref. [32]. It was assumed that incident hadron

is composed of И constituents which interact independently

with the target. Furthermore, it was assumed that interac-

tion of a single constituent with the target satisfies the

principle of short-range order, i.e. it is independent of

the target in the central region of rapidity. With these

assumptions the prediction of the model is in the central

rapidity region

where ~V
e
 is the average number of collisions of the consti-

tuent с in the target nucleus. The numerical value of R de-

pends thus on the cross-section of the constituent, that is
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on the number of the constituents in the projectile. This

is shown in Pig. 6 for nucleon-nucleus scattering £52.].

One sees that the prediction is indeed sensitive to the

number of constituents and that the data from Ref. [Sj

clearly indicate H = 3 as a preferable choice Ci3j. When

translated into formula (2.4) . the Eq. ( 2 ^ gives <* = ,ВЪ

which is close to the value observed in Ref. fl 2], as seen

in Fig. 3.

This result can be interpreted as evidence for the pre-

sence of three well-defined constituent quarks inside the

nucleon [33,34.35] and thus gives further support to the

existence of important correlations betwsen partons inside

the hadrons (two-step structure, Ref. [36j). Indeed, inde-

pendent production by all partons would correspond to

N = с*» and thus to R = V^ in strong disagreement with

data. It follows that in the process of particle production

the partons act collectively in groups and i.e. they are

clustering around the valence quarks.

Further support to the constituent quark model of ha-

dron-nucleus interactions was given in Ref. J37] where the

fragmentation region of the projectile was discussed. The

argument runs as follows. It is assumed that the momentum

spectrum in the projectile fragmentation region is deter-

mined by "spectator" quarks which did not interact i.e. that

the interacting constituent quark looses most of its energy

into production of secondaries . The number of such quarks

obviously decreases with increasing nuclear number of the

target {by the argument illustrated in Fig. 5). This gives

qualitative explanation for U < o^ in the forward region

of Fig. 3. The authors of Ref. (37] analysed the proton and

meson spectra in fragmentation region and showed that they

agree with data on proton-nucleus interactions at-20 GeV

(38J. It would be very interesting to extend this analysis

\ ,:

.I/I
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to higher energies.

At this point it should be stressed that the production

mechanism suggested by the constituent quark model and de-

scribed above is very different from the one adopted in

recombination models developped recently [39-4i] . In the

recombination models three valence "bare" quarks are not

influenced by the interaction and thus conserve their ener-

gy and momentum during the collision. The observed hadron

spectra in the projectile fragmentation region are thus ex-

pected to be essentially independent of A [42], i.e. <* = 1.

Thus it seems that some modifications of the recombination

models are necessary in order to account for nuclear at-

tenuation of particles in this region .

As we have seen, the attenuation of fast particles is •

very natural in the constituent quark model f34]. The de-

tailed quantitative predictions depend, however, on details

of quark-quark interaction, in particular on the inelas-

ticity coefficient in qq collisions. The results of Ref. [34]

suggest that this inelasticity coefficient is close to 1,

i.e. that almost all the energy of the constituent quark is

lost during the collision. It seems to me that further ex-

perimental and theoretical investigations of this question

are possible and should lead to a good determination of

parameters of qq scattering.

To summarize, the constituent quark model ic supported

by the data from nuclear targets. As it is also theoretical-

ly desirable for explanation of deep inelastic hadronic

and leptonic processes [36] and of standard low transverse

momentum hadronic collisions [33-35}, it deserves, in my

opinion, very serious, attention. The model has many poten-

tial possibilities of further qualitative predictions in-

eluding also nucleus-nucleus collisions . The decisive

test shall probably come fros detailed studies of quantum

number cor

models.
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number correlations which are characteristic for all"quark

models.

2.5» Two-Phase models

A presently accepted model of hadrons depicts them as

made of many partons, i.e. point-like constituents. It is

therefore interesting to investigate the consequences of

this picture for hadron-nucleus collisions. The simplest

possibility is the so-called two-phase model [44,45] shown

in Fig. 7.

After the first collision the incident hadron turns into

an incoherent collection of point-like partons. The cross-

-section for interaction of a high-energy parton with nu-

clear matter is very small ̂ behaves as E7^, ) and thus the

parton can not interact again (that is, produce a cascade)

unless it develops a tail of low-energy partons, i.e.

after it becomes the ordinary hadron.

The crucial parameter in this model is the parton life-

-time in the laboratory frame t =.)fto , where ]f is the

parton Lorentz factor and Г» is the life time in the par-

ton rest frame. We see that ir determines the fraction of

partons which, at given energy, turn into hadrons inside

the nucleus and can cascade. Numerical estimates of ~t
o
 in-

dicate that, if this mechanism is fully responsible for

the observed increase of the multiplicity, t
o
 should be

rather short: "t* é- ioc, fcjt .Interpretations of such

a surprisingly short life-times were given in Ref. [44] and

[45].
In the simplest vsraion described above the two-phase

model predicts that for the very fast secondaries, satis-

fying the condition Г ^ 2R where R is the nuclear radius,

the spectrum should not depend on A [42] . As we have al-

ready seen, this contradicts the data unless the situation

changes at higher energies . One should thus consider a

•л-.
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more complicated picture, taking into account fluctuations

of parton number inside the incident hadron [23»46j. Sue'-.

fluctuations can explain qualitatively the increasing mux-

tiplicity of secondaries in central region and consequent-

ly the increasing energy loss in the projectile fragmenta-

tion region with increasing target thickness. However, the

predictive power of such a scheme is very limited. Indeed,

before one obtains a better understanding of the charac-

teristic time tQ one cannot even conclude that cascading

effects are necessary to describe the data. Taking the

conservative point of view, one may say that some cascading

of secondaries should be present at least in the tarkor

fragmentation region and thus the two-phase model can pos-

sibly be useful for description of the data there. The

best way to test the model and to determine t is to meas-

ure directly the amount of intra-nuclear cascading of sec-

ondaries for different regions of rapidity. Such measure-

ments of cascading would be particularly interesting since

the value of •£„ is clearly of importance for understand-

ing hadron structure and elementary interactions between

partons. A possibility of such a measurement is discussed

in the next section.

2.6. Conclusions and proposals for further experiments

We have seen in the preceding sections that the A-de-

pendence of particle production from nuclear targets is

sensitive to the internal structure of the projectile. The

present data support the constituent quark model, i.e. the

clustering of the gluons and qq sea pairs around the val-

ence quarks [33-35]. To test this picture further, one

would need better information on the following issues:

(a) Amount of intra-nuclear cascading,

(b) Spectra of different particles in the projectile

fragmentation region and their correlations with the asso-
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(c) quantum number correlations between the projectile

and particles produced in the projectile fragmentation re-

gion. This should show characteristic features of the quark

model ('e.g. different A-dependence for favoured and un-

favoured reactions).

The last two points are readily accessible for experimen-

tal investigation and some new experiments are under way

[47]. One may perhaps think of extending them to higher en-

ergies in order to separate better the fragmentation re-

gions of target and projectile. In this context let me re-

mark that the experiments with heavy ions at storage rings

seem feasible and would be particularly effective. They

could at the same time test the extension of the existing

models to nucleus-nucleus collisions.

An experiment to measure directly the amount of intra-

nuclear cascading was proposed recently [48]. It was sug-

gested to measure the photoproduction of particles asso-

ciated with the fast vector meson in the final state. Ac-

cording to vector dominance model the photon changes into

a vector meson which travels through the nucleus and inter-

acts as a normal hadron. By triggering on different vector

mesons, one can thus select interactions with very differ-

ent number of collisions inside nucleus, as seen in Fig. 1.

In particular, when triggering on heavy vector mesons У

or T the number of collisions, ,even for heavy nuclei, is

close to 1. Thus any substantial increase of associated

multiplicity with nuclear number A Eust be due tc intra-

nuclear cascading which is therefore jieasurable in such

a process. Another interest in this experiment is that it

should provide very clean leading farticle spectrs. Indeed,

the vector nescns ф> , *f' and у once created are un-

likely to change into ether particles when travelling

i



through the nucleus (because of IOZ rule) . In this respect

they are much hetter than nucleons and pions. Finally,

these measurements could perhaps help in understanding the

anomalous behaviour of absorption cross-section of high-

-energy photons C493 •

3. High transfer phenomena

3.1. Motivation and phenomenology

According to the present believes, in the high-transfer

"hard" processes one observes direct interactions of

elementary hadronic constituents (partons). A simplest ex-

ample is deep-inelastic leptoproduction.

Schematically, the process proceeds in two steps: (i) a

parton (quark} is struck out of the hadron; (ii) the parton

decays into observed hadrons. Prom the studies.of lepton-

-nucleon interactions one has a fairly good knowledge of

the first process. However we are rather ignorant about the

mechanisms of parton decay which is additionally compli-

cated by the interaction with the rest of the hadron as re-

quired by the principle of confinement . A particularly in-

triguing question is the time-scale of this decay process.

Two extreme possibilities can be considered: "hadroniza-

tion
11
 of a parton may be a long process with the character-

istic time proportional to the parton energy; or it may

happen that the peculiar character of the confinement-

forces implies fast change of the parton into hadrons, in-

dependently of its energy. In the commonly accepted picture

of hard processes Г50-52], the first option is chosen: the

fast parton kicked off the hadron behaves as a "quasi-free"

particle, i.e. its decay is practically independent of the

rest of the process. This picture suggests that indeed a

fast parton decays far from the interaction region, i.e. it

conserves its identity for a rather long time before the

confinement forces si;art bo operate effectively.
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In such a case the experiments with nuclear targets give

us opportunity to study the interaction of the partons with

nucleons of the target nucleus. This is illustrated in Slg.

8, again for leptoproduction: the quark, produced from one

of the nucleons, travels through the nucleus and can inter-;

act with other nucleons. This final-state interaction can

Ъё"".estimated Ъу studying the A-dependence of the process, ч

The starting point in the phenomenological discussion of

the A-dependence of hard processes is the formula

К - (3.1)

suggested by the short-time character of the reaction and

its small cross-section [53] . The interesting physics is

thus contained in deviations from the formula O'l) which

are the main concern in the analysis of the data. As an il-

lustration we show in Pig. °, the data from Kef. [54], where

the exponent <* (Sq. ^2.4^ ) describing A-dependence of

single-particle spectra in proton-nucleus collisions is

plotoed versus transverse momentum of the produced parti-

cles. One sees indeed quite strong deviations from <X = 1 .

at large values of p..

Such deviations can possibly arise from three different

physical processes:

(a) The final state interactions in the nucleus, as dis-

cussed at the beginning of this section.

(b) The nuclear structure at short distances may be more

complicated than normally expected. In such a case the sim-

ple relation (.implicit in the Eq. (3.1))

A N^OO (3.2)

may be not satisfied

the Bjorken variable

in nucleus and nucleon, respectively. Violation of Eq.

at least for some values of

x
&
 Here N^ and N

H
 are parton densities



means that nucleus cannot always Ъе treated as a collection

of quasi-free nucleons.

(c) For some kinematic configurations (to be discussed

in the next section) the shadowing effects [5ijt^7] may be

not negligible.

Thus the natural first step in the phenomenological discus-

sion of the data is to separate the effects of different

physical origin. This can be achieved by comparing differ-

ent processes: leptoproduction, production of lepton pairs

and high p^ production.

The analysis of the existing data (presented in the next

two paragraphs) indicates that nuclear structure and shad-

owing effects £points (b) and (c) above) are unlikely to

explain the large deviations from Eg. (3.i), as seen e.g.

in Fig. 9. Consequently, the dominant origin of such de-

viations is most probably the final state interaction of the

hadronic constituents produced in the first hard collision

with the nucleons in the target nucleus. This is a

lucky situation - a most interesting process is the dominant

one and therefore comparatively easy to study. It is just

this circumstance which allows to be optimistic'about the

possibilities of nuclear interactions in revealing the ha-

dronic structure.

3.2. Time scales and distances involved in hard processes

The important point in the two-step picture of hard pro-

cesses outlined in the previous paragraph is the assumption

that the first step is of short-time character, as opposite

to the second step ^"hadronization'O which takes a rather

long time. For analysis of experiments with nuclear targets

this short-time character of hard processes is of crucial

importance because it determines the longitudinal distance

in which the process takes place. In particular, if the re-

levant distance is shorter than 1 fermi, one may safely ac-
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cept that only one nucleon was involved in the hard process.

Otherwise one has to take into account the possible collec-

tive phenomena» e.g. the shadowing effects.

Let us see how the kinematic conditions determine the

time scales and distances ^5Л\ involved, in leptoproduction

and in production of lepton pairs.

(a) Leptoproduction. In electroproduction the time scale

is given by the life time of the virtual photon

(3.3)

where 1.1 is the nucleon mass and x
B
 = ому" • ̂

n e
 variables

E, E' and Ej are energies of initial and final electron

and of virtual photon; Q is the four momentum transfer

squared and V = E - E*.

If one requires that no more than one nucleon partici-

pates in the process, one obtains the following condition:

(3.4)

The same conditions are also valid for neutrinoproduction.

It follows from Eq. C3.4) that in leptoproduction pro-

duction processes the nuclear shadowing effects can appear

only in small х„ region and should disappear for x
B
 > .2.

(b) Production of lepton pairs

Here the time scale (and the longitudinal distance in-

volved) is determined by the life-time of the qq system

before its decay into a lepton pair. In the rest frame of

the pair this time is given Ъу

< * M~ (
3
*5)

where M_. is the invariant mass of the pair • . 1л the lab-

oratory frame we thus have
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where = E
e e
/ E

l a b
 and

6.6)

"С - 1,1 /s are the scaling vari-
ee

ables. Неге Е is the energy of the pair in the laboratory
- ее

frame, E-. , is the incident energy and s is the total era.

energy squared.

It follows from Eq. (3.6} that the condition for inter-

action with no more than one nude on is4/

(3.7)

The condition similar to (3.7) should be applicable also

to large p. production. However, in this case the measure-

ment of variables corresponding to x-̂  -̂  and Г is much

more difficult as they refer to final jets rather than to

leptons.

3.3. Number of partons in the nucleus

The measurements of total leptoproductirn cross-section

on nuclear targets £58] are summarized in Fig. 10 where the

exponent ot from the formula (.2*4) is plotted3 versus

x~ = Q /(Q + W ) . Since the total leptoproduction cross

section is proportional to the number of partons in the

target seen by the incident lepton, and is independent of

final state interaction , the Pig. 10 gives immediately the

deviation of this number from the simple formula £3.2). One

sees that the observed deviations are very small indeed, ex-

cept in the closest neighbourhood of x g = 0: oL is rather

close to 1 for x > .05.

In the region x <C .05 the values, of Ы. are significant-

ly below 1. This can be interpreted as shadowing effect

which, as we have seen in the preceding paragraph is actual-

ly expe
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ly expected to show up in this region [5iJ.[57] . The Vector

Dominance model predicts even more shadowing [53] (full

line in Fig. 10 ) and is inconsistent with data [49] .

Thus the general conclusion from the data shown in Fig.

10 is that, if there exist deviations from the formula

(3.2) they are very small and do not contradict the idea

that the nucleus can Ъе treated as a collection of quasi-

-free nucleons.

This conclusion is confirmed by the data on A-dependence

of the lepton pair production-. Here oC is consistent with

1 for V£ti and c< < 1 in the region Z~ % 0. Again, as

discussed in Section (3.2), for V ^ 0 the produced virtu-

al qq state lives long enough so that one expects some

shadowing in this region.

To summarize, the nuclear structure does not introduce

significant complications. Consequently, apart from possible

shadowing effects which should be fairly easy to identify,

most of the A-dependence observed in large transfer proces-

ses originates from the final state interaction inside the

nucleus. Thus indeed the nuclear experiments appear to be

a very good tool for studying the interactions of partons

inside the nuclear matter.

3.4. Final state interactions in leptoproduction

Leptoproduction is a particularly clean case for study-

ing the final state interactions because the struck-off

parton is expected to be a quark with definite energy and

momentum ^determined from the momenta of the initial and

final leptons) . One thus obtains a sort of "tagged" beam of

quarks interacting with nucleons in the target nucleus.

Such well-defined initial conditions simplify substantially

the analysis.

Let us now discuss some possibilities of interaction of

•M,
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an energetic quark produced from one of the nucleons and

travelling through the nucleus, as illustrated in Pig. 8.

.(a) Annihilation of the (anti) quark with one of the

quarks in the target and formation of a low mass meson. The

characteristic features of this process are (a) its sensi-

tivity to the quantum numbers of the produced mesons and

Cb) the momentum of the produced meson is to a good ap-

proximation equal to the momentum of the interacting quark.

Its presence would thus strongly modify the A-dependence

of the structure of jets observed in leptoproduction from

nuclei. On the other hand, annihilation cannot change the

jet cross-section. Thus it can be easily identified by

comparing A-dependence of single particle spectra and of

jet cross-sections. Theoretically, this process should de-

crease rather fast with increasing energy of the quark and

thus it is unlikely to play a significant role.

•(b) Hard scattering of the quark. Here the characteristic

feature is the production of two jets in the current frag-

mentation region approximately aligned along the direction

of the initial quark . Since the exchange of quantum num-

bers is unlikely (gluon exchange!), at least one of the

jets should have the same structure as the one produced by

the original quark. The identification of such two-jet pro-

cesses would thus give direct measurement of hard quark-

-nucleon scattering .

(c) Multiple soft scattering of the quark with possible

emission of soft gluons. This process is very difficult to

estimate theoretically '. However, since the total cross-

-section for interaction of an energetic point-like quark

with nucleon is presumably very small, the standard preju-

dices suggest that multiple scattering is negligible and

thus the effect should disappear for high quark energies .

Por lower energies the life-time of the quark may be short

enough to allow the decay into hadrons inside the nucleus.
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This would produce significant cascading phenomena, proba-

bly easy to identify, thus allowing the measurement of

the quark life-time [бо].

Thus the summary of the theoretical expectations is as

follows: For the high energy quark there is essentially

only one possibility left, namely hard scattering from one

(or more) nucleons in the target. This leads to a clear-

-cut prediction that any significant A-dependence in the

target fragmentation region must be associated with two-

-jet structure of the events.

Such a situation is expected asymptotically, at very

high quark energies. To face the reality we have to con-

sider also, however, what kind of effects can destroy this

simple picture at lower energies. One was discussed al-

ready, the quark decay inside the nuclear matter. Another

one is the possible interaction of the "colour polarization

cloud" 5̂1j which is formed together with the high-momentum

quark struck-off by the lepton. Such a polarization cloud

£made of gluons and qq pairs} travels together with the

high-momentum quark to neutralize finally its colour and

accelerates along the way. Thus it can reach energies up

to 20 GeV within a heavy nucleus and produce multiplication

of particles in the target fragmentation region, similar

to that observed in hadronic reactions where the analogous

polarization cloud is formed [i?ij . Thus even without any

final state interaction of the fast quark in the nuclear

matter we would expect the additional particle production,

distributed in rapidity as shown schematically in Fig. 11.

The effects of final state interaction should be thus

looked for at rapidities above the ones corresponding to

target fragmentation region, i.e. above 3-4 units. Conse-

quently, the required energy of the quark should be well

above 50 GeV.

Another problem one should take care of is that, for

14 CXI



small x
B
, the reaction can proceed ^at least parcly^ by а

generalized vector dominance mechanism. In such a case

the interaction is caused by a hadron-like qq system and,

consequential should be similar to hadron-nuc^eus colli-

sions. As discussed in Section 3.3, this effect should dis-

appear for x
3
> .2.

From the existing data one has a limited information on

A-dependence of the single particle spectra. In Pig. 12

the average multiplicity produced in emulsion by 150 GeV

muons £6iJ is compared with that obtained from hydrogen

target. One sees clearly a multiplication of particles over

the whole range of the Bjorken variable x B - ^ . The pseu-

do-rapidity distribution of the particles produced in the

same experiment are compared in Pig. 13 with those pro-

duced by protons and pions at the energy approximately cor-

responding to the average energy transferred by the scat- .

tered muon to the target. The spectra are similar, but one

sees a difference in the central region where the produc-

tion by muons is significantly smaller from that by hadrons.

In Pig. 14 the projectile fragmentation region measured in

electroproduction experiment [62] is shown. A clear at-

tenuation of fast particles is observed, slightly weaker

than in hadronic interactions shown in Fig. 3e
Thus the existing data hardly show any characteristic

feature which would be qualitatively different from the

ones observed in low p. hadron-nucleus collisions10'. One

is therefore forced to conclude that either ^a) the fast

quark does indeed interact with nucleus similarly as a nor-

mal hadron, or (b) in the daua shown in Pig. [i 2-14] the

specific quark interactions are masked by other effects.

Since the first;- possibility appears rather revolutionary,

the second one should be quite carefully studied. Indeed,

one cannot exclude that what one see;: in Figs 12-14 is

mainly the inte

polarization cl
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mainly the interaction in the nuclear matter of the "colour

polarization cloud" described before. The rapidity range

available in the experiments [61-63] is not large enough

to decide conclusively target fragmentation region ex-

tends to more than half of the available range in Ref. [6i] ,

and even further in Ref. [62j and [бЗ]. The crucial point

is what happens with increasing energy of the quark: will

the mulbiplication extend to higher rapidities, or will

it stay confined to target fragmentation. An experiment

which would clear up these problems is thus badly needed.

To summarise, there is no evidence in the present lepto-

production data for any specific features of the. interac-

tion of a fast quark in nuclear matter. It may be argued,

however, that higher quark energies are necessary in order

to see clearly such effects. It seems thus worthwhile to

study this problem at highest possible "V and for Хт>>0.2,

where the pattern of the data is expected to change and

thus to be qualitatively different from the one observed

in hadron-nucleus reactions at low p.. If such change of

pattern is not observed, the presently accepted ideas about

confinement mechanism and interactions of bare quarks should

be rather profoundly reexamined.

3.5. ffinal state interactions in large p. processes

The strong A-dependence of hard processes (т?Щ* 9Vwas

originally discovered in large p. production Í19|J541 . This

finding was immediately interpreted by many aut-hors [64-67]

as the effect of final state interaction in nuclear matter.

However, the quantitative analysis of large p. data is

quite difficult, mainly because the mechanism for elementary

hard collisions is not yet well understood [52̂ 65J,E>8] . Con-

sequently, it is not clear what partons (or groups, of par-

tons) are interacting in nuclear matter. Whatever the case, .

it is certain Unat the final state interactions are more

I
i

'to'

tfev-
A
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complicated than in case of leptoproduction. Thua it see.':;s

to me that there is very little chance of quantitative un-

derstanding of large p. phenomena in nuclei before one

clears up the situation in leptoproduction. A very promis-

ing approach, however, is the simultaneous investigation

of large p^ phenomena and leptoproduction with the hope to

learn about the effects which are not accessible in leptö-

production alone, e.g. the interactions of gluons in nu-

clear matter.

In view of this rather complicated situation, it does

not seem possible to list all of the arising possibilities.

Therefore I restrict myself only to few remarks, about im-

plications of the existing data for the relative importance

of different processes which may occur in nuclear matter.

(i) In agreement with the theoretical expectations, the

annihilation of (anti) quark in nuclear matter, does not

seem to play an important role. For the proton beam the an-

nihilation mechanism is unlikely to produce large p. K~

or p because the projectile does not contain the relevant

valence quarks. The actual calculation [бЭ1 shows indeed

very little contribution to K~ production from annihilation,

contrary to the data shown in Pig. 9 where A-dependence of

K~ production is stronger than for other mesons.

(ii) There are no data on event structure and thus the

existence of hard parton scattering in nuclear matter is

not established. However, the existing data are certainly

consistent with the presence of hard scattering, as seen

from Fig." 15 [id] where A-dependence of the jet cross-sec-

tion is shown. The observed strong A-dependence shows that

the presence of the nucleus changes not only the jet struc-

ture but also the number of jets - as expected in hard

scattering mechanism.

(iii) Final state interaction implies that the A-depend-

ence of a hard process can be represented in the form of the
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where the consecutive terns are positive and arise from

final state interaction with 0,1,2,... nucleons in the

target [64]-{&7]. It follows from the Eq. (З.з) that if only

one nucleon is involved in the final state interaction o<

cannot exceed the value 4/3. A glance on the data in Fig.

9 shows that this condition is very well satisfied for

7Г
1
", 7Г~ and K

+
 production. However, for K~, p and p the

limiting value is reached and even exceeded. This strong-

ly indicates the presence of more complicated final state

phenomena involving at least two nucleons from the target.

(iv) The data show an anomalously large enhancement of

proton production in the presence of nuclear matter for

proton beam . This indicates existence of additional mech-

anism. In view uf the remark (iii), a natural candidate

is the hard scattering of more than one valence quark of

the projectile from different nucleons in the target nu- •

cleus as illustrated in Fig. 16. This can explain a large

value of <* and is also consistent with the present ideas

on large p. baryon production in elementary collisions

(y) The strong A-dependence of K~ and p is difficult

to interpret. It might also be caused by hard scattering

of two (anti) quarks from different nucleons in the target.

However, it is not clear why such effect should not appear

for other mesons as well. Thus only careful quantitative

comparison of the contributions for all particles can

settle the problem. Also the comparison with leptoproduc-

tion £where such process is not expected to take place")

should be helpful.

^vi) As we have seen, the leptoproduction data show

С 16
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fairly strong multiplication of particles in the target

fragmentation region. One could thus worry about the ef-

fects of the ."polarization cloud" also in case of large

p. processes. Fortunately, for small laboratory angles

(below 100 mrad) these effects should be concentrated at

relatively low transverse momenta - below 1.5 - 2 GeV -

and thus can be separated out.

To summarize, similarly as in leptoproduction, also in

large p. physics there is no definite evidence for the

most characteristic final state intex'action, i.e. the hard

scattering -of the; fast bare quarks.. Strong nuclear enhance-

ment of baryon production indicates actually that the do-

minant effect is the interaction of groups of partons with

several nucleons in the target. Thus it might be not very

easy to separate out the really elementary processes. Here

again, the necessity of detailed comparison with leptopro-

ductión data is evident.

3.6. Conclusions

The common ideas about the elementary hard processes

imply the existence of the final state interaction of quasi-

-free bare partons in nuclear matter.-We have seen that the

existing data on leptoproduction and high p. phenomena do

indeed indicate the presence of final state interaction ef-

fects. The characteristic features of the data do not seem .

to correspond, however, to the expectations one has about

the interaction of quasi-free bare partons. It is not en-

tirely clear whether this is due to the limitations in ac-

curacy and kinematic range of the available data, or should

be rather considered as indication of unexpected aspects of

parton physics. Further progress depends crucially on reso-

lution of this problem in future experiments. Two points

are of particular interest: (a) does the multiplication of

particles observed in Refs [61 ] and [S3J extend beyond the
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target fragmentation region, and (b) can one find evidence

for hard scattering of quasi-free bare partons. Both these

questions can best be answered by precise leptoproduction

experiments at highest possible V and x B )> .2, measuring

both low- and high-trans verse momentum particles {with re-

spect to direction of the exchanged current).

It is obvious that the answer to these problems has im-

mediate consequences also for elementary interactions.

These consequences can be actually quite dramatic, should

the nuclear experiments contradict the existence of quasi-

-free fast bare partons in the final state of the elemen-

tary hard process. It seems however too early to speculate

further about this possibility.
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Footnotes

In view of this, the estimates of the "enhanced qq sea"

[41] should be reexamined.

2/
For collisions of twa nuclei with nuclear numbers A and

B, the multiplication in the central region is given by the
formula R = V. JУ л . ~9 „„ [32]. Here VA1, = AB

VAB / VCA CB L-"* i l C i C 'AB
i s the number of c o l l i s i o n s underwent by nucleons in projec-
t i l e and i n the t a r g e t , whereas "VnA and ^«т, are the num-

OA OB

ber of collisions of the constituent quark in nuclei A and

B, respectively. This formula is consistent with the cosmic

ray data [43].
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The transverse momenta are neglected, to simplify the
discussion. , ••

^ We. neglect for simplicity the correction from velocity
.of the pair being smaller than c. This effect is negligible
in practice. . r

^'The figure is adapted from Ref. [4 9}.

Another point.of view was expressed in Ref. £55} where
the fine structure seen in Fig. 10 was discussed in detail.
It was argued that-at high Q2 there is no shadowing at all
and thus the data shown in Fig. 10 measure the actual num-
ber of. partons; in- the, nucleus. It then" follows from energy
conservation that if oi. <T. 1 for X ^ 0, there exists another
region {not far from Xfc= 0) where Ы. >. 1 ("antishadowing")•

Such .effect is indeed indicated by the data of Fig. 10,

although the large errors do not allow to'make a definite

statement. Whatever the case, it is clear that the effects

discussed, although certainly important for understanding

the underlying physics, are very small indeed and do not

contradict the general picture that the strong A-dependence

observed iii some hard processes (see e.g. Fig. 9) must orig-

inate'from final -state interaction.
:
 Eet me also mention at

this point that the"ideas of Ref. [55] can be tested by

* comparing the function *>l (x.) from Fig. 10 with the func-

tion ck (x = Хд ) obtained from A-dependence of the produc-

. tipn of Drell-Yan pairs. Here х
д
 = .5 | x S 4Г ' - X and

X is the Feynman variable of the pair in the nucleon-nucleon

c m . frame. In. the limit of high pair masses and for lim-

• ited transverse momenta,.these two functions are expected

to be identical (as they both, measure the number of. partons

in the nucleus). . .

7/
Such interactions can affect the estimates of the'number

of gluon jets in elementary collisions, if the experiment
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is performed on nuclear target, as is. the case for most

of the neutrino data (private communication from D. Morri-

son). ., ,

8 / i • " . ' • " "

F o r e x a m p l e , a r e l i a b l e e s t i m a t e f r o m Q Q D w o u l d r e q u i r e
a n o n - p e r t u r b a t i v e t r e a t m e n t . .-' . •...-. . . .
q/

» This point of view can be questioned. B. Aridersson >r

(private communication) estimates that a fast quark-looses

significant fraction of its energy .when passing through

a' heavy nucleus. ••' • - •„ .
:
 '• ••• '=

'This point was particularly emphasized in Ref. [jó$\\

с the * number
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Discussion

Block:! am a bit confuseű. In your first wodel you pointed

out that the structure of the incoming ps?tiele should se-

verely Luluence what happens in multiplicity etc.Isn't this,

if we accept Lubatti's work on neutrinos bein^ the same аз

pions, a contradiction ? If v;e say, indeed, that th? nsut-

rino interaction is identical to the pion, which vcos rather

strongly suggested, within a few percent».

BialasiLubatti*a experiment and olsc the Cracow experiment

are experiments where the епегзу-mcraentua transfer from the

lepton is not really very hijh.The .contradictions зге such

that it is possible to imagine that the lepton changes for

the short time into some sort of -hedrb'nic vector meson. It

is like electroproduction vdth VI.ID. Cnly if the interaction

takes really very short tî ie, and this tine is essentially

measured by Bjorken x or Bjorken o:r.e£at it has no time to

change into vector meson, otherwise.it will change into

vector aeson, and you expect it to be similar to the hadronic

interactions«So in fact tlv? issue is whether they are in ̂ ood

kineinatical region* I think that they are just on the edge.

It is really hard to distinguish...However, if this will

persist to the kinematical region,where it really is one par-

ton, than you are absolutely right* If the results will be

the same in other kinamatical regions then I think, this

would be something absolutely fantastic and to my understan-

ding it will meant in fact that the quark is just kicked out.

It really gets a cloud of hadrons immediately around itself

and thus the confinement works immediately, independently

of how fast the quark is. I think this is completely unexpec-

ted.

Shapiro:You have shown a very nice compilation of experimen-

data and compared it with the antishadow effect, predicted by

Zach

and

Bial
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1
Zacharov and Nikolae*. What was'the energy.'of the projectil

and is it not too low for comparing with such a theory ?

Bialas tThe energies are rather lqw. But \hat is everything

which is available and I said actually that1 people who belie-

ve in VMD would expect that at high energies this curve Í

will go down.The energies are of the order of 10 GeV.

Hwa:I like to understand a bit better some у of the statements

you made.You have , for example, said that'the central region

properties depend on the number of valence quarks» Isn't this

contrary to the naive ideas about the parton model, that the

central region does not depend very much upon the valence

quarks? And secondly, you also said that the spectrum in the

fragmentation region depends on the value of A. That also

seems to be somewhat in contrary to the naive parton picture.

. Also I can see that when you have a large A, you could in-

crease the enhanced sea and that would affect the fragmentation

region.But in neither case, can you say something ?

in the light in the context of the parton model t

Bialas;I ax not really sure I understood what you mean, but

let me try. The first problem about whether valence quarks

are important or not is, I think, not the question whether

the valence quarks interact. Everybody agrees that the valen-

ce quarks do not interact Ьесвизе they are very fast* However,

the issue is whether the sea is devided, somewhat attached

to the valence quarks or hot, whether there is a common sea

for all three quarks..„.

Ballam;Xn the case of the photoproduction of vector mesons

on nuclei by photons, what would you predict, in the case

of polarized photons, for the polarization of the outgoing

vector mesons ? If'these ideas of yours are correct.

Bialas :The only really good prediction I think we have is

С 40
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for heavy vector mesons where you have very few collisions
inside the nuclear matter and then the answer is very simple,
it will be the same as in hydrogen.Now for phi meson it ie
already little complicated and I do not know.We never asked
ourselves that question, we have to think about it.





;" ELASTIC SCATTERING AND INELASTIC PRODUCTION IK REACTIONS

VITH PARTICLES AND WITH NUCLEI*
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P. Kroll

CERK, Geneva and Physics Department,
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AISTRaCT . .

We discuss the possibility of nuclei, in the same way

aa «lepantary particles, tc behavv in high energy interactions,

at bat> of quarks. He «re motivated in this suggestion by the

large amount of similar feature, in elastic scattering and

inelastic production data in reactions of particles and nuclei.

Be propose « quark-parton eikonat picture in the impact p.ra-

•etar with elementary point.like interact ions , the geotetry of

the Interaction region being fixed by the quark content, л

staple relation between the geometrical parameters of the inte-

raction reeion and the number of intervinl.nl quarks i,•obtained

and a.cc.afully testei) i. particle-particle, p.rtúle-nueleua

and nucleus-nucleus collisions.' • • ' .

Talk presented" at the if International Syapoaium on High Energy

HiAtiparticle Dynamics by J.D.D. .



There are clear sinilaritiei between particles and nuclei regarding

high energy elastic scattering and particle production, data . He juit

•rnti'on her* the presence of the thrinking diffraction peak followed or not

by diffraction dipt in the elastic differentialcro»«-uction and KM)

universality in oultiparticle production. Her» we propose a

possible explanation for such universal features of the data baaed on the

idea of a quark parton and el for interacting particles «md nuclei formulated

in the impact parameter plane.

Two essential assumptions are required in our approach. The first

assumption says that hadronic natter' stay be treated at if infinitely computed

of point like onjectt (partona). The second assumption says that interacting

hadrons (particles and nuclei) behave as bag* «' quarks with identical partonic

structure, the number of quarks just fixing the dimensions'of the interacting

region. Vith these assumptions in mind we write the «coinant imaginary patt of

the elastic diffractlve.amplitude Im T.,(e,t) in a Al collision (A.Biparticle

от nucleus) in the inpact parameter representation i s the follovint. wav:

where t = D'^»g *•• s scaled impact parameter variable, C(t) i s

a universal function of В (the universal eikonal) ав* *««J<»«

•та reaction dependent parameters. As C-(S) i t a universal

function s imi lar i t ies in e l a s t i c scattering and particle pto-

dmetiem data are eas i l y accomodated. The parameters ».. and

* * • h * * * t n * •**•»•••• ° l t h * opacity «epeading om • toagitudinal

integration over the matter distribution) шла the traasverse

radia*. respectively. For the moment w* do mot consider possible

energy dependence of С, » д в and R~AB.

- Eq. (1) i t in fact the equation for the scattering of

in f in i te ly composed extended objects with local ised interactions

in Chem-Tang aense as required by our f i r s t assumption. Accor-

dimg to the second aasumptiori,the universality of C(S) i t related

I
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to the fact that there is the same ptrtostc structure in hacr nic

interaction* and the geometrical parameters >.„ and R.„ are

Att Ao

related to the quark content of the interaction region in ths

way we shall discuss now. The integral over the eikonal.

AB ••«>
М Ь
 " »A1 «AB 'qq

(2)

where 1 is the corresponding integral for the quark-quark

interaction with Л £ 1 and R._
qq AB R../Ü is proportional toAB qq

the amount of quark interacting centres in the AB collision. More

precisely

XAB RAB NB (3)

where NA(N ) is the number of quarks in A (in B). This equation

turn* out to be a very strong constraint in our approach. It may

be interpreted-as a generalized version, in an eikonal form, of

quark model additivity applied not only to particle-particle

reactions but to particle-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus reactions

as veil» It should be noted that the usual quark model additivity

of Im T._(s,t) fails even for particle-particle collisions away

from t»0 and is totally unreasonable for particle-nucleus and

nucleus-nucleus collisions.

He try next to test our Eq. (1) and check the constraint

(3). For the imput G(B) function we used the eikonal obtained

from the analysis of the ISR 1500 GeV/c data5'. In order to fix

X and *.- one seeds о ° ' and do/dt.at t»0 (the slope parame-

ter) or o
t O t

' and o
l n
\ As far as particle-particle scattering is

concerned Eq. (1) was already succesfully tested before with

thf



FXAL data with the results 3/2, "
p p
/R,

p

and Eq. (3) being thus satisfied. For reactions with light nuclei

we used pd data (at FNAL an'd ISR) , pHe data (slope and o
t o t >

) and

dd ISR preliminary data . The fits, see Fi g . l , are satisfactory

in the small |t; region but become rather poor in the large It.

region hut relation (3) is still fairly satisfied. For heavy nuclei

we used data on s 'and с ' to fix X.
c
 and R._.

AD RB

In Fig.2 we show a test of relation (3) for particle-par

t i d e , particle-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus reactions. It is

striking that Eq. (3) is rather well satisfied thus giving some

justification to the impact parameter quark-parton picture we pro_

pose. From this point of view it seems reasonable to say that at

high energy interacting particles and interacting nuclei behave

similarly as atomic bags of quarks.

We want now to look more carefully to the case of reactions

with light nuclei, the deuteron in particular. From the analysis
1 ** 2

of pd scattering we obtain л . i -? X • and R* •*, 4 R and
pd z pp pd pp

this tells us that the deuteron behave,compared to the proton, as

a very transparent and large object as expected in a loosely bound

system. It is clear that in loosely bound systems the intermediate

nuclear effects, i.e., the fact that the nucleus is made up of

nuclei, should be important.- The deuteron cannct be fully described

as a 6 quark atom because it is rather г two nucleon molecule. Ac

a consequence in the large |t| region we will observe the effects

of the intermediate nuclear structure which cannot be accounted

for by our Eq. (1) and the effective number of interacting centres

is smaller than what expected from Eq. (3). This it what we observe

in Figs. <l) and (2).
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Concerning inelastic production! in our approach •••-:•

extend to particle-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions ch.

geometrical ideas developed for particle-particle collisions .

As it is well known,in collisions of extended objects the

number of produced particles is related to the matter overlap.

As the distribution function G(B) in Eq. (1) it assumed the

same in all processes this qua'rantees that the KNO distribution

function is universal , what is, at least approximately,

experimentally observed . In R e f . Щ these question» will be

further discussed. Here we simply indicate the general fragmen-

tation formula expected for the average multiplicity in a AB

collision: . - '

iv
'AB

• v,) К (4)

where
 V

A
(

V

B
) *••

 t h e
 average number of collisions in the A(B)

particle reaction and n the particle-particle Multiplicity. The

average multiplicity in nucleus-nucleus collision can, using

(4), be related to the particle-nucleus average multiplicity:

n
AB (5)

It would be interesting to check relation (5).

We did not discuss hare the problem of possible energy

dependence of G(6), X and R._. Uhen required in OUT compari-

AD AB

sions we have used the geometrical scaling approximation, all

energy dependence being attributed to R._« From there it results

AB

o" / o
t 0 t

* * constant and \> •* constant.

We would like now to come back to our basic proposal. One

question which may be asked is wether the entities we have called

partons and quarks are really the same entities of the usual

e



quark-parton model. We beli<ve Co be so. The usual parton -:t i':

is formulated in the longitudinal momentum fraction x variál It

while we used the reduced impact parameter В variable. In both

cases, however, the partons have similar properties: they are

essentially point like objects, on the average they are flavour

less and universally distributed (plateau" in rapidity, univer-

sal. C(B) function), and are the interacting agents in high

9)
energy collisions '. The quarks we use are supposed to be the

valence quarks of the conventional quark model and at the same time,

in an interaction situation, the leading quarks in production

duality diagrams. Each leading valence quark in a diagram is

associated to its own chain or cluster of partons (-.sea quarks)

and some kind of additivity must then exist. This is essentially

what we find.

Finally a comment on the problem of treating nuclei es

bags of quarks. Nuclei are normally treated as structures made

up of nucleons and not as made up of.quarks. Here we are not

considering the static properties of nuclei and low energy

reactions but nuclei at high energies. In such situation we have

highly energetic hadronic matter confined in a snail region of

space (of the order of few fermis) and the presence of quark

matter rather then nuclear matter may explain the regularities

and similarities found in hadronic data. It is tempting to push

even further the speculation and suggest that a transition from

nuclear matter to quark matter may occur in high energy inte-

ractions, similarly to what was suggested in the case of neutron

and quark stars '. \
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Properties of reocattered events in tr~d

interactions at hiyh energies

A. Zicnii.ski. University of ..arsow, ..arsow, i-oland

In this talk we discuss some recent results on ТГ d

interactions at 21, 205 and 360 GeV/c obtained by the ijambridge-

uracow-.i
r
orsaw and the Cracow-uavis-üeattlc-.;arsow Collaborations.

First results from these experiments have been already published

and presented at various Conf iirences a year ago £l-3 } .

Now we would like to concentrate on the properties of the events

in which rescattering took place.

The deuterium target provides us with a unique opportunity t<

study the rcscattering of the iiadronic natter because rescatte-

ring can occur only once and the contributions of single - and

double - scattering events can bo, undor reasonable nssui.iptions,

statistically separated.

The sanple of ir d interactions enn be split into two

categories : Ttn and К p". The V n " events crc those having

a visible proton spectator or an odd prong f,iultiplicity(i.o. an

invisible proton spectator ) . The "irp" category includes all

remaining events. In the first approximation the irn" sample

corresponds to single scattering тс~п interactions, whereas the

"it p"sample contains both the it ~n sinnle scattering events

and also all the double scattering events. However the single

scattering parts in ten and "тгр" samples ore nodificd by the pre-

sence of interference effect's as cortpared to the IT - nucleon

collisions in hydrogen. To make this point nore clear let us

write down the amplitude for the izd interactions

, * А,г
л
 + А ьсA írd A )

The total it d cross section is proportional to | Л ̂

thus we obtain :

We nssunc that roscatterin? always lends to the even nultiplicity
final state

C5?

whore T
n

тс - nuclei

cross socti

interferon

Hence :
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where <f and ere cross sections for the clenentary

the Uanbridge-

Jüllaborations.

aady published

of tlic eventa

e opportunity t<

use rescotte-

oinale - and

с assumptions,

into two

il"O tilOSC iiuvinr"

icity(i.e. ап

ncludes nli

'trn
1
' sample

, whereas the

rinn events

r the single

icd by the pro-

7Г - nUClcOn

lear let us

(1 )

( •)

•en nultiplicity

тс - nuclerin interactions, ^os represents double scattering

cross section when both nucleons are involved and I stands for

interference terns betv.eeri the three amplitudes.

Hence :

where the vrlue of parameter et determines the relative contri-

butions of interference terms to our experimentally defined

categories of events. It follows from formula (3) that <T*
0S

cannot be r.cpnrnted in n model independent way. However if

we take oC = Vx ( arguments supporting this assumption are given

in ref. £4 - oj ) we obtain •

ö'oi ~ ^"n • ~ ^i m ' * I4)

Hence tho probability of rescntterinn in тг d interactions

be estimated from the fornuln :

The value of f was determined in several Ttd and pd

experiments. The results .rre presented in fir.l as a function

of laboratory moiicntum. The probability of the rescotterinci

remains constant over wide energy range and its value is about

0.1S sor nd and O.?.U for pd experiments.

It has been also notod that the experimental riatr are

consistent with no dependence of double scatterinr on nulti-

plicity [l - 3] .

To study the differentirl cross sections of the double

scattering events (i.e. nultiplicity distributions, rrpidity

r.pectr- etc.) v;e subtract the free - nucleon ir~p spectra from

the corresponding distributions for the "irp" snnple.

с norn-lisc 7t~p ur.tn to our "it"n" sample rntl obtain :

Hit 1 If
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where is the studied variable and J jfe. of/3 - <Tp
s
 .

Formula (6) represents our recipe for extrecting the

properties of rescattered events.

The multiplicity distributions of rescattered events,

X
N
, have been studied in ref. [7,в] . As expected the ;<

N

distributions are much broader and shifted toward higher multi-

plicities as compared to the multiplicity distributions For

elementary ir p collisions nt the same energy. The average

number of negative particles produced in rescattered events,

^N-^ is by factor 1.4 higher than that of the single scatte-

ring events for all energies studied ( fig. 2 ) .

However, the ratios of higher moments of the X,, distri-

butions to the ( N У are consistent with the values observed

in itp interactions. Thus one may expect the iiNO scaling to be

approximately preserved for reseat tered events. The data

plotted in fig. 3 confirm this suggestion.

The X.. distributions were compared with theoretical

predictions of the Coherent Tube Model (CTll) £gj and the UL.;,;

model [4] . The OTM predicts that the rcscatter тс d events

should be similar to the Itp events at twice the laboratory

momentum. The ВЫ'./ model is based on unitary arguments and the

AGK cuting rules. The multiplicity distributions are in agree-

ment with predictions of both models (fig. 2 and ref. C
7
>

3
J ) •

Stronger conclusions about models must await comparison of the

inclusive spectra of particles.

.«ecently we have obtained preliminary results for the

rapidity distributions of pions in rescattered events at 205

and 360 GeV/c. These results are based on Warsaw part of sta-

tistics only. For comparison we have used the unpublished

n" p data at 205 and 3oO GeV fron the Notre-Uuke-Iowa-Haryland-

Michigon-Toronto- Me Gill Collaboration C
1 0
J •

 F i
9 -

 4

illustrates our method of extracting information on double

scattering. The 3Ó0 GeV/c li'p distribution from hydrogen

has been scaled down by the foctor <5^ /Vnj/GJLí"P) onc' subtrac-

ted from tiio и
п"р

и
 spectra to give the shaded histogram which

represents contribution frsm double scattering iTd cvento.

The rapidity distr
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8 rapidity units.
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The rapidity distribution of rescattered events is peaked

around 7tN c m rapidity value equal to 0 and extends for

В rapidity units. In fig. 5 wo plot the ratio of Ógk*J / JUt£

at 3úO CeV/c. The data suggest an excess of slow pions in the

backward and a depletion of particles in the forward hemesphere

in the rescattered sample. Similar characteristics have been

found for rescattered events in the it"d experiment at 205 CeV/c.

we «
liopeover the rapidity distribution for rescattered 1С d events

at this energy seems to be narrower than the Ycm distribution for

Tt~ p collisions at 360 GeV/c. contrary to prediction of the CTM

model.

\/e are very obliged to the Notre Qame-Uuke-Iowa State-

Mnryland-Michicien r»tate-Toronto-Mc Gill Collaboration for

naking theri data available prior to publication. The author

thanks prof. A.'.'róblevvski for many stimulating discussions.
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Figures Captions :

1. Probability of the double scattering in ir*d, pd and pd

interactions as о function of the bean momentum

2. Average number of negative particles produced, ^N./x for

the rescattered events as a function of the beam momentum.

The iC p values are shown for comparison. Also shown are

predictions of BLiJl/ and CTM models.

3. Plot of < N>(6N>Oversus (ы/<Ю) for N >, Ъ for :

a/ X
N
 - rescattered events at 300 GeV/c

b/ те* p interactions from hydrogen at 360 GeV/c

4. Distributions of íTN cm. rapididy of pions at 360 GeV/c

for :

a/ - R"P events from n~d interactions

b/ ... f*~p interactions from hydrogen scaled down by n factor

and pd

nomentu

О • shown a r

ICL
for :

60 GeV/c

t£* л by n v

с/ rescattered events ( shaded hiriorrun)

5. The ratio of 4^(**f)/^
tmt
 ld€(TCf)ldym at 3GP ro\'/c. 'c.
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Discussion

Morrison:At the end of Dr. Diaa de Deus's talk he eeked a very

interesting question aa tó whether the rescattering takes

place on nucleona or oa quarks. At the beginning of Andrey'a

talk he made a point that the deuterium is the only nucleus

in which, the reacattering takes place one time only.But never-

hand T ia a eunming of reseatterins on nvtcleons.For if

the reseattering was on quarks, then, presumably, it could

take place noro than one tine.Now during your talk I was won-

dering whether you in fact had answered this question, because

you say that the f /the fraction of rescatterinjt/ was constant

with the multiplicities. How, maybe, some theoretician could

adriee me, ia this in fact a test or an answer to the question?

Is the resoattering on nuclecna or on quarks ?

Diaa de DeussThe deuterium is, from my point of view, I think

the worst object one could think of «The reason is that the

deuteron is quite a large object and so the neutron and photon

are quite far apart.So I would expect the kind of things I

was talking about would apply mostly when you have more con-

densed matter, when you destroy individuality of the nettron

and the proton. So the deutaron is for us the worst case and

actually when we try to fit elastic scattering on deuteron,

we can with our simple formula fit up to t=0.5« I guess,

but then we completely fail, because we do not really get the

nuclear structure right .So I would think that the deuteron

is probably the case where the nucleus is certainly made up

of two nucleons. I think, I mentioned that in my talk.
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MULTIPLICITY CORRELATIONS OF PROTONS AND PIONS
IN HADRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS AT 20, 30 AND 40 GeV/c

M. A. Faessler, P. C. Gugelot, U. Lynen, J. Niewisch. B. Pietrzyk,
B. Povh, H. Schroder, T. Siemiarczuk, P. Zielinski

(presented by M. A. Faessler)

Darmstadt-Heidelberg-Virginia-Warsaw Collaboration

I would like to report on an experiment that was started last year
at the CERN superproton synchroton. The aim of this experiment is to
study hadron-nucleus inelastic interactions at various energies.

The apparatus detects fast and slow particles and measures the pseudo-
rapidity and angular distribution, respectively. The slow particles are
like the grey tracks and the fast particles like the shower tracks in
emulsion. That is to say, the slow particles are essentially recoil pro-
tons with kinetic energies between 30 and 500 MeV and the fast ones are
mainly pions. The separation point between slow and fast is at a veloc-
ity of 0.7, just the reciprocal refraction index of lucite.

The idea was to measure fast and slow particles simultaneously, since
it was hoped that the slow particles provide a measure for the number of
collisions in the nucleus. The essential trick of the experiment is the
use of a combined counter (Fig. 1). It consists of a Csl crystal glued
to a plexiglass light guide. The Csl gives a signal corresponding to the
energy loss of the particle in the crystal and, if the velocity is high
enough, the plexiglass light guide acts as a Cerenkov radiator.

Looking at the anode signal (Fig. 2a) one observes for fast particles
a short high spike from the Cerenkov radiator and a slow.pulse with a de-
cay time of about 1 ysec from the Csl. On an expanded time scale it look's
like Fig. 2b; as you can see, the rise times for Csl and Cerenkov pulses
are different. We split the anode signal on two discriminators with a
high and a low threshold and to an ADC. The output of the low-thresh dis-



criminator is given to a TDC.

Actually, we only use the time difference due to the different rise

times for the separation between fast and slow particles, and to give you

an impression of the quality of the separation I will show you a two-di-

mensional plot ADC versus TDC (Fig. 3). There are two bands for the fast

and slow particles, the separation in time being roughly 6nsec. The fast

particle band shows a minimum ionizing peak with a Landau tail, while the

slow particles have, as one would expect, higher energy losses and a

broader distribution.

There are 73 of these combined counters and about 50 counters at

small angles that can detect only fast particles (Fig. 4). We used an un-

separated SI beam in front of the ft experiment; this beam could be in-

creased to 40 GeV/c. Upstream of the apparatus were some beam-defining

counters and two gas Cerenkov counters (threshold counters) to distinguish

the different beam particles, тг, К and p. The energies studied so far are

20, 30 and 40 GeV. We analyzed three different targets plus an empty tar-

get measurement and used six different projectiles, IT, К and p of both

signs. We obtained events on the order of 10 for each combination.

I will show you only one particular result of our analysis, which is

still under way. Fig. 5 shows the average multiplicity of fast particles,

corrected for acceptance versus the number N of observed slow particles

for three different energies (20, 30 and 40 GeV) and three different tar-

gets (C, Cu and Pb). Those are the dependences for pions and kaons of

both signs. They all behave quite alike (protons and antiprotons are

somewhat different). Fig. 5 shows that (i) the mean multiplicity rises

with the number of observed slow particles and reaches a plateau, and it

does so differently for the different targets; (ii) the separation between

the plateaus for the different targets increases with increasing energy.

After receiving these curves from the computer for the first time,

we immediately realized that N is not an A-independent measure of the

number of collisions, or because of the strong A-dependence it might be

some kind of intranuclear cascade. Possibly both is true.

Our central problem is, of course, to relate the number of slow par-



tides to the number of collisions in the nucleus. We can solve this eas-

ily if we make two crude assumptions, namely that (i) N is proportional

to the number of collisions with the proportionality factor relating to

the mass number A; and (ii) the fast multiplicity normalized to the pp

multiplicity is independent of the energy. This does not yet apply to

this energy region, as is known from emulsion, but at least there is not

much energy dependence.

We can then compare our data with other data on the mean number of

collisions and in this way find the proportionality constant. We did

this for our 40-GeV data on lead (Fig. 6 ) . The dots show experimental

data averaging over the number of collisions |1[. The ratio R of fast

multiplicity on target A over the hydrogen multiplicity is plotted versus

\>, the mean number of collisions, defined as \Г = (А- О

П
Щ ) / Р

П
Д . The line

represents our data.

From the comparison we conclude the following:

(i) The proportionality factor is about 1, i.e. one slow particle

corresponds to one collision.

(ii) By measuring N one extends the physical region of both nuclear

involvement and produced particles, a long way from experiments averaging

over the number of collisions.

(iii) The plateau, the saturation in <N > vs N , is presumably

reached because the number of collisions is limited but a slow intranu-

clear cascade produces still more N ; this causes the A dependence of the

curves shown |2|.

. (iv) The limit of collisions is about what one might expect. In

lead, the maximum number of nucleons in a row is seven, and we observe

five to six "effective" collisions. But remember, we are still at rather

low energy, and we cannot rule out that energy limitations are present in

the production process after a few collisions.

But at any rate, having a plateau is always convenient. We can call

this plateau the maximum power of the nucleus to produce particles, and

we are curious to find out where this plateau will be at higher energies.

One final remark concerning a point that came up in yesterday's and

today's sess;
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today's sessions. The growth of particles with increasing N occurs at
s ~ 1'ow ^apidities in the tdrget and central region, as was observed in pre-

• vious experiments, and We see a decrease, a depletion of the normalized

•° cross section (l/a)(dd/dTi) at high pseudorapidity with increasing N and/
D or A. This is likely to be a trivial consequence of energy conversation,
D and you do not need an experiment to find this out. Clearly, since the

0 total energy carried away by the fast secondaries is less or equal to the

total incoming energy, one has to take i t away from the fast secondaries

if one produces more particles.
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Basic counter unit.

Anode signal for fast particle

The same on an expanded timescale

ADC (energyloss) versus TDC(t1me) for one basic counter

The apparatus

Average multiplicity <N > as function of number of ob-
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served slow particles N
О

Relating the number of slow particles to the number of
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Particle Production in the Collisions of Relativistic Ions

at 4.5 GeV/c per Nucloon Momentum

Helena Biajfkowska

Institute of Experimental Physics

Warsaw University

I would like to report briefly on the results of three

experiments from the Dubna synchrophasotron wwhich acce-

lerates ions up to carbon to energies up to about 50 GeV

or 4,5 GeV per nucleon. Most of the existing experiments

on nucleus-nucleus interactions have been performed in

Berkeley and typically they studied inclusive distributions

of various products, with a good statistics and precision

characteristic of electronic equipment. The maximum energy

of the beam was about 2.L GeV per nucleon. The experiments

I would speak about have been performed with the use of

track detectors: nuclear emulsion, a 2ra streamer chamber

with thin metallic targets inside and a 2m propane bubble

chamber wwth heavy metal plates inside. Thus a 4ЧГ detec-

tion was assured and the results X would speak about con-

cern multiplicities of different particles emerging from

the collision* In emulsion a usual distinction between

black (up to proton momentum of about 200 MeV/c or pion

momentum of about 30 MeV/c), grey (protons up to 950 MoV/c

and pions up to 140 MeV/c) and shower tracks was made, and

the charge of all fast forward (0 < 3°) fragments of Z > 1

determined* In the streamer chamber the sign of the char-
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ge of all particles were determined. In the bubble cham-

ber ionization estimate and magnetic field made it pos-

sible to identify nega tive pions, positive pions and

protons up to momenta of about 700 MeV/c. In addition

the approximate number of the projectile fragments from

the stripping reaction was determined and the number of

the fast (p > 700 MeV/c) protons tmongst fast positive
гее

single charged secondaries has been evaluated. As I have

mentioned only preliminary data on the multiplicities

will be shown, although angle and momentum measurements

will be available in the later stage of the experiments,

together with the bigger statstics on deuterium and carbon
ons

beam interactions. The number of the interactions analy-

n

aed is as follows

gy . .

ts
Beam

Emulsion

4,5GeV

Streamer chamber

4.5 GeV

Propane chamber

4.2 GeV

d

3000

-

350

<7<: с

4000 2500

5 x 1000

(Li,C,Al,Cu.Pb)

+4000(Me)

1500 220

The main question of course is, how are the parti-

cles produced in nuleus-nucleus collisions. The answer

М/с from the streamer chamber (best statistics on 1T~) is,

nd that at least as far as the shape of the multiplicity

1 distribution is concerned, very similarly to elementary

collisions. • л i л

С td



Fig, l(a and b) shows the probability for the produc-

tion of a given number of ^ as a function of the avera-

ge '^"multiplicity for hadron-hadron, hadron^nucleus and

e/- -nucleus collisions. In the first approximation the

similarity is striking. This could indicate that it is the

available energy, directly connected to the average number

of produced particles which determines the multiplicity

distribution irrespectively of the nature of the colliding

objects.

In the seme experiment one can study the dependence

of the average f" multiplicity in oC -A collisions on the

atomic number A of the target (for 6 targets from Li to Pb).

If one parametrises nff- "*' A then the 15 value foroi-A

collisions is not less than 0.24, significantly higher than

that for p-A collisions (about 0.15 - 0.17).

In the propane chamber we have two targets: Та plates

(Aal81) and propane itself (effective A«8.3). From the da-

ta on these two targets one can calculate tf for p,d,o<.

and С beams, and tho resulting estimate is:

for p А V a 0.14 - 0.02

d A ^ a 0.17 Í 0.03

<< A fl = 0.21 Í 0.02

С А ^ a 0.36 Í O.CS

Thus for heavier beams tho targe't becomes more efficient

in the production of secondaries.
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Another important question is, how does the multiplici- ,

ty of produced particles depend on the number of nucleons

which participate in the interaction, both from the beam

and target nuclei. The target dependence has been studied

in the experiments on p-nucleus collisions /9, 10/. The 4

experiments we discuss now offer a unique opportunity to
 :

determine the average number VR of participating nude- ' \

ons from the beam. By using the average charge of stripping p

fragments we can calculate

\>
B
 - 2(Z - q

g
) ;

where Z is the charge of the beam nucleus and q - average

charge of stripping fragments. (Remerber that d, oC and С are

symmetric nuclei). Fig. 2 shows R, the average number of '«""

produced in nucleus-target interactions, normalized to the

sane average in p-target interactions as a function of V
 B
. • .

For emulsion data the average number of shower particles is •

shown. Notice a strong dependence of П on V
Q
» and a simila-

rity of emulsion and bubble chamber results. We are accusto-

med to the results iron hadron-nucleus reactions, where coe-

fficient of the multiplication of the particles does not grow *

very rapidly with the increase in the atonic number of the

target, so this fast rise öf n when changing fron proton to '

aC and С beano is something now.

The autiiors of t'>ie cnulsion experiment with a good sta-

tist ics for С bean: went one step further and split all inter-

act iono into sanploo according to the charge of stripping

e io



Ackno

fragments (notice that in these samples' the charge the

charge q does not determine V
Q
 uniquely but only is

related to it). Fig. 3 shows that for the samples with dif-

ferent q
e
' (and Vg) the ratio of the average ni'tnber of

shower particles n to V
Q
 does not very much; the ave-

rage number of fast products per interactinn beam nucleon

is roughly constant. '

The emulsion data provide us another new information

on the number of participating nucleons, Oy splitting) the
••>• *

data into groups with different n (related to the num-

ber of participating nucleons from the target, Vт) and

q (related to V
Q
y one can obtain a relation between the

number of participating nucleons in the target and in the

beam.«A very rough picture of this correlation is shown

in Fig. 4. "V
T
 is calculated from the*Babecki fit /10/

and V
B
 obtained аз 12-

2
q

s
 (C been), it is perhaps qb-

vious that high V» values correspond to high V
T
.

both these quantities measuring the centrality of the со-

llision, but in my knowledge this is the first attempt to

relate and V
T
 quantitatively.

At tthe end let me stress again that we hope the re-

sults will be йоге significant with bigger statistics and

measurements of particle nonenta, v<hich are how in pro-

gress.
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Discussion

Males:Does your data agree with our model ?

Bialkowska;The question is how our results agree with the

model off Bialas, ? and Czyz. This is a model in which

the average number of particles produced in nucleus-nucleus

interaction is proportional to the so called number of woun-

ded nucleons from the beam and the target.The answer is that

when you take the average, it is within two standard devia-

tions in agreement» On the other hand if you compare our re-

sults with the predictions of the coherent tube model, which

is based ón totally different physical concept, it is also

within two standard deviations .So my conclusion is that the

average number of charged particlee is not a very discrimi-

native number for discriminating between the various models.



Annihilation of the Antideuteron-Oeuteron System

V. SimaU e-id Э. Vávra*

Institute of Physics of CSAV, Prague

1, Introduction

The annihilation of hadrons is a special process pro-

perties of whic'.i differ essentialy from the inelastic pro-

cesses* The energy dependence of cross-section of annihila-

tion of antinucleon-nucleon and multiplicity distribution

of secondary particles may be used as basic characteristics

of the process.

With the future facilities of high energy beams we nay

soon have antideutoron beams for the study of their inter-

action inside' the nuclei. The complete annihilation of anti-

deuteron in the deuteron target may give us some new under-

standing of the structure of the nuclei and dynamics of

annihilation.

In this note we will try to estimate the cross-section

and multiplicity distribution of tho total antideuteron -

deuteron annihilation on the assumption of two independent

antinucleon - nucleon annihilations with some Glauber cor-

rections.

2. Cross-section of the antidouteron-deuteron annihilation

The interaction of deuteron with deuteron in terms

of Glauber model has been described by V. Franco '4 The

corresponding cross-section of d-d may be written as
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accounts for the double, t r i p l e , quadruple scattering in -

side the deuterium. Assuming the rtC*Ms»teA/fctiw4 * <£- end

isotopic inverlance 6 4 hi») *<?(&'*') tG"($m>) s6*(Áí(v)
the cross-sections for double and simultaneous scattering,

of both nucleone, antinucleone are

(3)

(4)

I f we take into account recent results of the measurements
of high energy cross-sections C>C*v*-) at FNAL with < г " ^ я

(0.038ÍO,Q02)«-2^the correctio.is correspond to

\ 4-—- =6; «321 A»*̂ -

In the same analogy we nay also estimate the contribution

of triple and quadruple scattering *

wlierc O> is the slope of elastic scattering distribution

exp(-e»+/z) and numerically is not far from o.

In this approximation and with GT(NW) а

the total d-d cross-section is

L
1
 - (»-

as presented in Fig, 1. The d-d cross-section is in Fig.l

compared with total cross-section of d-d and with 4б"(*'
Л/
>

which would correspond to d-d crass-section 'without

ber corrections.
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The annihilation of antidcutoron-douiieron may occur
w>ien both antinucleon-nucleon .pairs annihilate simultaneou-
sly. Frora the cross-section of sinultansous scattering of
both antinucleon-nucleons pairs (4) end ( 5 ) , the annihi la-
tion cross-section nay be estimated:

(9) G

For the quantitative estimation no nay use the relation bet-

w8onG^(Fi>) end given by f.io ad it ive qauri- nodol

ati

do)
and t:>e approxioation (э,1(г:^*Л(г1-г^5^г(й^ -(̂ .(цЛ valid up
to present experimental measurements . Thus in this static
approach the total annihilation cross-section of d-d system
nay be expressed fron (9) and <1о)сз f

(11) <3

The estimation

total cross-soctione

The difference between

the situation in the case

of nucleons 4 ^

and in the case of d-d

whoro we observe signi-

ficant difference

compared nitii sinplo difvcre:ics of

wit.» Л<г|*) in Fi;;.l

inplies tliat in later

case space structure of

deuteron plays an inpor-

tant rclo.

3„ Ми1tip

T'.ic

tho
by atídir,n

nuclcon a
cterized

(12)

(13)

The diffe

(14)

Tiie tota1

nucleon

(15)

The disp

characte

(1G)

and t h e

(17)

The relo

as seen

independ

tion of

to the n

Tho
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3, Multiplicity distribution

Tho multiplicity of secondary particles resulting from

tho antideuteron-deutoron annihilation nay be approximated

by adding of multiplicity of two independent antinucleon-

nuclcon annihilations* Tho annihilations of T̂-p are chara-

cterised by^3

(12)

(13)

Ej. « (Z.I t

«s 2 A s. 0.2,

.[ejThe difference between p-p and p-n has been estimated as

(14) < l»*>fp. • < /**>F|. * ( °'* * C.Z)

The total multiplicity of annihilations of both antinucleon-

nucleon pairs is then given by

(15)

The dispersion resulting from the distribution .P.(H x) is

characterized by

! Ü £ * 4 . 2 ± 0 . 3
(1G) О

and ti'.o average multiplicity is

(17) < M * > « (Ь.!Г±ОА) +(2..Z± Q.4)A"' ̂ i.

The relatively narrower distributions of d-d annihilations

as soen in Fig. 2 is a consequence of two simultaneous

independent processes. One nay also note that the annihila

tion of "p-p itself has also narrower distribution compared

to tiie non-annihilation processes*

Tho multiple scattering inoide of the deuterium may

Qive snail corroctions to the Multiplicity distribution

P( N* ) and to tie results (113) and (17) of the order 2%



per trac!;'-
7
"'. However

such corrections are

negligible compared to

errors of multiplicity

parameters for annihi-

lations.

4. Discussion

The above simple consideration may be cjoneralized to

the process of annihilations of several nucleons inside

nuclei. In the approximation of multiple scattering (3) -

(7) the cross» section of antinucloi (a-̂  antinuclcons)

with nuclei (a
2
 nucleons) may be estimated:

The complete annihilation of a, antinucleons inside too

target then corresponds to the cross suction ( а ^ ^ Ц ) -.

with the multiplicity parameters <M*> <* a, <*.*>-%,

and <r»>/o~ (л[ <m> / о (ям) . Thus t'.ie inequality o»

cross-sections íTíjf J»í W и Llt.Jf. \ tiuo to соз.-.-. с-;г..ч
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o f
 of nuclei may be a measure of dynamics of interaction of

c o r
 composite system.

In analogy the annihilation of entiproton-proton ir..
a l
 also be considered as conposite annihilation of several

a n l
 antiquark-qaurk pairs as indicated by narrower multiplicity

distribution of annihilations compared to non-annihilation

P
r
 ^ processos and the energy dependence of those cross-sections.

This would however predict inequality

( 2

f 0
 for p-p high onergy interactions which differs from sane

d u
 duality consideration.

The static Glaubor approximation used in the estima-

tion of cross-section may not be valid in the case of an-
n
 ' nihilation of nucleons inside the deuterium. In this case
11
 the cross section G^(dd) may appear to be much smaller

*
n
 than ostiuation

to The duality approach to the d-d annihilations as the
3 1
 six independent pairs of antiquark-quarlt annihilations

13
 _ nay load to the similar results on cross-section and mul-

1:1
 tiplicity distribution Щ If wo could considere the deu-

6
 teriun in 7/Ó as a system of six free quarks as has been

re recently suggested*• •'.the properties of dd annihilation
m a may differ from the simple nuclear consideration and nay
e be more similar to the pp annihilations.

We would like to express our gratitude for critical
c ° r conments and for stimulating discussions to prof. /*.S.
11 Shapiro and to prof. Oias do oeus.
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Concluding remarks of the chairman of the session

E.L. Feinberg

The papers presented at this session contribute considera-

bly to our knowledge of particle-nucleus interaction but

simultaneously show many cases in which " knowledge " does

not mean M understanding "• Sensational results communica-

ted by prof» H.Lubatti on neutrino-nucleus interaction

/aindláifity.of neutrino and antineutrino-Neon collisions

hadronie production. and that of pion-Neon collisions, first

of all /ask for explanation.They seemingly show that/at such

low energy at least/ beam fragmentation of pion is not too

essential and the enrgy pumped into nucleus by tra&sfered

particle / W boson in one. case, hadron in another / leads to

equal results independent of the kind of the particle, simi-

larly to e-nucleus collisions«But the problem of observed

extra positive /rather fast/ hadron stays unexplained.

Professor Bialas by clear clasification of quark models /wi-

th bare and dressed quarks etc. / showed both great succes

of QCD and still puzzling elements of it«For example very

interesting question of possible succesive interactions of

the quark / with quick restoration of its activity / is in-,

triguing.

At present we have very many theoretical models concerning

hadron-nudeus interaction beside those mentioned by revie-

wers .1 shall not enumerate them since inevitably missing so-

me of them I risk to appear unfair, although they are actua-

lly promising.I would like, however to stress some difficult

point of the problem which often is not properly accounted

for.

Often the authors of the models consider the nucleus like a

ball of uniform density. This can lead to considerable mis*-

takes.If instead we take the realistic distribution of den-



aity with respect to the radial distance r
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C=1.12 A

a=0.55

1/3

1+ exp(r-e)/a

and e.g. calculate the probability for an impinging fast

proton / *>inei
=32mb / to pass through nucleus at impact pa-

rameter b, suffering one and only one inelastic collision,

tben it turn out that for A=82 /Pb/ 50% of such events nap-

pen at b£ c+a where the matter is so rarefied that proton

can meet only v<1 target uucleons.For 25 % of the passages

1 < v < 2 . Therefore only protons of extremely high energy

can pass through a bulk of nuclear matter to press out a co-

lumn and produce multiplication outside of the nucleus. For

light nucleus situation iá quite different- for larger part

of values of b Vil. Accordingly, for diffraction dissocia-

tion of beam particle on light nucleus G* behaves as A* with

oc greater than one, <X=4/3, while on heavy ones oC-»i/3.For

small A coherent amplitude is proportional to A within the

solid angle 0 -^A '^ while for Pb only a ribbon of surface

proportional to 2Усп£. А ' 3 is effective.

I mentioned these well known facts only to stress that there

is no single simplified model for all types of interactions

and energies.

For low multiplicity events both at high and low energy and

not very light nuclei periphery dominates and we must know

and account for the exact r-dependence of nuclear density.

Probably, here the passiveness of the beam hadron after fi-.

ret interaction can not tell at all.While for high multipli-

city and high energy events small b are essential and we may

approximate the nucleus as a bell with sharp edges.

The second point is connected with utilization of "informa-

tion zone" concept for, say, production of particle of mo-

mentum at by a beam particle of momentum к going over into

к^ state «Similarly to electrodynamics sometimes the length
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ef the zone is taken to be l=q~" =l^'
o
 -kf - 9f| .However, in

the main«part of a heavy nucleus this is not correct.This 1

comes actually from matrix element as an integral over space

where exp(i(Ic
o
-k*p-3?)r) enters.However,in dense matter st-

rong absorption of each of three plane waves leads to appea-

rance ?f an imaginary phase, expCik*?) — ? exp^iS.r*

Л» being absorption length» Since 1/2Л» ,1/2^ , 1/2X
%

may be much larger than aT , actually 1**»Xj i.e. proportio-

nal to Ifm in dense part of the hot too light nucleus /this

is why in many cases we can locate the interaction within

the nucleus/, while it may stay efi in the rarified peri-

phery, etc.These effects are usually automatically taken

into account when people extract ££ from experiments on dif-
fraction dissociation off nucleus .However, there exist mode-
ls which unduly neglect them when treating multiple produc-
tion of nondiffraetional type.

Accounting for these and other specific features we may hope
that further experiments on particle-nucleus collisions will
bring us very important information on behavior of particle
in the particle-particle collisions and space-time develope-
ment of its structure.
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LARGE P T PHENOMENA

R.Sosnowski

Institute of Nuclear Research, Warsaw

Syapozium

The «odern history of the high transverse aoaentua

phenoaena has started in 1971 when it has been found that

the epectrua of the transverse aoaentua, p T of secondaries

produced in hadronic collisions does not drop as fast as

expected froa its behaviour at low p T values. Since this

discovery the effort of aany experiaental teaas supplied

us with a rather global inforaátion concerning collisions

of two hadrons with a large transverse aoaentun secondary

produced. The aia of this review is to systeaatlze the

existing experiaental knowledge in the field.

It is rather widely believed that the production

of objects with a large transverse aoaentua in collisions

of two hadrons is due to the hard scattering of their

constituents. We will not discuss here any specific Model

of this type. We will use however the hard scattering

picture as a guiding line in our survey of the experimen-

tal data. According to this picture a collision in which

a hard scattering occurs should look as that in fig. 1.

Two scattered constituents with large transverse aoaente
•1
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ü
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i
t
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rhich с

should show up as two jets of hadrons. One of them which

is used to trigger the apparatus we call a TRIGGER ЗЕТ

and the other one - an AWAY ЗЕТ. Two incoming hadrons,

each with one constituent removed by the hard scattering

are expected to create two SPECTATOR 3ETS. T h e

p r e s e n t r e v i e w w i l l b e t h e n

a g u i d e d t o u r t h r o u g h t h e

f o u r - j e t w o r l d . Fig. 1 tells us how this

world is expected to look like. Using other cordinates:

rapidity, у and azimuthal angle, у - the four jets

should be seen as it is shown in fig. 2. In this figure

the number of charged particles with p
T
 > 0.5 GeV/c per

interval of у and У is plotted.

Of course this figure has been plotted by an optimist.

The reality looks as shown in fig. 3 obtained by the

British-French-Scandinavian collaboration (BFS)Cll. In

this figure the ratio of the particle density observed in

p-p collisions with a large p. secondary to that found for

minimum bias events is plotted. The large - p_ triggering

particle was emitted at 90°.

The four regions where we expect to see four jets

are not as distinct as it was shown in fig. 2, neverthe-

less we can see a small hump towards the triggering

high - p
T
 particle, two spectator jets and a broad away

bump which could be due to many superimposed "away" jets.







I. TRIGGER ДЕТ

The simplest trigger used to study nigh transverse

momentum phenomena is that indicating the presence of one

secondary particle with a large p
T
. The spectrum of

transverse momentum has been recently measured up to 16

GeV/c. This has been performed for neutral pions produced .

in p-p collisions at the CERN intersecting Storage Rings z

Ü21. The obtained values of the cross section have the 5 о
о

accuracy better than 30% up to 12 GeV/c ( see fig. 4 ) . m ж •«

The nsasurements were performed at two energies and the ^ fc B£
tj t

data were fitted with the expression , Q. °
x °-
У

-* э

"
П
 -"- * CD 7

In the simplest version of the hard scattering model the in

firsr term describes the dynamics of the scattering gj
о

whereas the second one reflects the momentum spectrum of . ,
7 7 T

constituents inside the hadrons. The quantity x
T
 denotes °

here the ratio of the transverse momentum to its

kine?atically allowed maximum value. The exponent n has

been found to be

n • 6.6 - O.B

assunlng

f(x
T
) - (1 - x

T
) "





with m - 9.6 * 1.0

The exponent ie emaller than the value n • 8 obtained

at lower p- values. Nevertheleaa it ie still larger then 4

- the value expected for the scattering of two spin 1/2

quarks interacting via a vector gluon exchange. However

the Mechanise, of a vector gluon exchange is not ruled out

becauee there exiet aany reasons why n is not equal 4
S

They aret

1. - Scattered quarks have a substantial transverse motion.

2. - Distribution of the normalized longitudinal momenturn,

x of quarks depends on the four-momentum transfer

2
squared, q •

2

3. - The quark-gluon coupling constant depends on q .

4. - At lower p
T
 other processes such as quark-gluon and

gluon-gluon scattering are present.

5. - Observed particles with a large P
T
 are the decay

products of resonances produced with a relative rate

which variea with p
T
.

Quantum chromodynamlca justifies or predicts the first

four effecte. The fifth one - the production of resonances

at large p
T
 - ie baeed only on experimental observations.

Two publications by the CERN-Collega de France-Heidelberg-

-Karlsruhe (CCHK) collaboration СЗЭ and by the Britiah-

-French-Scondlnavian (BFS) collaboration ill show that

resonances give a rather important contribution to the

product
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production of particles with large p T (fig* 5 and 6),

The analysis performed by the CCHK collaboration *hows

that in the region of p T of 2-3 GeV/c there ia as many

3 °-mesons as pions coming from other sourcee than 5 °

decay. The variation of the resonance contribution with

p- may effect the exponent n in formula (1) . We should

not worry too much that this meana a non scaling z

distribution where z stands for the fraction of the

longitudinal momentum taken by a particle in a jet. The

single particle trigger accepts only a email fraction of

hard scattering collisions. Even if this fraction does not

scale the overall effect of scaling violation will be weak.

A large transverse momentum particle is accompanied

rather often by other secondaries emitted roughly in the

same direction. This effect could be already seen in fig.3.

The central slice of this figure cut perpendicularly to the

rapidity axis is shown in fig. 7. There is a clear excess

of particles following the large-pT triggering particle

and having therefore angles not vary much different from

that of the trigger. The collimation of particles in the

direction of the large-p- trigger is also seen in the

repidlty distributions C33. In fig. 8 secondaries with

angles close to the trigger aziauthal angle are plotted

versus the rapidity difference, y-y (trigger). Only

secondaries with p T>l GeV/c are plotted. The sharp peak

DÍ0

•У
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can not be explained by two-body resonances. It is seen in

both charge combinations and suggests the existence of the

"trigger" jet.

The BFS collaboration С1Л has estimated the

transverse momentum of jet fragments, q
T
 measured with

respect to the jet axis. Secondaries with p
T
 > 1 GeV/c

froa the у and у regions surrounding the trigger particles

have bean used. Results are shown in fig. 9. The background

distribution was obtained by combining high-p̂ . triggering

part isles with secondaries from minimum bias events. The

authors conclude that

<q
T
> » 0.52 1 0.05 GeV/c

Using the jet trigger C. Broaberg at al. C43 analyzed

events in the target plane plotting two components of the

transverse momentum vector, p*
T
 for all particles froa a

given event. For each event the principal axis was found.

The coaponent of the transverse momentum parallel to that

axis was called p
l n
 and the perpendicular ona - P

o u t
*

Fig» 10 shows the distribution of both coaponenta. The

p
Q u t

 distribution should reflect that of q
T
« The value

< p
Q u t

 > • 0.205 * 0.005 GaV/c corroaponda roughly to

< q
T
> ч» 0.3 GeV/c

Thia value is probably too low because the principal axis

in

e

1 ±dN
NTRIG q

T
dq

0.1

as

und

g

o.oi

0.001

D15







f was found by the ainlaalization procedure of P
o u t

*

Let us now suaaarize the experiaental facts

conce concerning the "trigger" jet.

„ -T - "Trigger" Jet does exist. However, usually It is

di distorted by experiaental conditions iaposed by the

tr trigger requirements.

- Pa PJ - Particles which fora the jet have Halted transverse

a
o *> aoaentua q_ with an average

2
< q

T
 > s» 0.3 - 0.5 GeV/c

. T - The jet fragaents are often resonances at least in the
О

e "Zi, case when one particle carries most of the jet aoaentua.
о • —

- T LJ- - The invariant cross section for high-p
T
 particles does

n ' "* not exclude the quart -*uark scattering via a vector

g gluon exchange. However the QCO has to work hard to

a save this aechanisa.
CM ,_

2 ^ 2. >WAY ДЕТ

In fig. 3 and 7 we can observe an excess of

part particles in the region where the away jet is expected to

oecu secure. It aay be, however, only the aoaentua conservation

whic о which eende particles to this region. To answer this

о

quss ° question Э.Н.СоЬЬ ot al. C5J analyzed collisions with

two two neutral plons produced with large transverse aoaenta.

It h It has been found that the two ir°*s are usually saitted

D1J 1
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mum

at azimuthal angles the difference of which is close to

180°. A possible reason for that is shown in fig. 11.

The configuration (a) is lees frequent than (b) because

in this case an extra object with a large-p
T
 has to be

produced to balance the momentum. In order to eliminate

this effect the missing transverse momentum, p_" *" wee

determined for each event end the quantity

E
T
 • p* + p* • p"

i 8 8
 wae calculated. If two iT°'e end the

object carrying missing transverse momentum are not

correlated and produced each with the probability exp(-Ap
T
)

the probability to observe a two 1Г°*е event depends only

on E
T
« Selecting évente with 8 < E T < 1 0 GeV authors

obtained the distribution of the difference of azimuthal

angles of two pions, Д У , as displayed in fig. 11. We see

that the particles show correlation at small A y (trigger

jet) as well aa at large ДУ . The latter correlation ia of

the dynamical nature end not the consequence of the

momentum conservation.

The CCHK collaboration haa atudled the rapidity

distribution of secondaries produced at azimuthal angles

which differ by about 180° from the azimuthal angle of the

hlgh-p
T
 trigger. It has been found that a secondary

particle with p
T
> 1 GeV/c from thie azimuthal region ie

often followed by other particle as it is shown in fig. 12.

The BFS collaboration haa made the similar
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observation (fig. 13)* Two away secondaries are collimated ated

in rapidity much stronger than the background pairs of

particles taken from different events. Both observations ns

support the existence of an away jet. The BFS collaboration
 p

 at ion

used pairs of particles collimated in у and emitted in the q
T
d q

T
 p

 t
he

A
away azimuthal region in order to estimate the transverse • |y rss

momentum of particles, q_ with respect to the jet axis. '̂  .
• P

The obtained distribution is shown in fig. 14. The average rage

value of q
T
 was estimated to be

< q > » 0.80 t 0.25 GeV/c

0.01

Probably the best estimate of the<q_>can be

obtained from the deviation of particles in the away

region from coplanarity. Let us define P
out
 as the

momentum ccaponent of a secondary particle perpendicular lar

to the trigger plane. By this plane we understand the

plane given by the incoming particles and the high-p
T

trigger. It has been shown £6, 3J that the distribution i n

0.001

of pO(Jt for particles in the away region is rather wide e

(see fig. 15). Similar result was obtained by BFS

collaboration Z11 whet is shown in fig. 16, The widening ing

of the p o u t distribution can be due to either of the

following effectst
0.0001

- the away jet has a wide q T distribution, 0
- there are more than one away jet,

on









•: r:f- higS-p
T
 triggering partx-le and the away jet are

not coplanar e.g. because xrteractiag constituents have

я substantial transverse notion.

rhe two last effect can be eliminated in the following «ay.

Let us call p the transverse momentum component of an

away secondary parallel to the trigger plane. The quantity

x- is defined as the ratio of p to the transverse momentun

of the trigger. It has been found that p
Q u t

 increases with

Xp (fig. 17). The extrapolation of this dependence to

x
E
 в О eliminates the effect of a non coplanarity or a

multiple jet production.

We can estimate from fig. 17 that p
Q U t
 at x

E
 - 0 is

equal 0.3 GeV/c what corresponds approximately to

q
T
 • 0.45 GeV/c

in the away Jet.

From experiments on jets in e* - e~ and lepton-

-nucleon collision it follows that fragments of a jet

scale in the normalized longitudinal momentum,

z
 "

 p
long/

p
max"

 F o r h a d r o n i c
 large-p

T
 collisions the

variable x
g
 is a good approximation of z for the away jet

and therefore should exhibit a scaling behaviour. It has

been shown however by the CCHK collaboration C33 that the

distribution dN/dx
E
 do&e not ecale and depends on the

transverse momentum of the trigger. This effect was

I nave

way.
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interpreted ?s the consequence of the transverse motion of

constituents inside incoming hadrons. Due to this motion

x £ differs significantly from z. The difference between

x- and z should be however less important for collisions

with a very large-pT values of a trigger* The results of

the BFS collaboration show in fact that the dN/dx_

distribution scales for transverse momenta of a trigger

larger than 3 GeV/c (.fig. 18).

If the away jet and the trigger jet are linked

only by a vector gluon exchange the fragmentetion of one

of them should not depend on the fragmentation of another

one apart from correlations imposed by conservation lows.

The BFS collaboration determined the average number of

negative and positive particles with p T> 1.5 GeV/c

emitted in the away region with, rapidity, lyi<la This

has been done for different kinds of the triggering

particle. In order to eliminate the acceptance problem

the results are presented as the ratio of the number of

particles observed for a given trigger to that observed

for triggering pions. It can be seen in fig. 19 that the

number of positive particles does not depend on the

nature of the high-pT trigger. On the other hand the

number of negative particles for the к" and p triggers

are lower than that for other triggers* No obvious

interpretation of thie effect Is proposed. We can notice

otion of

motion

etween

1
lisions

ilts of

igger

notice





only that both these particles are made of quarks which do

not coincide with the valence quarks of colliding protons.

Let us now sumarize what we have learned on the

away jet:

- It seens to exist because there is «ore away high-p
T

particles then needed by transverse momentum

conservation.

• Its existence provides a natural explanation of a

strong two-body short range correlation between

particles in the away region,

- The average transverse Momentum in the jet equals

about 0.45 GeV/c,

- The distribution of jet particles in the variable x~

scales for large transverse Momenta of triggering

particles.

- The fragmentation of the away jet does not depend on

the nature of the large-p
T
 t/igger except of the

effects observed for the K~ and p triggers.

III. SPECTATOR JETS

There is no doubt that two spectator lets are

preeent in the collisions with a large transverse momentum

object produced. They are clearly seen in fig. 3. For the

first sight they resemble an ordinary soft collision.

However more detailed analysis shows some significant
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differences.

The fig. 20 shows the x distributions of particles

from the spectator jets. By x we denote the ratio of the

longitudinal cm. momentum of a secondary to the beam cm.

momentum. The distributions shown in fig. 20 was obtained

by the BFS collaboration for proton-proton collisions

with a large p
T
 trigger recorded at 90°. We can notice

that with the increasing trigger the p- dietributione drop

more rapidly. This can be understood as a consequence of

energy conservation. The energy available to the spectator

jets decreases with the increasing transverse momentum of

a trigger. Introducing a new variable

* "
 P
long

/ C p
beam "

 а
'

.tr.

the BFS collaboration obtained the seeling of the x

distributions for a « 2. This can be seen in fig. 21.

The quantity R is defined as

particle density in high p- collisions
R + l . — 1

particle density in minimus bias collisions

The value a • 2 in the definition of x means that on

average the energy going into two spectator jets is

smaller than the collision energy. The difference between

two energies is 4«ру
Г
. This is twice as ouch as a minimal >

requirement from energy momentue conservation.

rticles
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t u Let us look now on the transverse momentum ••;

ton distribution in the spectator jets. The BFS collaboration

sec analyzed secondaries with 0.2 <Ixl < 0.6 emitted parpendi- ];

о t cularly to the trigger plane i.e. with У - ±(90° - 20°). Г )

pa For these particles the ratio R + 1 was plotted versus ' ¥,v

ns their traneveree momentum (fig. 22). We see that the ratio |

at . increases at large p T what aeans that the p T distribution

to in spectator jets is wider than in minimum bias collisions,

ere There are two reasons why transverse aomente of , •;
1 ^ particles in the spectator jet are larger than those in -

*•• -o % " soft collisions. The first one is that this is an intrinsic

2

' ° e fi behaviour of the jet fragaentation. The similar effect we
iao> ~* . have already observed for trigger and away Jets. However

•8t _ there exists also the possibility that spectator jet axis
co does not coincide with the direction of the incoming
Sm ° hadrons. Small deviation up or down will cause an apparent

° T increase of the transverse momenta of jet fragments.
ie „ The similar effect has been pointed out by the CCHK i
lti collaboration C33. It haa bean suggested that the spectator
lld N jets should not follow exactly the line of flight of
na __ incoming hadrons but deviate slightly in the away
u direction. This is expected if the hadronic constituents i
ran ° have a transverse motion. In this case a larga-p T trigger Í':.;
lor accepts more eeeily scatterings of constituents which sv
Ird . move towards the trigger. Due to the moaentua conservation :;"'
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spectator constituents undergo the recoil in the away

direction. .,,._-..

To verify that the BFS collaboration selected

foreward particles with 0.4<|xl<0.6 and 0.6 <: |x| < G.S.

At these large x values the admixture of particles from-

the away Jet is'small* To eliminate it further only

particles with I p,i';'larger then 0.4 GeV/c were taken.-

The p component is'" that perpendicular to tne irrzcqer

plane. The average component of tha transverse momentum in

the trigger plane, p was calculated and plotted versus

the trigger pT. The positive p means Che away direction.

It has been found (fia.. 23)that < p > inctresses with

the p- of a trigger at low values and mec. saturates. Such

a behaviour is expected from the hard scattering model

«hen constituents have a transverse motion.

According to the hard scattering picture spectatcr

jets origin^ate" f r̂ m~ hâ droriic c^hstituéntsT which do not

take part in the hard collision. The nature of these

constituents depends on the nature of the high-p_

triggering particles* This has been confirmed by the

analysis performed by the CCHK collaboration. For that

proton.proton collisions at f?» 52 GeV with a large-p-

particle emitted at 20° were used. It is natural to

belive that the trigger jet and the spectator jet both

going in the same longitudinal rapidity hemisphere come

DM





from the same incoming hadronCsee the insert to fig. 2 3 ) .

In this caae we expect that the rapidity distribution of '

the left spectator jet does not depend on the nature of a

high p
T
 trigger contrary to the rapidity distribution in | !

the right spectator Jet. This expectation is well confirmed , V'|

fv'i

by fig. 23» The ratio of the rapidity distributions Цу\

associated with a large-p
T
 K~ to that associated with а

 ц
 |r!

large-p
T
 negative pion is plotted for particles from

spectator jets. As particles from spectator jets were taken ! :

secondaries emitted roughly perpendicularly to the trigger

plane. The ratio of two rapidity distribution is equal to era

for negative rapidities for both positive and negative

particles. The picture changes for positive rapidities ;

where the influence of the nature of a large p - trigger can

be noticed.

A more detailed analysis of the spectator jets, in

particular the comparison of the longitudinal distributions

with the quark counting rules are given in the CCHK paper

presented by A.Norton at this conference. The results

given in this paper confirme qualitatively the counting
A.

rules C7J.

Our knowledge on the spectator jets can be sumarize

as follows

- they do scale in the normalized longitudinal momentum,x.

- the transverse momenta of jet fragments are larger than ,





en

со

со

со

those of particles emitted in soft collisions. However

we have to verify whether it is the intrinsic jet

behaviour or the reflection of the transverse motion of

constituents*

- spectator Jete balance partially the transverse «oaentua

c»f the large p
T
 trigger. This is probably the result of

the transverse motion of hadronic constituents.

- The dependence on the nature of a trigger of the

longitudinal momentum distributions in spectator jets

supports the assumption that constituents taking part

in the hard scattering are quarks.

Instead of conclusions I would like to list at the

end of this talk few questions the answer to which I

consider interesting. It would be nice if experiments

could give the answers before the next year multiperticle

conference.

- How the unbiased particle distributions look like for

each of four jets?

- In particular why transverse momenta cf spectator

fragments look larger than those of particles from

soft collisions?

- What is the value of n in the formula

(iff "»П

for the unbiased trigger jet cross section?



- Why к" and p triggers give away jets different from

those associated with pion triggers?

- Is there only one away jet or there are nore of them

whet gives a wide p
Q(Jt

 distribution?

We can hope that the answer to the above questions will

help us to understand the dynamics of the constituent

scattering. It will also tell us more an the development

of the hadronic natter after a hard scattering occured.
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Discussion

Pi5út;In the beginning of your talk you said that on the

towards side trigger there is a plenty of resonances being

produced.Can you give a number for specific ratio, let us say

rho over pion or something like that ?

Sosnowski:Yea,there is plenty of гевопапсев or resonance-

like bumps and the measured ratio of pion to rho at a given

p
T
 of about 2 GeV/c is 1:1. For other resonances I can not

give a number but BSF Colaboration says that at least 5%

of particles are in resonances«But I think it is too low

number, I would expect much more resonances there.

MorriaontYou have said that the p™ of the spectator fragment

increases with the р„ of the trigger.Now, people were clai-

ming tö say that the p- of quarks inside the proton is very
large and in the new Feynman-Field paper we see 850 MeV/c.
Could this perhaps indicate that there is some knowledge
amongst the three valence quarks of ? «In other words
if one has a large p_ then the others have also large p~,
so when you select on the trigger with large p. you are
selecting an abnormal event, you are selecting the tail
end of the distribution of the Fermi motion of the quarks
inside the nucleon. Is this possible ?

Sosnowski:This is possible, but I think it is the mechanism

you are talking about...•• the jets are doing something like

that .When you have a trigger then your two spectator jets

will be going away in average because a constituent going

there had high p T. What I am saying is that fragments from

each of these jets have high р„ inside that two-quark system.

It can be the same mechanism which gives to fragments large

p
T
 but nevertheless it means that fragmenting of two quarks

is different from the fragmenting of three nicely balanced

quarks going to the hadrons.So I think, maybe there is a
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Males:In the ?.iunich-CERN experiment in streamer chanter

some time ago people found the correlation between left and

right moving particles.Do I understand correctly that this

is really opposite, I mean that such thing does not exist

if you have large p™ trigger or did you concentrate only on

fast particles ?

SosnowakitLet us be careful. I think that in high p
T
 proce-

sses what I was talking about WBS a special subset cf parti-

cles which we could be nearly absolutely sure ore not coming

from the away jet, because I took only those which are at

90 degrees with respect to p
z
 , quite above the trigger

plane. Therefore I believe they are coming from the spectator

jet.And when 1 compare two triggers I see that they do not

change on theft side if my trigger is going rather on the

right side.Nevertheless due to the dependence of multipli-

city on the energy of the collision ...if you have this soft

collision at lower energy because you took raore cf the energy

to the hard scattering there will be certain correlations,

so I would not be astonished that there is some correlation

via the momentum conservation and relation between multipli-

city and the energy.But what I was explaining vas cnly that

the ratio for two different triggers on the other side than

the trigger is going does not depeni , but multiplicity

correlation can persist.

Schmitz:! have a question to the so called Xg scaling /1 think

you called the quantity that way/.That means the independence

of the х-, distribution-the fraction of the momentum of the

trigger particle balanced by paticles on opposite side-

on the transverse momentum.There was a first result on that

from CERN group of Darriulat .They claimed that there is

no xv, scaling.On the other hand the CCHK Collaboration

45
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found rather definitely z£ scaling- so there was certain

discrepancy. Ity question is: has this discrepancy been resol-

ved, or does it still exist ?

SosnowskiiThe story is like that* The first experiment made

with the SFM was with rather limited statistics and the rough

scaling has been observed due to rather limited statistics.

Then came the next experiment where the statistics was a few

hundred of thousand of events and with this experiment it has

been shown that up to 3 GeV/c scaling is broken.Thiв has been

attributed and explained as the result of the fact that the

constituents' CMS frame has a transverse momentum with res-

pect to proton-proton colliaion.Therefore it has an impact

on х„ distribution which is always calculated with respect

to the proton-proton frame.Now the new British experiment

again done at the SFM shows that if we go to very high D
T

scaling can forget about this small movement of the consti-

tuent 's rest frame with respect to the proton-proton rest

frame and it is settled well for the high x̂ . and high tran-

sverse momenta,So that is for me the: three-step story»

Appel:What you see there is a dependence on the number of

particles given the trigger particl»*What 1 would like to

indicate is a different experimental number , that is the

correlation between for example K~ and the other particles

or antiproton and other particles ,where the trie^er i.a actu-

ally two particles, »ach of them having high p
T
 and opposite

sides of the interaction* The result in that case,when you

extrapolate to nucleons / the experiment was done on nuclear

target/, to proton-nucleon interaction, is that flavour de-

pendence is nonexistent, is not observed.This is in distin-

ction to what appears there to be flavour dependence on the

trigger.That reault is expected to be published very soon*
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SosnowskitFor charged partielee it is in the good acceptance

region where you have wide phi acceptance.. «you see practica-

lly all particles in the region of + 40* around the average

plane of the trigger plane and rapidity + 1. Outside of that

you have still a large region where you can correct reasona-

bly what you see .So I would say unbiased window is +_ 40 and
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The question of the universality of jets has been frequently dis-

cussed. It has been found
1
) that the same distribution describes quark

fragmentation jets in e
+
e" annihilation and in the current fragmentation

region for leptoproduction. In large p
T
 reactions, the away jet opposite

to the trigger particle may also be described by a quark jet '.One is

thus naturally led to ask whether universality is also true for multi-

quark jets. More specifically in the target fragmentation region of

deep inelastic scattering, if the Bjorken x is sufficiently large, one

expects to see a diquark jet*. Experimental data for vp * v - X -'' end

yp •* утг~Х ^ in the proton fragmentation region do give indication or

the.scale invariant distributions which describe diquark fragmentation.

Recently, new ISR data
 n a V

e been published ' which show correla-

tions in p-p collisions between a particle scattered at large angle s^a

a secondary in the forward direction. We show that these data may be

explained by the following simple picture : one of the proton valence

quarks is kicked out at large p
T
 and the left over quark travels along

and fragments according to the same mechanism as in leptoproduction.

This supports the conjectured universality of multiquark jets.

Let us begin by extracting the relevant functions for pions fro-
4
-

available experimental data (with x
g
. large enough). We introduce t-.-ee

independent scale invariant functions:

c- .IT

where the last equality results from SU(2) invariance. z is the -ati.. of

the hadron longitudinal momentum to the diquark jxnentum; it is inva--ant

with respect to Lorentz boosts in the beam direction (provided that

masses can be neglected) and is thus equal to jx
F
;. Dimensional

И

It should be emphasized that the term "dii;u3rk" is used in this note
for a reason of simplicity, ['ore precisely it should be defined as vmai
remains when a valence quark has been kicked out of the tarvon, so trat
it includes the wee quark and nluon cloud.
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counting
6
^ is used to determine the shape of the distribution near

z=l. We postulate the follovring simple expression which accounts both

for the behavior near z=0 and 2=1.

^ г.?г р (?-zf (2)

The second term may be interpreted as due to resonances. We use two sets

of data

i) w"p * и"*" X
 4 )

1 Jjs j
S
 measured for negative hadrons assumed to be pions in the target

F
 fragmentation region in the range x

p
< 0.4*. This is expressed '

as:

are created b

quark in orde

picture emerg

shown in fig.

Another extre

illustrated i

ets

get
)

We V9 (3)

which can be approximated by

(4)

ii) vp •*• jiVx
 3 )

The same function G^
d
 is measured in a somewhat larger range. Formula

(2) is fitted to both experiments i) and ii) leading to

тг- (5)

± •

No data are yet available to extract G
U ( J

(z), except in vp + м X with

very large error bars
8
). We shall consider the following possibility:

we assume that the observed meson never contains one of the two initial

quarks. This happens in a model where the diquark is a coherent 3 color

charge creating a dipole color field with the kicked off quark, qq pairs

*To simplify notations x~ should be understood as |xJ. Conventionally,
in the target fragmentation region, x

p
 is negative.
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ets

qet
)

are created by this field but the 3 charge always recombines with a
quark in order to give a baryon. In the dual string model too, such a
picture emerges if one allows only the "active" quark to fragment, as
shown in fig.lA. In this model we get

Another extreme case is that the meson may contain one initial quark as
illustrated in fig.l.B.

al
or
irs

Fii

The two extreme pictures for a diquark to fragment into a
meson.

Forthcoming neutrino experiments will clearly distinguish these two
models but in this short note we shall restrict to (6 ); i t turns out that
the results are not sensitive to this choice>.
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Similarly, there are no data to extract diquark fragmentation

functions into baryons, except at low energy '. We consider the three

independent functions

We determine them by first assuming a simple form compatible with dimen-

sional counting ':
 p p

T*
 Л
 "**%*

 Ъ
 (8)

&
U t t
 U ) «C (4-2} / Z ic^3,S

and then fixing the normalization through the conservation of momentum

sum rule ,

2 {"2. Q^jt*-) «Í2. = 2. \z ̂ u^te) d i : 1

Using some theoretical estimates ' We are led to

= o.*5 (4-z.) / z

s 6. (, (i-"i) /г к = 3
= 0.7 (<-г)/г к = 5

(9)

(10)

Before studying the large pT reaction, l e t us note that we have not

used any information from high energy hadronic collisions. In view of -

the uncertainties connected with understanding them within the parton

model % we rely only on leptoproduction data.

A satisfactory description of large pT phenomena is provided by the

hard scattering of two partons which then fragment l ike quark j e t s in

leptoproduction. For large enough xT=2pw7s, one can safely assume that

the hard scattered partons are valence quarks so that in proton-proton

collisions diquarks wi l l fragment in the forward and backward regions.

F

Data are given for the Xp distribution » dN/dXp of positive particles

in the forward direction associated with a large p
T
 trigger '. Consi-

dering the two graphs of fig.2 which we denote by I and II, we write

the following expression for the two particle inclusive distribution for

observing a positive secondary with fraction Xp of incident proton
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momentum associated with a trigger with a transverse momentum

rapidity у (not observing Its charge)

and

dV»

with

= ̂  J »4 V 4 .
0.1

(И)

and d o "
1
 V d p

T
 dy dx

F
 Is obtained by t-u crossing; we assume for

simplicity that the trigger Is a quark jet. Triggering on a single

particle will be Incorporated by calculating Eq.(ll) with p ^ Ap
T
. The

results are not sensitive to the precise value of A .We shall take

As 1.1. y' Is the rapidity of the recoiling quark and x,,x
2
 are given by:

0.01
0.2

(z)
 is tne sum of fragmentation functions Into u and p.jq

6ц(х) and Gd(x) are the quark structure functions which we shall simply

parametrize as :

V
we take care of the experimental cut-off on p for the secondaries:

|pzl> 0.2 GeV/c by multiplying Eq.(ll) by г Щ. J"* e~ A p * ар г

The detailed shape of do/dt i s irrelevant and we assume % = K/p§.

J]g- is then.obtained as 1 ̂ J- = - J - 2 — / JE_ where

055

the denominator is the single particle cross-section.
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Fig.3

fi dx ^or P05^1"76 secondaries associated with a trigger particle at
F 90° with PT>2 GeV/c; experimental points are from ref.5). The

curves correspond to our calculation with A=5.
The dashed curve is the contribution of protons whereas the solid

one is the total of proton and positively charge meson contributions.

In fig.3, we compare the result of the calculation with experiment in the
case When the trigger momentum is larger than 2 GeV/c. A is taken equal
to 5(GeV/c)"Z.
As expected, protons dominate the distribution for large xp but for
small xc, pions contribute substantially: already 15% at x= 0.4. Owing
to expected uncertainties ' the predicted normalization appears to be
good. - .

The B.S.F. collaboration ' also gives data on the dependence of the
observed correlations on the trigger charge and find that it is very
small. This is easily understood as shown inref.9).
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To conclude, we have shown that correlations between fast moving

forward particles and a large p
T
 trigger are well explained within the

parton model with universal diquark fragmentation functions. Clearly

more data are needed to confirm this hypothesis both In the nucieon

fragmentation region of leptoproduction and In p-p collisions with larger

p.. Data on hadrons associated with a massive lepton pair produced in

ir~p collisions would also be of great interest. In the Drell-Yan model,

the distribution of hadrons in the backward direction is given by

G
h
:

ud .

d x
r
 i-x., u^S-ii,' (12)

where Xj is the fraction of the proton momentum, taken by the u quark

which annihilates with the п quark from the ir", and is given as a function

cf'the rapidity end the mass of the pair .
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The QCD Approach
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kis, Greece

< ada

uctlon is

transverse

violating

Opposite-side

a weak back-

ent of <p
out
>

mics,

nd the

Our QCD approach to large p_ single hadron inclusive production

(p+p •*• it+X) has already been published/ " Here we present its exten-

sion to opposite-side two hadron correlations«,-

The inclusive cross-section for A+B •* C+D+X with C, D in opposite

directions (Fig. (a)) has the form

CD

Ft a. (a)

In the QCD approach^each F(x) + F(x,Q ) where Q is the 4-momentum of the

probe; and they are determined from the scale violating quark and gluon

distributions inside the hadrons А, В (protons). Also, in general,

the fragmentation,functions G(z) •* G(z,Q ). The differential cross-section

da/di is also known depending on whether the subprocess a+b •* c+d repre-

sents quark-quark (qq), quark-gluon (qg) or gluon-gluon (gg) scattering

(see Eqs (7) below). As in the case of the single hadron cross-section

Edo/d p (AB + C+X). the magnitude of (1) is essentially fixed by the QCD

running coupling constant

(2)

I



Use of (1) and of the ccrresp. expression for AB •+ C+X with scale violating

parton distributions and fragm. fns is now fully justified in the leading

logQ approximation to order £ and very likely to all orders in g .

The parton distributions and fragm. fns are further supplemented by

the intrinsic (primordial or Fermi-motion) transverse momenta

k_, e k_,(h-•parton) and kl • k' (parton-^h) taken as decreasing exponential

or gaussian.

Transverse Momentum Sharing (x-) Distribution

This distribution gives information on how the transverse momentum

of the trigger (pT1) is shared by the opposite-side secondaries (p_~).
' (5)(6)

Neglecting the relatively small component p * : x = Р
х
2
/
'Рт1'

х
'
х
'и/

х
Т1"

Furthermore, for a trigger at -ъЭО
0
 in the cm. of A+B the very rough but

indicative approximation that most of the contribution to (1) comes from
(2)

V V *TI
 i m
P

1 ± e s :

(3)
~ *Tl/>

0
х
 ~ 2

give X = 2.6 (i

creasing trigg

fn,: (a) more

Introdue

Ge\r ' at ISR

because the pr

removes the tr

о = Edo/d p by

with increasin

normalized x -

crease it as p

Combinin

scale violatio

(Fig. (b)) we

p_, increases:

Ti

Thus the second fragm. fn in (1) becomes ~G.,,(x «Q ) • He conclude that

the x -distribution da/dx can give very valuable information on the scale

violation (Q -dependence) of the fragm. fn.

The fragm. fns, including scale violations are roughly:

(A)
U Га/л)

(for x
e .4) where Q

o
= reference momentum (1^2 GeV). For valence quarks

Tr ) counting rules and phenomenological analysis give m=l; X is
e

(e.g. u

determined from the non-singlet part of the anomalous dimension matrix,

thus A-16/25. For nonvalence quarks (d •+ it ) phenomenology gives

m= 1.5. For gluons usual values are 1 5 m £ 3; due to mixing effects in

particular between glue and sea, we cannot single out a specific value of

X, but QCD determinations based on exact inversion of Mellin transforms

(or perhaps si

To compa

spectator part

xfi are small,

m(glue) =1.5,

Everywhere sol

(no scale viol

QCD with scale

P Tp due to sp

holds for inte

tions are impо

Regardin

been obtained,

violating q di

to Fig. 1 have

•'3
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momentum
, , (5) (6)
(P

T 2
).

ough but

mes from

lude that

i the scale

ce quarks

m=l; ̂  is

matrix,

gives

ffects in

с value of

ansforms

£3

2 (7}
give X=2.6 (in the range of Q of interest). We conclude that with in-

2
creasing trigger's ^.(increasing Q ) scale violations suppress the fragm.

fn.: (a) more as x +1 (b) more for gluons than for quarks.

Introduction of partens' kT affects (1) very little. With <kT>=.5

GeV at ISR energies we find an increase of da/dx by less than 20%; this

because the presence of a secondary with large p _ in opposite side greatly

removes the trigger bias.. This is in contrast to enhancements of

о = Edo/d p by factors of yl at p
T

=
2 (trigger bias). It is known that,

(1) Thus considering thewith increasing р_, the k_ effects wither and die.

normalized x -distribution — da/dx we see that the k_, effects tend to in-

crease it as p_, increases.

Combining the effects of

scale violation and par tons' k_,

(Fig. (b)) we conclude that as

p T 1
increases:

const

(or perhaps slightly decreases).

1c ф 0 , *w*SCALiMg

Fia.'fb) PTT̂/
To compare with experiment it is necessary to take into account the

spectator parton contributions which contaminate the data when p.. and/or

In Fig. 1 (and in Fig. 2) we present our calculations withare small.
(6)

m(glue) = 1.5, <k
T
> = .5 and <kl> = .45 and compare with data of Ref. 9.

2 •
Everywhere solid lines correspond to 6 = G(z,Q ) and dashed lines to G=G(z)

(no scale violation).*
10)
 For the largest x

e
 (= .9) and large p

T l
=pT

r i g 8 e r

QCD with scale violating G accounts well for the data; however, at smaller

Рзд, due to spectator contributions in the data, we are below. The same

holds for Intermediate x (
 =
 .7) . For lower x ( = .5) spectator contribu-

tions are important for all p_..

Regarding the p_, dependence at various x similar results have also

been obtained.in Refs 6 (qq scattering via single gluon exchange with scale

violating q distributions and fragm. funs). Very recently results similar

to Fig. 1 have also been reported.(11)



Opposite-Side Rapidity Distributions

Denoting by уj " -intanCd,/?) the (pseudo-)rapidity of the secondary,

the following question has been much discussed: With the trigger away from

90° (say 0, • 45° or y, =? 1) does the opposite-side rapidity distribution

do/dy_ peak at y_ =• 0? Or it shows some back-to-back effect ?

Our calculations, shown in Fig. 2, give an unequivocal answer: For

the p_ of Interest QCD predicts a weak back-to-back effect, i.e. for y.= 1

(or even y, > 1) do/dyj peaks at y«
 =
 -.5. In fact, the predicted distri-

butions are almost identical to those of scale violating models based on qq

scattering via single g exchange.

lows: We wrlte
( 6 ) ( 1 )

This is easily understood as fol-

(6)

so for t-»0

dt

2 л-2

Woe S
•a

(7)
л Л-~ - Ő

Thus in all cases do/dt ̂ and it has the same behaviour as for

qq-*qq (same "peripherality") • It is known that such a form leads to some

back-to-back effect*
1 2 ) ( 6 )

.

The p -Distribution

Important new information on the p -distribution da/dp and on

<p .>• (acoplanarity) is now reported.W Part of this, to be called

<p
out

>
soft*

 c a n b e a c c o u n t e d f o r Ь
У

 t n e
 transverse momenta l^ and 1Ц..

However, it should be obvious that a meaningful comparison with experiment

requires the contribution of the QCD perturbation subprocesses qq-*-qqg etc.

(gluon recoil). ' A.t fixed x ^ and x
g
 the corresponding contribution

behaves as

(8)
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answer: For

i.e. for y^= 1

icted distri-

els based on qq

r stood as fol—

2 $4'*
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2
and at sufficiently large Q (i.e. p_.) should dominate over the contribu-

o 9 2 Í15^tion of <Pout>soft. 1-е. of and
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As i s well known r <eí>
v. A i s also calculated from the cor reap. QCD

perturbation graphs (quark or gluon recoil) sná behaves as < P o o t
> i i a r d

in Eq.(8) .
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Quantum Chromodynamics and large transverse momentum
particle "production

J. Ranft, Sektion Physik, Karl-Ilarx-Universitat Leipzig,
DDR

Abstract
The effective power behaviour of single particle d istr i-
butions at large р а according to QGD perturbation theory
i s discussed without and with considering the influence
of the parton kA. The predicted single particle and single
jet distributions agree reasonably well' with present data.
Predictions of the QGD approach are discussed which should
confirm that this- i s the right mechanism. They include:
( i ) Single particle distributions at the energy of pp col-
l iders or 3SAB3LLB, ( i i ) large p x particle production by
polarized hadrons and ( i i i ) production of 3 j e t s , for in-
stance quark-quark —*• quark, qur.rk, sluon.

ef
Pi-

1. QCD single -particle distributions» effective power be-
haviour» influence of parton transverse momentum and
comparison with data p д

The QCD predictions for single particle distributions at
large pi were first calculated by Combridge, Kripfganz
and Ranft [23 taking into account
- quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon hard scattering

as predicted by first order QCD perturbation theory.
- The running compling constant *(Q*)= 12n/25ln(Q<i/Aii) ac-

cording to asymptotic freedoms 2
- The quark and gluon distributions F(x, Q ) with deviati-

ons from scaling as predicted by QCD [3J.
These results C23 have been confirmed by other groups Г4.
5» 6J. Recent calculations of higher order contributions
suggest, that such an approach can indeed be justified
from QCD t?3»

Due to the gluon contributions -the single particle spectra
are larger and steeper in рд, than according to the quark-
quark scattering term only* Furthermore the ~л dependence
of the running Cc ipling constant and the structure func-
tions change the effective power of the single particle
dist ribut ions.

from the canonical n - 4 to higher values n = neff• The
scale violations are only logarithmic in Q2, therefore tbe
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Pig. 1 The effective power

energies S l i d
parton к

p ^Лх,,., fs) for different
Solid curve: QCD predictions without
Dashed curve: <ki>' z = 1 GeV/e.

range of the present accelerators and as functions of p
A

this effective power. n
a
ff ialls steeply with incresei.-;

collision energy Ya and as not independent o" s^ 5"
 A
 :..

the range of present data as found by Field [63

As discussed first by Contogouris et a l . Г5] and field [63
using aonte Carlo calculations, the effective power ne±±
is increased further by taking the parton transverse ao-
mentum into account. To study the effect of the parton kx,
we use an approximate analytical method proposed in C»
8 ] . With this method, using factőrized structure functions

II*. Q2. kA) * « я , <J?) g(k4) (2)
with P(x, ~. ) as given by asymptotic freedom [3j anc Gaus-
sian kj. distribution

g(
k
 ) i

we obtain tho single jet distribution with r?.rton kx i
terms of theo0in-'le ^et úistrifcution vfithout parton kA
H(pAf i s , <kf> ="0)
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(4)Б

In Pig. 1 we plot alco the effective pojsejfoneffí, )
for the total jet distributions with <ki><i = T GeV/c. In
the px, region around Pj. = 5 3eV/c we find indeed an effec-
tive power near to 8 as found experimentally. In the case
with parton кд, the power naff depends even stronger on xj.
or p 4 , decreasing rapidly with s*. In a recent ISR experi-
ment. Clerk et s i . C9J find in э ranee 0.2 í j t í о.45 the
power n = 6.6 ± 0.8, smaller than at low x* in qualitative
agreement viith"~our result . Ths n^reeaent of the QOD calcu-
lationc with data at 3SR energies i s rather good, see С О .
At Ferailab energies, the >CD predictions without parton k A
were well below the data С 2 j . In Pig. 2 we compare the pre-
dict ion-.f or single jet distributions using average k*. values
of < k | > ' 2 = 0. , 0.7 and 1 <feV/c with the single jet d i s t r i -
butions of Broabers et a l . L1O7. Рог the highest kA value
good agreement i s obtained also at 3erailab einergies.

2. Predictions at higher energies
At presently available energies, the QCD predict Jons are
consistent with the data, nevertheless, some doubt re-
mains» therefore, experiments at the next generation of
accelerators, the pp collidarc at the CSHU-3£3 and Eermi-
lab and 1>.'-..31ГЗ, wi l l provide crucial tes ts for the ap-
p l icab i l i ty of :GD perturbation tneory to large pj hadro-
nic reactions. At these energies the QJI) predictions are
by a factor Ю - 50 higher than the extrapolations of pre-
sent data with a p~° law, see £2) .
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Prom (5)

tu

s 2 + t 2 + u 2

A
i

T U J
(6)

«e

*Hel

obtain at
+ + dft

*"aT" " dt

-ar 1 t- °« 4 5

90° the asymmetry

б 1 / j
(7)

The corresponding asymmetry for transverse polarization
obtained from (6) is smaller than (7) .
Using furthermore the distributions of quarks with defini-
te hel ic i t ies within protons with definite he l ic i t ies for
instance according to a broken SU (6) model Г12], we ob-
tain the asymmetries for the large pj. particle production
by two protons with definite hel ic i t ies

£3

(6 )

E • JS И •

d-'p d3p
ba Pig* 3 we plot Ap .(p, , t"s) as function of x, for two
values of fi. ••" * .*

4. QC!D predictions for the production of three large p *
Jets LiHj

"]CD predicts 3 jet events in large pA reactions. There
are many such contributions, at large xx the dominant
contribution i s expected to be the process quark-quark
-» quark, quark, gluon according to

(9)

The aziisutiial cnrle 0 dependence of the production of two
large p x particles for a fixed large value of the total
trr.nsverse momentum 3. • p^i + p. 2 + PA.3 ivx.3 *° * n e * r a n e ~
verse momentum balancing pVi + p42) was measured by Cobb
et a l . (.131 and found to be rather large at 0 values around
90° where only rather small contributions are expected from
the dominant 2 .jet tent. I'ripfganz and Schiller £12J four*
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Fig. 3
The asymmetry Avel
for large pj, reac-
tions with polari-
zed protons as
function of x,

27.7 GeV
- 5 0 . 3 •

0. .2 .8
that the processes (9) explain et large 2д the order of
magnitude of the esrgeriaiental data, see Fig. 4. Theroior:
the further study of three jet events and their compari-
son with the wCD predictions should Ъе тегу interesting.
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Pig. 4
The azimuthal ang-
le 0 dependence of
the production of
two "ír at large pj,
for fixed Вд_
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Soanowakitln connection with polarization, I thine it will
take aome time to get intensive polarized beams of protons
of high energy.nevertheless I think this effect of polariza-
tion can be studied if you look for the polarization of high
Pip lambda particles as I showed from the BS data and the same
is observed for, our data in GCHK.Amount of lambda produced
at high p T is significant.If you trigger on them you can
look for the polarization of high p T lambda and I think your
formula will give also prediction for that*

Ranft:! think, certainly measuring polarized lambdas at lar-
ge p T should be a test for QCD but I did already indicate
in this calculation which I did present*•• there is only
first order perturbation theory and in this order the pola*
rizetion is zero.But thie is alas ii you do the corresponding
cnlculotion in QED* You have to go to the second order cal-
culation in order to see how large the polarization will be*
That second order QCD perturbation calculation for polari-
zation has not been completed so far* So at the moment there
are two papers- one from Dubna and one from France with
speculation on how large the polarization should be expected
but there are no solid QCD calculations of this second order



DOUBLE MUON EXPERIMENT AT THE CERN ISR

Ola Lei stain - CERN

14.7.78

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the study of hadronic production of leptons has

occupied a prominent place in high-energy physics. The discovery of the

J/i|i and, more recently, that of the upsilon have shown in a dramatic

way how narrow vector meson states produced in an inclusive way can

manifest themselves in this particular channel. This has inspired an in-

tensive study of lepton pair at the CERN ISR. Large specialized detectors

have been built. They have been however only recently completed and re-

search with them is still at the starting point.

I will here describe the only muon pair experiment presently installed

at the ISR.

EXPERIMENT R 209

This experiment is situated in intersection 2 of the CERN ISR and is

run by a CERN-Harvard-MIT Naples-Pisa-Frascati collaboration. Table 1 gives

the names of the participants. The main physics program for this experiment
2

is to search for very high mass resonances in the 15-40 GeV/c range and

study the hadron distributions associated with dimuon pair of large mass. It

will also be able to investigate the X and p dependence of the inclusive

dimuon cross section and study the production distribution of the upsilon.

The experimental equipment has been built to select large p (> 3 GeV/c)

particles over a large solid angle. This is achieved by using a 400 t magne-

tized iron magnet split up into several yokes in order to allow drift chambers

to be installed such as to force particles originating ftom the intersection
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Table 1 gives

his experiment

range and

large mass. It

he inclusive

the upsilon.

e p (> 3 GeV/c)

a 400 t magne-

ow drift chambers

he intersection

point to traverse at least '4 chambers (or 16 planes). See Fig. 1. The

magnetization is 1.8 T and the /B di, at 90° is 2.6 Tm. 144 counters

divided into four hodoscopes provide the trigger.

There are 56 drift chambers of I-beam type (Fig. 2) each having

four planes giving two x and two у coordinates. The total number

of wires is about 5000. The performance of the chambers as measured in

a test beam gives a spacial resolution of .3 mm.

The angular acceptance of the detector is 15°< 0 < 110° and Q - iv.

However the acceptance for back to back events (opening angle = тг) is

limited to the central yoke. The mass acceptance curve in Fig. 3 shows

+ - 2
a strong suppression of My u below 6 GeV/c and a flat general acceptance

level of 16 - 17 Z.

The mass resolution is limited by nuclear scattering. Monte Carlo

calculations give /M =10% (see Fig. 4). The drift chamber time sum in

Fig. 5, which is an indication of the general performance of the detector,

has a width of 1. - 1.5 mm. Difficulties to survey some of the inner de-

tectors and lower performance of the drift chambers for very inclined

tracks contributes to this spread.

. The experiment operates with a four fold trigger reduced by a 0-

matching between the inside and outside counters and requiring at least

6 space points in the detector. Background is reduced by using veto counters

and massive lead and concrete absorbers. A typical final trigger rate during

normal ISR conditions is .5/s.

Fig. 6a, b, с show a collection of typical events where a muon pair

can be easily identified. Fig. 6d shows an event with a large background

contribution where no clear muon pair can be seen.

The preliminary analysis that has been done so far shows a mass spectrum
2

of muon pairs up to 16 GeV/c with a clear upsilon peak. By the end of this
2

year the mass spectrum should extend up to 30 GeV/c and information on the

p distribution should be available.



R 209 Outer Spectrometer

U.ft. Atwood, U. Becker, J.G. Branson, J.D. Burger, Hi Chen, H. Hodous,

T. lager1und, 0. Leistaa. T. Matsuda, H.B. Neman, D. Novikoff, L. Perasso,
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-R 209 Inner Spectraaetcr
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Discussion /Leistam/

Jernyil have a naive question.You said that you want to go

up to 20 or 30 GeV. So suppose that, you taka the Drell-Yan

prediction,What is the number of events you expect within

your scheduled time ? ,,

Leistam:We have had several aims during the set up of this

experiment. Obviously we can reach 63 GeV, but I do not think

this is realistic.For the running time of the order of 1000

hours with the high luminosity at the ISR we hit the one

event limit at about 40 QeV.That is we want to look at

things between 20 and 40 GeV.

Shapiro tCan you comment on the indication of peak at 1 4 GeV ?

Leiatam:! think it is silly to talk about bumps and peaks

on just odd events.I expected the question if we got any

events above 20 GeV. Yes, we have, but it is just a question

of odd events here and there and 1 think we should not make

bumps out of odd.events. What I want to see is that when we

have a continuum that stops at 40 GeV, we start looking at

peaks above this continuum and then we can say something.

As you see the 26 and 52 GeV data have a mysteriuos hole

between 12 and 18 GeV. Obviously, this means that statistics

here is very low and we have to continue to fill this up

with more events*

HattitHave you already some knowledge on the background of

cosmic ray muons ? Are they under control ?

Leistam;Well, that is a very complex question to answer»

We have a very fancy means of rejecting the cosmic rays.

On essentially all events that are falling in the. very high

mass region we are looking by hand and try to.look at the

tine of flights, try to use the central detector, which I

have not ta
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have not talked about to see if the event is coming really

from the diamond and so on.It is a tediuos task to handlook

at each event and there is a number of checks we will do.

These events are all- events that we have cleared from from

these checks.

Piáút:At what mass do you start to look at the events by

hand ?

Leiatamilt is complicated because we have two analysis teams
in the experiment .They have written two different programs.
They differ- one team is starting from the outside detectors
and then tracking back to the diamond. The other people are
starting from the inside, from the centre and doing e. 3ort
of the spline fit of all points.The hand scanning starts
around 15 3eV.

SchmitztDo you have a plot where you added the spectra at

the two energies in order to get errors down in the Upsilon

region and to see the structure more clearly ?

LeistanuHo , I did not get that slide.

Hladky:What about the mass resolution in the 20-40 GeV region?

And secondly, have you any mass resolution from the live data

and not only from Monte Carlo for the psi or Upsilon ?

Did you have any test rues for the low masses ?

LeistamtNo. we do not see the psi, it is out of our accepta-
nce «We have had no low masses runs .The only way we can check
the mass resolution is by Monte Carlo.The nuclear scattering|
because of the way we have chosen to look at the dimuons,
restricts us tc 10%.

Lichard;Is it possible to say anything about p- and x
dependence ?

Leistamtl am sorry, you have to wait a couple of months,

to Tokyo conference, maybe.

é
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Abstract

Using the SIAC Hybrid Facility with three Та plates in the 1-m hydrogen

bubble chamber, a measurement of direct electron pair production was made in

18 GeV ff p interactions. A signal was observed in ir~ interactions which

+ + -4

corresponds to a ratio e~/*~ = (0.87 ± 0.25) * 10 for M + _ > m _ and

for 0 < P < 0.3 (GeV/c) which cannot be explained by known sources. No

such signal was observed in the ir
+
 case.
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An attempt has been made in this experiment to make an essentially back-

ground free investigation of the anomalous R = e/ir ratio observed in pp and

it p reactions at BNL. The results, shown in Fig. 1, show that R increases

a factor of-two inversely as P, for 0.6 < P < 1.0 (GeV/c) , rising from

-4 -4
1 x io to 2 x io . No successful theoretical explanation has yet been

forthcoming for the magnitude of this effect although a part of it has been

(2)

explained on a QED basis by Craigie,

In this experiment a total of 4.2 x до and 5.2 x до pions were produced

from IB GeV v and v~ interactions, respectively. These were observed in a

1-m hydrogen filled chamber into which 3 tantalum plates were placed, each 1.0

radiation length thick. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The

Та plates have 2.5 x 2 cm holes to allow non-interacting beam particles to pass

through. The PWC's were used to insure that the interaction took place in the

fiducial volume. This procedure eliminated about 50% of elastic scatters.

Electrons and positrons were identified by:

1. spiralling

2. ionization (useful up to 200 MeV/c)

3. bremsstrahlung in hydrogen

4. high energy 6 rays and charge balance

5. interaction in the plates.

Since items 1-4 are fairly straightforward, most effort was spent on item

5. To this end an electron beam of 1.57 GeV/c was directed at the plates and

it was found that: (1) they interact visibly before plate 3; (2) the observed

P of each track in the shower was < 30 MeV/c in the film plane. No track with

p > 10 MeV/c is observed at an angle greater than 90°; (3) the total visible

shower energy, E , , was calculated behind each plate and in at least one space

E..._ > 7% of
 E
4

n c o m
<

n c |
i (4) low energy (min. ion.) electrons are produced

J&

I
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1

in every shower; (5) no hadron signatures, e.g., heavy ion., occur.

Only about 2% of electrons were "lost" using these criteria.

To test how many IT'S simulated these conditions, beams of 1.. ind 3.14

GeV/c pions were also directed at the plates. At 1.57 GeV only \n 10

pions. and at 3.14 GeV, 2 in 10 pions were ambiguous with electrons. We

therefore believe that we can distinguish e from л to a level of ^ 5 к 10~ .

In a previous experiment we showed that any anomalous signal in

R = e/n, due to unpaired e or e , was at a level.such that R < 2.4 x 10

at 90% C.L. (see Fig. 3) and therefore published results could not be due

to this source.

* *.

We now turn our attention to e e pairs to see if these were responsible.

Events fell into two categories: I, both tracks identified as electrons,

(3782 events) and II, one identified electron with one other opposite charged

track not distinguishable from an electron (893 events). For cases with two

pairs in one event, the lowest mass combinations were used. Photons converting

near the vertex were estimated as contributing 214 ± 58 background events. To

understand whether these numbers corresponded mainly to Dalitz. pairs ,
t
 a Monte

Carlo study was done taking into account acceptance, correlated P and P

distributions in inclusive pion production mass resolutions, etc. We cal-

culated a value for the ratio II/I = 0.234 ± .007 and observed 0.236 ± .01.
.(4) .(5)

Also, using known inclusive ir and ir cross-sections , and for p , w, n

we calculate to produce I + II = 4606 ± 393 and observe 4675 ± 6 8 . We there-

fore feel we understand the general nature of the signal that we observe, at

least to the level of less than a percent.

Electron pairs whose origin is unaccounted for, occuring in the data at

the level e/ir = 10~ would correspond to 50 events of which 35-40 would have

both tracks identified. These clearly could only be extracted from distributions
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beyond the bulk of the it Dalitz pairs, and would compete with pairs coming

i d

10

3.14
5
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rle there-

erve, at

data at

uld have

distributions

from n, ID and p. The simulation of n ->• yee, ш •*• ее, р •> ее was based on

averages of experimental values, while a calculation was used for

и/*• Y°ee.
 :
 Published values of production cross sections were used.

 r

There is rather strong evidence for a universal direct production' distribu-

tion exp (-3.3р.) for all hadrons of mass < 1 GeV, the exception being that

the pion, which is the end product of the decay of heavier particles, appears

with the steeper distribution characteristic of decay processes. This dis-

tribution, together with the distribution in x_, reported for the p° and semi-

inclusive u and n channels, were used in the simulation. Total inclusive

cross-sections were taken to be: a = (4.9 ± 0.22)*b a. = (4.15 ± 1.0)*b

p u

a = (1.55 ± 0.55) *b The latter two are scaled from semi-inclusive measure-

ments by comparison with p ̂ production, but are consistent with the reasonably
successful quark model expectations of the production ratios. (8) To be con-

servative we have arbitrarily increased the reported errors on a by
 X
2 and

(9)
on о by

 X
3. It. is to be noted that a recent report states upper limits

+
on n production in 16 GeV/c n p interactions at<lmb. In summary, we believe

that the estimate of n, ш and p, as well'as iP, contributions to the data can

be used with some confidence.

Fig. 4 shows the mass distribution for pairs with M + - < 150 MeV. The

dashed line is the result of the calculation of M
 +
 _ pairs from known sources,

normalized to the observed number of events. There is no evidence for any

excess of pairs in this region.

Fig. 5 (a)- and (b) shews the mass distribution for 130 < M + - < 630 MeV

with tr and n treated separately. In addition, there are 3 events in p-u

mass region where we.expect 3.6, and one event in ir"p at a mass of 1430 MeV.

The data shows some evidence'of a signal in the ir data while there is



none in the ír .

In it p, for m < m < 630 the excess over expectations is 2.9 + 2.9 events
TT 66

or = (1.9 i 1.9) x 10~ , and the ratio < 2.5 x ю " 5
 (90% C.L.) for

m > 300 MeV/c
2
.

ее

The v p data, however, in addition to the 1430 MeV/c event, includes 3

events in the range 420-630 MeV/c where the contribution from n and ы

decays certainly has died away. This signal of excess events can be traced

down in mass, at least as far as the pion mass. The excess is consistent with

parameterization in the' form exp (-m/195 ± 80), m in MeV/e , while in this mass

range the Л and ш contribution can be represented by exp (-m/100). The excess

for m < m < 630 is (16.1 + 4.7) events, or e V (0.87 ± 0.25) x 10~
4
..

я е е . •

For m /2 < m < 630 the excess is (22.9 ± 11.2) events, or e~/it~ = (1.24 ± 0.61)
и ее
—4

x 10 . A plot as a function of p of the electrons is given in Figure 6, where

a comparison is made with results of Ref. 1. The apparent difference remains even

at lower masses. For p > 500 MeV/c and m > MeV/c this experiment gives

T 66

e V * < 3 x io"
5
 in ir~p and < 1 * 10~ in ir

+
p, at 90% C.L.

The events in Category II, where only one track is identified, are subject

to an additional source of background. This is caused by pions which can inter-
-4

act in the plates and simulate electrons at s rate of *• 0.5 * 10 . Such cases,

when accompanied by unidentified tracks of opposite charge, simulate Category II

pairs, mostly .at masses > 100 MeV/c . Detailed investigation of this was; made

in conjunction with Ref. 3. Taking this background into account, there is

excellent agreement in both v p and v~p between expectations based on the

Category I observations and the Category II data. In particular, in it p,

в
е е
 < 630, the 35 events observed correspond to an estimate of 33.8 ±

3.8 fro* the Category I results, but to 26.3 ± 3.1 based on n, ы production,

etc. Since, however, these events have a background comparable with the
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It appears that only *ь 25% of the Category I и р events in 135 < m <
ее

630 MeV/c are from "known" sources. Several properties of this set have

been examined. Within the limits of the statistics it is found that the

distribution of charged hadron multiplicity is similar to that of 18 GeV/c

up interactions in general. The distribution of transfer of charge to the

backward hemisphere during the interaction agrees quite well with the

10 t

universal curve, with a mean charge transfer /Q
bk
., - Q Л = 0.89 ± 0.2.

The angular distribution of the electron about the direction of the massive

virtual "photon" resembles the forward-backward distribution common to photon
2

induced processes, and a distribution (1 + a cos 6) is satisfied by
a = 1 4

+ 3
'

4
a lm

 -0.4 •

Finally, in Fig. 7 is given the multiplicity distribution of observed

Y-conversions accompanying these events. The probability of detecting а у ray

is t 80%, limited almost entirely to those hitting the plates. Consequently,

losses at higher multiplicities are quite strong. As a comparison we indicate

the distribution obtained from scanning interactions without e e pairs

(Fig. 7b), and from events with low mass Oalitz pairs (Fig. 7c). Despite the

poor statistics. Fig. 7a suggests that the high mass pairs tend to occur in

interactions with an even number of free Y rays, and not to internal conversion

of one of a pair of photons as in Dalitz pairs.

In summary, there is evidence of direct, unexplained, production of e e~

pairs in и p interactions, with a broad mass spectrum and showing a steep p

dependence. The data fron v p indicate a smaller effect, if any, and neither

set of data is consistent: with the p. distribution reported in Ref. 1 for

p p and w p interactions. 1

•I
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1 Stony Brook-Penn. data on R + c~/v~ as a function of P for

24 GeV pp and for 15 GeV and 10 GeV it p interactions.

Fig.' 2 ' Side view of experimental set up.

Fig. 3 Limits on unpaired e and e production in 18 GeV/c ír p and

IT p interactions as a function P_.

Fig. 4 Mass distribution of e e pairs from both ir and ir~ interaction.

The data result from the Monte Carlo calculation and the dashed

line is without the mass-resolution corrections.

Fig. 5(a) Mass distribution for 140 < m < 630 MeV for и .
ее

(b) Same as b, except for тг .

The data again are the results of the Monte Carlo.

Fig. 6 e/n vs P for this experiment as compared with the S.B.-BNL

experiment.

Fig. 7 Gamma ray multiplicity distributions: (a) Events in ir"p with

140 < m < 630 MeVj (b) Events with no assoc. e e pair;.

(c) Events with an associated low mass Oalitz pair.
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С IV

Discussion

Goldschmidt-Clermont;What is the source of low mess e e"

pairs....Monte Carlo ?

Ballam;V/e assume that the tail of the distribution of 3-bodj

decay into }fé*e" . Thct is for what we subtract from our ±

signal, not the excess. For very low masses Dalitz pairs frc

pion decay.

Block;! do not understand whet is the origin of the discre-

pancy with Stony Brook experiment. Perhaps the incorrect

subtraction in the Stony Brook experiment ?

BallamiThe Stony Brook people have to make an assumption

about the acceptance they have for the low mass pairs. If

they assume that the apparatus cuts out all pairs with the

mase greater than ICO MeV, and they actually have a rather

complicated acceptance curve for these masses, there could

be a tail which they think they are cutting out but they are

not, I do not know what their mass resolution is end so it

could very well be that they get в wrongjanswer because

they do not make a right subtraction...







POSSIBLE DIRECT EVIDENCE OF A PROMPT ELECTRON ASSOCIATED
WITH A STRANGE PARTICLE PRODUCED IN STRONG INTERACTION.

E. Calligarich, G. Cecchet, R. Dolfini, G. Liguori, S. Rat-
ti: Istituto di Fisica and Sezione I.N.F.N., Pavia.
C. Angelini, R. Pazzi, C. Petri, Istituto di Fisica and Se-
zione I.N.F.N., Pisa.
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Many theoretical efforts have been spent to study the
quark structure of hadrons, the most impressive description
of sub-nuclear phenomena. Various experiments have been ma
de in order to search for the presence of charmC) in the"
decay of new particles produced in electromagnetic, weak
and strong interactions. Upper lirits for the cross section
were measured'2' and.few events as possible candidates for
charm production were found in neutrino collisions. A good
signature for charm.is the direct production of unpaired le£
tons in strong processes coming from the weak decay of a
short lived particle. There are other sources of electrons
produced at an interaction vertex as Dalitz pairs, electro-
magnetic decay of mesons*3', etc. Experimental data '4^ how
ever suggest the presence of a lepton signal higher, by
about a factor 10, with respect to the known background.
This peculiarity survives at all the explored energies (from
1 to 1000 GeV),depending on the lepton transverse momentum
rather than.on the incident hadron energy. Two features must
be mainly tested in strong interactions:
a) are leptons produced in pair?
b) are leptons produced in association with strange parti-

cles?
The first case is more likely connected with the existen

ce of heavy vector mesons, the second one with the presence
of a charmed particle. .,..

The experiment is based1 ' on about 15000 pictures obtai^
ned in BEBC (the Big European Bubble Chamber at CERN) fil-~
led with hydrogen exposed to á ir~ beam of 22 GeV/c incident
momentum. The dimensions ofthe bubble chamber provide a
sizeable efficiency for the detection of both slow electrons
(momentum less than 700 MeV/c) and neutral decays. Further-
more BEBC offers an excellent opportunity to unambiguously
reveal the nature of each individual track from secondary
interactions or decays. The pictures were scanned twice;
25896 interactions and 98405 meson tracks were found, corre
sponding to a total cross section о = (24.5 ± 1.4)mb*5

). ~

Electron (or positron) tracks were first selected accor-
ding to the following scanning criteria: a) complete spira-
lization in the chamber, b) absence of (IT* or K-) decay or
scattering on the track, c) no evident Dalitz pair. With
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this procedure 351 events with as least one electron (or po
sitron) candidate were selected; the summary is reported in
Table I.

TABLE I " Г - .-_".".".--"'-."":'

a) SCANNED CANDIDATES 351
b) CHARGE UNBALANCE 73
C) CONFUSED OR UNMEASURABLE 71
d) e

+
e~ POSSIBLE PAIRS V 38

1) RESIDUAL ELECTRON (OR POSITRON)
EVENTS (a- (b+c+d)) , 169

2) ALL BUT ONE OPPOSITE CHARGE
INTERACTING OR DECAYING 35

3) ALL RECOGNIZED TRACKS 1

•••ái

i

The original sample was re-examined by physicists at the
scanning table. The use of hydrogen in BEBC allows us, to
check if the charge is balanced at the interaction vertex.
Thus 73 events were further rejected because of charge unba
lance; another 71 events were refused due to a serie of rea
sons the most frequent of which are:
- impossible measurements due to nearby interactions or con

fused interaction region or too short electron track.
- у conversion near to the vertex.
- electron (or positron) candidate track passing through the

walls and reentering the bubble chamber.
- hints of a possible n-v, тг-е, K-y or K-e decay.
Another 38 events had e

+
 and e~ both recognized as produced

in pair, leaving 169 candidates to unpaired electron (or po
sitron) production. The surviving background consists mos-
tly of asymmetric e

+
e" pairs, with only the slow electron

(or positron) fulfilling the above acceptance criteria. Of
the remaining, 35 events, (16 four-prong, 16 six-prong, 3
eight-prong)had all but one tracks (with charge oppcsite
to the charge of the lepton) interacting or decaying. One
single four charged prong event had all tracks which could
be recognized. In the following we shall concentrate our
attention on this event and use the others to check and
support our conclusions. Fig. 1a shows the picture of the
event; fig. 1b reproduces an explanatory sketch.

In Table II the measured quantities are reported for e-
vent (114-0347).
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Fig. 1b: explanatory sketch
of the event shown
in fig. 1a.
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TABLE

P
(GeV/c)

21.7+

0.55
O.643±

0.003
O.O57±
0.002 —

9.200±
0.042

1.5O7±
O.OO4

5.126+
0.018
4.148±
0.017

O.99O±
0.003

0.337+
0.002
О.1О7+ .

0.001
0.230+

O.OO8

II

DIP
(RAD)

-0.001±

0.003
0.034+

0.004
0.367+

0,058

-0.038+
0.001

0.010±
0.002

-0.039+
0.002
-0.070+
0.001

O.O94±

0.003

0.095+
0.014

0.097+
0.013

6.094+
0.008

PHI
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2.925±
0.004
5.869

O.0O4
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0.044
6.036+
0.001
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The candidate has a short beam track. In order to obtain
better information on the beam momentum as well as additio-
nal information to be used later, on about 1/2 of the stati.
sties all original candidate events (97) have been measured
and processed through the geometry program. The beam momen-
tum reported in Table II is the nominal value obtained at
the given interaction point. Dip and azimuthal angle (PHI)
are the values, at the interaction point measured on the 46.1
cm. track.

The track labelled "electron" after ^5.5 spirals (.1484
cm.) undergoes a first visible change in curvature (we call
it the "firs'c point"), after 8 spirals (1740 cm.) it under-
goes a second visible change in curvature (we call it the
"second point"). After the "second point" it is difficult
to measure and/or estimate the residual range. At the "first
point" the track has a momentum P= (239+3) MeV/c. The momen-
tum immediately after this point is P=(2O2±3) MeV/c. After
the "first; point" the particle travels 255 cm. A change in
dip (t>90 mrad.) is visible but the actual angle is hard to
estimate since there is not a clear scattering point. At
the "second point" the track has a momentum P=(120+3) MeV/c.
The curling electron has a momentum.of (24+2) MeV/c. We can
not exclude that the observed у comes from a dramatic brem
mstrahlung of the electron near the vertex.

A T or a ii with 120 MeV/c momentum are well recognizable
by ionization. Several. examples have been seen on many pic-
tures. Fig. 2 shows the number of gap counted (twice)along
the track between the two points in view 1 which corresponds
to the view.shown in fig. 1a and in.which background condi-
tions are best for gap counting. The ^2.5 m. of track have
been divided.into 275 contiguous intervals, 14 of which we-
re inadeguate for gap counting. Fig. 2a contains the gap
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Fig. 2a: gap counting along the 2.55 metres of the electron-
candidate track.
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One cannot notice a definite variation in the average num
ber of gaps along the track.

To provide a more quantitative statement, we calculate
the .ratio between the number of gaps into two equivalent
lengths, nearest to point 1 and to point 2 respectively.

Using 40 intervals the ratio is

x{40)

Using 70 intervals

x(70)

1,(40 units)

I*(4Ö units) -1-0Э±0.15

I,(7O units)

l!(70 units) - O-99tO.11

These numbers are incompatible with.the values given by the
tables(3) which are expected to be M .3 (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2b: expected ra
tio between the io-
nization of muon of
momentum Pw and the
ionization of a 200
MeV/c muon.
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The probability that the track be a n decaying at Point.1
into a v, decaying at Point 2 into an electron» estimated
on the basis of: a) potential decay length of a 643 MeV/c
pion and observed path lenght. between interaction point and
point 1; b) potential decay length of a 202 MeV/c muon and
observed path length between point 1 and point 2; c) proba-
bility that in the p->e decay the electron has
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turns out to be 1.3 10""*, a value to be decreased by an addi '
tional order of magnitude if the mismatch in the ionization
measurements is taken into account. The track is an elec-
tron between "first and second point".

A ir-p decay at point 1 would give for. the emission angle
of the v (8.3±.3)o. Inspection of that region at the micro-
scope clearly show that any detectable deviation of the bub
bles is below the measured spread due to multiple scattering
before and after point 1. If the dip change of about 5° is
assumed to be the emission angle, the mismatch in such angle
measurement is more than 5 standard devitations. The overall
proababllity for a ir-u-e in flight decay chain would be

9

The "first point" is incompatible with either a possible
n-e decay or a Ke3 decay. From kinematics a (239+4) MeV/c
pion would emit a (2O2±3) MeV/c electron at an angle 9iab=

(17.0±O.4)°;a (239±4) MeV/c K+ would be highly ionizing.
The interaction vertex is clearly visible and it has been
carefully investigated at the microscope. In spite of this,
the possibility could remain that a pion or kaon invisibly
decays into a muon "in the first bubbles" and that the muon
decays into an electron at the "first point". The probabili
ty of an in flight decay (in the first mm of tracks) is
<1O~6 for a pion and <2.5 x 10" ? for a kaon^"'. The probabl^
lities for direct ir-e or K-e decay are smaller by two addi-
tional orders of magnitude at least. Thus the track is an
electron.

The track labelled N2 is a clear pion absorbed at about
the stopping point.

Of the two positive tracks P1, interacting, is a hadron.
Due to the presence of the Kg it might be either a pion

or a kaon. It is worth pointing out that is has a small dip
angle and minimum ionization.
Track P2 is about 3 m long; it is in the same bubble chamber
region of P1 and it has definitely a bubble density higher
than that of P1. Bubble counting and gap counting in the sa
me region give consistently a ratio I(P2)/I(P1)=(1.29+O.O8T.
The mass dependent fit of P2 on 275 cm (̂ 60 cm sagitta) gi-
ves for the proton hypotesis a X 2 smaller, by a factor.two,
than for K-l-p-e hypotesis on two independent measurements.
Track P2 is a proton..The presence of the K° short in the
chamber might indicate the possible presence of а к£(ез) de
caying near the vertex into e~ir

+
 (P1) v. The mass of the two

tracks is M(e~Ti
+
) = (465+6)MeV and the vector sum of the two

tracks is P
o
= (9.843±45)MeV/c.Assuming pessimistically that

a Kg had a momentum P
o
 che probability of a decay within the

first millimeter from the interaction point (where the tra-
cks are still separated) is 6 x 10~

7
.

. To investigate, the .behaviour of unbalanced electron-posi
tron pairs a sample of 89 candidate-events has been measu-~*
red and fully reconstructed. The effective mass has been
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calculated (assuming the electron mass) for all combination
of the electron (positron) with unidentified tracks of op-
posite charge assumed to be positrons (electrons). In fig.
3 the obtained mass distribution is shown. The long tail
for large masses is evident. However it is mostly due to
combinatorial effects.

ALL MASSES
LARGER
THAN M

Fig. 3: distribution of
the mass M(e

+
e~) where

one e
±
 is identified and

the other (?) track is uni
dentified. Full circles in
dicate the N of events ha-
ving all masses larger
than M.

.11)11 lull"

GENTRIES
OUT

1 П П
МОИ

Indeed 81 % of the events have at least one mass.combination
less than 100 GeV/c

2
. The block circles show the number of

events having all e
+
e" masses larger than a given mass-cut

value M. None of the events (but the one of fig. 1) survi-
ves a cut at M=45O MeV/c. (For the event of fig. 1 the mass
(e

+
e~) if P2 were a positron and not a proton would be

(719±6) MeV/c
2
).

Since we have rejected the evident e
+
e~ pairs, our result

is in agreement with previous observations from which(4c,d,
5 r
) the probability of M(e

+
e")>450 MeV/c

2
 is

 4

In conclusion we observe a ratio

( 1 ) H л. .10- 5

(5)
in this ener-which i s compatible with other experiments

gy range.
One event is unable to provide statistics.
We note that the lepton is produced in association with a
K° in a reaction:

£ HO



(2а) тг~р •+ рК°1г"1г+е"уХ°

or

(2b) тг"р -v рК°1Гк
+
е~

т
Х°

The Missing Mass in the hypotesis (2a) is MM=14O7 MeV/c
2

and in the hypothesis (2b) is MM=1353 MeV/c
2
 (the у ray is

not subtracted).
Our main conclusion is that we have probably observed the

first direct evidence of a prompt impaired electron produ-
ced in a strong interaction in association with a K° meson.
The association of the e" with the strange particle is a
particularly appealing feature of the observation.

Whether or not this is evidence for charm is however a
matter of speculation.

The large missing mass and the presence of the associa-
ted Y ray leaves room enough for an extra K° and it

0
 in (2a)

and for two or more ir°s in (2b). This indicates that the in
teraction is indeed very inelastic with the production of
at least 7 particles,a large multiplicity for a 22 GeV/c
ir~p collision. The totál energy available in the CMS (6.49.
GeV) is sufficient for the production of a charm-anticharm
pair.

The most indicative (though speculative) mass values
which can be.calculated are, in hypothesis (2a):

,M(it~Miss Mass) =2.01 GeV

I

and in hypothesis (2b)

M(e~K°p) = 2 . 8 0 GeV

rM(pK°it~) = 3 . 0 6 GeV

M(e~K+MM)= 2 . 6 1 GeV

or {M(K+ir") = 1 . «8 GeV' ,M(K+ir~) = 1 . 8 8 GeV

M(e~K°p)= 2 . 8 0 GeV M(e~K°MM)=2.33 GéV

The observed event corresponds to a cross section times
branching ratio: '

a B.R. = 1 yb

a value Which is compatible with the upper limit quoted in
ref. (,2b) and the values obtained in the beam dump experi-
ments performed at CERKj(2d»e).
The value obtained is not inconstitent with the results of

Ref.
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Ref. 2h. They measured an upper limit of «ИООпЬ for the pro
auction of charmed (K**?) mesons in the. exclusive channels"
тт'р+К+К'тг+тг'п'р and n~p+K

+
K~ir~p at 19 GeV/c.
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Discussion

WepjertlVhat is the chance that you io not see the positron

for some reasons ?

Ratti:We have seen a number of positrons, but we have not seen

one positron with all negative particles interacting.We see

electrons and positrons, we have в distribution of their

masses and if we interpret the opposite charge being an elec-
•p

tron only one survives the cut of 450 MeV/c .

SchmitzrYou mean the charge balance is applied ?

g_etti:Víe have thrown aw^y 71 events because we thought in

that case we were not sure that the prong counting gives a

definite charge balance.

Sosnowski:Did you consider the possibility that two charges

?гэ missing ?

RattiiOh yes, only Cto-1 or somebody strightly connected to

hin could avoid this possibility.

Ballam:V;hat is the probability for the positive particle to

be a positron ?

RfiVtiil can put down this probability for mieidentifícation
on thb basis of ionization to 3 standard deviations.

Ballam;What is the nass of the potential e e" pair ?

RattiiThe mass of the e+e" - if the positive particle is a

pesitrot. - is 720 MeV/c4". That would be a possible omega or

rho üacay, but if it is a rho d^cay it would be rho or omega

coming from two-prongs. The rho inclusive cross section in

two-prongs is of the order of 10 microbaras and the branching

rntio of rho or oaegs going to e+e" is roughly 10" , So it
;.s '1 lenst 3 orders of "in̂ niiude less t'irn what we observes

-:; Над; nhr-t is the :nrss resolution r;1 t'ne pair ?
?
"

t t l : I a t h 4 t
 rarticul-r c:se ve :o not know exectly, but in

•v« •
 :
:e v;e !tave about ÍC-15 UeV. c2 resolution.



DXLKPTON PRODUCTION АУЭ ЗРАОИ-ТПИ

OP JE?S

V.Bemy

Department of Theore t ica l . Phys ics , Comenius U n i v e r s i t y , Brat i s lava
Czechoslovakia

It is generally believed, that directly produced lepton" can

reveal some facts aoout the dj-ncraics of high energy particls collisions.

Leptons do not feel confinement forces, therefore on? uoea not

expect complications due to the final state interaction. The r.im of

this talk is to show that the most useful information of this kind

can Ъе obtained by studying low-mass dilerton production.

The reason is,in fp.et, ov.ite simple. ?irec+ single leptons are

produced Ъу decays of chamed pdrticles; the mechanise, of eham pro-

duction is not yet veil understood. Large mass dileptons are produced

mainly Ъу the Brell-Yan (DY) mechanism . ?his mechanism t&4t!S place

at the verj' beginning of the collision and therefore in not sensitive

to the details of its dynamics.
2

As it v:as argued in the paper , low mass dile:-tons s.re produced

during a relatively long time of the evolution of the collision ?.nd

therefore can provide useful information abaxt its dynamics. -Ь
е

A

argumentation.'?as based on the 3jor!cen^ and ̂ rihov' ideas about the

space—time evolution of high energy, prvrtiole collisions, -which are

briefly presented here using Bjorken's "pictorial" vra;
r
 of presen-

tation.

The situation just before the collision is sketched in 7ig.l.
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initial Madrons are composed of partons (parton means eitner

rfc or antiquark in what follows) and gluons The faster the

partons are, the more (Lorentz) contracted spatial region they

occupy. The situations in space and in rapidity are jiven in Pigs.

la and 1Ъ respectively- It is at this stage where the DY process

(being the collision.of n quark from one of the initial hadrons

with an antiquarlc from the other one) takes place. Therefore the .

parton distribution functions relevant for the ОТ mechanism are the

same as for electroproduction. ("?hey are not efected Ъу hadron-hadron

collision at this stage.)

The collision is supposed to bt> initiated Ъу the.wee parton

interaction Ъу which the wee region (Pig.2) is excited. Wee partons

occupy the spatial volume of the order V л» 1 fm and the rapidity

o
region lAyl&l. The тгсе parton region then coola down (in a typi-

cal time scale X *»1 fm/c) Ъу transfering excitation to the next

rapidity regions and Ъу emition of the final state hadrons-'Which are

supposed to be forr.ed Ъу parton recombination. (5"i.g.3)

In euch a way, only limited raxddity region of the parton system

io excited at any given time. I'he slow hadrons are produced as first

and the fast ones as last (in the c.m.s. of the collision).

In order to cet ta» observed mean multiplicity of hadrons in

a model of this kind, one has to ssume that there are more Q§ pairs

present in the parton system than given hy (sea) distritiution

functions as seen in electroproduction. This sea enhancement during

the evolution, of the collision might Ъе due to the gluon conversion

into QQ pairs.

It was an idea of ̂ jorlcen and Víeisherg^ that these additional

•1Q pairs can significantly contribute to dilepton production via

ÍQ- * Л А r-rriihilntion. In fact, the sea enhancement ie quite large

(Ъу г fac+or of 2 to 5 to that of +he initial sea).

5
л

l



At this point it is регЪара worth to stress that to take into

account enhanced sea effects it in not possible siaply to nee the

enhanced distribution functions for a otherwise standard BY calcu-

lation» because the ЭТ process takes place well before the enhancement

occuresi, 3ven if there were no strong interaction between the initial

hsdrons, the BT nechaniaa would operate. However the enhanced sea

contribution to dileptoa production has surely ts be proportional to

the inelastic cross section of the hadron-hadron collision. It is

therefore clear that the -cinematics of this process is rather different

from the ОТ case. In fact, it is quite similar to that of the posi-

troniua decay» since the quark qnd the antiquarlc which annihilate are

both confined to some limited spatial voln;.ie and exist there during •

the excitation tine of tliat region. Sinse only limited rapidity regions

Set excited at any ti-ae, th? rapidity difference between the sn-ifci-

lating partons is snail. Masses of dileptons produced in such a -.ray

are therefore rather low.

Copious low-mass di<auon continuum production as observed e.£.

by the Chicago-Princeton II sroup can be easily explained by this
2 7

nechanism. Heferring for the details to the paper» * we give here

only the final foraula for this low mass (Ъй) component:

h(y
x
) eosh(y

2
)

trhere ̂  is the (joint) distribution function of 0% psirs in the

parton system vhich developes during the evolution of the collision,

в^ is the parton annihilation cross section ::лЛ coeh(y) is the

Lorentz t
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Lorentz factor. The function w(y,-y,,) raraaetrized aa

сэср(-А(у--уо) ) ta'.ícr1- Ггт!олепо\о;т.с:г11;' into account the fact thc'L

only U n i t e d regions in -rrpidity are excited a t a given time. In
1 2 7

the calculation of «iiwion. preArstion in proton-nueleon co l l i s ions *
the distribution funs;Ion " r ^ vac if-av that given impl ic it ly by the

Monte Carlo parton raodei. for ~.;ltii'~rSLulc production > the dimuon

яааа spectrum i s prosentci in ";:iic-4 i" оэл;зг1зоп with the data .

I f ons •anlces an tssrünptiön th-.+ t*e epace-tiae evolution of

snj' hadron je t i s s in i lar to +Mt af hadror.-hadron c o l l i s i o n s , then

оле ha<3 to expect proiiv.ction of lov яарч dileptona in any such j e t .
:he most s iuple case i s t'-.e " п и к : fra^entation1* je t in the lepton-

nucleon interaction or in e'c~ r.ciihilatioBÍ

Гот е̂ .атар1е in VT scattering г-ло̂ . events has to be seen as

tria'-ions in Hhiah tl*e "Kd-iitiozuil11 жюп pair _UT.S a small mass. Such

events have indeed "z-een ovcerved recently by hhe CDHS collaboration

Since ЬЯ dileptons are expected to be produced during a re la t i ve ly

long t i a e , the elov ones аЛ the 'beginiins and the fast ones at the

er.i of the evolution of the j e t , they СЕЖ provide a useful information

?.boi'.t the jet dynamics (about parton distributions in je ts prior to

the recombination). - ;

In order to .reive а пэге. apecif ic example l e t us mention the fact

that bhe observed i^ spec {газ: of the "j.dditiont>.in з-доп pairs (Pi^.6) in

SITS trinuons i 3 rather f lat (шлеп f lat ter then the spectrum of lovi

r.ass dimuons in haf.ro.i-hr.iron coll icior.s~). One can speculate for

^-:.^ple that th i s i s d'ie to r. ijtror.c ordering (of the tiUUlQ.., type)

of partor-S ir. the uz-xs.?'.z frus^wrtation11 jet at the end of the rapidity

'«lot. (Or «yen that +he "sesond faatest" pardon i s l i h e l y to Ъе аг.

i.K-li.'X'.'.ark of the fo."-.e fj.-.vovj rs tkc i.s-rdins ?ucr!c.) áuch a pict-.ire

ff!?3C t2 "•? "?Ля? !**лр**5зм*"*. n*y t!%<5 f sc t , tVct this x_, '•"pectruü! of О



observed in electron-nuclnon scattering is alao rather flat. However,

at present, these are only speculations.- In order to- understand the

experimental data, much more work is sureiy still to be done.

To conclude, the main points can Ъе summarized as follows: ,

(1) Low mass dileptons are expected to bo.seen in any reactions

where hadron jets appear. Such LM dimuons has been observed in hadron-

hadron and »If collisions and should be observed in *»!? scattering
J. _ •

and e e annihilations as well.

(2) The LM dileptons can be useful for studying the dynamics

of jets, in particular the distribution of partons in jets just prior

to the recombination into final hadrons.

This talk was based on results of recent work done in collabo-

ration of P.Lichard, J.PisMt and the author, and the main points '."ere

formulated in several working discussions. 1'Vie author is also i-idebted

to M.Holder for useful comments.
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Tigure captions . .

Fig.l ?he initial hadrons just before the collision '(a) in apace

(b) in rapidity *

Fig.2 The situation in the rapidity space at the first stage of the

collision

Fig.3 The situation at some later stage.

Fig.4 Low îass dimuon spectrum for pp collision at l^O.GeV/c for

Xp> О.15 calculated in.the :-*el (cross hatched histogram)

in comparison with the .',,: \

Fig.5 "Additional" dimucn masa spectrum from the. CDHS trirauons (a)

and the model calculation corresponding to W=10 GeV (b).

Pig.6 "Additional" dimuon Bpectrum in z_ from .the CDHS trimuons.
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Discussion /Öerny/

PiSút:I would like to emphasize one point and relate it to

the discussion preceding this talk. The point is that the

Drell-Yan component is a fast component and lias nothing to

do with the thermalization of the process.Drell-Yan preceeds

the space-time evolution of the collision and as such hes

to be related to the large p~ phenonena as was pointed out

by Sosnowski. One can perhaps spenV: nbout therranlisstion

of the second component., namely about !.he thermalizstion

of the 5.OW mass dirauons. What concerns the p- dependence-

it was not covered by thia talk- the dependence of the overage

Pm of dimuons on Реуптяп x is not given by thermalizstion,

but it is 5ust given by the correlstion between the trans-

verse and longitudinal momenta of quarks before the collision.

Lam:Did you try to apply your calculations on low energy

produced low mass union pairs in the SLAG experiment ?

flerntftThere are three experiments at low energies and we did

our calculation for one of them, but I am not sure that this

experiment has slreatTy given the normalized crose section.

But there is one experiment- described in one of the Hoche-

ster preprints, I do not know the precise reference- for which

we have calculated low masses. The :nain moral from these cal-

culations is that if one looks for the scaling behavior of

these two components, I mean Drell-Yan and the low mass com-

ponent, then one gets very different results because the

Drell-Yan scales in the predicted way and the low mass com-

ponent has very different energy behavior.lt seems to us that

the seme scaling violation was observed in the mentioned ex-

periment.

Biales;What is the p_ of these low mass pairs ?
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Cerny: Generally the p
T
 of pairs is the same as p_ of hadrons,

ss for rho, sey. We get more or less the observed rise of

the average p̂ , with the mass of üinruons. The point is that
in fact we have two mechanisms, the Drell-Yan and the second
one which is responsible for the low mass region where the
transverse momenta are not hieh.
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I. IN

Dynamical Relations of Inclusive Lepton

Pair Production in Hadronic Collisions
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I. INTRODUCTION; This talk is based ón work1 done with Wu-K1 Tung.

For inclusive y-pair production by hadronic collisions at a
given CM energy /s7 the measurable quantities are the 3-momenta of the
two muons. Since we have a cylindrical symmetry about the beam axis,
the cross section a is actually a function of 2x3-1=5 variables.

We ask: what information on о can be obtained if we assume
certain dynamical mechanisms for the production process?

the answer 1s the following. If we assume one photon dominan-
ce (Fig.1), then this cross section of 5 variables can actually be
described by four independent structure functions of 3 variables each.
If furthermore the Drell-Yan mechanism (Fig.5) is assumed, then in the
best circumstances one can get three relations among these four struc-
ture functions. If instead perturbative QCD (Fig.7) describes the dy-
namics, then the same number of relations also exist for N N reactions.
In both cases the relations are independent of the form of the parton
distributions, and the two sets of relations obtained for these two
different dynamical assumptions are different.

When sufficient amount of data becomes available, these rela-
tions may be checked against experiments to test the underlying dyna-
mical assumptions. When only a limited amount of data is obtained,
these relations can also be used to help in the extrapolation and data
reductions, in much the same way that the Cailen-Gross relation was used
some ten years ago in the analyses of deep inelastic scattering-data.

II. 0
Fig.l.
Fig.l,

W

Assumi
be des
where
where

w -

I I . ONE PHOTON DOMINANCE: This dynamical assumption is depicted in
Fig.l. The inclusive cross section, obtained by summing over X in
Fig.l, is given by the current-correlation matrix element (Fig.2)

Assuming current conservation and Lorentz invariance, this tensor may
be described by four "invariant" structure functions W.=W.(s,qz,q-TSq.p),
where 1=1,2,3,4, or four "helicity" (or spin) structure functions,
where Í=T,L,A,AA:

(2)

О)

ESi



Here
2 2

^ з , and p1, р2 are the ^coming
hadronic momenta (see Fig.2). Moreover, projections g =g -q q /qg g q q /

T v and ÍÍ =g tov are involved because of current conservation.
v M ц u

Likewise, the vectors X>Y,Z are mutually orthogonal and perpendicular
to q. The subscripts i=T,L; Л.ЛЛ in eq.(3) stand for transverse and
longitudinal polarizations; spin f l ip and double flips. This interpre-
tation follows from the fact that i f Z is the quantization axis, then
the spin 1 wave functions of helicity 0, t l are given by с (°)=z ,
e k ^ - f o X - I Y ) //27 and that g =X X +Y Y +Z Z .

Inclusive cross sections may be expressed in terms of these
structure functions. I f no angular correlation of the v pair is mea-
sured, then only the trace W y = 2WT+WL appears, and we have (M2^ - q2)
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where a is the fine structure constant, and x the longitudinal momentum
fractions of the м pair. When angular correlation is measured, all four
structure functions appear. In the hadronic CM system (see Fig.3 for
definitions) we have

(5)

where

в
г

(6)
— 5/*) 0| S/*t &x Свзф

Mote the s imilarity of eq.(5) with the corresponding formula in elec-
production.

The spin 1 character of the photon may be exhibited more clearly
in the rest frame of the и pair (Fig.4), wherein the inclusive cross
section takes the form
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III. DRELL-YAN PROCESS: If in addition to one photon dominance, Drell-
Yan mechanism Is assumed (Fig.5), then elementary Feynman diagram cal-
culations give

where <...> indicates average over parton distributions. The invariant
functions W. can now be calculated from (8) and (2), and the results

involve <1>, <r
2
 >, <r

y
. >, <r..r > and <(r ) > where// and n indicate

n " "
components parallel to the hadronic beam axis and normal to the virtual
photon production plane. As these four structure functions depend on
five averages, no relationships independent of the details of the parton
distributions can be obtained. However, if we restrict ourselves to
the region where q£ /M2 « 1 , where most of the Lederman data lie (see
Fig.6), then W. can be expressed by only three averages: A=<1>,

В=<(г
х

2
-г„)/я

2
>, C ^ / q ^ , as

We thus h
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(5)

(6)

EC-

early

(7)

= А -
(9)

We thus have one relation among these four structure functions:

W l * \ W V 0 Г WL = 2WAA ' (A)

This is the analogy of the Cailen-Gross relation in deep inelast ic
scattering, and reflects the spin 1/2 property of the parton. (Whether
the parton is on shell or not is irrelevant - see eq.(A') below.

Since r = r i - ' ' 2 . C=0 whenever we have a symmetry betweer rfJ_ and

would occur, e.g., ( i ) i f the hadrons ars NN or NN, andr
2i "
if the transverse momenta of the partons are weakly coupled to their
longitudinal momenta; or, (ii) for any pair of hadron if the transverse
momentum distribution of all partons has an universal form. Anyway,
if C=c, another relation exists between the structure functions:

Finally, if B=0, which happens i f the partons have Gaussian

BQO



transverse momentum distributions, then we get also

(C)

Solving (A), (B) and (C), we can relate all the structure func-
tions as follows:

(D)

IV. PERTURBATIVE QCD: In regions of large q
x
, it is often assumed

that v pair is produced via perturbative QCD diagrams given in Fig.7
(solid lines, dotted lines, and wiggle lines are respectively quarks,
giuons and photons), with (comparatively speaking) negligible transverse
momenta for the incoming partons. In that case, either Fig.7(a) or
7{b) give the relation

Wi
1 (A')

as in relation (A). For NN scattering, where Fig.7(b) is expected to
dominate, we can further obtain the relations

and

W 3 + W 3 = 2 ( W 2 ' W 2

( в 1 )

(C)

where W'. is obtained from W. by reversing the longitudinal momentum of
the u pair while keeping

 1
its mass and transverse momentum fixed.
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VERSUS DRELL-YAN PROCESS

C. Cirimalo, P. Kessler and J. Párisi

Laboratoire de Physique Corpusculaire
College de France, Paris, France

I - Introduction

We wanted to investigate to what extent the VJf process in hadron-
(1-3)hadron collisions, already considered formerly by some authors and

represented by the four diagrams of fig. 1, might become a serious back-

ground of the Drell-Yan process.

Comparing in particular diagram (d) of fig. 1 with the diagram of the

Drell-Yan process, it becomes obvious that our problem is quite similar -

here substituting quark-partons for electrons - to that of the ifif back-

ground in e e annihilation. The latter was discussed many years ago ,

and it was shown Ü:~t the total cross section of the }f)f process competes

tide

with that of e e annihilation (comparing for instance e e <•£ e e

with e V - * f t / l j already near \f7 9S I GeV.

There are however some differences : here the energy of the "initial

state" qq or qq is not fixed, but we have to integrate over both spectra.

On the other hand, in the typical log factors £ ^ ч^д(which mainly explain

Che increase of the УУ effect with energy), Í7L should here be replaced

by some hadronic mass (Qf 1000 m ) . Thus we e-p'.ct the Wf process to

compete with Drell-Yan only at a much higher energy ; this expectation

will be confirmed by our calculations.

XI - Calculation of the process
.(5)In the double equivalent-photon approximation , one writes

(2.0

x-rhere P(x) (resp. P'(x')jis the equivalent-photon spectrum (EPS) of either

incoming particle, x (resp. x') being,the fraction of energy of that par-

+) Speaker

ECs

We

Th

and i

(a) -

Fr

•««•

where

notici

Th

luting

(calli

f2(*)/

where

means



icle

ss in hadron-

^rs*
1
"

3
* and

serious back-

diagram of the

luite similar -

the V*V» back-

years ago ,

process competes

f the "initial

r both spectra.

h mainly explain

re be replaced

У process to

expectation

«rites

A (2.1)

(EPS) of either

gy of that par-

tide taken off by the virtual photon ; ffjWy is the cr

JrtfAjrf i M being the invariant mass of the lepton pair.

u s liCe , where s is the overall cm. energy squared ; о

Г 'H / ..a.

cross section for

We define :

, where s is the overall cm. energy squared ; one gets :

i d iWe are interested in computing following quantity :

The EPS of the proton (or antiproton) is made of two parts,'elastic

and inelastic, so that on the whole we are computing the sum of diagrams

(a) - (d) of fig. 1.

From ref. (6), one gets for the elastic part of the EPS (assuming

M, where nu, is the nucleon mass) :

where the subscript с stands for "elastic" and where we define

noticing that we get

/ ^^ Г* м м ^ С.

The inelastic EPS of the proton is calculated (see fig. 1) by convo-

luting the elastic EPS of a pcint-like quark-parton of mass m
 >
<2?

m
u

(calling X the scaling variable) with the quark distribution function

r. One thus

where the subscript i stands for "inelastic", and the subscript

means "at £r, fixed" ; one has



(We here notice that we may derive formula (2.4) as well from ref. (6),

independently of the quark model, by assuming R S б^/б^. — t*/íiPA/«

The integrand of formula (2.4) must still be multiplied by a correc-

tion factor, as one wants to extrapolate the structure function up to

the Q2 • 0 (photoproduction) limit ; this factor is given by : ^/{C

with ; A^ F2(0).GeV
2/s,.once one assumes {J^. "Ъ. AOOjiO*

At the central vertex in the diagrams of fig. 1, we use (introducing

a slight "virtuality correction" for both photons) :

with &~Щ>/?$> °U being the lepton mass.

We checked our formulas vs. an exact computation of dQ/dM in

p + p —b-Jt+jb+X,*W> energies : s ч 10
3
 and 10

3
 GeV

2
. We had to use

the same inelastic structure function as those authors : namely, an ex-
(7) 3 2

pression given by Bloom and Gilman at 10 GeV , and a constant value

(F
2
 •= 0.2) at 10

5
 GeV

2
, both with a correction factor (Q

2
/(Q

2
 + 0.15GeV

2
»

for extrapolation to the photoproduction limit. Tables I, II show that

our computations are accurate up to 10 X at the lower energy and up to

50 Z at the higher one. The worsening of the approximation at s - 10 GeV

should mainly be due to using the constant structure function (which does
2

not exhibit the normal form-factor behaviour at large Q ).

Ill - Model dependence of the Х * У process

The elastic part of the EPS is obviously model-independent : since

very small transfer values are involved « V

are perfectly well determined.

BL.), the form factors

In the inelastic part, on the other hand, much higher transfer values

are involved. Indeed, a simplified calculation shows that here one gets

Since, from

ture functi
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Since, from present deep inelastic leptoproduction experiments, the struc-

ture function is well known up to I) M O GeV , it appears that our

эггес-

to

dueing

(2.5)

in

со use

an ex-

value

ISGeV
2
))

that

e
 to

10
5
GeV

2

h does

since

ctors

г values

gets

predictions will be reliable up to M
2
^ 10

3
 GeV

2
.

With this restriction in mind, we may then use conventional models for

J?
2
(J5). Since they are all based on experimental data, one should not ex-

pect our results to be strongly model-dependent. Nevertheless, we prefe-

red to check this expectation by comparing numerical predictions based on

two different models ' for quark distribution functions, which differ

from each other mainly - and quite sharply - as for the sea quark distri-

butions. As tables III, IV, show, those predictions are indeed only

weakly model-dependent, even at very high energy.

IV - Comparison of the У У and the Drell-Yan process

In fig. 2, we compare numerical predictions for the УУ and the

Drell-Yan process, the latter being computed with the model of Field and

Feynman (including colour). The rate Q shown is energy-independent for

the Drell-Yan process, whereas it increases with energy in the V V process.

It is seen that in p + p -^ \£*JL*X, whereas the Y" )Г background is

only of the order of .a few percent at present accelerator energies, it

should become much larger (<**» 100 Z) with future pp colliding beams of

s/VlO GeV , if one sticks to the range $ j£ Ю s. ТЫч is precisely

the range where predictions for the VTT effect should be reliable, and

also where counting rates should be high.

Actually, at high energy and small VT/$, formulas (2,3) and (2.4)

may be replaced by following simple expressions :

(4.1)

(4.2)

EG 8



and one thus gets

(4.3)

"(4.4)

which is indeed of the order of 1 for s £S* 106 GeV2 and U СГ 10"5
 - 10~

3

It should be noticed that the asymptotic <h & behaviour of the
о

effect (at constant Jc ) is due to the inclusion of the inelastic EPS

(otherwise, it would be only £hS).

V - Conclusion

We here compared the ")tX effect with the Drell-Yan process computed

according to the naive model where QCD corrections are not included. It

seems to us that the rate and sign of such corrections at superhigh ener-

gies is still an open question.

On the other hand, we remark that the Jf^f background can certainly

be disentangled experimentally to a large extent from the Drell-Yan pro-

cess, using the special characteristics of the former : forward-backward

peaked lepton distributions ; small hadron multiplicities ;

increasing linearly with ЬГ, sir се here one grfs :

a Af
a
 __

. : 4ÍL
Nevertheless, we consider it worth while to draw the attention of

experimentalists to that particular effect since, whatever happens at

superhigh energies, it will be there.
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Table and figure caption»

Table I. Comparison between an exact computation (ref. (3>) and our ap-

proximation for d0VdM (in nb/GeV) in the Jrtf process

P • P —>*С+к?+Х . « s - I0
3
 CeV

2
.

Table II.Same comparison as in Table I. at a - 10 GeV .

Table III. Comparison between predictions for 0&а
2
(ГШ dy)**

(in nb GeV
2
) in the X y process p + p — > k"^k^-f. V ,

using the quark distribution functions of ref. (9) (model I)

and ref. (10) (model II) respectively ; a - 800 GeV
2
.

Table IV. Same comparison as in fig. Ill, at в - 2 10* GeV
2
.

TABU I

M (Ge
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18

gig. I. Геуовап diagrams for the V V process, N + H —&Л

(a) elastic - elaatic term ; (b), (c) elaatic - inelastic terms;

(d) inelastic - inelastic term.

Fin. 2. (M
3
 d

2
6 7 d H dy)

y m 0
 computed for :

Drell-Yan process p + p — » iiTV")C -rf-A'

Dtell-Yan process p + p — £ J^4- ti*"•+ Ж

• - 800 GeV
2

« . . _ , • — , , - ^ y process, s - 640 000 GeV
2

—»*•—••»—» JfjK process, s - 2.10 GelT
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the reactions of beams of electrons, muons and neutrinos

with isadron targets has been found to be crucial to answering the three

main questions: (a) the structure of the nucleon, (b) nature of elementary

particles and (c) the nature of the forces among elementary particles.

This talk is a review of the present situation and of some recent results.

Since most of the audience are experts in hadron-hadron reactions, but

possibly less familiar with lepton-hadron reactions, the discussion of the

choice of variables and their meaning and of background information is

extended.

2. ANALYSIS OF LEPTOH-HADRON REACTIONS

2.1 Three main types of lepton-hadron interaction

The three main types of lepton-hadron interactions are sketched

below in fig. 1.
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(a) Interactions of e~ and u~ are dominated by off-shell (or virtual)

ganma exchange with q
2
 > 0, (when q

2
 » 0 then the particle incident on

the nucleon is a real ganma),, This is an electromagnetic interaction.

However, Z°-exchange (weak interaction) also exists,as has been shown by

a recent SLAC experiment [1], which has found evidence for y~Z° interference
-4

- this by measuring an asymmetry of <ъ 10 in the interactions of polarized

electrons.

(b) In Charged Current (CC) interactions, an incident neutrino changes

into a charged lepton by exchange of an intermediate vector boson e.g.

v •+ u
 +
 W as shown in fig. l(b). An important advantage of studying

such CC' interactions is that only one type of valence quark can interact

(here the d-quark in fig. l(b)) unlike EM or Neutral Current (КС) inter-

actions where both u and d valence quarks can interact (note that in all

three cases the exchanged particle can interact vith a sea quark).

(c) In NC interactions, the incident neutrino exchanges a Z . The NC reactions

will not be considered further in this review since they are more difficult

to study, but it should be noted that the results are consistent with those

obtained elsewhere and give values of sin 9„ >v 0.2 in agreement with other

determinations.

t es of

e are t

ed in fi

2.2 Two types of analysis ' '

There are two main types of analysis of lepton-hadron reactions as

illustrated in fig. 2.

N-
IHADRONS

Fig. 2
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In (a) only the incoming and outgoing leptons are studied - no measure-

ment is made of any other particle (apart from additional leptons needed

to correct for di-muon and tri-muon events and in neutrino reactions of the

total hadron energy and momentum to obtain E ) . In (b) the hadron system

produced is also studied.• While (b) is essential for the study of multi-

particle dynamics, analysis of the leptons only as in (a) can yield a

description of the nucleon from the measurement of its structure functions.

3. VARIABLES

The choice of the letters used as variables in lepton-hadron reac-

tion is very confusing. ' The letters, (chosen from the end of the

alphabet): q, Q, V, v, ID, W, X, у and z, tend to have more than one

definition, e.g. the letter V was called an energy in electron-hadron

analyses whereas neutrino physicists think of it as a particle.

Consider the basic diagram of fig. 3

q 2 > 0
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squared
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NS
= W

Here, а lepton 9, of energy E. produces а lepton &' of energy E , plus
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squared of the virtual- exchanged particle is q
2
 and the energy transfer

is now called E,, (previously called v), all in the laboratory frame

" V
W

2
 • M

2
 + 2M

V ) (1)

(2)

where M is the mass of the target nucleon,and neglecting any Fermi motion.

It is worthwhile to consider what large and small values of the effective

hadron mass W can mean physically. First let us consider the lab. momen-

tum diagrams of fig. 4

-hadron reac-

' of the

e than one

tron-hadron

icle.

\ Mom. ofexch. particle

Sum. of mom. of hodrons

o)

NS

= W

The momentum of the exchanged particle must be equal to Z p., the sum
i
 г

of the momentum vector of the hadrons emitted. These hadron momentum

vectors may he distributed in different ways to give different values of

W as shown in the diagrams of fig. 5. Zp. is represented by the thick black

line and the corresponding values of the Feynman x-variable are also shown.

a) High W d)

b) b) Low W e)

c) ey E , plus
At

transfer
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Note that fig. 5(c) and (f) could correspond to iifEriction dissociation

or quasi-elastic reactions as fci.il le discussed below.

The Bjorken variables x_ and у are defined a;

EH
УВ Ё Г * O>

Typical low-y and high-y
o
 neutrino CC interactions are sketched in fig. 6,

В В
where the thick line Is the auon and the thin lines are hadrons.

a) Low y
B

b) High y
8
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v
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-.. STRIIC-C8E FUNCTIONS

4.L General

la principle, the cross section for lepton-hadron reactions can be

expressed in terns of three arbitnrv structure functions Fi, F
2
 and F

3

say. But, in ep and yp reactions, electromagnetic interactions dominate

so that parity conservation reduces the number of structure functions to

two, called W
t
 (q

2
, E ) and H* (q

2
, E ) conventionally. They have been

plotted against the variable <j, which is simply L/x
n
 and which we will

D

noc use.
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It was proposed by Bjorken [2] that if the def init ions

- F 2and — . (5)

are used, then (in the limit of high q
2
 and high E ) Fi and F

2
 depend onLy

on the dimensionless and finite ratio x = q
z
/2HE

{{
, and not on q

2
 or H

2

or E.. This is called scale invariance. First results on eN scattering

appeared to support the scaling hypothesis, then, as is often the case in

physics research, the search began for scale violation.

Thus, for e and U beams one deals with Fi(x,q
2
) and Fjfr.q

2
), while

in v interactions one is concerned in addition with Fj(x,q*).

The complete expression for neutrino scattering, where x and у are

the Bjorken variables x_ and y_, is

,2 v.v G
2
 M E

dx dy

(6)

± У (l-

where the sign of the last term is positive for neutrinos and negative

for antineutrinos. Thus, in neutrino physics one actually works with the

three combinations F
2
, 2xFj and xF

3
. For electron and muon interactions

with hadrons,eq. (6) is modified by dropping the term in (xF
3
) as said

above,and by replacing G
z
/ir by 8ira

2
/q

4
, where G is the Fermi constant and

i is the fine structure constant.

sical sign

re we adopt

t-like pare

that the ra

A = 2xF,

:y if the in

ro. Most r

a

4.2 Physical significance of F
t
, F

2
 and F

3

Here we adopt the Feynman assumption [3] that nucleons are composed

of point-like particles, partons. Thus, the Callan-Gross sum rule [4]

states that the ratio

A = 2xF,/F
2
 (7)

is unity if the interacting particles have spin \, and zero if they have

spin zero. Most recent results on the value of A are A •» 0.80 + 0.12



(Aachen-Bonn-CERN-London-Oxford-Saclay Collaboration [5]), 0.80 ± 0.09

(Cal. Tech.-FHAL-Uockefeller Collaboration [6]) and |l-A| < 0.05

(CERN-Dortmund-Heidelberg-Saclay Collaboration [?]), in agreement with

the assumption that the interacting particles are quarks and antiquarks

with spin \. The physical significance of, F2 and (xF
3
) is that they give

the distributions of quarks Q and antiquarks Q inside the nucleon,

namely

F
2
(x) - (Q + Q)

xF
3
(x) - (Q - Q) ,

(8)

(9)

where x mav be interpreted as the fraction of the nucleon momentum

carried by the parton considered. The antiquarks come from the sea (and

a corresponding number of quarks).

The low energy data from Gargamelle [8] gave first indications of

the Q and Q distributions as sketched below in fig. 7

A major question is: are there partons which are not quarks? The

naive quark model assumes essentially that there are only quarks, but

in quantum chromo-dynamics, QCD it is assumed that gluons are present.

The gluons have integral spin and do not interact with the incident par-

ticle. But gluohs do interact with quarks and with one another and can

be emitted as bremsstrahlung, so that in QCD there are many more possible

diagrams to

predictions
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Result

! 0.80 ± 0.09

\\ < 0.05

agreement with

a and antiquarks

is that they give

:e nucleon,

(8)

(9)

on momentum

rom the sea (and

indications of

£ quarks? The

quarks, but

are present,

incident par-

other and can

t more possible

diagrams to consider. One of the major aims at present is to test QCD

predictions.

4.3 Results of structure functions analysis

Two major analyses of structure functions have been published: (a)

using the SLAC ed [9] and the FNAL pd data [10] by Anderson, Hatis and

Myrianthopoulos [11] and (b) by the Aachen-Bonn-CERy-U^n.-ion-ORford-Saclay

Collaboration [5] using neutrino and antineutrino data from the high

energy narrowband-beam experiment in BEBC and the low energy Gr.rgamelle

data.

Early SLAC electron data had supported scale invariance,but the FNAL

muon results and e~tended SLAC electron results have shown clear violation

of scaling. Perkins, Schreiner and Scott [12] made empirical fits to the

e and у data and showed that the early neutrino data were consistent with

these fits. The recent BEBC data [5] are shown in figs 8 and 9 for F
2

and xF
3
 as functions of q

2
 for different intervals of q

z
. It may be seen

that scaling holds for x-values between 0.2 and 0.3 which happened to be

the region studied in the first SLÁC experiments. The dashed lines are

the empirical fits of Perkins et al., to the ed and yd data. It. can be

seen that there are large violations of scaling at small and large x-values.

This is in agreement with qualitative QCD predictions.

The second major result of structure function analyses is that only

half of the nucleon momentum is carried by the active partons. This

implies that there must exist gluons which carry the rest of the momentum.

In general, the direct evidence for the existence of gluons is ueak and

this is perhaps the strongest evidence, though the various successes of

QCD should also be considered as indirect evidence in favour of the

existence of gluons. The search for direct evidence for gluons is one

of the major interests of contemporary physics.

In a subsequent talk at this conference, Dr. Geweniger will present

recent results with very high statistics from the CDHS Collaboration [7]

showing that they also observe violation of scaling. One of

their most impressive graphs is shown in fig. 10, where the antiquark Q

F10
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and the sum Q + Q distributions are shown as functions of x . It can

be seen that these distributions vary as the neutrino energy varies. To

understand the significance of this it is better to make the analysis in

terms of increasing q
z
 rather than increasing E . Taking the ABCLOS

results [5] of fig. 8 for F
2
, the Q + Q distributions are as sketched in

fig. 11.

Q+Ü

High q:

Lowq 2

Fig. 11
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a smaller
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Q7 0.8

Ftt

This means that as q
z
 increases, the quarks and antiquarks are concentrated

at smaller and smaller values of x_, i.e. they have smaller momentum in

the nucleon, but are more numerous. Since there are a fixed number of

valence quarks, this implies that the contribution of sea quarks must

increase as q
2
 increases. It is interesting to speculate that at

infinitely high energy (and q
2
) the neutrino and anti-neutrino cross

sections become equal.

This result of fig. 11 has been interpreted by Kogut and Susskind

[13]. The exchanged particle will reveal structure down to a distance

X *>» 1/q but anything inside X is structureless. As q
2
 increases more

structure is seen - more quarks and antiquarks so that each constituent

has a smaller share of the momentum of the nucleon.

In a model considering gluons we cculd say that the quark that is

struck' with high q
2
 produces many gluons by bremsstrahlung.

FfV



4.4 Strong coupling constant ~x_

Normally, a constant is a constant, but not in QCD. Here the strong

coupling constant :t is called a running coupling constant, varying with

q
2
. In particular, з (q

z
) decreases as q

2
 increases according to the

formula

>
Ь . In q

2
/A

z

(10)

(11)

where Л gives a scale,' an estimate of the range of q over which the

strong coupling is strong. The determination of Л is a major aim of

current research and a recent determination of Л will be given below.

Incidently, the constant b in eq. (10) is given by

33 - 2n

where n is the number of quark flavours. At present, there are

effectively five quark flavours and it is suggested that the maximum

nunber of flavours should be'£ 16, otherwise b and a would change sign.

Assuming that a- sixth quark, top, is found, then should a fourth doublet

be found we would suggest calling the quarks v and h to continue the

habit of given the quarks names of directions, viz.

/ up N /circular» i top \ / vertical v

\down/, \sideways/, \bottom/, \horizontal/ .
(12)

4.5 Analyses performed using Nachtmann moments

Study of the moments of structure functions gives valuable additional

information and numerical tests of QCD. To allow for mass correction

terms, it is best to use Nachtmann moments [14]. The formula are

complicated but the simplest explanation is given in ref. [5](*)

Frrna electron and muon scattering data, Anderson et al. [11], found

that the gluon takes 46Z of the total momentum of the nucleon, u-quarks 31%,

1-quurks 14.' and s and с quarks 5 to IZZ respectively, but they say they are

united by a poor determination of R = \lo^, taken to be 0.25 + 0.10.

(*) It should be noted that the order of the moment should be reduced

by two, that is the second moment is really the zeroth.
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The ABCLOS Collaboration [5] finds that the fraction of the nucleon

momentum carried by gluons increases with q, as qualitatively predicted

by QCD. The Asymptotically Free Gauge Theory (AFGT) of strong inter-

actions predicts that simple power law relations should exist between the

various Nachtmann moments of xF
3
. That this is so experimentally is shown

[S] in fig. 12 and further the slopes of the lines are in very good

agreement with the QCD prediction. This is a quantitative test of non-

Abel i an AFGT and proves the important result that gluons must be vector

particles.

Another important prediction is that moments of xF
3
 when raised to

the appropriate power give a straight line when plotted against &nq
2
 and

further that at the zero intercept the value of q
2
 is equal to Л

2
. That

this is so is shown in fig. 13 from which using first order theory, a

value of Л - 0.74 ± 0.05 GeV is obtained. It should, however, be men-

tioned: (a) these predictions are only true for q
2
 » A

2
 and (b) there

are further theoretical corrections which may change the final value of

A. Hence it is easier to consider the value of Л obtained as a first

approximation with a considerably larger and uncertain error, which will

depend mainly on progress in theory.

(12)
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5. HADRON PRODUCTION BY ELECTRONS, MHONS AND NEUTRINOS

5.1 General

So far the important results that have been presented have been ob-

tained essentially from a study of lepton vertex only as in fig. 2(a) (though

in neutrino interactions the hadron energy has to be determined to give

the incident neutrino energy), we will now consider also the hadron

vertex as in fig. 2(b).

First results of the study of hadrons were used to show that hadrons

produced by leptons had the same properties as those produced in other

reactions, e.g. multiplicity distributions from ep, pp, vp, hadron-p and

e e interactions were found to be similar. He are now at the second

stage, where we wish to look for violations of this rule.
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5.2 Electron and muon induced reactions

5.2.1 z-distributions

A variable introduced by Feynman which is frequently used is

* - E11/!^ (13)

where E is the laboratory energy of hadron h and E^ is the lab. energy

given to the target by the incident lepton as in eq. (1). Typical results

for ep and e e reactions are shown in fig. 14, where the z-tiistribution

decreases smoothly out to г » 1, in agreement with the "black box"

paranetrization of Field and Feynman [15].

It is interesting to compare this with what one observes in hadron-

hadron reactions when plotted in terms of the familiar x_ and also the

unfamiliar z-distributions as in fig. IS.

a )

TGT. FRAG.

-I

b)

0 0.2
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Fig. 15
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In this case there is a peak near x_ = 1 and z = 1 corresponding to' Beam

Fragmentation (BF). In fig. 15(a) tfte Target'Fragmentation (TF) and the

Central Production (C?) are separate and easily identifiable regions

when plotted against x_ but when plotted against z in fig. 15(b) the

target fragments and the great number of centrally produced particles are

squeezed* into the region 0 < z < 0.2 giving a sharp peak at low z-values.

For 110 GeV/c K~p reactions this is shown in figs 16(a) and (b) t
16
^ of

negative hadrons, h , and positive hadrons, h . A peak near z. = 1 can be

seen for the h caused by beam fragments while there is no peak for the

double charge exchange product h .

ел
01

ing to' Be

(TF) and t

i e regions

15(b) the

i particles

с low z-vali

Í (b) [16] <

z, = 1 can 1

peak for t'

5.2.2 Rho production and diffraction dissociation

The Santa Cruz-SIAC Collaboration [17] have studied the reactions

у t S + p + anything (14)

with hydrogen and deuterium targets. The Feynman x_ distribution is'

shown in fig. 17(a), where a sharp peak can be seen near х„ = 1. This

peak is attributed to diffractive production of the rho. The q
z
-distrib-

utions for different intervals of Xp are shown in fig. 18 where in

addition are shown the values for real photoproduction at q
z
 - 0 as

distinct from the virtual photon exchange assumed in reaction (14).

It may be seen that: (a) the results for real and virtual photon inter-

actions join smoothly and (b) for the very forward direction 0.9 < x < 1.0,

the q
2
-distribution is sharply peaked at low q

2
 values,as would be

expected in diffractive dissociation.

. ..Another interesting result from this experiment is on the subject

[18] of what percentage of pioris are produced directly and how many are

produced indirectly from the decay of resonances. In fig. 17(c) it can

be seen that at large z-values (i.e. large x_ values), most of the те

come from the decay of the p meson. At smaller z-values the fraction

of тг produced indirectly is large - e.g. for 0.2 < z < 0.4, it is 24 ± 5Z

from the p alone, but one expects further contributions from decay of

to, Г|» Р and other resonances.
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The graphs and results corresponding to elastic and inelastic rho

production are summarized in figs 19(a) and (b), respectively.

a)

N

a) ELASTIC b) INELASTIC

Fig. 19
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"Flat iC distribution"

"Flat q2 distribution"

for 0.2 < 2 < 0.4
л
 24 + 5Z of

ir from p decay.

"Diffraction dissociation"

"Pomeron exchange"

"Coherent process"

peaked near & ° lat small q
2
,

£ 1 GeV for 0.8 < i' < 1.0,

70 ± 15Z of it" from p° decay.

5.2.3 Production of charged kaons

The SLAC-MIT Collaboration [19] have studied the production ratios

of К /ír , R~/ir and K~/K in ep and ed reactions at 20.5 GeV. They find .

relatively little forward production of R mesons, as is expected from

the quark model which only allows R and R mesons to be produced directly

in the forward direction as illustrated in fig. 20.

It should be noted that diffractive production of the phi-meson is

greatly reduced by the q2 > 0.5, requirement.

5.2.4 Production of К and A

• The Cornell-DESY-Ithaca Collaboration [20] have measured in streamer

chamber photographs, K° and A° produced by 11.5 GeV electrons on hydrogen.



N: N

Their results for К production are compared with those observed in e e

reactions by Burmester et al., [21] and Luth et al., [22] (fig. 21). The ep/e
+
e"

difference is much greater than has been predicted from the parametrization

used by Field and Feynmari [15]. This has led the authors to combine their re-

sults* with the previous results [19] on К and К production to obtain new

fragmentation functions. An important consequence of their analysis is

that they evaluate the probability of producing an ss pair versus a uu

pair in the quark cascade jet to be 0.13 ± 0.03 for z > 0.3. A somewhat

similar analysis of the A's produced in the target fragmentation region

gives an estimate for the ratio of probabilities of an s or a u quark to

combine with the residual di-quark system to be 0.15 ± 0.03 in agreement

with the previous results. Combining these results one obtains
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which would indicate stronger SU(3) breaking than expected [7], but it

should be noted that the energy and q
2
 are far from asymptotic.

CORNELL- OESY - ITHACA

000.

F i g . 2 1 (a) Comparison of the z distributions of K/'s
produced in electron scattering and electron-positron
annihilation. The Burmester et al. data are at a center-
of-mass energy, VF, of 3.6 GeV, and the Lüth el al.
data cover a range in vS" of 3.4 to 4.0 GeV. The elec-
tron scattering data are for Q1 > 0.S GeV2 and •» 3.S
GeV. The lines show the results of the fragmentation
function calculation, (b) Quark fragmentation functions
for X* and ÍP determined in this work compared with
those of Field and Fejmman shown by the curves.
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6. HADRONS PRODUCED IN NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS

Here we discuss results from five experiments:

Vp - Aachen-Bonn-CERN-Munich-Oxford [23]

Vp - Michigan-FNAL-Hawaii-Berkeley [24]

(V,V) neon - Aachen-Bonn-CERN-London-Oxford-Saclay [25]

V neon - Brookhaven-Columbia [26]

vA - ITEP-IHEP [27].

6.1 Shape of cross section curves

Very little is known about the shape of cross section curves as a

function of energy for different types of reactions produced by neutrinos.

In hadron-hadron reactions it is known for example that the cross section

for diffraction dissociation is a constant fraction of the inelastic cross

section as sketched in fig. 22(a), but in neutrino interactions is it

also a constant fraction of the inelastic cross section or is it constant

with energy (dashed and dotted curves respectively in fig. 22(b))?

b) NEUTRINO-HADRON

It should be possible to answer such questions when there is a

hydrogen target in a bubble chamber (and the rauon is well identified by

an EMI) as then three-constraint events from reactions such as

Г 26
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etc. can be identified.

(16)

(17)

(18)

Similarly, in hadron-hadron reactions the number of particles pro-

duced in the corresponding exclusive channels can be identified and it

can be shown that they contribute to the total cross section as sketched

in fig. 22(c) - the question may be asked how do different multiplicity

channels contribute in neutrino interactions - is it as in fig. 22(d)?
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For the reaction vp -+• \i Д which is a particular case of reaction

(16), the cross section is essentially constant with energy as shown in

fig. 23 [23]о Йоге generally, the cross sections for the reactions (16),

(17) and (18) are as given in fig. 24, where it can be seen that: (a)

. the cross section for each channel is approximately constant with energy,

(b) as the multiplicity, increases, the cross section decreases (this has

also been found for 9 and 11-bodу reactions which are not shown as their

ciO3S section is so small). Thus, the hypothetical curves presented in

fig. 22(b) are quite wrong.

To answer, secondly, the ques..:..t posed in fig. 21 (b), is the diffrac-

tion dissociation curve a constant traction of the total cross section,
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i.e. rising linearly with E or is it constant with energy, we need to

study the reactions such as

v p •*• y~pp •*• u ртг тт°

vp + +
pír IT IT

(19)

(20)

as indicated in fig. 25(c) below. Ai production occurs diffractively

as part of reaction (17) and as can be seen in fig. 23 the cross section

for this reaction is again approximately constant with energy suggesting

that diffraction dissociation also has a constant cross section.

The reaction (19) has also been studied [23]. It requires the

identification of a IT for which two techniques have been used: (a) taking

events with two gammas which give the effective mass of a IT and (b) taking

events with one visible gamma and assuming the missing mass is the other

gamma and trying to fit the тг° mass. Á peak is seen in the (тг+тг°) mass

distribution at the p mass. As for the case of A] production, there is

no evidence for the diffraction dissociation cross section rising with

neutrino energy. However, better data are required.

It is interesting to compare the values of cross sections obtained

in neutrino-hydrogen experiments with BEBC [23] and the FNAL 15' chamber

[24], with three theoretical predictions [28-30] of diffraction dissocia-

tion and other cross sections. These are shown in table 1 and it may be

seen that no prediction is in complete agreement with experiment.

es 6.2 Types of charged current reactions

In analyzing neutrino-hydrogen data it is useful to consider the

reactions as being of three main types:

(a) Quasi-elastic reactions, in which one of the quarks of the proton

target changes its flavour that is the d-quark interacts with the

exchanged intermediate vector boson, W to give a u or а с quark as

in figs 25(a) and (b) (here С is the charmed baryon that has not

yet been found).

(b) Diffraction Dissociation or Coherent or Fomeron exchange as represen-

ted in fig. 25(c). There are two points about this diagram: (i) as

F30





in the Vector Dominance Model for real or virtual photoproduction,

the W+ assumed to be a vector or axial vector meson part of the time

and hence can scatter elastically and (ii) the reaction is coherent which

means that the three valence quarks of the proton stick together.

For those who consider that the Pomeron is inappropriate in a quark-

lepton diagram, in fig. 25(d) it is suggested that coherent reactions

are a special case of interactions of the W with the sea.

(c) The general case of inelastic neutrino interactions is illustrated

in fig. 25(d), where many QQ pairs are produced as the d-quark struck

by the H separates from the remaining diquark system.

It is interesting to consider the distribution of the mass W of the

hadron system which is shown in fig. 26 for the ABCMO experiment [23].

Two regions can perhaps be identified above and below "\< 3 GeV. At the

lower energies peaks coming from special channels can be identified such

as u~A++(1236) and u V ^

(21)

In addition, reactions such as

vp •+• u~A++p°

give low W-values as in fig. 5(c) and (f).

Above 3 GeV, the broad enhancement is mainly due to inelastic

events.

6.3 Plotting data to show quasi-elastic coherent and inelastic
reaction types

There are many different ways of plotting neutrino data since there

arc many variables. The graph that we prefer shows the contribution of

coherent and quasi-elastic reactions as a function of neutrino energy E v

and also allows scaling to be tested. Let us first consider the two-

dimentional plot of q2 versus E as in fig. 27.

One advantage of this graph is that quasi-elastic and coherent

reactions occur essentially with small values of q2 while inelastic

reactions can extend to larger values of q2.
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Examples of v-distributions for v and v interactions are shown in

fig. 29 for the ITEP-IHEP experiment [27] at Serpukhov while v-distributions

obtained in Gargamelle at PS energies are shown in fig. 17 of D.H. Perkins

review article [31]. These distributions integrate over all available

neutrino energies. From a preliminary analysis of the wideband neutrino

hydrogen experiment in BEBC [23], with p > 3 GeV/c, distributions of v

for different bands of E have been made. In figs 30 and 31 are shown

v-distributions for 15 < E < 25 GeV and for E > 100 GeV. It may be

noticed that there are more three-constraint fits to reactions of the type

vp •* u~pir* + n(ir*V~) where n • 0, 1, 2, 3, ... at lower than at higher

energies and that they are concentrated at small v-values. Further, it

may he seen that the v-distributionis steeper at higher energies indicating

violation of scaling. Further work is continuing on this.
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6.4 Inclusive particle spectra

The Brookhaven-Columbia Collaboration [26] studying neutrino inter-

actions in neon have given distributions as x-functions of z for ir , IT ,

К and Л particles produced inclusively as shown in fig. 32. As was ob-

served in ep and e e reactions there is no peak near z = 1 unlike hadron-

badron reactions where hadrons of the same sign as the incident particle

•do have a peak as in fig. 16.

Some indication of the origin of neutral strange particles - by

associated production, from valence quarks or from the ocean (or sea) is

shown in fig. 33 from ref. [26]. Further work on this would be worth-

while.

Field and Feynman [15] (FF) have made a parametrization based on

the quark model and fitted to available data. They then predicted a

number of distributions. Several groups have tested these distributions.

In particular, the Michigan-FNAL-Hawaii-Berkeley [24] and the Aachen-Bonn-

CERN-London-Oxford-Saclay Collaboration [32] have compared their data
(*)

with Field and Feynman (typical distributions are shown in figs 34 and 35 )

Note char
for all h

(*) Mote clutt the variable is z_ for charged luJrons not z, which is
for all hadrons.
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and in addition have compared them with Monte-Carlo calculations (labelled

BMC for uncorrelated Monte-Carlo and LPS for Longitudinal Phase Space).

As can be seen the data agree both with FF and with the Monte-Carlo cal-

culations suggesting that the dominating effects in the FF parametriza-

tion are limited pĵ  plus energy and momentum conservation. However, in

new work, Feynman, Field and Fox [33] have extended their calculations

to include the effects of gluons by using QCD.

In fig. 36 the MFHB Collaboration [24] compare the Feynman x^ distrib-

ution for positive hadrons with their Monte-Carlo, illustrating the effect

of misidentification of protons in their bubble chamber experiment. It

may be noted that there is no peak near x_ • 1. In fig. 37 the distrib-

ution for negiiiive hadrons is given, and also the ratio of positive to

negative hadrons is given for all events - this is discussed in more

detail in the next section.

6.5 Distribution of charge in neutrino-proton reactions

The Aachen-Bonn-CERN-Munich-Oxford Collaboration [23] have studied

the distribution of charge in the wideband neutrino-hydrogen experiment.

The preliminary distributions are shown in fig. 38 for different values

of the effective hadron mass W. Each curve is normalised so that the

total charge is two units as expected for a W p collision. It may-be

noted that the peak at x^ * 0 is lower for the lowest W interval. .These

results may be compared with results [34] shown in fig. 39 for ír p

collisions at 8 and 16 GeV/c which have values of Л (equivalent to H)

of 4.0 and S.6 GeV respectively. Here, it can be seen that at the

lower energy the central peak ia lower. Also there are peaks near ж_ л. 1

corresponding to pion fragmentation.

For the neutrino data, the ir /ir~ ratio have been plotted in fig. 40.

as functions of Xp for the three W intervals. It may be seen that as the

T /ITenergy W increases, the IT /IT ratio approaches unity near 0. It is

interesting to compare this in fig. 41 with ir*7ir~ at x_ - 0 (i.e. 90° in

the cm.) for various hadron-hadron reactions at different energies.

While the two sets of results are basically similar, higher statistics















could prove interesting. This interest comes from the fact chat in

neutrino reactions one knows which quark (u or d) interacts while one

does not know in e, u
 о г
 hadron reactions as shown in fig. 1.

6.6 Search for anomalies at large transverse momenta

Anomalously high values of p are expected in QCD theory. They have

been searched for by plotting <??* versus W and versus Q
2
 as shown

in figs 42, 43 and 44. It may be seen that the values of <p*> increase

as W
z
 and Q

2
 increase, and are higher than predicted by the LPS and UMC

Monte-Carlo calculations. This effect is more marked when only events

with z > 0.2 are taken as events with z < 0.2 are dominated by the low

p events at 90° (z^ - 0) of the "seagull effect". Here again, further

analysis with higher statistics could yield interesting results and

tests of QCD.

7. SEARCH FOR QCD EFFECTS

Large p , sphericity, thrust and three-jet events

The inclusion of gluons in theories of strong interactions has led

to a number of predictions, some of which are calculable in QCD.

Large p effects have mainly been discussed in sect. 6.6 above.

The other subjects will be mentioned briefly as they are fully covered

by the invited talk of P.O. Hulth to this conference [25].

The variables Spherocity (S) and Thrust (T), have been introduced

[35,36] since they can be calculated in QCD perturbation theory. They

are defined as

к 4 £ | PJS* « - min —

and

О

0.8 -
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O.I ''
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T = 2 max

(*) In using <pj>, the greater the power n, 'the greater the weight

• F51
given to events with large p .









vhece Cor thrust the denominator is summed over all observed particle

momenta, vhile the sum over the longitudinal moment in the numerator is

only for particles in a hemisphere.-

Detailed calculations have been made by de Rujula et al., [37] for

e e~ collisions as in fig. 45(a). It is tempting to apply these calcula-

tions tj v-p collisions if ue take the standard sraph as in fig. l(b) and

reverse the direction of the incoming (and interacting) d-quark to make

it an outgoing antiquark as in fig. 4i(b).
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There is, however, for the neutrino case,the spectator di-quark (uu)

system, which is linked by gluon exchange to the other quarks and this

may require the predictions for. e e annihilation to be somewhat modified.

While fig. 45(a) is the zeroth order graph, the second order effect,

shown in fig. 46, in which a quark emits a gluon (gluon bremsstrahlung)

is exciting since it could give a three-jet structure instead of the

normal two-jet structure. The search for gluon jets is one of the hardest

but most interesting of present experimental problems. It is hard

because statistical fluctuations of two-jet structures could give an

apparent third jet occasionally and one needs to understand normal jets

first. Also, if a target other than hydrogen is used, rescattering in a

heavy nucleus could cause confusion, e.g. in deuterium in about 15Z of

the interactions there is rescattering [38].
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(i) There is general agreement with QCD predictions and in the

quancitative test using N'achtmann moments, the agreement is

impressive.

(ii) Scaling violations have been found to be the same in neutrino

interactions as in electron and muon interactions.

(iii) Distributions of quarks, antiquaries and gluons in the nucleon

have been determined.

(iv) The gluon has been shown experimentally to be a vector boson.

(v) Interference effects between weak and electromagnetic inter-

actions have been observed and this may be additional evidence

for the Z° intermediate boson.

(vi) First results on diffraction dissociation in neutrino inter-

actions indicate disagreements with the various theories.

(vii) Additional exciting subjects such as large p effects and gluon

jets may be developing.
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Discussion

You showed us charge distribution in x.Whst is the

integral of that distribution in the forward hemisphere? Do

you see eonething like quark quantum number retention?

Morrison:I am sorry but I do not know.We have not yet had

the time to work it out.

Hjja:When you studied the transverse momentum distribution
did you try to distinquish two axises, one associated;with
the proton and one associated with ? quark ?

HorrisomWe did in fact quite a lot of things .One of the

things, for example is to make distributions of particles

looking for the principal axis «Now you take the hadronic jet

and try to assign it a principal axis and so you get the tar-

get fragment and the quark fragment...
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TRPflJOHS IN NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS

Christoph Geweniger

Institut fur Hochenergiephysik der Universitat

Heidelberg, Germany

In this talk, results on trimuon events in neutrino interactions

are presented. A detailed description of the experiment can be found

elsewhere
1
)'.

The experiment was carried out in the wide-band neutrino beam at

the CERN SPS using the neutrino detector of the CERN-Dortmund-Heidelberg-

Saclay collaboration
2
^. This detector consists of 1350 tons of magne-

tized iron cut in slabs of 5 cm and 15 cm thickness, which are inter-

leaved with scintillation counters. Every 75 cm of iron, drift chambers

with three coordinate planes are inserted. For all neutrino inter-

actions the momentum vectors of outgoing muons and the total energy of

hadronic showers are measured.

Data were collected in runs at primary proton energies of 350 GeV

and 400 GeV. Since the two data samples agree in their characteristics,

they were added for further discussion. In total 76 y~ii%
+
 events were

observed in a sample of 2.3 x 10
6
 single muon events.

Apart from fiducial cuts, the main requirement in the event selec-

tion procedure was, that at least four adjacent drift chambers had three

or more hits in at least two of the three coordinate planes. This

four-chambsr cut corresponds to an average momentum cut of 4.5 GeV for

each of the three muons. Less than 62 of the events did not pass this

cut because of drift chamber inefficiency. Losses due to the geometri-

cal acceptance amount to about 10Z.

The main source of background is dimuon events with an additional

it or К decay in the hadronic shower. From direct measurements in a

hadron beam and shower calculations we expect 6 u~U~M
+
 events and

events of this type. The observed four v~U
+
U

+
 events are6.6 u~u+u*

consistent with this background and we arrive at a signal of 70 ii~u~w*
events.

The trimuon rate corrected for background R(3u/lu) ie shown in
Fig. 1 as a function of the visible energy. The 4.5 GeV muon cut causes
most of the energy dependence as demonstrated by the acceptance calcula-
tions for four different models, which wi l l be discussed below.
Consequently» no obvious threshold for trimuon production i s observed.
The average rate i s (3.0 ± 0.4) x 10~s for v is ib le energies greater
than 30 GeV.
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The simplest question Which may be raised when investigating the
characteristics of the events i s , whether the two extra muons come from
the hadronic or the leptonic vertex. This leads to the problem of
distinguishing the two negative muons. For this purpose we define a
leading muon (щ) by choosing that u~ which minimizes the sum of the
absolute values of the transverse momenta of the other y~ (иг) and the
v* (U3) with respect to the direction of the hadronic shower.

In Fig. 2 the masses of the three possible dimuon combinations are
plotted against the trimuon mass 111123. The masses mjj and mj 3 con-
taining the leading p~ are confined to two similar mass bands growing -~
linearly with-mi23- They are close to the kinematic l imit, which i s
given by may - тзу. Kowever, the mass combining the non-leading u~
with the v* remains constant at a small value with тгз < 1.6 GeV.
Average maases are given in Table 1 as well as average valuep of some
other interesting kinematical variables. The difference Ъе'лгееп the
two negative muons i s also seen in the muon momenta pi ant; рг, which
differ by a factor of two in the average, whereas the momenta of the
two non-leading muons рг and P3 are about equal (Table 1). From these
observations one can draw the following conclusions:

i ) There i s a clear distinction between the two negative muons.

i i ) The non-leading u~ and the u show a very similar behaviour.
Their pair mass i s low and not correlated with the leading v~.

More insight into the nature of trimuon events can be gained from
the angles between the components of the muon momenta in a plane trans-
verse to the neutrino direction (Fig. 3 ) . To be less affected by mea-
surement errors, only events where a l l transverse momenta exceed

-200 MeV/c were considered. 60 events survived this cut. The similarity
of the two non-leading muons i s again reflected in the distributions of
the angles * 1 > 2 sod 4>l,a (Figs. 4a, 4b). But more important, the two
distributions'peak at 180°, indicating that leading and non-leading
muons are emitted into opposite hemispheres. Pairing the non-leading
muons yields an even sharper peak at 180° (Fig. 4c). This means that
i f the leading muon comes from the leptonic vertex in a charged current
interaction, then the non-leading onions originate predominantly from
the hadronic system. This view i s confirmed by the small transverse
momenta of the non-leading muons to the direction of the hadronic
shower (Table 1). However, a significant number of events in Fig. 4c
have angles around 0° and therefore do net f i t into this picture.

In the following the data wil l be compared to four models for
trimuon production3).
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i) Heavy lepton cascade,

ii) Heavy quark cascade,

i i i ) Hadronic u-pair production,

iv) Internal bremsstrahlung.

The heavy lepton cascade model assumes that trimuons originate
from production and subsequent cascade decay of new heavy leptons:

In order to reproduce the observed mass distributions as best as possible

the masses of the L~ and the L° have to be set to 9 GeV and 1.5 GeV,

respectively. The general agreement with the data is poor. In parti-

cular, the angular distributions are much flatter than those in Fig. 4

and the transverse momenta of the muons with respect to the shower

direction are too large. This is shown in Fig. 5 for the transverse

momentum of the muon pair pf
2
3»

 w n e x e t n e
 solid line represents the cal-

culation. He find that less than 17Z of the ' ~—' '" —

due to a heavy lepton cascade (90Z C.L.).

observed trimuon events are

The production of a heavy meson В carrying the flavour of the

bottom antiquark might also be a source of trimuons:

'-•к/к* u "

A bass of 4.5 GeV was assumed for the B. This leads to higher invariant
masses of the non-leading muon pair than measured (see dotted line in
Fig. 6) giving an upper limit for the fraction of trimuons from heavy
quark production of 10Z (90X C.L.).

It has been shown at this conference that interactions of virtual
W mesons with nucleons are, in some respect, very similar to pion nucleon
collisions4^. № have related u-pair production of tf* mesons to the
measured production by it* mesons5) by assuming that (i) the rate depends
only on the centre-of-mass energy in the hadron system, as suggested
by Bourquin and Gaillard6), ( i i ) the mass and transverse momentum dis-
tributions are identical, and ( i i i ) the invariant cross-section of the
u-pair is proportional to Xp(l - XF) , i . e . slightly flatter than that
of Ref. (5) to f i t the data better. The total rate thus obtained is

R(3u/ly) = 2 x
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R(3u/ly) - 2 x io~
5
 for E

y
 > 30 GeV, accounting for a major part of the

events. The distributions are indicated;by the dashed curves in Figs.
5-7. There is a rather good agreement with the data. In particular,
the peak in the angular distribution at 180° is well reproduced (Fig. 7).

Muon pairs may be created in a charged current neutrino interaction
by radiation of virtual photons from the muon or from the struck quark.
This process has been calculated

7
' and it is characterized by peaks in

the angular distribution of Fig. 7 at 0° and 180° (dash-dotted line).
The expected rate is R(?ji/l|i) - (0.7 - 2) x 10"

5
 in good agreement with

the measured rate of (0.8 ± 0.4) x 10"
5
, which is determined by fitting

the angular distribution to the events below 60° (hatched events in
Fig. 7).

A combination of. the last two models seems to describe all data
rather well, as demonstrated by the sum curves in Figs. 5-7. The
normalization of the hadronic u-pair production is obtained by subtrac-
tion of the internal bremsstrahlung contribution from the total signal.
This yields a trimuon rate of (2.2 ± 0.4) x 10~

s
, which compares well

with the prediction.

We can summarise the results of this experiment as follows:

i) There is a clear signal of u~u~u
+
 events in neutrino-hadron

interactions; u~u
+
u

+
 events are compatible with background.

ii) Most of the trimuone seem to come from ordinary charged

current interactions where an additional low mass muon pair
is created. Rates and distributions are in agreement with
model calculations, assuming two sources for the extra pairs:
hadronic u-pair production and internal bremsstrahlung.

iii) No evidence is found for a substantial contribution of other
processes, like the production of new heavy leptons (< 17Z)
or new heavy quarks (* 10Z).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 : Relative rate of triauon to single шиоп produc-
tion as a function of visible energy. The
curves show the acceptance e for the following
models: heavy lepton cascade; heavy
quark cascade; -.-.-.- internal breasttrehlung;
— - ™ hadronic auon pairs.

Fig. 2 : Scatter plot of diauon aasses versus triauon mass.

a) " и (A) and a n (•) versus m
llt

b) a
t l
 (A) versus а

1 1 а
.

Fig.. 3 : Definition- of the azimuthal angle • between two '
auons in the plane perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the incoaing neutrino.

Fig. 4a) : Aziauthal angle between the leading soon and n
s
.

b) : Aziauthal angle between the leading auon and Pi.

e) : Aziauthal angle between the leading auon and
the (U» • u

9
) pair.

Fig. 5 : Transverse aoaentua distribution of the lVi* Vt) -
pair. The lines have the saae aeaning as is
Fig. 1, except --.--. sua of the contributions
froa hadronic u-paira and internal braaastrahlung.

Fig. 6 : 1 ц aass distribution. The lines have the- iiai
meaning as in Figs. 1 and 5.

Fig. 7 : Azimutbal angle between the leading auon and the
<u» • Vt) pair. The line* hava the eaae aeaning
as in Figs. 1 and 5. •
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Discussion

Kessler:You said that the ratio between momentum of the lea-

ding muon and one of the secondary muons is on average of the

order of two.This seems not very much. One would expect more.

Geweniger:YeetI can show you the distributions.of the three

muons and what you see here are the two- curves corresponding

to contributions from hadrons and bremhstrahlung, each of the

distributions normalized to the total number of events. This

is the leading muon and these are the nonleading muons and it

agrees well with the data.

Ballag: You have any events similar to the competition ?

Geweniger;No.The competition claims two so called "superevents"
which are at about 250 GeV with most of the energy going into
three muona. Our highest energy which we • see is 200 GeV. When
we compare the luminosity of the two experiments, they have a
little bit different flux and different spectrum.Based on their
data we would expect about one event of this type in our expe-
riment.
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1. to 1. Introduction
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I will present some recent results from the first neutrino experiment using BEBC at fbe SFS

which I believe have direct Interests for this hadron conference. We have studied predictions

from QCD (Quantum Chromo Dynamics) the theory of strong interaction, and made

comparleion with our data. First I will compare the scaling deviations observed in the

structure functions F. (x.q ) with the predictions of QCD and then discuss our aearchea

for gluon Jets and angular Jets produced at the hadran vertex. For a general introduction

to neutrmo physics the reader ia referred to prof. D. B. O. Morrison talk at this conference.

2. Teat 8. Teat of QCD with the atweture functions

The

«101200

•vonta

Perhaps

from

Btnictur

writer

function

• я Is

transfer

The data uaed tx this analysis cornea from a narrow band neutrino (anti neutrino) beam

with 200 OeV/c momentum on the parent particles. BEBC waa ftllad with a heavy Ma/Ha

mixture (74 moi.$).m total there are 1200 (260) charged current neutrmo (and neutrmo)

events uaed in our analyaia. The mean energy of the events la 100 GeV.

Perhaps die moat Important reault from this experiment is an analyale, [ i ] asm?data both

from BEBC and GargameOe, which for the flrat time to neutrino Interactlona ahows that the

structure functions F^N(x,q 2)* depend both on z and q l. This scaling deviation bad

earlier been seen In deep Inelastic ed and ud aoattering. mFlg. 1 the atroctnre function
te e I e w e d i o r t*° intervaU la x as a ftsaction of q . At amall 'x Ою atructure

function Increases withq2 andat4arger x ttdecreaeaa.

I

• x la the BJorkenacallng variable = q 2/2Mv, q

2-»EwB i t в) la the 4-momcntum

transfer aqunred and v Is the energy transfer to the nucleoa target



Ibis behaviour of the structure functions is in qualitalive agreement with the predicted

behaviour in QCD. In QCD hadrons are composed of quarke bound by vector gluons.
2 +

When q increases the W (the intermediate vector boson) starts to interact with quarks
which have lost a part

9
b

Fig 2.

A is an arbitrary p

of quark flavours,

to Fig.3 we have plot

against each other,

simple power law de

are the predictions f

believed not to be dep

order corrections in

mental points agree r

the predictions. The

polntd are given in F

ment show that the

vector particles.

cf their momentum by emitting virtual gluons (Fig. 2b). At even higher q (shorter dis-

tances) the W will interact more frequently with quark-anti quark pairs produced by the

gloons (Fig. 2). As ft consequence of this, the momentum of the quarks with which W

interacts will carry less of the original quark momentum. The structure functions will

shrink as is seen in Fig. 1.

to QCD the structure functions are predicted to show scaling deviations due to correction

for gbion interactions. For testing QCD the moments of the structure functions are more

useful then the structure functions themselves since they are predicted in the theory. For

definition of the moments see eg [11. The N-th moments of xF are predicted to have

a form

( 1 )

where

( 2 )

2 2 2
M

3 (N,q )-constant / [ i n q // . j '

NS _4
~<33-2m)
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expect a broadening of

to the way we observe.
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which are calculable

variables is thrust ( 1

are the anomalous dimensions which arc given directly by the theory..
* Determined to this



Ü predicted

r gluons.

eract with quarks

s.

" (shorter dls-

produced by the

th which W+

unctions will

to correction

tions are more

lie theory. For

cdicted to have

Л la an arbitrary parameter describing the strong coupling constant, and m is the number

of quark flavour*.

ш FIg.3 we have plotted various momenta

against each other. We expect to have a

simple power law dependence. The lines

are the predictions from QCD which are

believed not to be dependent on the higher
J

order corrections in QCD. The experi-

mental points agree remarkably well with

the predictions. The fitted slopes to the ,

points are given in Fig. 3. This agree-

ment show that the gluons have to be

vector particles.
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3. Searching for let structure

0.1

Log of moffltnt •

Fig 3.

a)vN,2>0.2

Observing this very good agreecient with QCD by using Information from the lepton vertex

only .we might also expect to seo effects predicted from QCD In the hadron spectra. One

indication that we might have effects of this type Is that the <P%> Increases with q2 [3]

(see Fig. 4) which is not expected from the simple naive quark model. The dashed lines
2 —6P

is a Longitudinal Phasespace Monte Carlo assuming dN/dP = e j. .

Howewer if we have effects from gluon-

bremestrahlung giving gluon Jets we would

expect a broadening of the P • distribution

in the way we observe.

In looking for Jet structure In e e events

It has been proposed [4] to use variables

which are calculable in QCD. One of these

variables Is thrust ( T )

* Determined in this exp to be 400 MeV [2]
1 2 S 10 20 50 100 200 I

F?2



О ) 2 max 1л 0.5<Т< 1

where УРЦ is the mm of the momenta in one hemisphere and the sum In the denominator la

over all obaerved particles. Large thrust corresponds to two-Jet events while low thrust

describes more spherical, events, m QCD thrust is calculable in a pertubative way and one

believes that thrust can be described by the sum of pertubative and aon-pertubatlve com-

ponents. As q increases the non-pertubative component become less Important as de-

scribed in Fig. 5 [S, 6]

Fig 6.

The pertubative part comes from first order glaonrbremastrahlung of the quarks and

the non-pertubatlve part Is Just a limited P (e~ m*\) component, m Fig. 5 the dotted

line corresponds to the contribution from hadronlzatlon of the giuon Jet [ s ] .

These calculations have been done for e e~ annihilation but are qualitatively valid also for

•eutrteo teteraottau when we observe the forward going quark fragmentatlng Into

hadroaa.

In Fig. 6 we
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the denominator la

while low thrust

ve way and one

rtubative сот-

portant as de-

toFIg. в we have plotted the thiuat tor our neutrino events with W*Hadrona > в GeV.

The dotted line la the predlctkn for e e~

with W- 10 GeV when alao hadrooUatka

of the gluon Jet haa been taken into account.

Ike limited P Honle Carlo con not describe

0 » data and the disagreement la here stronger

than tor the staple < P * > dUtributioa

[ Щ . 4 ] .

When gofa* from high thrust to low thrust the

shape of the events will change from a two-

Jet to a three-Jet structure. •
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•i order to look for the Jet-atmctara we пае the normalised pobUag vector [в] (which

i the angular dUtrfixiUoa of Ibe enmrgy Опж)

( 4 ) ( 4 ) d8
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Berentcnts
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i strong as

• Fig. 8a th

ibserve that

о the curr

tu-quark).

> W is the

quarks and

. 5 the dotted

] .

у valid also for

ing into

P. Is the momentum of tbeparttcle'fat foe hadron center oi l

the x-jr plane of the track. The z direction is the n

predicted behaviour of the pointing vect

different cuts In threat. For low thrust a

ttirdJet(k1aoBjet)aanbeseen. Our mean

energy In the nadronlc CMS la lower

than the corresponding energy in Fig. 7

во we do not expect to see the effect

as strong as Indicated in Fig. ?.

rdhedi

i system and • Is the angle In

on direction. Fig» shows the

Fig 7.

bFtg.8athepomtln ctor dietrfinUoa tor our eveats la shown for no cut In thrust. We

observe that most of the events show a two-jet-etructure. The forward Jet corresponds

to the current fragmentation region (in this ease dominated by fragments orEinatiag from

au-quark), and the backward target (dt-ouark) fragmentation.

* W Is the invariant maae of the hadronlc system.
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Thnnl<OTS

Ifi dN/dl» mmo-iec \,

1T0-

• a

ЯЬ Ue pc'atlng

of the plane) is

Ihat the highest

Flg8.

lUatribuUon for thrust <0.T5 is shown. The Z-axis (out

to be the minimum V direction and the events are reflected so

ctn

component In the forward directiaa is in the upper righl corner.

These events are coplanar In the sense that the ratio of P in the a -direction totheP^m

the y-dbectfea is 1:3. These events are our candidates for a 3-jet structure. Withjo our

statistics we can not exclude a 3-Jet-structure. More data at high Q2 and W2 are neccessary

before any definite conclusion can be drawn.

The óefmittai of a Jet, which we used above to took for jet structure, was just the shape of the

pointing vector distribution for different values ot thrust. A more exact definition of a Jet

has been proposed by Sterman and Weinberg [7] to make possible calculations using QCD.

tt we define a Jet as a collection of badrons emitted within a certain angle cone s (Fig. 8)

it is possible in QCD tt> calculate the

fraction of events with a certain frac-

tion of energy , t. outside this cone.

For e e~ annihilation the fraction

of events F ( be > which have at least

O-t) of the total energy inside the

cone is to first order in pcrtubatlon

theory Fig 9.

( 6 )

Rewriting this formula \

which m«:i-is .hat we wii

In Fig. 10 we have plotte

axis ban been defined to

culated in the hadronic i

e . < • o.2
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The lines arc fitted thr
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( 5 )

(в)

F(í.r)

' * *

12

25 V to q2/ Л2
for 4 flavours

Rewriting this formula we get

О

which mprria Aat we will have a linear dependent in log q when plotted versus 1 _ F .

In Fig. 10 we have plotted 1/(1-F) as a function of Q2 for different £ and &. The Jet

azln has been defined to be Hie vector sum of the forward hadrons, and the angles are cal-

culated in the hadronic center of man system for the forward.

o'cv1

Fig 10.

The lines arc fitted through a common intercept given by Л = 400 MeV in (7).

We do not expect ( 5 ) to be exactly valid for neutrino Interaction but the parametrization

suggested in ( 5 ) seems to be in qualitative agreement with our data. This is very en-

couraging and we have perhaps here a chance to determine A ttuMUgh measurements of the

hadronic system.



Conclusion

We have showed that the predictions from QCD are In good agreement with the results from

our structure function analysis.

In the hadronic distributions we have been looking for jet-sti-ucture and even though we

do not have any strong evidence for gluon jets the results are sufficiently encouraging

to continue testing predictions from QCD. Up till, now QCD seems to be a very promising

candidate to be the theory of strong interaction.
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Discussion -

Sosnowaki:When studying quark jets, if you try to look what is
the average charge of the fastest particle in a way similar
to what we have done in high p^ processes, do you get really

ising

Hulth:We are working oa that just now.We have some preliminary
results~bot are not yet reedy to report on them.
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ANTINEUTRINO-PROTON INTERACTIONS &I FNALt

;, Virgil E. Barnes

Physics Department, Purdue University

Meet Lafayette, Indiana 47907

ABSTRACT

Vp and vp interactions from the Fermilab 15-foot bubble chamber
are studied in terme of deep inelastic scaling variables and a
hadronic scaling variable. Many features of the data agree well with
a simple quark parton model which includes quark -» hadron fragmentation
functions. The data permit measurement of the antiquark sea and the
down quark to up quark ratio in the proton. Scaling violation is
observed as an energy dependence of the mean value of XY similar to
that seen in ep and ц,р scattering. Evidence is obtained for univer-
sality of the fragmentation functions in lepton-lepton and lepton-
hadron collisions, and the data suggest the first observation of
charm production by antineutrinos, acting on the antiquark sea in
the proton.
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Introduction

Deep inelastic scaling variable distributions in vp and vp inter-
actions can yield information about the quark and antiquark contents
of the proton, and about deviations (scaling violations) from the
behavior expected for pointlike constituents in the'proton. A rea-
sonably consistent picture is beginning to emerge based on the quark
parton model (QPM) parameterization

1
 of lepton-lepton and lepton-

hadron scattering, with some scale violating effects which are
beginning to be understood on terms of quantum chromodynamic (QCD)
effects and quark confinement. A further extension of the QPM to
quantify hadron production in hard scattering processes, involves
the concept of the quark fragmentation function

1
 for producing a

hadron of á specific type with an energy equal to a certain fraction
of the energy of the recoiling quark. The fragmentation functions
are assumed to be universal for a given parent quark type and a
given species of produced hadrons, and some of the data to be pre-
sen ted h.ere support this .assumption. Moreover, the production of
,strange particles as seen in these data suggests the production of
GIM charm, seen here for the first time in antineutrino reactions.
In the conventional models antineutrinos cannot produce charm from
valence quarks, and the data are in fact consistent with charm
production from ocean antiquarks.
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The scaling variables used are given In Figure 1. The differ-

ential cross section is given by (neglecting for the moment small

terms proportional to s i n
2
6

c a b i b b o
) :

dX (cos
8
 9

c
)F

3
(x) В <Y - f

В -
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«here the Callan-Gross relation 2XFj(x)=F
E
(x) is assumed and

B(x) » xF
3
(x)/F

2
(x). Now that data from simple, proton and neutron

targets are becoming more available, it is worth noting that the В

parameter has several varieties:

В = В B
V
P= and B

o
= В

В is a measure of the antiquark content of the target and for simple

p or n targets В will pick out certain_flavors of quark and anti-

quark. For example, (l-B)/2 = d/(u + d). A wider variety of

formulae for differential and integrated cross sections and in

terms of quark distribution functions is given in Reference 2..- '

Experimental Details, ACMP E-31

#

The ANL-Camegie Mellon-Purdue group completed an antineutrino

run in Hydrogen in August, 1977, with an average of 1.3
1C
-13 protons

per pulse on target. Together with two earlier runs at 300 and

400 GeV
3
»

4
 there is a total of 2.4ц, 18 protons on target, corre-

sponding to ~ 2500 vp CC events and ~ 800vp CC events. A complete

data summary tape will be available in a short time. The present

preliminary analysis is based on about two-thirds of this- sample.

For the scaling variable distributions a resticted fiducial

volume of13.5m
3
 was used corresponding to a rauon track length of

at least 65 cm. One-prong events are excluded from the sample.

Events with |P
v
isl "*• ̂ GeV/c are rejected to reduce backgrounds from

Neutral Current (NC) and neutral-hadron-induced events.

Muon selection and neutrino beam energy determination are both

done by kinematic methods, and are checked by Monte Carlo simulation

(iterated) based on the known and observed physics of the CC and NC

interactions. The muon selection is also checked by using the EMI

and by scanning for interactions of tracks chosen as muons. The

three methods are in resonable agreement and indicate losses of 10Z

(17%) and backgrounds of 16% (217.) for the VQC(.\>QQ) samples. The

'resolution in Ey is estimated by the Monte Carlo program to be ± 8%

but with a moderate tail extending well beyond these limits. Biases

in the data due to detection efficiency, resolution, and background

are corrected by factors which are functions of the scaling variables,

F SI
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as determined from the Monte Carlo program. Details are given In
Reference 4. The main variation In correction factors is as a
function of Y. The correction Increases for large Y where the muon
has relatively low momentum with respect to the hadronic system, and
the correction also Increases near Y = 0 due to the cut on P

v
i

s

 ап<
*

the omission of one-prong events from the sample.

in

Scaling Variable Distributions and Quark Distribution Functions

As a check on the correction factors, the corrected Y distribu-
tion for vcc

 i s
 shown in Fig. 2, together with the correction factor

by which the raw data are divided. In the range of 0 < Y < 0.8 the
corrected distribution is in good agreement either with flat or
with the Y dependence coming from a value В = 0.81 derived from the
Field-Feynman quark distributions

1
. Events with Y > 0.8 are

excluded, where the corrections are so large as to make the data
unreliable. For the antineutrino events discussed below, the region
Y < 0.1 is also omitted because of the exclusion of one-prong
events from the sample.

For the antineutrino sample, the corrected Y distribution of
Figure 3a shows the expected dominant (1~Y)

S
 shape but does not

approach zero near Y = 1. The correction factor, by which the
raw data are divided, is shown in Figure 3b. The best fit
value of В is 0.83 ± 0.04, and Is quite similar to the Field-
Feynman prediction of В - 0.86. The Monte Carlo correction
factors change somewhat with energy, and corrected Y plots have
been fitted for a series of energy intervals, leading to the В
values shown in Figure 4. No significant variation with energy is
apparent, and the data would appear to be Incompatible with any
strong decrease of В as a function of energy.

В values have also been obtained as a function of X, and the
d/u ratios déri ved from them are plotted in Figure 5. There is
a clear increase in antiquark content at small X as predicted
by the Field and Feynman model and indicated by the curve. The
data agree well with the model below X - 0.2, but are 1.5 to 2
standard deviations higher than the model in the region 0.2 S X < 06.

The ratio of the vp to vp X-distributions measures the following
combination of quarks and antiquarks in the proton:

4 d / u ( ! h 0 )

In particular, for X > 0.2 where the antiquark content Is expected
to be small, this quantity is approximately the d/u ratio in the
proton. Figure 6, part of which ii taken from Reference 5, shows
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the above experimental ratio as a function of X, corrected for experi-
mental cuts. The vp data of Reference 6 were used along with the vp
data of Reference 4. Data from the Fermilab-IHEP-ITEP-Michigan v-Ne/Hj,
experiment

7
»
a
 in the 15-foot bubble chamber are also plotted on the

figure, for the quantity:

R*(X)

This ratio also approaches d/u as X -» I. The curves are the Fleld-
?eynman predictions for the SLAC electron data (also plotted) and for
the ratio ̂ (RP),*

1
 and the agreement is good, R' approaches 1 at X = 0

in the naive QPM and is close to ̂ (R?)'
1
 for larger X, again in good

agreement.

While Field and Feyranan predict that d/u ~ ( 1 - Х ) at large X,
Farrar and Jackson" predict that In a theory like QCD this ratio would
approach 1/5 at X = I. Neither R

v
 nor R

P
 presently has sufficient

statlsical accuracy to discriminate between these two possibilities.

In Reference '*, the ACMP collaboration have obtained the v to
v CC :ross section ratio on protons as a function of energy in one
experiment. The cross section ratio R

p
=a

5 p
/a^

p
 is given in three

energy bins, in Figure 7, and is remarkably flat in view of the error
bari. The ratio is in excellent agreement with the predictions of
the ЭРМ:

U 0.77

usin£ the Field-Feynman values of the quark nomentun Integrals.

Sealtag Violations

As a test of possible scaling violations, the variable 2 M < V > =
< <f > 'E Is useful since It is constant if scaling holds, and it Is
relatively well determined since it depends only on the measured
momentum and angle of the outgoing muon. This variable is plotted as
a function of energy In Figure 8, for the present preliminary ACHP vp
and "? CC samples. The values are corrected for experimental resolution
and cues (the dominant one bdlng the restriction 0. l < Y < 0.8), using
the Monte Carlo slnululon. The ratio of the values of < V > for
antinr'jerinos and io: neutrinos is roughly constant and equal to 2/3.
The ".rí data ar-г in good agreesent with the line fitted to the BEBC-
Gargxaelle d a t a

1 0
 which has the energy dependence E""''-' derived from

the phenomenolpglcal fit of Perkins, Schrelner, and Scott
1 1
 to the

scale breaking in the electroproduction data. The vp data do not by
theaselves give strong support to the above variation with energy.
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Also plotted are vd data from a low energy ACMP experiment18 In the
Argonne 12-foot deuterium bubble chamber. Assuming that < V > does not
vary substantially between proton and "leoscalar" targets (an assump-
tion which is borne out by the antineutrino data), the ACMP low energy
and high energy vd and up experiments show a clear decrease In < V >
with energy, compatible with the above dependence E"0"15. Thus the
scale breaking seen in deep inelastic neutrino and antineutrino Inter-
actions is similar to that seen in electron and muon scattering, the
latter of which has been shown to be compatible with certain formu-
lations of QCD, for sufficiently large values of (f.

struc

Strange Particle Production. Quark Fragmentation Functions and
Indications for Charm

The properties, of the hadronic system produced by the inter-
actions of leptons with hadrons or with leptons can.be studied In terms
of quark fragmentation functions Dq(Z) where D measures the probability
that the struck quark of type q fragments into hadron h carrying a
momentum fraction Z = Ph/pq o f t h e momentum of the struck quark. For
a lepton-nucleon scattering Z is alee ̂ ivea by the energy of the pro-
duced hadron h as a fraction of the total energy, v, given to the
hadronic system. The fragmentation functions are assumed to be inde-
pendent of the distributions of various quark flavors in the target and
independent of the energy given to the struck quark, an assumption
which can be tested experimentally. In a recent publication3 the ACMP
collaboration have studied an early subsample of the E-31 vp data, and
find that the normalised Z-distribution of charged hadrons scales for
Z larger than about 0.3, (Figure 9) while for smaller values of Z a
definite dependence on the incident neutrino energy is seen. Figure 10
shows Z times the normalized Z-distribution for negative particles,
compared to various models based on. fragmentation functions fitted to
other data. The model of Seideu is baaed on fits to high p^ proton-
proton scattering, and does not fit the vp data well. The model of
Sehgal is based on electroproduction data. The model of Feynman and
Field, which fits the data rather well in the current fragmentation
region ( Z ̂  0.3 ) is based on neutrino data as well as on electro-
production data, and also includes theoretical constraints on the
high-Z behavior of the fragmentation functions.1 It is noteworthy
that the Field-Feynman curve is an absolute value, not normalized to
the Op data.

and

in t

0.3

Production of strange particles (l£ in particular) in v inter-
actions will involve a specific set of fragmentation functions, Ds,
Dj, and D,, where one expects the strange quark to fragment relatively
copiously into strange hadrons and the u quark to fragment only rarely
into V& since it is not a valence constituent, and both quarks in the
B* would then have to come from qq pairs in the quark jet cascade.
Table 1 lists the quark transitions induced by the antineutrino charged
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Table 1. Weak interaction quark transformations leading to K°
in the hedronic system.
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0.006

d

0.026
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2. Quark fragmentation functions into if, integrated from
1.0, as deduced from Ref. 13.
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current interaction, and shows the fragmentation functions which would
lead to K° production. Diagrams involving ocean с quarks have been
omitted since this component is expected to be relatively small based
on searches for hadroproduction of charmed particles.

The preliminary ACMP data on strange particle production include
36 Л and 61 K^ charged decays indentlfled by 3-constraint kinematic
fitting. The Z distribution of :he K^ is shown in Figure 11. The
fraction of events having at least one K^ with Z a 0.3 Is plotted аз
a function of X and Y in Figures 12a and b. The K° production is
relatively enhanced at small X and at large Y, suggesting an important
production from the ocean quarks. In particular, reactions (4) and (5)
of Table 1 involve anti-charmed quarks produced from the antiquark
ocean. To test for the presence of charm, I have computed theoretical
curves with and without these two reactions, using the Fleld-Feynman
quark distribution functions as parameterized by G. Fox, and using the
fragmentation functions integrated from 0.3 2 Z S 1 shown in Table 2,
which were deduced from the Щ shown in a recent naper by the Cornell
Desy Hamburg collaboration.

13
 To compute these Dq they used their K*|

electroproduction data, together with K± electroproduction data and
e

+
e" -• К± data

 1Bt l e
*", and found a very substantial SU<3) breaking,

considerably greater than the estimates given by Field and Feynman
1
.

In particular, they find a ratio c£ probabilities for producing an si
pair versus a uu pair in the quark jet cascade tó be 0.13 - 0.03.

A key ingredient in the present model is an estimate of the
fragmentation function for the charmed quark into K^, a process which
will in general' proceed via fragmentation into a charmed meson, which
then decays weakly into a K^ and other hcdrons or leptons. The final
Kaon will carry a fraction of the energy of the charmed meson. Assum-
ing thai charmed quark fragmentation Into a charmed meson Is similar
to strange auaric fragmentation Into a strange meson, one guesses that
JüK-e - fjDgS where f is a factor, less than unity, say 0.7. Finally,
the spectator s quark from "associated production" process (5) is not
expected to feed the current fragmentation region.

Explicitly, the QPM/fragmentation model used has the overall
event rate proportional to:

~ ЕЕ {l

and the K^ production rate for Z 2 0.3 proportional to:

~ ЕЕ (l 2Xq1(X)E1JjD§s

where D q andD
q
 • D= for the special case of fragmentation into a £

the tj, and Eij ate equal to cotPQct sin a 8 c > or zero for v-induced
charged current transitions of quarks and antlquarks which are Cabibbo
allowed, Cabibbo suppressed, or forbidden by charge conservation. The
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Index 1 runs over the first three flavors and j runs over the first
three or four flavors. • ••

Apart from the one point at the lowest Y, which neither model
agrees with, the model with charm Is generally a belter fit to the data
of Figure 12 than the model without charm. Again note that the pre-
dictions of the model are absolute, not normalized to the data.
Several conclusions are suggested by this degree of success: the
fragmentation function formalism and the QPM in general seem to work
in a rather universal way, and relate vN, eN, and e e" processes; and
present data suggest the first observation of charm production by
antineutrlnos, acting on the antiquark sea in the proton.

I would like to thank the scanning and measuring personnel at
Argonne, Carnegie-Mellon, and Purdue' for their contribution to the film
analysis, and the members of the Neutrino Department at Fermilab for
making possible experiment E-31 In the 15-foot bubble chamber. My
collaborators In the ACMP group are D. D. Carmony, E. Fernandez,
A. F. Garfinkel, A. T. Laasanen, and L. K. Rangan at Purdue; M. Derrick,
P. Gregory, L. Hyman, K. Jaeger, B. Musgrave, J. Schlereth,
P. Schreiner, and R. Singer at Argonne; and S. J. Barish, R. Brock,
A. Engler, T. Klkuchi, R. W. Kraemer, F. Messing, B. Stacey, and
M. Tabek at Carnegie-Mellon.
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HADRON PRODUCTION IN DEEP-INELASTIC ELECTRON PROTON SCATTERING

DECO Collaboration* ( Cornel1-DESY-Univ.Hamburg )
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H. Preissner

Univ. of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
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2. EXP

:ATTERING

ABSTRACT

In a high statistics experiment at the 12 GeV synchrotron of Cornell

University the production of hadrons in deep-inelastic electron-proton

scattering has been studied using a streamer chamber detector system.

Results on pion, kaon and rho production are presented and compared

with recent j e t model calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron proton scattering is commonly interpreted as the interaction

of a virtual photon with the proton. For deep-inelastic processes this

interaction is believed to involve only a single parton in the target

proton. In the quark parton model the struck parton is a quark which

subsequently fragments into observable particles. In this experiment

we have selected a kinematic region such that t> 90% of the interactions

take place on a u quark. The quark fragmentation motels offer а

unified description of various deep-inelastic processes and provide

the rules for comparing these data. These models involve several input

parameters which ultimately have to be determined by experiment.

I . Cohen, R. Erickson, F. Hessing, E. Nordberg, A. Sadoff,
R. Siegmann, J. Smith-Kintner, P. Stein, G. Drews, W. Gebert,
F. Janata, P. Joos, A. Ladage, H. Nagel, H. Preissner, P. Söding.
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TIERING
This experiment attempts to measure some o f these parameters, in

addition to allowing various t e s t s of the dynamical concept. After a

br ief description of the experiment in s e c t i o n 2 tee present our

r e s u l t s on pion, kaon and rho production i n sect ions 3 to 5. In

s e c t i o n 6 the behavior o f the transverse momentum distr ibutions i s

shown. For more d e t a i l s we refer to our recent papers ( 1 ) .

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

of Cornell

сtron-proton

tor system,

compared

The experiment was performed at the Cornell University synchrotron

with 11.5 GeV electrons incident on a l iquid hydrogen target placed

ins ide a streamer chamber. A downstream e lectron ident i f icat ion system

served as a trigger on deep-inelast ic events and provided a precise

measurement of the momentum vector of the scattered e lectron. With

130000 good events recorded on f i l n , about ha l f o f which have already

been measured, th is experiment exceeds the s t a t i s t i c s of comparable

experiments s ign i f icant ly .
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The selection criteria for deep-inelastic interactions were defined
in the'analysis as

with <Q2> = 2 . 3 GeV2,

with <Q2>

1 GeV2

( Q2 > 2 GeV2 with <QS = 2.9 GeV for the pion data),
W > 3 GeV with <W> = 3.4 GeV,

x > 0.1 with <x> = 0 . 2 1 ,
2

where Q i s the negative square of the four-momentum transfer by the
virtual photon, H i s the invariant mass of the final hadronic state
and! x
photon.

Q /2m v, with v being the laboratory energy of the virtual

The secondary hadrons are analysed in terms of their fractional
energy z = E/v or the Feynman variable x c = p* /p* „ (in the C№-

• ц max

system) and the transverse momentum p». In the context of the quark

fragmentation models the region z > 0.3 in our experiment is dominated

by the fragments of the forward projected u quark which are the main

concern of this work.

4
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3. PION PRODUCTION

The results for the differential multiplicity of secondary charged

hadrons h+, h- are shown as a function of z in f ig . 1. Here the protons

have been subtracted using a parametrization of the proton structure

function that we derived from published electroproduction data (2).

For comparison we show the data for negatively charged hadrons

measured in the same reaction at a lower energy (3) . In the quark

fragmentation region they agree with our data. Also the curves which

are taken from the 'standard' je t model of Field and Feynman (4) are

in good agreement with our data. In accordance with thé parton model

we found that the sum of the differential multiplicities for positive

and negative pions does not depend on x. For this test we have sub-

tracted an estimate of №* K* contribution. These pion multiplicities,

combined for ai l our values of x, are shown in f i g . 2; the agreement

with the x-independent function from Field and Feynman is perfect. We

also snow the predictions by Andersson et a l . (5) and Sehgai's parame-

trization ( 6 ) . Data on n° electroproduction (7) (multiplied by 2) are

in excellent agreement with our data whereas the e+e~ - annihilation

data (8) (multiplied by 1/2) perhaps suggest a steeper slope. In the

quark parton model these pion multiplicities are expected to differ by

at most 10% due to different contributions from parent s and 1 quarks.

Using our pion data we have determined the quark fragmentation

functions D* and D* , where DQ(z) is the number of hadrons of type h

with a fractional energy z originating from a quark of type q per

interval dz of z. We assume the factorization of the quark parton

model

Nh(x,z) =Ze (x) DJ(Z)
4

and for e q (x) = e q(x), the probability that the fragmenting quark is

of type q, we use the parametrization given by Field and Feynman for

the quark densities q(x). By isospin and С conjugation arguments and

by taking D* = D* we reduce the number of independent D functions
+

agree well w

of Andersson

production b

Í " <°и+>; *
with our res

model.
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agree well with those proposed by Field and Feynman; the predictions

of Andersson et a l . ( 5 ) and Sehgal's model (6) are also shown. Hadron

production by neutrinos (antineutrinos) is expected to be dominated by

+(Du+)i t n e 9 ° o d of the vp (vp) data (9,10) (see f i g . 3 )

with our results confirms the underlying ideas of the quark parton

model.

4. K° AND Л PRODUCTION

The data on neutral strange particles were obtained in a special scan

in which events with a neutral V were selected. Here we accepted

events with Q2 down to 0.5 GeV2 and U down to about 2 GeV, yielding
2 2

<Q > = 1.5 GeV and <W> = 3.2 GeV. On the basis of invariant mass

distributions photon conversion were identified and the л-К ambiguity

was resolved with an uncertainty of only a few percent. Corrections

were made for undetected decays in the target region and the cross

sections were increased by the fraction of the neutral decay modes.

The z distribution for the inclusive production of K° is showr. in

fig.4 together with the e*e" - annihilation data of the PLUTO collabora-

tion ( 1 1 ) . The large difference between the electroproduction and the

annihilation cross sections is unexpected in the quark parton model i f

current parairetrizations (4,6) of the fragmentation functions are

used, where for z > 0.3 .
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Using our data together with the e
+
e" data (11) and the K* data in

ep scattering (12) we have determined the three independent quark
fragmentation functions D* + D* , q = u.d.s (fig.5). The ratio of

i n
g

D
d
 + D

d
D
d

Dd i n o u r e x P e r i m e n t
± °-03 for 0.3;

it is a measure of the probability of producing an si pair versus a

uu pair In the quark jet cascade. (However, due to resonance production

it is not directly identical to the probability ss/uu.)
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Our results on л production are presented in terms of the invariant

structure function in fig.6. Its shape is similar to our estimate of

the proton structure function described before. In the quark parton

picture the л is formed by the residual (ud) pair of the target proton

by picking an s quark from a vacuum ss pair, whereas the uu pair is

required to regenerate a proton. Taking into account other baryon

states we conclude that the measured л/р ratio of ~ 0.1 is consistent

with the SU(3) breaking derived from the kaon data.

5. INELASTIC p° PRODUCTION

Cross sections for the inclusive production of p° were obtained from

fits to ir+ir~ mass distributions with a Breit-Wigner of fixed p° mass

and width and a background of powers of m^. Elastic p° events, i.e.

the reactions ep •+ epp°, were subtracted according to the results of

four constraint f its to our events. Some examples of mass distribu-

tions are given in fig.7; they demonstrate that the signal-to-back-

ground ratio improves with increasing z of the two-pion system. The

magnitudes of the Breit-Wigners in these distributions yield the frag-

mentation function (fig.8). For medium values of z our results agree

with the data on p° production in deep-inelastic y+p scattering (13)

and in e+e" - annihilation (14). the large cross section at z > 0.9

in the muon data is due to elastic p° events which have not been sub-

tracted. The annihilation data show a somewhat steeper slope; a similar

behavior was observed for pions (see sect.3). In comparison with the

quark fragmentation model (4) we find 'that the shape of the predicted

z distribution agrees with our data, but our differential cross

sections are higher. This means that the ratio of vector mesons to

pseudo-seal ars is larger than the value of 1 assumed in the model.

Comparing these data with our pion fragmentation functions and using

isospin and С conjugation arguments we have determined the ratio of p

production to "direct" pion production to be 1.5 ± 0.3 for z > 0.4,

where "direct" pions are those that are not produced in rho decays.
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ш pair is
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consistent

6. TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS

The pj distributions of the particles discussed before are compiled

in fig.9. If the particles with low values of z are excluded the

slopes of the exponential fits are similar for all types of particles

except for the positive pions whose distribution has a slightly

smaller slope. For comparison the data for negative hadrons with

z < 0.3 are also shown; they demonstrate the stronger p
T
 dependence

for the production of hadrons in the target fragmentation region.

ained from

ed p° mass

ents, i.e.

results of

distribu-

-to-back-

stem. The

Id the frag-

ul ts agree

ering (13)

t z > 0.9

t been sub-

pe; a similar

n with the

e predicted

cross

esons to

e model.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Our data are in good agreement with the predictions of the quark

parton model, except for a possible discrepancy in the relation of our

data to e
+
e~ - annihilation data, which suggest a steeper z dependence

for pion and rho production than observed in leptoproduction. Some of

the input parameters to the quark parton model have been determined

by our data. We have evaluated the fragmentation functions for quarks

into pions, kaons and p° mesons and find evidence for a strong SU(3)

breaking and a p/n ratio of approximately 1.5.
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ABSTRACT:

The inclusive distributions of hadrons produced in v(v)Ne

interactions are studied as a function of the momentum fraction z.

Discrepancies between the data and existing parametrizations of the

quark-parton model are found.
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The production of hadrons in neutrino-induced interactions is

described in the quark-parton model by the structure functions

x,Q ) , which give the momentum distributions of the quark q inside

the nucleon N, and fragmentation functions D (z), defined as the average

multiplicity of hadrons h whose momentum p. ~ zp is a fraction z of the

momentum of the quark q. In this paper we present some characteristics

of the fragmentation function for hadrons produced in v(v)Ne inter-

actions, and compare them with the predictions of the quark-par ten

model. As an experimental definition of z we use the "light-cone"

variable, i.e. z = (E + p i / [v + (v
2
 + Q

2
)'

S
] which for z К 0.2 is

Ju

approximately the same as the variable x_ = p /p used in

hadronic reactions.

The data come from a wide-band beam exposure of the 15-foot

Femilab bubble chamber filled with a heavy NeH mixture (64% atonic

Ne). Comparable numbers of v and v charged current events are

' obtained in this experiment. For each event, the momentum of the

track identified by the EMI as a muon was required to be greater

than 4 GeV/c, and the total visible energy E . . > 10 GeV. The neutrino

energy was reconstructed from the measured momenta of charged

secondaries using the method of p balance in the v-y plane. Only

the events with at least one minimum-ionizing, non-muon track are

included in the data, which, after the above selection criteria are

met, consist of 778 v and 737 v charged current interactions.

We have previously presented some results on the inclusive

production of hadrons in v(v)Ne interactions ' ' but with less than
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half of the present s t a t i s t i c s . In particular, in ref. (6) we

showed that the z distributions of fast secondaries produced in

v(v)Ne interactions agree well with the corresponding x distributions

for ir+(n~)He interactions. This result, with increased s ta t i s t i cs ,

i s presented in Fig. 1. However, since the uNe data are not available

for x_, » 0.5, the comparison i s limited to the target fragmentation

region and only a part of the quark fragmentation region.

In the quark-parton model, the fragmentation functions are assumed

to be characteristic of the fragmenting quark, independent of how the

quark 1з produced. Thus, the z distributions n(z) н (1/М(_о(_) dN/dz in nhe

quark fragmentation region should not depend on kinematical variables

other than г. I" Figs. 2 and 1 we present the average multiplicities

fi.
 x
 *. 2

J — -г- iz, [z = 1.2, Э.З, Э.4) as a function of W a-.d Q , and
cl

 t
 J2 О

z=z tot
о

note tri: no significant dependence on these variables is observed ip.

t'as ГЭИЭП W > 2 GeV, Э * 2 (GeV/c) , and z - 0.4 Car negative

particles. The weak dependence for positive tracks might be explained

(4)
by ргэ-on contamination. In Fig. 4 we show that the average multi-

plicit
t
- jf hadrons with z > 0.4 far events with W > 2 3eV, 2

 >
 2(GeV/c)

does not depend on x_^ = Q /2mv.

а со tne зцагк-parton maieL, the ratios

in '.si -• . '.r. .z>-'a (z))-
f
 and (n 1г})-/{.-. lz)t are described

by cr.= ii№ function 1/J(Z) = Э* (ZJ/D' (Z) = D ' (Z»/D^{:>. Since fast
U U 3 1

psaitlvs tracks contam пэп-negligible protor. sontamination,' the

best exaerimental approximation of l/_(z) is given by the ratio

W > 2 GeV, Q > 2

l/m(z) by Field n

curve). The Jisa
 s

show a steep rise i

a d-quark will mo

However, the expe

As we also show i

obtained in our d

Q
2
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2
.
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(n (z))-/(n (z)) .
l 8 )

 In Fig. 5 we show this ratio for events with

W > 2 GeV, Q
2
 > 2 (GeV/c)

2
 and compare with the parametrizatiors of

r
i

3
 l/w(z) by Field and Feynman (solid curve) and Sehgal (dashed

s
» curve). The disagreement is rather striking. Both parametrizations

i e
 show a steep rise at large z, which results from the expectation that

a d-quark will more likely produce a ir" than i asz tends to 1.

However, the experimental values remain almost constant for z > 0.2.

e d
 As we also show in Fig. 5, the increase of (n_(z))-/(n_(z))

y
 can be

c
 obtained in our data by including the events with W < 2 GeV,

i •"-he Q
2
 < 2 (GeV/c?

2
. But, as we noted before, the z distribution for these

J
 events is significantly different from the rest of the data sample.

3
 He observe a strong correlation between the average transverse

momentum < p. > and the variable z - this effect is known as the "sea

gull effect" in hadronic interactions. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the W

and Q dependence of the average transverse momentum < P
T
 > for

different z regions. An increase of < p > with Q has recently been

observed in the BEBC experiment and interpreted as resulting

i-

2 from gluon bremsstrahlung. As can be seen in Fig. 7, no such

v/c)

increase is observed in our data; however, in this experiment the

range of Q is smaller than in the BEBC experiment. In contradiction
to the Field and Feynman parametrization, our data show a significant

•ribed

increase of « p > with И, for large values of z. This effect was

iát (10)
observed also in the BEBC experiment.

Conclusion;

He observe certain characteristics of the fragmentation functions

F1Ü



which do not agree with existing theoretical parametrize t ions, in

particular, the ratio (n_(z))-/(n_(z)) is approximately constant and

equal to 2 in the region of (0.2 < z <1.0), whereas the general

expectation is a steep rise as z tends to 1.0. Also, the < p >

increases significantly with W, which is not predicted by models.
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events with и > 2 GeV, Q
2
 > 2 (Gev/c)

2
 are included.

О > 2(GeV/c) (full circles) and for all events (open

circles). The solid curve is a parametrization by

Field and Feynman; The dashed curve is a

paraaetrization by Sehgal.

FIG. 6 : The average transverse momentum of fast particles as

a function of W for different Intervals of z.

FIG. 7 : The average transverse momentum of fast particles

as a function of Q for different intervals of z.
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FIGOHE CAPTIONS: |Q'

FIG. 1 : Comparison of the x_ distributions of

i^He •+ s** (/s~ =4.4 GeV) with z distributions of

v(v)He •*• s*x (3f W < 6), where s
+
(s~) is the positive

(negative) fast particle, for a) favored, b) unfavored

w
particles. О

KI •*•

FIG. 2 : The average multiplicity of positive and negative fast "SI*

tracks with z > z (z = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) as a function | —10

of Q
2
.

I
FIG. 3 : The average multiplicity of positive and negative fast

I
tracks with z > z as a function of W. i

10"' '
FIG. 4 : The average multiplicity of positive and negative (

fast tracks with z > 0.4 as a function of J£_,T. Only the

FIG. 5 : The ratio n_(z)-/n_(z) for the events with W > 2 GeV,
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Discussion

Hwa:i wonder if T oan be explained by aaying that

u-quark fragnenta into rho T

AM»atti:la looked for rhoa in our ia«a.I do not know for the
theoretical pKnt of view, but I can anawer what I aee i» our
data.We tried тагу hard to find rhoa, «a took all the uaual
things of taking all positive and negative eaatbinationa and
then we even tried to look , aa a function of s, to see if
there waa воше region of • where the rho is being produced
and stands out «However there ia nothing we have been able to
do to make the clear rho signal stand out, cleenly«We see a
lo

V
 shoulder but I also see some shoulders when I take (—)

coabinat ions.All I can say is I have no overwhelming evidence
tbatpa is copious rho production*
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LUND, Sweden.

Abstract: A set of phenomenological applications of the

quark fragmentation distributions and possible dynamical

connections between hadronic reactions are discussed. Fur-

thermore a theoretical model for how a fast quark distri-

butes its energy among the observable hadrons in the final

state is outlined.

Talk presented at the IXth .International Symposium on

Multiparticle Dynamics, Tabor, Caachoslovakia, July

1978 by B.Andersson.
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why dhese dir.tributicj-s may í;ave c^nsi i=r-ar;le interes!" Ji;

different contexts and whare to 1о:з>: t'cr offocts in diifa-

rerrt laptoprot'uciion ar.d haarcproiuction experiments. I.:?

time will not allow mere than г briaf mentioning of the

possible phenomenological applications and the presenta-

tion is strongly biased towards- the particular subjects

considered by the Lund group.

i. How.

According to the naive quark-parton model the filial.state

hadrons in leptoprödüction experiments in the current

fragmentation region are distributed according to a

weighted average of the quark fragmentation distributions

(1)

The V7eightings are detennined by the quark charges squared

PS агЛ u Cx) «tha nunber cf quarks ц in the targat T

at the val'' ; x of the Ojorken scaling variable, Ws w.i;!.l

Г С

•'•Л



in general neglect the transverse momentum (p, ) depen-

dence in the quark jet and z stands for the fraction of

the jet energy-momentum. A convenient definition is the

1ight-conevariable

(2)

which is Lorentz-invariant with a range 0<z<1.

In a vív) probe we note that only a u(d)-quark jet

occurs for values of Bjorken x so large that the sea-

contributions can be neglected.

Of particular interest is the general factorization pro-

perty that the quantities . D". are independent of the Bjor-

ken-x variable. Furthermore the Q -dependence (which is

expected according to pertubative QCD provided there is

an appreciable z-dependence of the distributions of the

directly produced particles* i.e. vector mesons etc.)

should be experimentally investigated in detail. This is

of direct relevance to the recent attempts to explain the

"scale breaking" p T •*• p T in large p̂ .- reactions
9

. A possible Q -dependence of the transverse

momentnn distribution in the jet (also expected by pertu-

bative QCD) . can eventually be understood according to the
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depan- 2

uncertainty principle (a small space resolution - large Q -

tion of

corresponds to a corresponding indetermination of momentum).

s the

It should be noted that the seagull effect is to a large

extent a kinematical effect - use of rapidity and transverse

momentum instead of the scaling variable z and transverse

(2)

momentum considerably reduces this effect. As a matter of

fact a large vector meson production may well account for

almost all this effect. It should be mentioned that cascade

3 e t
 models with factorized p^-dependence for the primordial

s e a
~ functions give rise to a seagull effect <cf the talk by

E.H.de Groot at this conference.

We should furthermore like to stress that not only the

particle distributions of the current fragmentation region

apg
 of
 interest in leptoproduction experiments. The target-

fragmentation, sometimes called "the spectator debris"

will for sufficiently large Bjorken x contain essentially

a diquark system (if baryonic targets are used). Several

applications of "diquark-dynamics" have recently been made.
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2. Why and where

"2A. Low-p
T
-physics

The possible connection between the quark structure of the

hadrons and the particle distributions in the hadron frag-

mentation regions in low p
T
~hadronic interactions has been

considered recently.

In the recombination scheme Д ] the initial wave-function

(partly measured in leptoproduction experiments) is expec-

ted to be the major agent to account for the different

ways a hadron fragments into final state particles long

after the collision.

It should be noted, however, that even if the interaction

involves only the wee partons the time-span is expected

to be long. Therefore the final state wavefunction may be

very different from the one of the impinging hadron. The

Lund-group has in reffjjj] suggested that the final state

wavefunction corresponds to a situation in which one of the

valence constituents of. the original hadron carries only a

minor fraction of the initial c.m.s. energy (e.g.£ 0.1)

while the other valence constituent fragments in a way

similar to the leptoproduction distributions. (The charge

disti
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distribution of the final state hadrons lends support to

the idea that an appreciable fraction of the original char-

ge stays in the centre of phase-space [4]).In particular

the number of hadrons h in the fragmentation region of

the meson H (with valence constituents q1, q_) is in

the model given by an incoherent sum of such contributions

(for simplicity we have assumed equal probability for q,.

and q„ to "get stuck" in the. centre of phase-space):

(3)

Some, comparisons of eq.(3) with experimental data (ref.[1]

and [Jljare given in figs 1 and 2. It should be noted that

we expect only the nondiffractive inelastic events to be

described in this way.

In fig. 2 the effect of the different weightings in eq.(1)

(a virtual photon with Q 2>0.3 (GeV/c)2) and in eq.(3)

(a real photon, which is expected to behave like a p° or

ш i.e. a mixture of (uu) and (d3)) is very noticeable.

For the baryon-fragmentation regions the Lund group has

proposed a corresponding incoherent sum of diquark fragmen-

' FÍ26
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tation distributions [/], which are determined in the

target fragmentation region of leptoproduction experiments

in accordance with the discussion above. A typical result

is shown in fig.3. We would like to urge our experimental

friends to compare experimental data from lepton-induced

and hadron-induced experiments in detail. As of now we

have seen no results which have not been understandable

(admittedly inside*large error bars) along these lines. -

Correlation experiments in which e.g. events with two tr~

in the «"-fragmentation region are investigated (recently

proposed by the Munich-group) should be of considerable

interest in differing between the two different schemes.

For the recombination scheme it is feasible to produce

the v 's from the two valence constituents whereas for

the fragmentation model proposed by the Lund group both.

*"*s should stem from one and the same quark jet.

2B. Large prevents

It is in the current literature usually assumed that the

. large-prevents stem from "hard scattering" of the quark

constituents. There are only few model independent checks

of such a mechanism. The K/n-ration [U,S] exhibits some

characteristic structure, which is sufficiently large to

Fft?
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be noticeable in the present generation of experiments.

In a quark jet (with substantial vector meson production)

there are produced more pions than kaons. Furthermore the

kaons produced tend to keep more momentum of the decaying

vector mesons. Therefore the K/ir-ratio is essentially

larger for large z-values than for small z-values. In par-

ticular this effect CK/w » 0.5 for z*1 and K/w «0.1-0.2

for z a 0.3) should be noticeable with a jet trigger

(or with a single particle trigger on the "away side" - note

that due to the "trigger bias" effect a single particle

trigger is sensitive only to DY4Z> near z « 1 ) . The

effect also implies that the momentum of the particles

accompanying a large-p
T
 pion is larger than in the case

of a large-p^. kaon.~ (This effect is observed by the British-

French-Scandinavian ISR-collaboration (61).

2C Lepto-production on nuclei

nd

The A-dependence of the particle distribution in lepto-pro-

duction fragmentation regions which has recently been ob-

served (and is mentioned in detail in Biaíás talk [?])can
f Ь к

eventually be understood as a straggling phenomenon of the

Its s

quark on its way through the nucleus and is therefore of
considerable interest. For a spin 1/2-particle interacting

l-p о ^

via spin 1-particles with another spin 1/2-particle the

FiU



cross-section is characteristically a second degree polyno-

mial in the cms-angle or alternatively in y, i.e. the frac-

tional energy loss of the particle, and
;
 is further strongly

peaked towards small momentum transfers. Therefor* we expect

that if a "kicked-out" spin 1/2-quark on its way out of the.

nucleus interacts n times with the nueleons (with the prob-

ability w (A) for n interactions in a nucleus A) and after-

wards fragments into hadrons h (with remaining energy (1-y))

we get

dN
Ш

 =
1-Z

0
 ? r

dN
with -m measured in leptoproduction on deuterium (i.e.

equal number of protons and neutrons). P_(y) is the proba-

bility to loose the fractional energy у in n independent col-

lissions computed as a convolution of n independent probab-

ilities P
1
 to loose the fractional energy у in one collission

discussed above.

With IT_(A) as computed from a Monte-Carlo generation with

the nuclear density given by a Wood-Saxon distribution the

SLAC-MIT electroproduction results are well reproduced. The

phenomenon deserves, however, more experimental investigation

both from v(v)-experiments and with regard to the correlations

between the particles produced.
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We finally note that a similar A-dependence is seen also

in low-p,-hadron physics (it should be stressed that, for

experiments only measuring the angles of the produced par-

ticles, in the pseudo-rapidity variable the phenomenon is

much less noticable than in rapidity or in Z because small

values of p and central rapidities populate the large pseu-

do-rapidity-region together with large rapidity secondaries).

З.Д. A theoretical model for the quark-fragmentation distri-

butions

Presently there is no fundamental theory in which the frag-

mentation distributions D can be computed from first

principles (in e.g. perturbative QCD it is impossible becau-

se D are "infra-red sensitive" quantities). We are therefore

forced to use more simple-minded models.

The particular case of iterative cascade-models in which

quark jet -»• quark jet + a hadron with a fraction z (C\

of the original jet energy momentum

has recently been considered by different groups (Feynman-

Field[8], the Lund-group [9], cf also the original papers on

such cascade-models [10]

These models are completely characterised by the probability

distributions f for the event in eq (ff). In particular the

F Ш)



single particle distribution D (Z) fulfil a set of integral

equations: |

Thus the main task is to determine the quantities f (Z)

from a given dynamical scheme. Due to normalisation they

obey |

We note that for the particular case of only one flavour

and one kind of meson the choice f=T implies in eq(£)
A

the solution D(Z) = £, corresponding to one particle per

unit rapidity. Further the probability to find n particles

in the rapidity interval Ay is given by a Poisson-distri-

bution (£af
This situation calls to mind the equivalent results of the

Schw inger-model, i.e. 1-1-1 dimentional QED[11].

It has been со
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It has been conjectured that in QCD the colour-force-fields
egral

between the quarks are colligated into tube-like configura-

tions producing a constant force at large distances like in

the Schwinger-model.

Though the Schwinger-model.is a completely soluble quantum

field-theory scheme it is difficult to compute the particle

distributions outside the central region in phase-space.

The Lund-group [12] has recently considered a semi-classical

model with the following basic assumptions:

ur
1) Massless q- and q-particles interact via a constant

force-field and there exist stable bound states (mesons).
er

c l e s 2) Zero energy-momentum (qq)pairs ("zero-frequency photons-

tri- gluons") can be formed inside the field between two high-

energy q- and q-particles with a constant probability

per unit length in the field.

The final state mesons (formed from the q- and q-particles

t n e produced in the field according to 2)) resulting from a high-

energy q-jet will in this model be distributed according to

the iterative cascade-model-scheme with a constant probability

distribution f.

The scheme can be generalised to the case of several different

'" flavours, to massive constituents and to different final state

F



meson masses. Thé resulting quantities f are all constants

but their relative size cannot be determined without more

dynamical input.

It is then an interesting question to ask whether constant

fn in eq < t ) will give realistic distributions Dh.

To answer the question the Lund-group [9] has developed

a model with the following extra dynamical assumptions

(needed to fix the constants f •):

1) only pseudo-scalar and vector-mesons are produced in the

ratios 1:3 (as in naive spin-counting)

2) only (uu), (dd) and (ss) quark-pairs are produced in the

field with relative probabilities'!: 1:1/2. Some of the

resulting distributions (note that in the vector meson

decay the different meson-masses are of great importance

to the results) together with the Feynman-Field parametri-

sations [ 13] are shown in fig. k. Experimental results

from the SLAC-MIT-group [14] and the model results on the

K/ir-ratio are shown in fig. 5. We feel that the agreement

between the predictions of this simple model and the ex-

perimental results is very good. A different approach

in which the function f is determined from an experimen-

tal fit with a vectormeson to pseudoscalar meson ratio

of 1:1 (which implies a decreasing function f) is given ,

s
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) is given ,

by Feynman-Field [8].

We would finally like to point out that all iterative

cascade-models can be interpreted in terms of a Brownian

motion structure in both energy-momentum space and in

space-tim$[12]. Such a description provides an iterative re-

lations ship between the production-points of the Cqq)

particles. The relationship has relevance both to the

mass-spectrum of the jets in a process jet + jet + jet

(in e.g. e e~ reactions) and to the confinement proper-

ties of the quarks (e.g. the distribution in length of

-the confining force-field between two high-energetic

quarks).

Discussion

Centf :What ia the shape of your fragmentation into rho ?

Anderaaon; It ie essentially completely flat*

I
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Introduction

Tbia contribution gives a abort aurvey of ref. 1 «here the stan-

dard one dimensionci 4nark cascade model, «hereby a jet is considered

to consist of a number of mesons atepwiae emitted by a quark, ia generi

lixed to three dimensions in a covariant manner. Many of the details

are left out and can be found in ref. 1.

Consider e linear decay chain «hereby a quark stepviae emits a

meson

Let the fundamental subproceaa be described by the "primordial" function

7(PtP*)» normalised such that (conservation of four-momentum):

«here «p* - (1)

Then clearly «e have for the distribution of the quark after the n
th

Noting

and sum

6(

i.e.,

G
A

or equi

the stan-

coneidered

k, is gener

e details

emits a

G
X
(
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m

the tr
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•tep:

the stan-

oneidered

, ia generc-

e details

eaits a

*al
N
 function

>:

(0

the a
0 1

e
( n )

e
(n)
(p.p') -Jap, ... «p

n
_

1
t(p,p

1
) F(P,.P

2
)

(2)

- /ap"G
(n
"

I)
(p.p")

Noting that G
(l)
(p,p') - F(p,p') m can sultiply both aides with X

0
"

1

and sum to obtain the equation fox the generating function:

e<p.p'>
n-l

(3)

i.e..

6
X
(p.p«) -P(P,P') • A/«p"

or «quivalencly:
(4)

*) - F(P.P') • F(p",p')

For X-l G is just the total inclusive distribution-of a quark at

least in the case of only one flavour. If one haa sore flavours, the

total ineluaive distribution ia a linear combination of the s
m
, «here

the X are the eigenvalues of the probability amtrix M.. Which describee

the transition froe a quark of flavour i to flavour j , as «plained

in detail in ref. 1.

To obtain the distribution functions for a meson of four no»

к coming fro* the n vertex one now has:

.p') F(p',p'-k) Í5)

with Dl (p,k) - F(p,p-k), which leads for the generating function:

DX(p.k) •
n-l

Í6)

i



to the expression:

F(p,p-k) P.T>"' F(p\p'-k) (7)

Again for X«l D -is the inclusive meson distribution in the case of

only one flavour while for more flavours we need a linear combination

of the D^".

7= So we observe that the whole problem is solved once one has solved'

the G fromeq. (4). The procedure to calculate D by way of first cal-

culating G" is in general the best one to the simplicity of eq. (4)

although one саь in principle solve D directly from the equation:

D'(P.k) « F(p,p-k) + A/dp'F(p,p'> D'(p',k (8)

which one can easily derive from eq. 1.5). As an example we assume that

the chain is one dimensional and scales in this direction, i.e.,

Heglecting the quark masses ana puttin»

D"(p,k> - d ^ j -«Cfc,)

we heve from eq. (8)

d
A
(s) - f(l-x) + X/ d\zf-? (9)

which for X-l is the well known equalxза for tne one- dimensional cas-

cade models (e.q., ret. 2-5). the alternative! way ot calculating d is

by eqs.(4) and (/), which reduce in the one dimensional case to:

- f (r) X/ | £ g (10)
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(7)
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osbination
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f first cal-

eq. (4)

uation:

(8)

assume that

i.e.,

(9)

anal eas-

Jating dX is

e to:

(10)

á\z) - f ( l - z ) + Х/|Д
z

f(!-*/£) (ID

That solving d by way of eqs. (10) and (11) is easier than directly by

«ay of eq. (9) one can already see here as one only has to know the

Laplace transform of £(e~x) in die first case while for solving (9) one

also has to know the Laplace transform of f(1-е"*) (sore details are

given in ref. 1). Returning to the three dimensional problem we have

to assume some form for F(p
t
p') in the scaling limit. Luckily enough

there is only one form which is reasonable, i.e.,

F(p,Pf) - F(z; p ,̂-spT) 9(l-z) with z •- - ^ (12)

The reasons for this choice are several: pi-zp_ is in the scaling

limit die component of p' transverse to p. Although it looks as if the

variable Pf~*P
T
 depends on soms direction, to which it is transverse,

this is actually not the case as long as this direction is each that

all transverse momenta stay small with respect to it as one can easily

see by noting that in the scaling limit neglecting masses the invariant

* " (P-P*> " -
 Ж
4№г~

а
№

г
) » »

n d
 *•

 F
 " i

1 1
 o*

1
* depend on |p

T
-zp

T
| due

to rotational invar iance.

Conservation of energy (eq. (1) for u4» requires

I
/dz
9

F(«;p
T
) - (13)

which at the same time takes case of conservation of transverse

г

As in practice one i s mainly interested in factorizing primordial

functions F we wi l l assume:

f(s;p T ) - f(r)T(pT) (15)
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with doe to eq. (13)

/da f («) - /d
2
», T(p^ - 1 (16)

form (15) for. F

tically (eaeapt if f(«) - «**'(«*e ref. I» but one can

does not allow oa» to solve d* analy-

ctly calcu-

late the «idtii in p, of ̂ (a^tj) ia ***** of the solution of the one .

dimensional equations (10) and (II) with input function f(a) (proof in

xef. 1):

«here

(17)

f(s)

which

Goncl

So one observes that the eo called seegull effect (the s dependence

of г"(ж) - is completely independent of the function T(p.) and so

just a consequence of the introduction of the two transverse dimensions

into the problem. The seagull effect in eq. (17) «ill stay finite for

all ж including s - 0 (the plateau region). This is a consequence of

the choice in eq. (12) of the variable p£ - spT> If we e.g. bad chosen

the variable pi - p. this would not have been the case es one' can see

from the familiar argument that as one goes down the chain the average

transverse momentum with respect to the initial direction would increa-

singly randomise leading to <pl> ~ <n> p_ when averaged over ж and so
2 ^"Y

for fixed s would give <p
f
> — (1-qlnx) p* for some constant q.

Knowing the width in p_ of the function D* from eq. (17) and knowing

that integrated over p_ we have (as one can easily prove):

(16

aolva d^ anal
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(16)

solve d
X
 aaaly-

exactly calcu-

oa of the one .

f (s) (fnof is

Jd 2 », dx(«) (18)

> dA(«) i s the solution, of tbe one di—nslnasl problem with input
f(s) we can aavranmata Й» function D by:

(19)

which tares out (see ref. 1) to be а тегу good epproaiitiog.

(17)

etion T(p_) and so

se dimensions

stay finite for

a consequence of

e.g. had chosen

ее one can see

bain the average

would incree-

over s end so

onstant q.

7) and knowing
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Conclusion

The art of solving the three dimensional cascade aadel in good

appradaution only involves solving the oae diawhaional model according

to the following recipe:

i) Chooee a primordial function f(s) T(p
T
).

ii) Solve eq. (10), by standard Laplace methods, to obtain g
X
(c).

iii) Calculete d
X
(s) from eq. (11)

iv) Calculate r
X
(x) from eq. (17)

Лип in good appronmition:

•• d
A
(s)

end the inclusive meson distribution will then be a linear combination

of the D ^ *s where the А
щ
 are the eigenvalues of the probability matrix

describing the transition from a quark of flavour i to one of flavour
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INVESTIGATIONS OF HIGH ZNE GY COLLISSION
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Abstract: Detailed investigations of variety..cosmic ray
data show that the ratio of the average energy of the
secondary particles produced in high energy collisions
to the primary energy decreases significantly when energy
increases. The decrease is in clear contradiction with
expectation based on the Feynman's scaling hi;>othesis.
Particularly striking are the experimental remits sho-
wing rapid development of atmospheric showers.

The variation of the pion .inclusive spectrum from .the
accelerator energies to highest cosmic ray energies i;;

discussed. . .

Suggestion ir- made for possible future experiments.
In particular there is shown a pos-ibility of investiga-
tion of assymptotic behaviour of the cross section for
prompt production of leptons in hadron-hadron collisions.

1.Introduction. Cosmic ray investigations of high 'energy
interactions are generally aimed towards two bnsic pro-
blems. One of those is search foi- new processes with thre-
sholds above the highest accelerator energies and second
the analysis of asymptotic behaviour of various parame-
ters characterising the interactions. In both cases the
use is made of the fact that the energies avaiable in
eosmic rays by.many orders of magnitude exceed the acce-
lerator energies. At the present time we can say that
the investigations of high energy collisions are carried
or can be carried out for particles with energies ran-
ging from iO4GeV to 109GeV. It means that we arc concen-
trated on energies exceeding by one to six orders, of
magnitude the energies obtained in existing accelerators.
In that energy range different methods aie used. At the
lowest' energies the ealorimetric method can be u^ed. The
generalisation of that method is. applied in x-: ay cham-
bers with target /C jets/ and without target /atmosphe-
ric -jets/ and finally the highest energies are accessa-
ble only by extensive air shower /EAS/ method.EAS
method is applicable át energies exceeding few times
iO&GeV and at energies above few times iO6GeV remains as
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In the pfepent paper I would like to outline the spe-

cif in features of the, conaic ráy investigation!: and to
point out advantages and disadvantages of those.' Mainly
due to low flux of the primary particles the inves/tiga- ',.
tions are to.lar^e extend restricted to inclusive type
analypif' of processes with moderately high cross-section.
Certain reservations' can be made here. Some, individual ' .
processes can be found providing thai they are exceptio-
nally unupual /for inrtance Centauro/ and also under
certain circumstance? processes with rmall cross sections
can be observed. I will discuss in rome detail such öxaía-
plep in end of my talk.

Firstly I would like to discuss the problem of assym-
ptotic behaviour.of the inclusive spectra of tne secondary
particles in high energy collisions of hadrons. This pro-
blem has been chosen as illustration of the method since
moderately comprehensive analysis can be done here. I
start (liscupring the highest energies namely the energies
around lO/GeV investigated in EAS. It has been pointed
out several years a.̂ o /see Wdowczyk and Wolfendaleti972/
that air showers develop very rapidly reaching maximum at
suprisinsly high level. This result was particularly, stri-
king since at that time it was generally bel ived that the
Feynman s scaling hipothe^is well describes the asymptotic*
behaviour of the pion inclusive spectra. - " *

Detailed investigations /which will be described later
in the paper/ carried during last years fully confirmed
the earlier observation and moreover showd therrapid deve-
lopment of EAS concern? not only the eleótromagnetie compo-
nent but alFo tne tauon and consequently the hadron compo-
nents . :

The rapid development of.extensive air showers can. be
understand and in fact it imnlys that the average energy
of the of those secondary particles which carry most of the
energy released in the interaction is comparatively low,
much lower than; It follows from the expectations based on

G2
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the scaling hipothesis. It should bo pointed out that this
conclusion is really independent of details of EAS and
high energy collision models. The position of EAS maximum
dependsГ on the length of the electromagnetic cascades ori-
ginated in the first collision of the primary particle and
that length directly give the energy of 4*-rays from decay
ofJT*. О

The low average energy of the secondaries require their
high aultiplioity.lt should be however noted that even very
significant increase of the multiplicity of the low energy
particles is not sufficient for obtaining the observed
effect. For instance, if the increase of the multiplicity
was related only to the so called central region without
changing the cross-section at the fragmentation region we
would not obtain the observed picture of rapid development.
In fact the EAS observation relate to Rome sort of effecti-
ve multiplicity representing the multiplicity of those se-
condary particles which take most of the energy released
in the interaction. In actual considerations as the effec-
tive multiplicity it is taken the multiplicity which arise?
from exponential spectrum fitting best the production spec-
trum at the fragmentation region. It should be pointed out
that the effective multiplicity for any reasonable spectrum
represents the lower limit of the real multiplicity and
practically it is lower limit of the total multiplicity
divided by two as the total multiplicity takes also the
backward oone particles.

In the case of sealing the effective multiplicity is
energy independent, in spite of the fact that actual multi-
plicity ifi rising as logaritm of energy. It also should be
noted that at the accelerator energies the effective multi-
plicity are practically the same at proton-proton and pro-
ton-nucleus interactions. Increase of the efective multi-
plicity indicate not only that the total multiplicity of
the secondary particles Increases faster than logaritmi-
cally, it also indicate that the average energy of the
particles which carry most of the energy decreases when
energy increases.

at of EAS. Extensive air showers /EAS/
are cascades off particles initiated in atmosphere by high
energy cosmic ray particles. The.main particles of the
cascades are electrons from electromagnetic cascades origi-
nated by photons from ff°decays. The showers consist also
•none /from decay of charged pions and kaons/ and nuclear
active particles. Total number of particles in shower rea-
ches maximum Pomvhere half way through the atmosphere. The
number off particles in shower maximum gives moderately
good measure off the primary particle energy. The energy is

iven by
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given by the expression '^
Q
-2 Ne/GeV/.

•tllbfj

Pia.2 Longitudinal deve-
lopment of shower ini-
tiated by primary parti-
cles at frequency of
i0™10cm~2e~Isr~1 /Ep=5
1015 eV/

л еу Antonov et al.1977
Chacaltaya:Bradt

et al.1965
Tien Shan:Danilo-

va et al.i977 .
Pic du Midi expe-

riment of Boehra /Ю77/
The smooth longitudinal
development curve, is
taken from the work
Ouldridge and Hillas _
/±979/normaliRed to \0
particles at shower

•Fi
r
';.3 Dependence of depth of

maximum development of GAS on
primary energy. The predictions
based mostly on scaling model.
Shaded area data from shape of
the Gerenkov radiation pulse.
Experimental points Antonov
and Ivanenko /1975/, Antonov
et al./i977/, Bradt et /1965/,
Kaneko et al.1977.

The development curve of
extensive air shower is given
in figure 2 taken after Wdowczyk
and WoIfendale /1978/. In that
figure there is shown so called
constant intensity cut which is
obtained by plotting shower
sizes as a function of depth
- under the condition that the
frequency of the registred sho-
wers is the same at varous alti-

tudes. The method a;ives possibility of obserwing showers of
the same primary energy at different stages of development.
Experimental data :;ivcn in the figure are colected from
various experiments. The theoretical curve corresponds to
calculations based on pemiscaling model. In the model based
on the scaling principle all free parameters were taken to
asrurc EAS development as rapid as possible. It can be seen
that the expected development is still significantly slo-
wer than that .observed. Similar situation occur at other
energies. This ie illustrated in figure 3 where the depth
of shower maximum/measured from the top of atmosphere/ is
plotted aP a function of the primary particle energy. The
expected dependence

7
 are siven for strict scaling and for



the case of increasing cross section taken'together with
scaling type inclusive spectium. It is seen that discrepan-
cy of experiment and predictions is very largo. Even dras-
tic /and practically excluded by various observations of
EAS/ increase of the primary particle mass to pure iron is
still not fully sufficict. Much .better agreement is obtai-
ned if faster increase of the secondary particles multipli-
city is taken. The dotted line correspond to the C«FO when
effective multiplicity of the secondary particles increase?
according to the formula

n
s
 = 1.35 E

o

0
'

2 5
,

where E is primary energy in GeV,
This multiplicity was .taken together with cross section
increase obtained by extrapolation of the accelerator data.
As it can be seen the fit is moderately good and my become
perfect if allowance is made for the mixed mass composition
of the primary particles.

In the same figure there are indicated indirect measure-
ments of the height of the shower maximum obtained from
time distribution of EAS Ccrcnkov radiation. Average ener-
gies of electrons in EAS are well above 100 MeV so during
their passage through the atmosphere Cerenkov radiation is
emited /threshold 21 MeV at sea level/. From simple geome-
trical considerations it can be shown that length of the
Cerenkov radiation impulse at a given distance from core
strongly depends on the height of the shower maximum. If
the maximum is located at high altitude the impulse is
short, when the height of maximum decreases the length of
the pulse increases. The measurements performed in Yakutsk
and in Haverah Park in England give approximately the same
answer and show very good agreement with the data obtained
from direct observations.

There is several other experimental indications of ra-
pid EAS development. I will restrict myself here only to
one more observation concerning properties of muons. The
muons are important here as they show that the rapid deve-
lopment is not a feature of the electromagnetic component
only. #

The muon lateral distributions at two different altitu-
des are compared in figure 4. The distribution at mountain
altitude /Chacaltaya, Bolivia 5200m above s.l/ is clearly
narrower than that at sea level /Haverah Park, England/.
That result is obvious since the mountain altitude level
is much closer to generation level of muon in EAS. The
interesting and to some extand suprising is the fact, that
the pea level distribution can be obtained by simple
transformation of that at the high elevation. The trans-
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formation needed here amounts to
widening by factor of three an reduc-
tion liy 24$. That rcFiilt is supri-
sing since it show tli.it practically
all muons at rather lavie showers
/primary energies lO

5
-iri'« GeV/ are

produced at altitudes clearly oxco-
ding 5200 m above s.l. Detailed eva-
luation show that the effective pro-
duction levels for muons arc located
approximately at the atmospheric _
depth 4G0 g/cm" and 520 g/cri

2
 for iOö

GeV and io" GoV primary energy respe-
ctively. Tn the case of scaling the
corresponding ^alucs should bo at
least 660 5/eia" and 730 g/cm". Here
again significant decrease of the
expected depth /increase of height/
can be obtained if the power low
for the dependence of the multipli-
city on energy is taken.

The experimental data on EAS
reguire that at the cncriics about
l06-i07 GeV the effective multipli-
cities of the secondary paiticlcs
amounts to at least to about 50

Fig.4. Muon lateral
distributions at two
altitudes /Chacaltaya
and Haverah Park/.
Points represent
transformation of the
distribution at
Chacaltaya to sea
level.

particles it means that the total
multiplicity of the secondary particles produced in intera-
ctions with energies around 10° GeV exceeds Ю 0 secondary
particles. The result is in clear contradiction with the
expectation based on the limiting fragmentation hipothesis
and indicate strong violation of the scaling in fragmenta-
tion region.

What is the situation at lower energies, namely energies
intermediate between the accelerators and the EAS? Going
down An the energy scale from CAS we come to so called
atmofphericjy-ray families. Those are groups of high energy
У-гау /threshold i-2 xiO

3
 GeV/ originated from develop-

ment of showers initiated by primary particles with ener-
gies'above 105 GeV and detected in so called x-ray cham-
bers. The chambers basically consists of «-ray film loca-
ted under layer about 4-6 cm of lead. The electromagnetic
cascades initiated by those 4* -rays approximatelly reach
their maxima at the depth where the x-ray films are loca-
ted. The cascades produce black dotts at those films. Fro*
darkness of those dotts the energy of the photons is
estimated.

At the first Ftage of the investigation there was a hope
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that the families are originated in individual interactions
of the high energy particles and can be conridered as target
diagrams of those interactions. It turn out however, that
this picture Is not correct and that the families originate
as result of superposition of 4*-rays from different interac-
tions. °

In spite of that fact interesting conclusions can be
obtained here* The situation is illustrated in table 1 and
In figure 5.
T a b l e 1

Model

Scaling

n

n

it

Increasing
cross sec-
tion

n
g
% E

l / 2

s
Experimen-
tal

Primary
Particles

protons

. He

N

Fe

protons

protons

protons

-

No.of sho-
wers gene-
rated

1500

3000

1600

1000

1200

5000

1500

-

IC$Ei>30ToV)

m"-г
 l
sr

- 1

2.5

9.7

2.7

3.9

1.2

1.5

7.S

4

ю-
6

10"7

10-7

10"
3

io-
6

Ю-
7

ID"
7

10-8

10

8

3

о
1

3

2

hi

.6

.3

;3

.6

5

.5

.7

1

io-
7

io-
7

10
S

10-7

10-7

io-
8

10-7

10-8

In the table the expeoteű frequencies of ̂ ™-ray families
with total- energy exceeding ЗхЮ GoV and lO

5
GeV /energy of

the family is sum of the energy of all photons belonging to
that family/ are compared with the experimental observations.
The comparison Is made for various assumptions about model
of high energy interactions and the prinar> particle mass.
It is seen that in order to agree expectations and the
experimental data again the scaling hipothesle must be reje-
cted. In figure 5 there are shown expected contributions
from various primary energies for the same assumptions as
that used in deviation of the table l. The distributions
given in that figure are obtained taking the primary energy
spectrum obtained from EAS investigations and the probabili-
ties of generating4*-ray families by particles of a given
energy obtained bylfonte Carlo method and shown in figure 6.
Fig.5 and 6 are taken after Pomin et al./i97S/.
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Pi£t6.Probability of^"-
family registration versup
primary particle energy
for different assumptions
about the primary maps and
model of high energy inte-
raction»

З.Х-rav chamber observatio-
ns of high energy Intera-
ctions. Going again lower
on energy scale we come to
so called C-jets generated
in graphite and registred
in x-ray chambers.Energies

EpM

Fig.S.Cont;ibution to
the intensities of^Vray
families with energies
above 30ToV and iOOTeV
as a function of' prima-
ry particle energy.

of the primary particles
here are around lO

5
GeV.The

main result of that experi-
ment is given in figure 7
where the distribution of
the observed masses of hipo-
tetical clusters are plot-
tod. In fact the plotted
masses corresponds to Ф
only and total masse? are
obtained multipllying those
ülvén in the figure by three.
According to authors /Chinaletto et al.1977/ the interac-
tions can be divided into two-groups. In one group there
are clusters with average mass about 3 GeV and multiplicity

HL.
Fig.7.Distribution of clu-
ster masses in C-jets re-
gistred at Mt.Chacaltaya.



of about Ю secondary particles. To the second g. oup
the clusters with mass about 25GcV and mill tip] icity of about
40 particles, Thof-e two types could be distinguished not
only by different masses but also'by different average tran-
sverse momenta of tho secondary particles; in the bigger
clusters the average transverse momenta are about twice of
those in the smaller ones'.

There may be some doubt about reality of the clusters
but it seems to be true that two different typos of intora^
ction exist?. The interesting point here is that there
exist significant fraction of interactions with effective
multiplicities as high as 40 particles, /It follows from
simple kincmatical considerations that the multiplicity of
the particles in the clusters in~in fact the effective
multiplicity of the interaction/.

The relative frequencies of the two types of interaction
are not easy to evaluate due to the possibility of biases
introduced by-the detection, threshold. From the figure it
appears that the heavier clusters a m produced at about 25

:
,i

of interactions but more detailed look shows that the frac-
tion of the heavy clusters chan-res vapidly ',\ith the energy
of the interaction. The data are given in table 2.

T a b 1 e 2

É /TcV/
Type
Type

9 - 15
73
12

15 +
37
21

30 30
7

15

105GeV.
be due
of the
nly
photons
most of

The rapid increarc of the proportion of the heavy clus-
ter type interaction could be reflection of pome threshold
effect which would have to occur at primary energy лгпшн]

In my opinion however, the appcarent threshold can
to the fac-t .that' at thr lower energies the efficiency
detectionsof the second type interactions cerlai-
very low. The detection threshold for. individual
is about 1 TeV so for the lower primary cnerTio,

i:

the photons is below of the threshold f.or Mic cafe
of the type two interactions. It rhuuld be pointed out that
in either case the multiplicity of the, f oeondpry .part icl es
at energies around"1O°GсV aie much hi^hci than it follows
from the scaling hipothesis. Taking the; interact ion v;iih .
energies'released in 'Or-quanta above jőToV u;e obtain thai
the effective multiplicities amounts tn about 25 particles.
It means that at energies arotint iO

5
GcV the total multipli-

city amounts to at least 50 pnrticlcF.

The lact that cosmic ray_«lata indicate deviation from
scaling at energies' a^ove iO

u
GeV sometime is used as argu-
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new process occur and that the process qualitatively
the picture of high energy interaction. Such possibility
iF ecitainly not excluded but in my opinion"the cosmic ray
data s t i l l do not rcguirc such flop process. The violation
of the scaling expectation may be continous f.om the accele-
rator energies. The region from 2xiO3 to about lO°GeV is in
fact not well explored. This may look sup1 iFing as at that
region there exist the data from nuclear cmulsjonr where
interactions are rcen directly. Unfortunately the data from
nuclear emulsions should be treated with caution since they
are very strong]y'biastfby «caning and primary particle ene-
rgy determination. Doth tlio mentioned effect lead to signi-
ficant tmderstination of the secondary particles multiplici-
ty.

Perhaps sonic lii;ht on the question where the. deviations
from scaling occur can be. put by detailed 'invest!gátion of
the seal inr» hipot he- ir validity at the accelerator energy
ran^e. If the scaling was valid at accelerator energies i t
would be natural to assume that ii;ere exist somé threshold
effect on the other hand if real ing is violated in.accele-
rator iniisc continous violation of i t is more acceptable.
l.Romarks on scaling at accelerator energies. It i s gene-
rally accepted that scaling in the central.region is signi-
ficantly violated over whole accelerator energy range. In
respect to (lie fragmentation region situation is less clear
and in faot. it is quite widely accepted that the limiting .
f ra.iiincnt ation hijiothc! is is correct. The question I would .
like to ark. is if~this statement is really justified by:-tlie
experimental data. It is true that at Feynman's "x" around
O.i and above within accir осу of experimental data the
invariant ero^s rection are consistent with the assumption
of constancy. Could ne really conclude on.basis of that
fact that hipol.her is. is confirmed? Typical ei 1 ors, of expe—
iimcnl.nl results are-usually of order of five to ten per-
cent. The basic questions here is if more significant
chaniré ni' the invariant c^oss. sections over rather narrow
accelerator rarize can be expected"even if the seal ing
hipothpfi.5 was .baricaliy incorect. The situation is i l l u -
strated in figure S;-where the bublê  chamber data of Kafka
ct al./1977/'at 205 GcV are еоирагеЧ) with the lower encf-ry
dala /2SGeV/'. The Two curves corresponds to ; two limiting i :

w.aysr.of extrapolation." The first case is based", oh the ' -
assumption of strict, i-calina p^dithe second p'hp'corresponds
to the sit uat ion'which I cVm?-ider as" maximum viol at ipn of '
scaling. That •pectrum was obtained under' the assumption '
that the invariat ;cnrss reetion. remain unchanged- .if ii • is
taken as .4 funet-ion of-Ilir raiioiof indjvitl.na]!, part irl.c ;
indneiituir tо the hVei ÍIÍ« m;< ncnt.um of the re.condaiiy pari-iclns.
The т п м т mument um has: brrn evaluated-' f imply, Sram the...
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Fig.8.Inclusive spec-
tra as a function of x
for positive pions pro-
duced by 205GeV pions
/ fff =i9.7GeV/.*he expe-
rimental points are from
the «ofк of Kafka et al.
/i977/.The line 1 has
been scaled from the re-
sults at \f? =6.8GeV
/blobel et al.i974/

assuming, that the Scaling
model is valid and that
marked 2 relates to a
similar conversion but
assuming maximum brea-
kdown of Scaling.
It is apparent that
there is evidence for
some breakdown of Sca-
ling at all x.

r'ta.9.Breakdown of Scali-
ng in the central region
/y=0/ from the summary of
Guettlor et al./l976/.
The situation at \1? =53
GeV is taken as the datum.
The oridinata is the ra-
tio of the cross section
at y=0 as a fraction of
the total inelastic
cross section,and energy
Vs

1
 to that at Y3 =53GeV.

For strict Scaling the
experimental values would
all be equal to unity and
for the maximum breaking
of Scaling they would
fall on the inclined
line.

total multiplicity of the
charged particles. It is
seen that the experimental
points are located between

the two curves and in fact, if anything, then closer to the
ease of maximum violation of scaling. It.was obvious that
they can not follow exactly the case of the maximum viola-
tion of sealing sinoe the requirement which have been put
here was, that the width of the distribution at the rapidi-
ty plot for one cone particles remain unchanged /as in the
old two fireball model/» The deviation from real ing however
is very significant everywhere so scaling is definitely not
valid between 30GeV and 205GeV.

What le the situation at 13П energies? The. question
which I would like to ask here is to what degree sealing is
violated in the fragmentation region. Is the violation the

or different then in the central region. Degree of .
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violation of the scaling in the central region is illustra-
ted in figure 9 where the height of the central platean is
plotted versus V ? . The cross section plotted there relate
to single interaction since the increase of the total ine-
lastic cross section is taken out. The two. lines corresponds
to the two limiting cases discussed earlier. The horizontal
line-strict scaling, the other one maximal violation of sca-
ling. As it should be expected the data Ftay between two
lines and in fact they are closer to the line of the maximal
violation.

A&it was mentioned earlier in the two extreme ca?os the
invariant cross sections should rcale in coordinates Pn/E
and Pn/( E /n^iSj) respectively. Here the laboratory energy
E is used instead of V? but this is equivalent descrip-
tion. The data presented in figure 9 are consistent with the
assumption that'the invariant cross rection scale in coordi-
nates Pn/E '-

1
*
87
. /ThiF is simple numerical fit to the data./

The earlier stated question concerning sealing in the frag-
mentation region if simple equivalent to the question if
that law ofsealins is consistent also with the data at the

F ift . 10. Indus ive spe-
ctra of positive and
negative pionp at a
transverre momentum of
0.2GeV/c produced in
the interactions of
205GeV/Y3 =19.7/ and
1500 /\fs* =53.0/ pro-
tens «Data from the
R штату by ICafka et al.
/1977/.

PiK.ll.The rapidity,
y, at a fixed Р/уУ in
the fragmentation re-
gion as a function of
ifs

1
 from the work of

Thome et al./i977/.
Strict Scaling requi-
res that y*be indepen-
dent of Vs

1
 . The dive-

rgence is reen to be
very marked.

fragmentation region. If we compare 28GeV with 205GeV the
answer is:it is consistent. In respect to ISr region the

Oil



Fituation ÍP more complicated : inco wo do net li.ivn informa-
tions about the invariant cross rcetionr nt .ill values of
X and iu. The existini data howovci -rive f=or.in indications
which arc presented in. figures iO and 11. .

In figure" 10 the invai iant cross-rect ionr nt р*=0.2 for
energies 20Д nnd ' ioOOGeV пте comjinred with expecto* ion?
deduced from US GcV.rtntu iifinrt tjje discuRscd mtthori nf sca-
ling /in the coordinates i>„/&~°•'*'/. It is seen that the
agreement everywhere whore the data exiFt if- noiici atcl у
good and in any саке definitely niuch better- than under assum-
ption of strict scaling. The actual fragmentation region is
explored in figure ii taken from the data öf ThoEic ct al.
/1977/. the line shows"expectations obtained using"the discu-
ssed method of scaling. The agreement is very inoil.

On the ba^is of tlie data, it is seen that the scaling ir
violated alfo- in fra?;incntation region and more that the
violation i£ approximately the sane aP in the central rcrion
and not far from the maximum po

Figures 8 to 11 are taken after '.Vdowczvlc and V/olfcndalc
/1978/. * —

The results discussed
above arc summarised in
figure 12 wHere tlic depen-
dences of the total and
effective multiplicity on
energy are shown. The resu-
lts clearly indicate that
there is no scaling beha-
yiour up to the energies
around lO7GeV since there
is no sign of the satura-
tion in effective multi-
plicity of the seconda-
ry particles.

The data presented in
the figure are consistent with continous increnpe of the
effective multiplicity as a function of the primary energy.

S.Prespeotivcs of cosmic rav inve?tisationr in elementary
particle phvrics. It is worthwhile to Ftart from some gene-
ral remark. Ii is interesting to ask the question why roiv,
several years af*cr thé ISI. experiment have been started, we
still discuss if the scaling is valid in the energy range
accesable to that experiment. Some sort of answer i? given
in figure 13 where on tlie plane pj. and x there are indicated
regions investigated in IS! :expc"iments. It ean be seen that"
the regions of high x and low pa. are practically unaccosable.
The situation will even more difficult in the care of high

,.vi
Fig. 12.Dependences i;f. the total
multiplicity and the effective
multiplicity on pi innry energy
for cormic ray and accclorator
data.
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enor-sy call i dors which arc pl an-
ncd for the near ruture'. Certain-
ly there will bo f ómé cJiffioul-
1. ies in exploring the rev-ions of
hi Eh "x". .On the other hanfl due
to the shape of tlie p. iinary parti-
cle fpectvum, comic rays are mo'rt
sensitive to the properties of the
secondary particles with lii-.̂li lllx" ,
so at least in коте problems cosmic
ray investigations could be comple-
mentary to the investigations
based on the hi:rli energy coll idcrs.

It can be indicated several
experiments which could be perfor-
med in trie ncarst future in cos-
mic rays. Among those can be
quoted investigations of asympto-
tic behaviour of the cross sec-
tion for production of the parti-
cles with large transverse momenta
and asymptotic behaviour of the
prompt lepton production.

As illustration I will discus;-
the possibility of investigation
the prompt lepton production. The
choice has been dictated by recent
result concerning the prompt production of neutrinos in the
hi,'jh energy beam dump experiment.

In cofRiic rays, providing that sufficient effort is made,
we could detect prompt production of high energy muons. The
normal source of muons in cosmic ray arc decays of pions and
kaons. Probability of decay of pions is- of order of iOO/E
/GcV/ so if we would take that the ratio for cross section
of prompt nuon production to the cross-section for pion
production is of order of Ю the prompt muons would eqtilisc
in number with normal around Ю GcV. If the cross section
ivas higher by one order of magnitude the critical energy
would be lowered to value around iO

5
GeV. This value is on the

limit of the presently existing cosmic ray data so in prin-
ciple it woul4<f№ssiblc to.perform at the present moment ex-
periment in which during one year of operation prompt pro-
duction of leptons on the level of Ю "

3
 could be detected

with good accuracy.

Such experiment would involve three separate measurement- ,
The first Is measurement of 1-ray intensity at altitude of
about 200 g/cm

2
. Ю m2 detector of x-ray filnftype, flown

for l year would be more then sufficient here. The second

0* . 01 01 14 M 01 ОТ Ct Я

Fig. 13,- CEions of the
plane x/scaling varia-
ble/ versus transverse
momentum,p., investiga-
ted in various? ISP expe-
riment's. A=Albrow et a l .
/1974/, s =3l t45 and
53.2GcV.C=Capiluppi et
al./i974/, s =23.
T=Thome bt al./l977/,
fT =23.6,45.2 and 62.8
GoV.

G/3 G/V I



would Ъе measurement to augn intensity deep underground
with detector ot 200-300 m of scintilator counters, and the
third a detector of horizontal air shower with moderate.rizo
of collection area of few thousends squere metres. The mea-
surement of q-ray intensity should be performed in order
to eliminate (he influence of tho primary spectrum and mass
composition. The measurements of the horizontal showers
which most likely originated from bremsstrahlung of high
energy rauons together with the depth intenrity curve for
ouons would eliminate the uncertainly in cross-section for
muon energy losses.

The already existing data seem to indicate of oxcess of

muons over expectation from T-ray data. If it is real,

prompt production of leptons on the level of iO~
3
 is indi-

cated.
The author is very obliged to professor A.W.tfolfendale

in collaboration with whom most of the ideas presented here
have been developed.
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Discussion

»c SosnowsfciiV/het is the distribution of the mass of gamma

clusters ? You have a hole between the two groups. How many

events you nead to fill this hole ?

WdowczykzWell. I do not know, but I was claiming that the

hole is statistically significant. I would expect that these

two groups are some two types of interact ions «For instance

diffractiTe dissociation to give the snail dusters and just

ordinary hadronic collisions to give the so called big clus-

ters. I do not think that there is really any proof that

there are clusters there. It is only a method of presenta-

tion»

Malhotra-I see we have three different types of dusters.

Wdowcgyk;The point is that the third type of clusters comes

from atmospheric interactions and we know that those are

really shower caused, not•clusters.

Shapiro t Can you distinguish between the power and power of

13 logarithm behavior of multiplicity with increasing energy T

WdowczyktWe are obtaining certain points at се г tain ener-

gies and you can до in these points by "• -;• ̂ us curves and can

get also logarithm to some power.

PeinbergiOf course, you are an experimentalist and I am not,

but my impression is that being so cautious about saying that

there is no evidence that there are clusters- that seems

not to be necessarily so. How this mass of the cluster is

determined ? People snow the direction and the energy of

each gamma ray .They found such a frame in which these gamma

rays 'are distributed isotropically. In this frame the momen-

tum spectrum is. of Bose-Einstein type. Isn't it so ? At. least

this Brasilian-Japen Collaboration does it for each family

and in such a way they determined invariant mass...



Wdowczyk:It certainly could be duster, but what they really
show is the effective multiplicity.I want to put this in
terns of effective multiplicity.Simply if you take single
exponent you usually end up with the cluster because the
single exponent seems quite welH to ex trapolate this region.
So I do not want to say that there are definitely clusters*
They may be there...

Malhotra iPerhapa 1 can mention here the claim made by the
Japan-Brasilian group on the analysis of their data etc*
There are three kinds of clusters with masses that are ar-
ranged in three different regions and the temperatures for
each of these three different kinds of clusters are diffe-
rent with smallest some 125 MeV, the second about 250 MeV
and the third one some 500 MeV. Now whether this is due to
the analysis or it is really something, needs to be con-
firmed»
I have one little question. In that graph you showed us for
the depth of the maximum* •• will you try to see whether data
fully argee with the pure proton composition or iron compo-
sition* on the assumption of scaling and some assumption
for the multiplicity energy dependence T The last curve you
showed /green one / was on the basis of multiplicity rising
like E ' .What was the composition assumed there ?

Wdowc zyktThis is for protons «The point is that providing
> that there is some 50% of protons and we think that there is
about 50% of protons, it changes very little the position \
of maximum. If you put the heavy particles like iron predo- '•
minantly you get the position of maximum lower down. So I
think the reasonable masa composition may reduce the point
to get it agree with experiment, but would not reduce* it
much more*
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BSSULTS 0* INVESTIGATIONS CF NUCLECN-NUCLZAR INELASTIC

COLLISIONS IK COSMIC BAYS BELCtt А1Ш ABOVE ->СС TSV.

S.LNikolski

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute cf the USSR Acadecy of

Sciences

The results cf experimental investigation of inelas-

tic hadron collisions and the process of multiple hadron

production in cosmic rays allow to speak about two energy

regions* where these processes proceed in quite different

«aye* In the energy region below 100 Tev one may consider

hadron collisions to have approximately scaling property,

mainly in the fragmentation regions* At higher energies

the picture of inelastic collisions changes* The presort

report consists of two parts accordingly.

The "first one includes the deta of experiments carri-

ed out in P«H.Lebedev Physical Institute / V en the inves-

tigation of interaction cf hadrons with Fb nuclei and en

passing the cosmic ray hadrens through the atnrcsphere. The

second part is a brief review of the experimentel data she-

wing the difference between the characteristics cf inelas-

tic collisions of nucleons and nuclei in the energy regien

above 100 Tev and the interactions in the energy region

which is dose to the accelerating one»

1* The cental part of the Tien-Shan complex EAS instal-

lation included the icnization calorimeter with an effec-

tive area of 6 x б m * 15 layers of ionization chambers were

separated by lead absorber with the full thickness of

830 g/cm
2
. There were scintillation detectors and hodosco-

pe counters mounted above the ionization calorimeter to

distinguish the events of hadron interaction not accompa-

nied by the particle shower in the atmosphere* The lack of

this accompaniment meant the lack of inelastic collisions

of a cosmic ray particle with the air nuclei above the in-

stallation. The flux of such particles should consist of
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primary protons passing through the atmosphere without

interaction. Figure 1 shows the results of analysis cf the

experimentaldata•

The dependence cf effective сгогз-section for inelas-

tic nucleon cciiisicns with Ft nuclei upon the nuclecn

energy was retained en the frcunds of distribution hadron

cascade production depths» The investigated value of the

cross-section G differs frcn. the effective production

cress-section (эрлдзА. measured en the accelerators by the

value of the cress-section cf the target nucleus diffrac-

tion dissociation (T̂ Lt : G* víziód.-£>d&• T h e f i r B

and dotted lines correspond to the calculatios by the Gla-

uber theory of prctcn-prctct effective cress -sections cor-

responding to In S and In S.

Fartial coefficient of inelasticity <.Ky>is the lean

part of energy transferred tc "П - irescrs at the interac-

tion cf nucleons with Pt nuclei. At the f>nergies consi-

dered for all the particles cf the forward cone in the

laccratary system the value K^ may be connected with the

Feynxan scaling variable "X , which is equal to the rela-

live value of energy of a secondary particle X a £/E,

by the following relation:

The value I y is distinguished experimentally es the

initial part of the cascade curve of the full nuafter of

particles in the calorimeter, coinciding by its shape with

the electron-photon cascade curve»

. The absorption length cf cascade I is determined by

the averaged cascade curve of hadron shever in lead at the

depths exceeding 300 g/cis'1, where the electron-photon cas-

cade of Tl -mesons of the first interaction is practicaly

completely absorbed. Taking intс account the fact that .

piona make up the greatest part of secondary particles and
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Fig.1

In every inte- .

raction pions

transfer thro-

ugh #°-mesons

on the average

1/3 of the sum

energy to the

electroD-pho-

ton cascade,we

obtain L é3 X

j where X is the

T " length I'or pion

interaction in

r^r- Pb.The equali-

ty L=3 X шезпз

tha- at the

depths of 500-

600 g/cm onecac

neglect the energy loss of the cascade by the nuclear dis-

integrations* The constancy of the lower dependence in

Fig,1 corresponds to the constancy of the secondary parti-

cle composition in the «hole energy interval of interact-

ing oucleons froa 1 to 50 Tev.

The agreement with scaling for the fragmentation part

of secondsry particles follows from the absolute agreement

of the energy spectrum of cosmic ray muons calculated in

scaling supposition /3/ «lth the experimental data of dif-

ferent authors for the energy interval up to 5-7 lev. This

corresponds to the effective energy nusieona Interacting

«1th the air nuclei.50-100 Tev.

The dependence of effective cress-section for inelast-

ic collisions of protons «ith the air nuclei on the energy

of incident protons «as obtained by comparing the hadron
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flux intensity „ithout an acccxjaniniem. from the ataosphe- .

re by ss^asurments on the Tien-Shan ionization calorimeter

with the energy spectrum of cosmic ray primary protons A /

The value of the cross-section in Pig.2 Sp.^^differs

from 'she production cross-section 5ipudL measured on the

accelerators by the value of the target nucleus diffracti-

on dissosiation (~13 mb). The two series of points corres-

pond to two different approximations of the pri&ar/ proton

3pectruo of cosmic rays; by the data on SAS (upright cross)

and by measurments on baloons and satellites» The curves

correspond to the calculations by the Glauber theory from

the full proton-proton cross-sections at t h e ^ . ^ depen-

dences upon the energies S of the following kinds

S 5=38.4*0. 5ln
2
(S/137)

Fig. 2

«27.1*1.781n8+45.2«
.3-0.59

^=40.77+2.42cos(-0.1+

40.681nS)+O,O3S~°*
59

(from the upper to

loner curve in Pig2

accordingly).

The total flux

of cosmic ray had-

rons in the atmosphe-

re depth depends mai

nly upon the inclu-

sive nucleon spect-

rum in the fragmen-

tation region of

multiple particle

production at nucle-

OD collision with



the air nuclei. Fig.3 shows the experiirentel data cbtai-
ned for the Tien-Shan installation eltituce /;/. Tr.e curve?
show the results cf calculation assuring scaling ard
constancy of the effective cross-section for inelastic cc-
llisions of cucleons sea nuclei (firs: Ипе) апс fcr the
experimentally obtained energy dependence cf the cress»
section (Fig.2) and assuming the constancy of the differen-
t ia l cross-section for the secondary nucleon production in
the fragmentation region {§ ^-&№«&), The hadron energy
at the observation level E corresponds approximately tc
the 10 times greater effective energy of interacting hed-
rons.

2» Indications to the discrepancy of the picture of
inelastic hedron collisions at the energy regicr above ICC
Tev with the characteristics of the process £l lever ener-
gies were obtained by the analysis of the EAS data /6/,Hc-
wever many data on EAS can be simply interpretated without
other explanations only for several experiments. This is
connected mainly With complex composition of prinary cos-

mic rays. In
that case i t
would be advi-
sable tc con-
sider only the
data of seve-
ral experiments
which indicate
rather defini-
tely soice pe-
culiarity of
interactions
in the energy
region above

G15
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ICC TeV, tr.ese data being incounected «ith the suppositi-

ons ci pricaiy ccscic ra;.s ir. reasonetle liiits.Poesicc

the ccsiic ray particles et the energies abcve IOC TeV

through the stacBphere results in prccucticc cf hecrcn anc

electroD-phctcn cascades in the atcccphere, i.e.extensive

air showers (SAS). Intensity of prizary ccsaic ray partic-

les of such energy at the atECsphere tcundary is less than

1 hr ш , therefore observation cf yarticles not accompa-

nied by the secondary crcs cocomes practically impossible

even for the largest mod err. installations. In recent years

one could elserve intensive development of a new method cf

high energy cascade registration based on the use cf x-ray

films under Pb layers, where the electron-photor cascades

were produced by )f -qusMe, electrons end hadrons ircootii-E

the surface cf such x-ray-enulsion сшвЪег. lnteractiocié
of ultra-high energy hadrons abcve the chamber in the atcsos-
phere or it the target, which give rise to the electron -
phctor. and Cseren сеicades, lead to the simultaneous arri-
ving cf a group of 1p - quanta and hadrons, i.e. "families"

Registraticr uco analysis of such "faailies" allcic tc cb-

taic the new ásta on aultipie production processes ic the
energy region of 1O1*-1C 'eV for the experiments with a
target placed abcve the x-ray -emulsion chamber and for the
energies up tc 1C16-iC<1"eV fcr interactions in the atmos-
phere. Moreover, thanks to the possibility to obtain the
energy of each electror.-phctcr cascade, developing ic lead,
by phctometering the darkericg -pots on the x-ray film,we
have the data on the energy ace angular characteristics of
secondary particles produced in hadron collisions.

Pig.4 shove the energy distribution of ")f-quanta ic
the cascades produced in the atmosphere above the observa-
tion level at different total energy cf Y~-quaota of the
fanily*



50 £ E*80TeV,80 í2E*125TeY and £ 2 > 125 TeV

(erect cross,sloping cross and poiDts, accordingly) /7Л

The energy of |J"-quanta E is given in relative units

•f
z
sTT asuming, in addition, that only )f-quanta withes

%0,04- are taken into account. The shaded area corresponds

to the calculation in the supposition of scalling /3/. As

comparison shows, the numberofenergy-leading "if-quanta de-

creases with the rise of energy of interacting hadrons.

The experiments with a target placed above the x-ray-

emulsion chamber /9/ were done to determine the mass of a

claster, which, at spherically symmetric emission, can

give the observed family of Jf-quanta. Table 1 shows cor-

relation between the claster mass end the energy of inte-

racting hadrons. Since the observed }f-quanta are emitted

from the fragmentation region of secondary particles; the

increase of the claster mass in the fragmentation region

corresponds to the decrease of the number of energy lea-

ding Y -quanta with the rise of energy of an interacting

hadron. This property of interactions in the energy raginc

above 100 TeV was previosly pointed out by the data of too

fast production of electron-photon cascades in the atmos-

phere /10/.

Table 1

to

aasa of dastei

2-9 GeV/c
2

20-30 GeV/c
2

200-Э00 Ge?/e
2

20-30 TeV 30-90 TeV 90 TeV

73
12

37

21

7
1.5

1

) /7/.
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The data about more fast increase of the value of

transverse pules in the energy region above 100 lev «ere

obtained by the analysis of multicore EAS and lateral dis-

tribution of high-energy in the showers /11/. The analy-

sis of Y~ -quantum families in the x-ray-emulsion cham-

bers shows that the elaster mass increase corresponds to

the increase of transverse pulses of ̂ - Ч
и а п

*
8
 in the

families, «here the distribution can be described by the

function »Т(Рч,У-«*Р^|Р<Л • Parameter P
Q
 equals

0.125 Gev/c, 0,25 Gev/c, 0,5 Gev/c in accordance «ith

the claater mess increase.

Nucleons are the primary particles producing БAS.

Therefore it should be definite relation between elect-

rons and If - quanta, exceeding by their flux 90 per

cent of the shower particles, and badrons. Thia relation

Q If



should reflect the processes of multiple production of an

electron-photon component mainly through II -шивооз ID

the energy region below 100 Tev. This relation has the

nature of energy balance, therefore its sensivity to

the details of as elementary event is rather low. Hence,

the well known fact /6/ of a disproportion between hadrone

end electrons in EAS is of great importance. Fig.5 shows the

the comparison, taken from the work /12/, of the calcula-

ted and observed fluxes of hedrona N
H
 with the energy above

1 lev in the showers with different number of electrons

N for the mountain level* The added new data obtained on

the Tien-Shan installation with the ionization calorime-

ter are marked by points* The straight lines represent the

results of calculations for primary protons in the assum-

ption of various dependences of the secondary hadron mul-

tiplicity upon the primary particle energy ~ E
O t
- Y ~ E

0
'

2
^

end scaling (the lower curve). One can see, that this re-

sult reflects some change of the secondary particle com-

position, but not of their multiplicity both in the total

and in the fragmentation region* One should suppose a new

substantial channel of the electron or f- quantum produc-

tion, or a considerable change in the 1i °- ff - relation

in comparison with the accelerating energy region* The

curve in Fig.5 indicates that the supposition of scaling

end the primary oosmic-rays, which consist of Fe nuclei,

does Dot lead to en agreement between theory and experi-

ment at the energies of 1000 Tev either.

The dependence of the hadron cascade absorption in lead L

on the interacting hadron energy /Fig.1/ has been.measu-

red up to high energies /the upper part of Pig.6/. It is

difficult to explain an essential decrease of hadron cas-

cade absorption without the supposition of some new par-

ticles having either much smeller effective cross-section

fcr inelas
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for inelastic collisions with Pb nuclei, or smaller coeffi-

cient of inelasticity. These particles should carry away

more that 20 per cent of the energy of a primary hadron,

which produces cascade of a particle* This result does not

contradict to the above mentioned higher production of the

electron-photon component, as one cen dee on the lower de-

pendence in Fig.6, showing the relative value of the ele-

ctron-photon component energy flux through the upper layer

of the ionization calorimeter -i^for the same hadron casca-

des* Simultaneous appearing of some particles and the

increase of energy transferred to the electron-photon cas-

cade, indicate that the coefficient of inelastisity of

nucleons increases, i.e. relative energy of the leading

secondary nucleons decreases*

bmHí) The presence of the
leading nucleons,
carrying away an
essential part of
energy of an inte-
racting nucleon at
the energies below
Tev, results in the
fact that the absor-
ption length for the
hadron component in
the atmosphere is
1*2-1*3 times grea-
ter than that for
the loterection*
According to the
analysis3" of angular

the Y^-quantum family

140C

IGOO

60U

1.5

I.Ü

C.5

Ee_
IÜU lüOll ь TűV

10 IOC IOÜü 12 Tev

Pig. 6

distribution of hadrons, producing

z
) The data of experiment /7/.



with, the energy above 1000 Tev, the absorption length-to-

interection length ratio for such energies equals 1* All

the numbered peculiarities of hadron interaction at the

energy above 100 Tev can be connected with one of the

characteristics of the interaction, i.e. to the value of

four-momentum transferred between the colliding nucleons*

At the same time a sharp energy threshold of this change

is probably of great importance for the interpretation of

some new processest in wide energy range С 'lO
4
 > an appro-

ximate scaling is satisfied, but nobody san name the re-

gion of the characteristic variation outside the interval

100-1000 Tev* The sharp energy threshold expresses probab-

ly some internal structure of nucleons, but direct compa-

rison of auch a structure with Lawrence compression of io-

coming nucleons give the dimensions of about 10 cm, which

is not considered for nucleon constituents yet. Note, that

all the data on measuring characteristics of multiple pro-

duction process have been obtained for nucleon-nuclear

collisions* Therefore one cannot eliminate the possibility

that for the incoming nucleons with the energy above 100 Tev

a nucleus target becomes less transparent, as the time of

interaction of nucleon constituents becomes comparable

with the time interval between two collisions inside the

Lawrence compressed nucleus. However all these discussions

does not concern the experiments considered*

5. Conclusion*

A. The data on cosmic rays at the energies below 100 Tev

do not contradict scaling in the fragmentation region and

do not indicate the essential differences from the accele-

rating data*

B. Nucleon interactions at the energies above -IOO Tev dif-

fer drastically from the interactions below 100 Tevt

- multiplicity in the fragmentation region increases

(energy of

asea);

- inelastic

- transvers

- productio

fer from?

per cent

lesser cr

collision

contribut

energy, vu

cade.
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{.energy of particles in the fragmentation region decre-

ases);

- inelasticity in nucleon-nuclear collisions rises;

- transverse momenta of secondary particles increase*

- production of unknown hadrocs occurs; these hadrons dif-

fer from nucleons and pious and carry away more than 20

per cent of primary energy. These particles 3hould have

lesser crosa-sections or inelasticity coefficients for

collisions with the nuclei; at the same time they should

contribute to the increase of the part of hadron cascade

energy, which is tranferred to the electron-photon cas-

cade.
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Form.-inek;! ':r-v« one question and one comment.I think that

one can get even this sort of curve because this concerns

the interaction of protons, perhaps the protons with lead.

Even if you would hnve the total crosa section fcr proton-

proton interactions which would Ъе practically constant, in-

dependent of energy, and allow the slope of the elastic scat-

tering to change with energy, you can simulate this sort of

things*

The second thing is: if you could show the dependence between

the numbers of hauxms and the size of the extended air shower

that is the mmbor of electrons.•• I think in your talk as

well ES in '.he preceding one the explenstion of this data

was based on the assumption that there is less htdrens pro-

duced than we v/ould expect end therefore the hadron multipli-

city is low.2 think thr.t the explanation can jo the ether way

round, namely that there is more electrons than we would ex-

pect, this could have something to do with so called energy

crisis.In other v.erds there could be rauch more sources of

these electrons in the usual calculation of the developement

of ZAS, I think you teke only pions as secondary particles,

so it means thfit in part you underestimate the number of

produced electrons end heve the same number of hadrons.

Schmitz:That is you will shift the curve to the right instead

of down.
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Recent e
+
e" Results from DORIS

I. Introduction

II. Some New Results of the Heavy Lepton т

III. Evidence for the F- and F -Mesons

IV. Observation of the Y(9.46) Resonance in e
+
e"-Annihilation

V. Jets in lladron Production in e
+
e~-Annihilation

VI. Status of PETRA

urg
I. Introduction

This report covers some selected e
+
e~ results obtained at DORIS during

the past.year. In a 50 minute talk, it is neither possible to give an

exhaustive account of all topics being worked on at DORIS, nor to describe

the techniques of measurement and of evaluation in great detail. I shall

only briefly sketch the storage ring DORIS and the detectors used, and

spend most of the time on reporting results. The reader interested in

more details is referred to the original papers quoted in the List

of References.

in

vakia)

Fig.l shows a sketch of the double ring system DORIS. In this system

electrons and positrons circulate in separate rings which cross each

other in the center of two straight sections. The rings have a mean

bending radius of 30 m. In this double ring-mode each beam can contain up

to 480 bunches, providing high luminosity at low energies where the maximum

luminosity is limited by space charge effects. At the Higher energies

where the high frequency power is the limiting factor, it is advisable to

have electrons and positrons concentrated in only one bunch each. These

two bunches circulate in opposite directions in one and the same ring.

Up to September last year DESY was used in the double ring mode at

energies up to 3 GeV per beam. At the end of last year DORIS was converted

into a single ring, single bunch-machine in order to extend the energy

range up to 5 GeV per beam.

est I
.1



Fig.2 shows the PLUTO-detector in спъз sections perpendicular and

parallel to the beam. In PLUTO ь magnetic field of roughly 2 Tesla,

parallel to the beam-direction., is produced by a superconducting coil of

1.4 diameter and 1 m length. To measure the tracks of charged particles

the interior.of the ceil is filled with a system of concentrical rculti-

wire proportional chambers. Hard photons and electrons are identified and

angle- and energy-analysed in a system of shower counters which covers

94% of the full solid angle.'"' Muons are identified by planar propor-

tional tube chambers outside the iron yoke, all hadrons being absorbed

in the coil and in the return iron yoke.

Fig.3 shows a "sketch of the so called Double Arm Spectrometer DASP. '

It consists of two magnetic spectrometer-arms on both sides of.the inter-

action region and a non-magnetiс inner-detector in between. The two

magnetic spectrometer-arms provide high momentum resolution and identifi-

cation of e, n, ir, к and p over a solid angle of 0.9 steradians.

The non-magnetic inner-detector consists of scintillation counters,

shower-counters and multiwire chambers. It measures the directions of

charged particles and of photons and determines the energy of pliotons and

electrons over 70% of full solid angle.

The next picture shows the so called DESY-Heidelberg-detector. It

consists of a system of hodoscopes and concentric drift-chambers near

the beam-pipe surrounded by a system of lead glass and sodium iodide

counters. This innerpart of the detector permits the. measurements of the

directions of photons and of charged particles and an energy-determination

for photons and electrons. Time of flight counters on both sides and on

top of the inner-detector are used to reject cosmic ray muons. Muons

originating in the interaction region are identified by planar drift

chambers outside the 30 cm thick iron-absorber which puts a lower limit

of 600 MeV on the energy of muons.
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II. Pvesult? on the Hosvy Lap ton т

The DASP ' and the DESY-HoidelbergJ' group have investigated the reaction

e.V T г

\

(1)

whare one of the т decays purely leptonically while the other one decays

into a neutrino and a system X , where X is given by one charged track

plus any number of photons in the. UASP-experiment ' and by one charged

track in the DCSY-Heidelberg experiment.'' The number of events collected

are shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Heavy lepton production below and above charmed threshold

DASP DESY-Heidelberg

X

nurahcr of events
produced above
charm threshold

number of events
below charm
threshold

total number of
events

1 charged track

+ any number of y's

80

18

98

1 charged track

174

125

299

Associated production and decays of charmed mesons may simulate т events

at energies above charm threshold. Because charm production almost always

leads to final states with large multiplicites, background due to this

source is small in both experiments. The electron momentum spectrum

measured at the ф'Ьу DASP is shown in Fig.5. The electrons clustering

around 1.5 GeV/c are from the cascade decay ф' •*• J/фХ •*• e
+
e"X. The events

with momenta between 0.4 and 0.9 GeV/c have a distribution which is well

fitted by the £ Lpectrum from т-decay for a т-rcass of 1.8 GsV and zero

neutrino mass.



The momentum spectra measured by the DESY-Heidelberg group ' at the ф
1

and above 4 GeV are shown in Fig.6. The full and the dashed curves show

the spectra calculated for (V - A)- and (V + A)-coupling assuming a

T-mass of 1.8 GeV and zero neutrino mass. At both energies the

observed spectra are well reproduced by the (V ± A)-curves.

Since the mass of the Ф
1
 is below the threshold for charm production,

the observation of т production at this energy definitely shows the т

to be unrelated to the production of charm.

Fig.7 gives the integrated invlusive cross section for events with an

identified electron, a nonshowering particle and any number of photons

as a function of energy as measured by DASP. ' The solid curves show fits

to the data assuming pair production of point!ike particles with spin 0,

1/2, and 1. The upper limit for spin 0 was obtained assuming the т

to have a form factor equal to unity and to have only leptonic decays.

The data are well represented by the spin 1/2 curve, while the two other

possibilities are excluded. From the fit a т-mass of

= 1.807 ± 0.02 GeV is obtained.

Fig.8 shows the visible cross sections for inclusive lepton events

as a function of the total center of mass energy measured

by the DESY-Heidelberg group.
5
^ The data are well fitted by the curve

calculated for pair-production of point-like spin 1/2 particles. In the

fit procedure the т-mass and the absolute normalization of the cross

section were used as free parameters. Depending on whether a (V - A)-

or a (V + A)-coupling is assumed, slightly different values for the x-

mass are obtained. Taking the average.of these two values and allowing the

cross to cover the full error range of both mass values, one obtains

+ 0.010
in = 1.787 GeV

T - 0.014

This mass value i s in good agreement with the DASP4' result, but con-

siderablyjower than results quoted previously. '
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An important result on the decay properties of the т is the observation

by the PLUTO collaboration ' that the decay of the , т into a pion and a

neutrino, which so far had not been clearly established, does осей- with

the expected strength: The observed branching ratio is В =(9.0.^.9)%

is in excellent agreement with the theoretical expectation of 9.5%. The

decay т •• w p reported previously ' by PLUTO has been further investi-

gated. A thorough Dalitz plot analysis of this decay mode definitely

shows the pir system to have . J^ = 1
+
 or 2". Fig.9a shows the mass distri-

bution of the pir system together with the expectation from a Monte

Carlo calculation for different partial waves. The p- and d-waves give

a very bad account of the data. Only the J^ = 1
+
, s-wave is acceptable. '

The invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 9b) suggests the ртт coming from an

Aj meson. The observed branching ratio
9
' of (10.4 + 2.4)% is in excellent

agreement with the theoretical value of 8.1%. table II gives a summary

of the x-results, including also an upper limit ' of 0.3 GeV on the mass

of the associated neutrino and on the lifetime ' of the т of

< 3.5 * 10"
1 2
 sec.

, but con-

I
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TADLF. II: Results _a:\!Í5nyy I.t;;ita4

Decay Mode

x > vTe"ve

"^ V IT '

vT + i 3 prong

T " -»• K ~ . . .

T ~ -»• 1Г . . .

Theory

16.82

16.4?:

9.5?.

25.3%

8.1%

^ 262

П Dt>

Experiment

1 (18.2 ±
J (16.7 i

(9.0 +

(2-1 -

(10.1 4-

(30 x

(35 i

(32 +

n П7 +
\J m V 1 --

2.8)?:

1.0)3

2.9)S

9)',:

2A%)

ló):.;

11)';:

П flfl

ОЛЗР4)

world average' '

PLUTO7)

DASP1*)

PLUTO1'')

I'LUTO12)

MSP4)

world a v e r a g e ^

DASP'1)Uí \Jl

a) DASP4), DELCO1O), Ironball6), Lead Glass Wall11), MPPSfl), PLUTO1?),

SLAC-LBL13)

b) DASP4), DELCO10), PLUTO12)

ro(T)

1.807 i 0.020 GeV

, 787 * o.oio Qpl
1-/B/ - 0.014 ue<

m(vT) < 0.36 eV

Lifetime < 3.5 x 10~ 1 Z sec

DASP '

ÜESY-!íeidelbe;-q:

PLUTO-'1

PLUTO15)
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III. The F- and F'-Mesons

According to tho charm scheme there exist quark- antiquark bound states

carrying both charm and strangeness. In a three-dimensional presentation

of the SU(4) pseudoscalar meson hexadecimet, where charm, hypercharge,

and 3-component of isospin are pointing along tlie z-, y-, and x-axis

respectively, the so called F = cs (and its antipbrticle F - cs) is

located at the back (respectively front) corner of a triangle in the

с = 1 (с = -1) plane above (below) the central SU(3) plane (Fig.10).

Occuring only once in a plane, the F has 1 = 0 . The same is true for its

excited state, the vector-meson F
 +
 -• cs and its antipartiele F = cs.

If the mass of tho F were larger than tho sum of the masses of the D-

and the K-mesons, tiie strong decay

F ->•" К + D

would be possible. This is however very unlikely in view of a mass-

difference of ~ 140 MeV between D and D . Therefore the F can only

decay weakly. According to standard weak interaction theory, this decay

will preferably proceed by the transformation of а с into an s-quark by

L'.m emission of a virtual W .

i 'LUTO 1 ^.

» 1 v I *

lhet

к к, Ф, ni n', . . .

Síié W will о i the" qo into an electron and a neutr ino, a uiuon and a

neutrino, or into one or more mesons. In ei ther case the final s t a t e

will contain an s and an i . fhorofurc-, tha production and consecu-

tive decay of F-mesons will manifest i t se l f by the occurence of KK-pairs,

0,44



or of Ф-, n- or n
1
 mesons. Since K-mesons are also created in the decay

of the D-mesons, whose production threshold is below the F-productiori

threshold, it is advisable in searching for F's, to. look for thresholds

in reproduction. Recalling that D-production is strongly enhanced near

the thresholds for DD and D D production, ^ one expects similarly the

cross sections for FF and F P production to be large near threshold.

Because of the isoscalar nature of F and F , the F* can only decay into the

F electrpmagnetically:

a search was и

(С < 0.2 GeV

(P^ > 0.6 GeV)

2C-fits were

eV * F*

since we expect the F*-F mass-difference to be smaller than 2m . The

soft photon emitted in this transition may be used as an additional signa-

ture in searching, for F's.-

type

The DASP ' group has studied events of the

eV n Y
S 0
f

t
 + - 2 charged tracks + X

L
(2)

Y Y

The energy range covered was 4 ^ w - 5.2 GeV. One should recall, ' '

that this region Includes 3 prominent peaks in the total cross section for

hadron production located at 4.04, 4.16 and 4.4 GeV. Fig.11 shows the

recent DASP results, ' on the total cross section. D-production is known

to be strongly, enhanced near the 4.04 GeV peak. One might therefore expect

a similar enhancement for F-production at one of the higher peaks. Fig.12

shows the.number of events of type (2) divided by the number of events

where the two hard photohs are not accompanied by a soft photon as a

function of the invariant mass of the two hard photons for 5 different

energy-intervals. Except for the energy interval centred around 4.4 GeV,

these ratios show a smooth variation with the invariant mass. For the

4.4 GeV data there is a hint of a peak in the mays region of the n • The

missing mass plot for events of type (2) does indeed show a strong n-signal

(Fig.13) at this energy, but not at the lower energies. To verify that the

observed nY
S 0
f

t
" coincidences are due to F F and/or F F production,

eV-F*

Tig.14 shows a

fitted itn ma

events near m

masses for F

estimates of t

ny = 2.03

m
F
* = 2.14

p = 0.

where the mass

soft у-

&H5



:ed in the decay

-production

or thresholds

nhanced near

s similarly the

ar threshold,

only decay into the

a search was mado for events containing in addition to the soft photon

(Г < 0.2 GeV) and lha n (0.35 i M й 0.75 GeV) a charged pion

(P^ > 0.6 GeV) from the i\x\ decay of the F , For the events obtained,

2C-fits were made to the reactions:

eV - F*F
ir n.

Y
soft

F

(3)

Y Y

an 2m . The

dditionai signa-

events of the

(2)

*_*eV->F*f (4)

тг n

Y Y

oss section for

shows the

uction is known

herefore expect

peaks. Fig.12

r of events

oton as a

5 different

und 4.4 GeV,

. For the

the n . The

strong ri-signal

verify that the

production,

Fig.14 shows a scatter plot of the mass of the recoil system versus the

fitted un mass for reaction (3). There is a strong clustering of

events near m =2.04 GeV and т
г е с 0

^ = 2.17 6eV.
;
 Slightly lower

masses for F and F are derived by fits to reaction (4). The best

estimates of the masses are

= 2.03 ± 0.06 GeV

2.14 ± 0.06 GeV

= 0.12 ± 0.04 GeV

(5a)

„ (5b)

(5c)

where the mass difference is derived directly from the energy of the

soft y.

у

а и



Knowing the musses of F and F and remembering that DD production

is vety strong at the 3.77 beV resonance, just above the threshold, one

might hope to observe FF production near the 4.16 GeV peak, the threshold

being located near 4.06 GeV.

To find Fp production, a search for inclusive r\ production was per-

formed in the whole energy range covered, using the same selection

criteria as before, except that the n was not required to be accompanied

by a low energy photon. The result for 6 different energy bins is shown

in Fig.15. There is a clear n-signal at 4.16 GeV, at 4.41 GeV and at

higher energies, but not at 4.03 GeV. Since at the latter energy D

production is strong, this result means, that D mesons do not decay

with observable strength into n's. The threshold for e
+
e~ * DDn is

above 4.32 GeV and the question therefore is whether the n's observed

at 4.16 GeV are due to FF production. To answer this question one

has to resort to the semilepto..,c decay F -• evX , where X is an

unobserved system of hadrons. Semiieptonic decays of charmed particles

will in general lead to a high multiplicity final state accompanied by

a relatively soft lepton. This is contrary to г deoy, where the

lepton spectrum is hard and multiplicity is low.

Fig.16 shows the yy invariant mass plot at energies around 4.16 GeV.

There is,in addition to the ir
p
-peak,a strong peak at the n mass. The

shaded histogram shows the events where one of the charged tracks

accompanying the r> is identified as an electron. Most of these

electrons Have a momentum of less than 1 GeV, as seen from the momentum

spectrum given in Fig.17. A similar spectrum has been measured for

the electrons associated with n's observed at 4.4 GeV, consistent with

the idea, that they originate in weak decay of charmed particles.

One can summarize the results on F and F* as follows:
17
^

1. Copius n production, accompanied ty a soft -y is observed at the

4.4 GeV peak.
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bins is shown

QeV and at

energy D

not decay

" •*• DDn is

's observed

stion one

is an

ed particles

ompanied by

here the

d 4.16 GeV.

mass. The

tracks

these

the momentum

ared for

nsistent with

particles.

2. Copius n production is observed el. 4.16 GeV, not correlated with

a soft y.

3. Ко n production is observed at 4.03 GeV.

4. Part of the n's observed at 4.16 GeV and 4.4 GeV are accompanied

by a soft electron indicating that the n's are produced in a weak

decay.

5. 6 events fit the reaction e
+
e" •*• FF* with Mp = 2.03 GeV and

Me* = 2.14 GeV in the presence of a negligible background.

6. At 4.16 GeV a mass fit was obtained for one event e c"

Mp = 2.03 ± 0.01 GeV.

FF with

crvcl at the

IV. Observation of the Y(9.46) Resonance in eV'-Annihilation

211
Last year a Coiumbia-FNAL-Stony Brook collaboration ' in studying the

reaction p + N -*• p
+
u~ + X discovered a bump in the muon pair invariant

mass distribution near 10 GeV, which they were able to resolve into

several peaks called Y(9.4), Y'(IO.O) and Y"(l0.3). Since the

observed width is equal to the experimental resolution, the situation

is similar to the J/ф . The Y was therefore interpreted as a bound

state of a new Q Q pair, where Q is a heavy quark with a new flavour,

most probably a "b"- or a "t"-quark. As in the case of the J/ф ,

the best way of investigating such a Q Q system is by e
+
e~-annihila-

tion. Standard non-relativistic potential models
22
) of the Q § system

nake specific predictions for. the reaction

e e" + У -> hadrons .

In particular, the leptonic decay width of the Y if. a direct measure of

the square of the charge ê , of Q :

'e'e^ N'(0)re
Q l
 (6)

Ghl



where is the wave function at the origin. Eichten and Gottfried'

find Г
е е
 =0.7 keV for eg = - 1/3.

From this value one can estimate the expected peak cross section using

the Breit-Wigner formula:

12n Г

peak
ее (7)

where IV find г are the hadronic and the total width and

Г « IY ~ Г . The total width Г is expected to be much smaller than

the energy spread of a storage ring which is estimated to be of the order

of Г (beam) = 20 MeV for DORIS at Y-energies. Taking this into account

one finds a peak cross section of the order of 5 nb, which is not very

large, but acceptable.

The upgrading ' of DORIS such as to reach the energy region of the Y

required not only the conversion into a single ring machine, with its

modifications of the vacuum chamber and new optics, but also the

installation of additional RF cavities. This operation, which started

in the fall of 1977 was done in several steps, ending in April 1978,

when DORIS started to operate smoothly in the Y region with a lumino-
ЧП 9 1
-

sity of about 10

9

cm
 c
 sec

e
+
e"

-1

The cross section for e
+
e" •+ hadrons, was measured simultaneously by the

DASP
2 3
) and the PLUTO

24
) groups, covering the region from 9.2 to 9.48 GeV

in steps of 5 to 10 MeV. The result of the DASr experiment is shown ir,

Fig.18. The visible cross section is plotted as a function of the total

CM energy. Whereas the cross section is flat up to 9.43 GeV, it shows

a clear resonance peak centered at 9.46 + 0.01 GeV. The r.m.s. width is

7.6 MeV, in good agreement with the energy spread of the machine. Taking

into account the estimated detection efficiency in this experiment, and

assuming the non-resonant part of the cross section to be flat underneath

the resonance, one can calculate the integrated hadronic cross section

for the Y .

/a
h
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for the Y . ЛК<>- taking into account radiative effects, ' a value of

/a
h
 dM = 330 ± liJO KeV was obtained. Tig.19 shows the PLUTO result. The

detection efficiency in this experiment was 51%. The result is given in

terms of the total cross section. There is a flat behaviour below 9.35 GeV,

followed by a pronounced resonance centered at 9.46 ± 0.01 GeV. The

r.m.s. width is 7.8 ± 0.9 MoV, in good agreement with the machine energy

spread, indicating that the true total width Г is smaller. Integrating

the Breit-Wigner formula, one finds the following relation between the

widths of the resonance and the area underneath the observed peak:

M
2

~~
г
ее

The results of both experiments are listed in Table III.

TABLE III: Results on e
+
e" -* Y •* Hadrons

Г

(8)

M(GeV) o(MeV)
e e

(keV)

DASP
23
) 9.46 ± 0.01 7.6 1.3 ± 0.4

PLUTO
2 4
) 9=46 ± 0.01 7.8 ± 0.9 1.3 ± 0.4

There is excellent agreement between both experiments. In particular

the leptonic width is 1.3 + 0.3 keV. To see how this quantity is

related to the charge of the quark, it is important to note,
26
) that

the ratio r
e e
/Q| is roughly the same for p. ш, Ф and J/ф , of the

order of 12 keV (Fig.20). According to duality arguments, this ratio

is proportional to the mass splitting between the ground state of a

vector meson and its first radial excitation: '

Iee-ЛМ .
e
Q

Noting that ДМ is roughly the same
2 7
' for the ф- and the Y-particles:

AM
Y
 = Ну, - H

y

600 MeV (10)

С 50



we see from Fig.20, that the measured r
ee

1/3

for the cheYge of the quark. In the standard model this implies that Y

is the ^S, ground state of a bound bb-system where b is a so called

"bottom" quark with charge -1/3.

The knowledge about this system is still rudimentary, and much more

experimental work is needed. Of the many problems that remain I mention

only two:

1. What is the total width Г of the Y ? To answer this question, one

... needs to measure the branching ratio В for the Y to go into a

. muon pair. Knowing В will enable one to determine the contribution

of the vacuum polarisation term to the resonance cross section.

Attempts to determine В from existing PLUTO and DASP data are

in progress.

2. Do the final states produced on and off resonance have different

structure or not? To what extent do the hadronic final states show

jét structure?
Both the PLUTO and the OASP group have been investigating this
problem. 5o far most of the results have been obtained by the PLUTO

group 28)

V. Jets in Hadron Production by e^e'-Annihilation

According to the quark-parton model, thy annihilation of e+e" into
hadrons proceeds via the production of a virtual qq pair, followed by
the fragmentation of q and q into jets.

С 51
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о
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P i

,! - 1/3
implies that Y
is a so called

d much more
remain I mention

his question, one
; to go into a
he contribution
ss section.
JASP data are

ve different
iái states show

ating this
ned by the PLUTO

In a colliding beam experiment, where the incoming e + and e" have
equal and opposite momenta, the two final state jets ' will move in
opposite directions along a common jet axis.

The jet axis will have an angular distribution with respect to the
incident beam direction given by

| 2 = 1 + a cos2G + PZ a sin2G cos2<i (11)

where P is the beam polarization, Ф the azimutal angle, and

a =

ay = transverse cross section

a, = longitudinal cross section

e
+
e" into

ir, followed by

If the quarks have spin 1/2, then o, = 0 and a = 1 . .Therefore, for
drr 9

P = 0 , one expects ^ = 1 + cos Q for the distribution of the jet

axis. To find the jet axis, several methods are in use. The most

popular ones are based either on "sphericity" S or ón "thrust" T.

To determine the sphericity, ' one has to diagonal ize for each event
the tensor

т° в = MP 2 6 t t S -P? P ?)

(n
c
 = number of charges tracks) in order to find the principal axis.
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If ^ 2 3 are the eigenvalues of the tensor and л^ > Ар > X., , the

quantities S^ defined by

3X.3X. „
= ̂  ̂

 +
д
 a r e

 measures of p^ with respect to axis i ,

and 3X,
= 3/2

P?
T
 (jet axis)

i s called sphericity.

Thrust31^ is defined as

2 max E P,
T = — —. , where

(1.2)

(13)

(14)

in one hemisphere, defined by the plane normal to the thrust unit

vector, n . T measures the maximum directed momentum.

In going from an isotropic to a jet like structure S and T runs

through the following ranges of values.

concent.rat.pd

between the ь

include only

the axes of t

within the er

According to

in two steps:

In the first

the 3y dec;

each of the

isotropic

1 \

1/2 £

S г

T ;i

Í 0

•> 1

perfect jet

Since T is linear in momentum, it,is better suited for comparisons

with theoretical models. Experimentally there seems tp be..very little

difference between t..e'axis defined by S and T . Fig.21 shows the

distribution of events as a function of the cosine, of the angle between

the axis defined by sphericity and by thrust, the upper diagram for the

events'measured just below the Y resonance, the lower diagram for the

events obtained at the resonance. In both diagrams, .the. events are ,

Since in a s

momenta of t

disci ike str

between the

a) the mean

outside,

b) the thru

c) the jet



> Л,, , the

XIS 1 ,

(12)

(13)

(14)

concentrated at cos = 1, showing that there is very little difference

between the sphericity and the thrust axis. The results presented here

include only charged particles. It is therefore worth mentioning that

the axes of the electromagnetic showers have been found to coincide

within the errors with the jet axis.

According to QCO , the decay of the Y into hadrons ' should proceed

in two steps:

Y -*• 3 gluons -> hadrons ..

In the first step the Y decays into 3 gluons, in strict analogy to
3

the 3y decay of the S^ state of positronium. In the sc;ond step
each of the gluohs fragments into a jet of hadrons:

:. t Unit

T runs

Q

i-parisons

very little

shows the

ngle between

circm .for the

am for the

nts are

Since in a storagejfing experiment the Y is produced at rest, the

momenta of the final state hadrons will be concentrated in a fiat"

disci ike structure. One therefore expects some characteristic differences

between the event structure on and off resonance:

a) the méarí sphericity < S ь should bé higher atthe VY(9.46)" than
o u t s i d e , - !. •• . • .. •• , - . . . < ._»•-<.

b) the thrust < T > should be smaller, - ' •

c) the jet axis should not show a 1 + cos2© distributiofi.
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Fig.22 shows the mean observed sphericity ?•„ a function of the total

energy. For the points obtained outside L;;e Y resonance, there is

a monotonic decrease of < S > with increasing energy. This is

completely the opposite of what one would expect from a pure phase space

behaviour, as indicated by the points (crosses) obtained by a Monte

Carlo calculation. At the Y resonance the measured sphericity is

considerably largertiian attheneighbouriiicj off-resonance value. If one

takes into account that the events from the continuum underneath the

resonance have an < S > similar to that of the 9.4 off-resonance

point, the sphericity of the resonance events is given by the open circle,

indicating a resonance enhancement by more than 50%,

Fig.23 shows the cosO distributions of the events át 7.7 GeV and at
9;4 GeV; the solid line represents the 1 4- cos20 distribution, the

For iclüül ;
the follovji

agreement öf thé data with this curve giv'es strong support tó the
qüark párton model. At the T(9.46) , the angular distribution appears
to be somewhat fiáttéri but acceptance calculations taking into account
the structure of the resonance events are still itt progress.

Fig.24 shows a typical event measured by PLUTO below thé Y resonance.
the charged tracks as Well ás the photons are rather well contained irt
a double cone around á cdniiofi jet axis; the same is true for the event
shown in Fig.25, measured by the inner detector of bASP.

To make á thorough search för á 3-jet structure át Ш Y(9.46)i it is

useful to define three quantities

(isi

where.thé A1 áré the eigenvalues of the sphericity tensor discussed
above, the (Ц is a measu-e of the square of the parallel momehtUm
P

1
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For ideal 2-jet, spherical, and disc-structures, respectively, one has
the following values of Q- .
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For a spherical, a N e t Arid á disc-1 ike configuration, Ш events Mill
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Hg;26 shows the distributions of large álid iötf l iöít ipiicitf éVehts at
9.4 GéV and at ÍM ÖeV. Fbr the éVéhés ori átíá ffi réiéríán6é there is
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2-jet structure, this M Hot Surprising» because át the resonance energy
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there are contributions Fran IHJLII thu Y and the continuum. There:
is a slight indication that the or» resonance distributions are more
uniform and less concentrated to theright hand corner than the off resonance
distributions. With the limited number of events available so far it
seems extremely;difficult to distinguish a disc-like from a spherical
structure. , . .

Summarizing on the jet analysis we have seen that

1). a 2-jet structure is clearly visible
?) the jet axis has an angular distribution.

- 1 + cos20
J) the neutral energy follows thedirection defined by the jet axis
4) the Y(9.46) shows direct decays into hadrons
5) the Y-events are less jet-like.

Really to distinguish a disc-like 3-jet structure in Y decay from a
spherical distribution looks very difficult, if not impossible. It
seems that higher multiplicities and higher energy of the secondary
hadrohswill make it easier to discriminate between these two possibilities.
The ground state of the t t-system, where t is the so called "top"

. quark, is estimated to have an energy ~ 30 .GeV. The decay of such a
heavy state should reveal more clearly a 3 gluon-jet structure than the
decay of the Y .

VI. Status of PETRA

The DESY physics conmunity is extremely pleased about the 2 x 19 GeV
electron positron storage ring PETRA becoming operational this summer.
Fig.27 shows the lay-out of PETRA. The circumference of the ring is
2.3 km and the bending radius 197 m. The ring has octogonal shape with
rounded corners. There are 8 straight sections, two of which house the
radio frequency system. The other six are available for experiments,
but for the time being only four interaction regions (located
in halls NE, SE, SW and NE) are being equipped for
experiments. The 7.5 GeV electron synchrotron DESY
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nl shape with

liich house the

experiments,

a ted

and the storage ring DOPxJS are used as injector and intermediate storage

ring. The injection scheme is indicated in Fig.28, Positrons from a

linac are injected into'the synchrotron, accelerated to 2.2 GeV and

transfercd and accumulated in DORIS. Fast kickers then eject individual

bunches from DORIS for re-injection into DESY. After acceleration up to

7 GeV, these bunches are injected into PETRA. The injection of electrons

into PETRA proceeds directly from the synchrotron, without using DORIS

as an intensity accumulator.

The PETRA proposal ' was submitted to the authorities in the fall of

1974 and approved one year later. Construction started in January 1976

and was being finished by the time this talk was delivered.

According to the original schedule the PETRA experiments were supposed

to start in spring 1979. With the machine coming into operation roughly

half a year ahead of the original schedule, it seems possible to start

the first experiment at the beginning of October 1979. The PLUTO

detector,
34
' has already been transfered to the NE hall of PETRA and

is being equipped with an improved hadron absorber and muon detection

system.

Four тэге detectors are being assembled in the different experimental

areas:

CELLO:.35)

TASSO:
.36)

DESY-Karlsruhe-Munich-Orsay-Paris-Saclay Col1aboration

(sharing NE hall with PLUTO)

Aachen-Bonn-DESY-Hamburg-London-Oxford-Rutherford Lab. -

Weizmann Inst.-Wisconsin-Collaboration (SE hall)

MARK J:
3 7 )
 Aachen-DESY-MIT-NIKHEF (Holland)-Peking-Coilaboration (SW hall)

JADE:.38) DESY-Hamburg-Heidelberg-Lancaster-Manchester-Rutherford Lab.-

Tokyo-Collaboration (NW hall)

All experiments - except for the toroidal MARK J detector - use solenoidal

detectors, trying to cover as much as possible of the full solid angle for

the detection and identification of all secondary particles. MARK J is



primarily designed for the detection i.nioii

In order to keep mutual interference and machine downtime caused by

installation and repair periods small, all experiments are mounted on

rails. Each detector can bs moved in and out of an interaction region

within a weeks time. According to the present schedule PLUTO and one

more detector will move into the beam at th:; end of September 1973.

Two more, detectors are to be moved in before the end of 1978. We all

are looking forward to an exciting period of elementary particle

research.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help of many collegues at DESY in

supplying me with data and figures on the various experiments.
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Figure Captions

used by

nounted on Fig. 1 Schematic view of DORIS and its injection system.

*" Fig. 2 Cross sectional views of the solenoidal detector

PLUTO in planes perpendicular (left) and parallel (right)

' to the beam axis.
.We all

iclc
 F i

9-
 3 B l o w U

P
 v i e w o f t n e 0 A S P

 detector.
F i
9-

 4
 Cross sectional view af the DESY-Heidelberg detector

(1 (ID = inner detector made of tliree cylindrical drift chambers

( (CD) and two polygonal hodoscopes (H) of scintillation

c
 counters, CV = Pb converter, AC = active converter (segmented

N
a
 Nal scintiilator),CC - planar drift chambers, CH =

s
 scintillation counter hodoscope, CS = time of flight

s
 scintillation counters, MC = muon drift chambers.

Fig. 5 Raw electron momentum distribution observed by DASP ' at

3.684 GeV. The events have one identified electron, one

: . non-showering particle and any number of photons.

j. 6 Mo
 s

*
 F i

9-
 б
 Momentum spectrum of identified electrons from т decays

me measured by the DESY-Heidelberg group ' at centre of mass

en energies of 3.68 GeV (a) and above 4 GeV (b). The full and

th the dashed curves are calculated spectra for (V-A)- and

(V (V+A)-coupling.

j, 7 In Fig« ̂  Integrated inclusive cross section for events having an

id identified electron, a non-showering particle and any number

of of photon as a function of the CM energy measured by DASP '.

Th .. The solid curves are fits tő the data for pair production of

po point-particles with spin 0, 1/2, 1.

С СО



Fig.

Fig.

8 DESY-Heidel berg experiment.

Visible cross section of the reaction e
+
o" -> 1 lepton i 1

charged particle + no photons,versus the c m . energy. Also

shown is the excitation curve for т. т~ production folded

with the detector acceptance and assuming V-A coupling,

= 0, and J
T
 = 1/2. It is fitted to the data and yields

+ 0.0101.787
- 0.018

GeV.

9 PLUTO: ртг decay of the x.

a) Mass distribution of the Зтт system in the p band
2

(0.68 < H,j
+
 - < 0.86 GeV/c ). The curves represent phase

space calculations for different partial waves öf the pír
system.

b) The same mass distribution with a fit of a resonant
s-wave with M(Aj) = 1.0 GeV/c2 and rJAj) = 475 MeV/cZ.

Fig. 10 The hexadecimet of pseudoscalar mesons.
Ig-component of isospin, hypercharge Y, and charm quantum
number с are pointing along the х-, у- and z-axis. Members
of the SU(3) meson nonett are denoted by open circles, mesons

containing charmed quarks by black circles.

Fig. 11 The cross section for hadron plus heavy lepton production,

' divided by the muon pair production cross section as a

function of the total CM energy '..

Fig. 12 The number of events {e*e~ •* yy + > 2 charged) as a function

of in for different CM energy intervals measured by
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Fig. 13 Reaction e
+
e" •> YY4

S 0
« + 5- 2 charged as measured by DASP.

17
)

The number of events is plotted as a function of m for

CM energies centred around 4.4 GeV.

Fig. 14 Scatter plot cf the Г mass versus the fitted F mass.
17
)

Fig. 15 Distributions of m for the reaction e
+
e~ ->• Y Y + >• 2 charged

YV 17^
for 6 different energy intervals as measured by DASP. '

Fig. 16 Distributions of m for the reactions e
+
e" •* Y Y + >.- 2

charged (white histrogram) and e
+
e" •» Y Y + e + > 1 charged

(shaded area) measured by DASP ' near 4.16 GeV.

Fig. 17 Momentum spectrum of the electrons from the reaction

e
+
e" -*• Y Y + e + >. 1 charged for 0.45 .< m .< 0.65 GeV

measured at 4.16 GeV by DASP.
17
)

Fig. 18 Visible cross section for the reaction e
+
e" •*• hadrons versus

the total CM energy as measured by DASP.
23
^

+
e"Fig. 19 Total cross section for e
+
e" •*• hadrons versus total CM

energy as measured by PLUTO. ' There is an additional

. systematic error (not shovm) of 20%.

Fig. 20 The ratio r
fie
/Q for (radial ground state) vector mesons

as a function of mass.

Fig. 21 Angular difference between the jet axes defined by thrust and

by sphericity, as
J
deterinined by PLUTO. ' The number of events

collected next to the resonance (upper diagram)and on

resonance (lower diagram) are plotted versus the cosine

of the angle between thrust and jet axes.

Q 62



Fig. 22 The mean sphericity < s > determined by PLUTO" ' as a function
of the total CM energy (black circles). The sphericities measured
at nonresonant energies decrease inonotonically with increasing
energy. The crosses are the predictions obtained by a Monte
Carlo calculation for a pure phase space distribution. At
the Y-resonance the sphericity is considerably larger than at
the neighbouring off-resonance value. Correcting for the
lower sphericity of the continuum events underneath the peak,
the sphericity of the resonance events (open circle) is seen
to be 50 % larger than that of the continuum.

Fig. 23 Angular distributions of jet axis measured by PLUTO28' at
7.7 GeV and at 9.4 GeV. The solid lines represent 1 + cos 9
distributions. .

Fig. 24 Typical event recorded by PLUTO28) at 9,35 EeV in projection
perpendicular to beam axis.

Fig. 25 Eight prong events recorded by inner detector of DASP ' in
projection parallel to beam axis at 9.4 GeV.

Fig. 26 QA versus (Q3 - Q2)//3 for the events off resonance (left
hand side) and on resonance (right hand side) for
Multiplicity 4 - 7 (upper diagrams) for multiplicity > 7
(central diagrams) and for all multiplicities (lower
diagrams).PLUTO 2 8)

Fig. 27 Schematic view of the 2 x 19 GeV electron positron storage
ring PETRA. The 7.3 GeV electron synchrotron DESY and the
storage ring DORIS, located inside the PETRA ring serve as
injector and intensity accumulator.
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Diacuaaicn

Schmits;! have a question as to the polarization of the col-

liding beams «From the iaotropy of your phi distribution it

follows that there ia no polarization. At SLAC at 7»4 GeV

there was polarization, while ai low energies there was no

polarization at SLAC . Can one predict the energy at which

there ia polarization expected or has it to be proved throu-

gh experiment 7 That is,is there theory...

WebersFirat of all I should say that the answer on the po-

larization is not final, because if one cuts the data in

intervals of beam lifetime, one mi&ht find the effect, but

this haa not yet been done* The polarization will take time

to build up and as far as 1 know at SLAC it has been found .

that the polarization is there at very small beam dimension

at lew luminosity .So it could be that if you take the end

of the run you have polarization but not if you take the

integral of a whole run»

ShapiroiCac you give the number for the ratio of FF to FF

production 1

Weber :Hot ye», but it seems from the history of this

discovery that F?* is stronger than FF .

Licharculs your apparatus able to re&istrate dimuons with

high зан/еп'Ьшв and small masaec t

Weber;Which epparatua ?

Lichard:! mean these detectors • *.

Weber;The Doris detectors ? You mean muons that are close

to each other ? Yes it is able.

question is concerned with the heavy lepton decay

the resonan
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a of the col-

ribution it

at 7.4 GeV
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gy at whioh

proved throu-

on the po-

e data in

affect, but

2.1 take time

been found .

dimension

e the end

take the

the resonance in normal hadronic interactions ?

Weber:It is an interesting question. The answer is that it

is easier to prove that it is a l
+
 state than to prove that

it is a resonance. If you look at the шавв distribution you

can exclude all partial waves except one and you can defini-

tely prove that it is a 1 state. But whether it is a reso-

nance
c
 • .there is not much phace space between rho and the

pion, so it is called A but the important point is not re-

lated to resonance from the point of view of weak interac-

tions, but whether it is en axial vector»

FF to Й?

of this

uons with

ere close

spton decay

ce is not well
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A Review of Recent Thysics at the SLAC SPEAR Storage Ring

and a

Progress Report on kxrtri.nent Preparation for the PEP Interaction Regions

J. Ballaw

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, U.S.A.

I will confine my remarks to a review of recent data at ЕРПАЯ concerning

the leptonic nature, spin, decay modes and weak coupling of the т meson, to the

latest analysis of the \i w asymmetry and to the most recent determination of

R. These measurements have been done on the solenoid detector, called Hark I,

with a side wall of lead glass replacing one of the six steel plates of the

magnet and with the Direct Electron Counter (DELCO) apparatus. At the time of

writing, no new results have been announced from the new Mk II detector, but it

is hoped that some will be ready for the High Energy Conference in Tokyo.

The Mk X detector, with the Pb glass wall-, is shown in Fig. 1. The Pb

glass covers 6% of the solid angle. It consists of a 2 * 26 array of lead

glass active converter 3.3 radiation lengths (X ) thick, followed by a 14 * 19

array, which is 10.5 X thick. It covers a polar angle 60° < 9 « 120° and

«zimuthal angles -20° < Ф < 20°. The energy resolution is 9%/E . Electrons

with energy less than 400 HeV/c are not counted. Muon detection is done mainly

by using the 1.7 interaction length steel return of the magnet which gives the

probability of a hadron simulating a muon to be 18 ± 1%. The probability of a

badron simulating an electron is 2 í 0.5%.

The DELCO apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, is mainly distinguished by the array

of atmospheric ethane Cerenkov counters which in turn are surrounded by Pb-

scintillator shower counters. This apparatus allows for an average path length.
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of one meter over 65% of the solid angle. The combination of С and shower

counters, maker; the probability oi a haJrcr. simulating an electron less than a

few parts in a thousand.

Properties of the т mtron. Ar ihr tine of the Lepton-Photon Symposium at

Hamburg in August 1477, the existence- of the т meson was fairly well-established.

What was not so well knowr. were Hi. prcjcrtie3, namely, what precisely was its

maps, was it in fact a lepton, what kind of neutrino was associated with its

decay, does it decay via old weak currents or a new one, whexe was the two

body decay into itv̂ ? All of these questions have now been answered, some more

accurately than others, but the general picture is now quite clear.

The mass of the i. This has been best measured in the DEIiCO apparatus.

They select events with an identified electron; these are of the type

e
+
e" -»• e

S
 X

where X represents only 1 charged track plus
 >v
 Oy's. Viewed along the beam

axis, events of type (1) will look like this:

С

and are selected as follows: the e must have a pulse in the Cerenkov and a

momentum greater than 200 HeV/c. The charged particle must appear with

6 ? 20°, give no light in the Cerenkov counter and have a momentum greater

than 300 MeV/c.

The data reported here is based on 692 events of type (1). From these

must be subtracted some known backgrounds. These are due to:



a. Particle misidentification, mainly due to hadrons that simulate

electrons. Fig. 3 shows the palse height distribution in the

shower counters Cor those particles that were identified as

electrons. Fig. 3(a), and Cor all particles. Fig. 3(b). The ex-

perimenters sade a cut at 3.3 I min and were left with some 28

events» shown as the Sotted line in Fig. 3(a).

b. • events - From known cross-sections for the e e decay of the ф

this background is estimated as 33 * ̂  events.

c. Two photon events - e e" -*• e e~ ji p~ - these are estimated to be

< 2% by counting events with the same charge.

d. Charm decays - Here 70 events are observed below the charm threshold

(3726 i 1.8 MeV). these are compared with type (1) events at higher

energies with respect to rate, angular and momentum distributions.

associated photons with the result that both sets of data appear to

cose from a coraon origin.

The experimenters claim.then that the contribution from charm events

is negligible.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 where R ^ =
 a (e

+

e
_ ~*-

 e
* _ is plotted

o(e e •+ ц р )

against E . The result shows a clear threshold which occurs below
cm
E

cm + 4+ 4
charm and has a value of E = 3564 ,. MeV which mates the tau

cm - 1-1

mass, - 1782 * * MeV.

Decay modes oC the т. If the decay of the т is moderated by the И boson

then the decay schemes shown ..a Fig. 5 are allowed. A naive quark model gives

the branching ratios В = В = 20% and QCD corrections reduce this to 17%.

Furthermore, most т decays have only one charged particle, and some of the

semi-leptonic decay modes are well predicted, for example т -»• itv .
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)~TIOVThe decay mode (3n~)v (3TT)~TIOV

The Mk I + LGW has observed 42 events of the type

e e~ •+ M ir'ir ír" 2Y'S

giving the following branching ratios;

В (т •* n~v n~v + nir°) = 18 ± 6%

(. •*• i T i i + i f v ) = 7 + 5%

-*• ir~ir+n~ir°v ) = 11 ± 7%

Fig. 6 shows the mass plot for the 3 charged и combination for the case

of no observed Y'S, 1-2 Y'S and more than 2y's. It shows, for the first case,

a definite peaking around 1.1 GeV. The momentum spectrum of the y's and of

the 3 IT'S is shown in Pig. 7 a and b. The fit to the peak in Fig б is shown

in> Fig. 8 and shows a best fit to a single Breit-Wigner with а Г = 200 MeV.

However, a non-resonant ря or 4n decay cannot be excluded.

The Elusive nv Decay. The Mk I LGW experiment looked for high X, it

events (X
ff
 > 0.5) at E

c m
 £ 6.0 GeV. The events are shown in Fig. 9, where

the number of events plotted vs X^ is consistent with a large fraction of

wv decay. The result is Bx+Vyl = 9.3 + 3.9%. The DELCO group also looked

for this decay mode in their ex events. Here they took those where the

non-electron charged particle aimed at their u wall. They calculate that

the probability that a hadron would simulate a u, namely, P. = 10% and
h+u

5%. They then take those events where no Y was observed and present

their results in the following table.
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e y's and of

ig 6 is shown

Г = 200 MeV.

high X, fl

g. 9, where

action of

lso looked

ere the

late that

10% and

and present

Event

ey

ey

eir

eir

type

+ Y

+ T

ev

8.

0

0.

0

9

5

Predicted Rate

e*

.9

0

9.0

0

Other

.2

.3

2.3

2.7

Total

10

.3

11.В

2.7

24.8

Found

Find

10

0

10.7

3.3

24

Rate

bknd. removed

0

0

0.3

0.7

1

So
all

8.3 ± 3%.

This result, together with the Hk I + LGW result, gives

В = 8.8 ± 2.5%
T+nv

compared with the theoretical prediction of 9%.

Spin of the T meson. Tsai has calculated the threshold behavior of the

T cross-section, assuming that the particle is point-like, and has shown that

various spin assumptions are best separated by the threshold behavior. The

results are shown in Fig. 4 where it is clear that the spin of the т is 1/2.

Half integer spins above 1/2 lead to an order of magnitude too large a cross-

section above 4 GeV.

Life time of the т. The Mk I collaboration has set upper limits to the

lifetime by measuring the distance of closest approach to the interaction

region bend. The result is the decay constant A = 9 * 10 with a 90%

confidence limit.

Weak decay character of the т.

The DELCO group has looked at the momentum spectrum of the decay electrons,

both below charm threshold, Fig. 9, and all events, Fig. 10. It is quite clear

that V-A is a much better fit to the data than is V+A coupling. Pure V or A

cannot be excluded, but are not favored. The Michel p parameter can be
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calculated as a true parameter and the result given is

"Michel = °*66 * 0 Л З
'

this gives a limit to the r-like neutrino mass of

H < 0.24 GeV 95% C.L.

Limits on Heutral Current Strengths from e e , •» у u~. The №. I collabora-

tion has analyzed its two-body collinear data to see if they could see a polar

angle asymmetry in the u 11 pair production. The polar angular distribution is,

of course, dominated by one-photon annihilation process (symmetric), and

deviations from this may be due to (1) higher order QED processes which are

calculable . More interesting would be an interference between the axial

(5)
vector part of the weak interaction . This asymmetry sets a limit which

depends on the ratio of the coupling to the mass'of the neutral gauge boson.

The data were obtained from a sample of two track events, of opposite charge,

the same corrected flight times to within 3 nanoseconds, collinear to < 10 ,

and each having half the SPEAR beam energy. After these cuts were applied,

the only remaining significant background was due to Bhaba scattering. These

were eliminated by pulse height in the Pb scintillator shower detectors. The

results are shown in Fig. 11 where the dotted lines enclose the muon pair

candidates, showing that there is no significant Bhaba contamination in the

final sample.

The final data set consists of 11,000 pairs with total energy between

5.8 and 7.4 Gev.

The polar angle distribution is shown in Fig. 12, where the solid line

is a calculation of the QED contributions, including the second order ones.

To compare with theory they define the asymmetry quantity
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/ o (a(6) - оОг-эЛ d cos Э

/ /o(6) + o(n°- 6)\d cos8

а (в) is the cross section for producing a n at an angle в ana Z corresponds

to boundary of the acceptance region of the detector.

The data of Fig. 2 gives

AQ = 0.013 ± 0.010 for I cos ej < 0.6.

Using the formula of reference (1), they calculate the asymmetry due to

radiative corrections which gives an answer of 0.0155± 0.008 which when

subtracted from the measured value give a non-QED asymmetry

A = - 0.003 ± 0.01.

A general theory which assumes only y-e universality and the

existence of a neutral boson of mass, width and coupling constants M, Г, g

and g predict

A
weak 3/4

2 g2, Re (R)
g g

where R =
e 2(s-M 2 H M Dz z

Assuming that м * 30 GeV and Г « M they get
z z

so that

M > 53 — (GeV)
z e

б 100



Weinberg (ref. 5) predicts A
M M
 = - 0.003 consistent with this experiment.

The model of Shafi and Wetterich predicts a large asymmetry while using the

parameters of Elias, Pati and Salam they arrive at M > 55 GeV.

Recent Determination of R by the Mark I Collaboration. Over the past six

— _ r o n s
months a comprehensive study of the R =

^̂ v a l u e raeasure,j

between Б = 2.7 and 7.75 has been undertaken by the SLAC-LBL collaboration
cm

using the Mark !• detector at SPEAR.

The largest corrections to earlier data were made by a recalculation of

the efficiency of finding q prongs when p were actually produced. Monte

Carlos were generated at several energies and then the efficiency matrix

elements were assumed to vary smoothly with energy, so that finally an

overall energy-dependent efficiency term was applied to each E value of R.

cm

In addition, radiative corrections were properly applied, cuts were made

on the momentum of particles taken transverse to the beam direction, and

others designed to eliminate QED background. The results are shown in

Figs, a and b. The errors shown are statistical. There remains a 10-15%

systematic error.

The first thing to note in Fig. 13b is that after careful analysis

the peak at 3.772, the '•*"% was in the data all along. The second is that

in Fig. 13a the region between 4.5 and 6.0 GeV still retains the possibility

.that it contains considerable structure, although extracting it is obviously

more difficult. . .

At the present moment, there does,not seem to be any. serious discrepancy

between these results and those from DORIS. The only points of difference

may be at 4.03> GeV, where the..value of R is quite sensitive to the energy

determination and in the region E =2.7-3.3 where the effects of the

cm
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FEP Preparations

Figure 14 shows a layout of the Stanford-LBL Positron-Electron-Froject

(PEP) as it will look when conpletrd. From our point of view it is unfortunate

that we are slightly more than a yr-ai behind our competition at DESY, namely,

the Positron-Electron-Tandom Ring Accelerator (PETRA). However, in the solid

expectation that much physics remain? to be done with e e annihilations and

scattering, we are forging ahead with the construction of the storage ring and

cf physics apparatus.

32 - y-1
Briefly, PEP is designed to run at maximum luminosity, 6 • 10 sec at

30 GeV in the center-of-mass and at 10 ' at 36 GeV. The luminosity vs energy

characteristics are shown in Fig. lb . PEP does have one advantage in that its

injector is the SLAC accelerator, which, under a program called SLED (SIAC

Energy Development) its maximum en&rgy will be raised to 34 GeV, and positrons

are accelerated to 2/3 of that value, or 23 GeV. Because of beam loading and

other considerations, a practical energy will be somewhat less. However, it

is quite easy to inject at the maximum desired energy, which means that PEP

will probably start'running at high energy with high luminosity.

PEP will have five interaction regions designed to support large-scale

experiments. The sixth is more or less constrained to be for use for machine

physics, although a very simple magnetic monopolé search will be installed

' there at turn-on.

The initial approved set of experiments and facilities for PEP are in

order of their anticipated turn on date:

1.- Installation of the Hk II at PEP.

2. The magnetic calorimeter (MAC).

3. An apparatus to search for ordinary quarks using dE/dx and time of

flight. •

G 101 СЮ1



4. The Time Projection Chamber (TPC), together with a superconducting

magnet and и counters.

5. An apparatus to measure 2-photon effects being installed together

with the TPC.

6. A High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) consisting of the Argonne

Bobble Chamber superconducting magnec rotated by 90° and filled with drift

chambers and shower counters.

Item 1 will certainly be ready by turn on since it began data taking at

SPEAR in April. The Me II is shown in Fig. 16. Its main features are 16

planes of cylindrical drift chamber system which are designed to a position

accuracy of ± 200 u. First results from actual data make this number to be

"< 300 u. Using the vertex constraint, this accuracy is achieved over 90% of'

4w. The construction is shown in detail in Fig. 17.

The second feature is the liquid Argon shower counters, made up of 6

"barrel" counters consisting of sandwiches of 2mm Pb separated by 3mm gaps

and which are actually the sides of a hexagon figure. There is one liquid

Argon end cap counter. The total is 14 X thick and was designed to have an

energy resolution of 10% /в", but at present is running at 14% E. The main

difficulty is believed to be connected mainly with the fact that the Y'S have

to go through the At coil of the magnet and corrections for radiation effects.

The results of preliminary measurements are shown in Figs. 18, 19 and 20 where

the * mass from ф -*- v n n° events, the M spectrum and the resolution response
YY

to Bhabhas are shown.

The spatial resolution is designed to be better than ± 4mm for E > 300

HeV/c. If available, data on measured spatial resolution will be presented.

- Extensive arrangements for muon detection have been made in this

detector, as shown in Fig.21. It will almost completely be surrounded by
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four steel and muon proportional tape counter sandwiches consisting of

47, 20, 10, and 132 cm of iron. Muons of momentum greater thaa 0,7 GeV/c will

have a pion punch through probability ranging from 7% at this momentum to less

than 0.1% at 1.8 GeV/c.

The Magnetic Calorimeter has been designed mainly to measure total energy

and to do an especially good job at detecting muons. The outlines of the

detector are shown in Fig.22a and 22b. At the core is a 0.5m radius conven-

tional aluminum coil solenoid able to provide sign determination up to 15 GeV/c.

Tracking inside is done with cylindrical drift chambers. Surrounding the

solenoid is an electromagnetic shower detector consisting of layers of Pb and

P.W.C.'s. Outside this is a device which serves as an hadron calorimeter,

muon spectrometer and range telescope and which consists of toroidally

magnetized steel layered with P.W.C.'s and which cover 99% of 4тт.

By far the most ambitious detector to be built for PEP is the TPC apparatus

being built at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. This has been combined with

a fore and aft two gamma detector being constructed mostly at SLAC. A diagram

of the apparatus is shown in Fig.23- For the present, the shower calorimeter

is not being built, but is planned as an addition a year or so after the TPC

is in operation.

The TPC itself is shown in outline in Fig.24. The magnet will be super-

conducting with a designed field of 15 kilogauss and a coil thickness of

* 0.5 X
Q
. The TPC Will be filled with a 10 atmosphere mixture of 80% A and

20% CHj. A voltage of 150 Kv will be applied to each half of the cylinder.

The ionization produced by charged particles will drift: with velocity of

* 7 cm/usec along the direction of the cylinder axis towards the 192 pro- •

portional sense wires which cap each end of the cylinder. The drift time is-

Q №



measured and thus in principle one can measure as many as 190 axial points on

the particles trajectory» each with a 2-m resolution.

Twelve of the radially spaced sense vires in the end caps have the cathode

plane locally segmented in 0.8cm x 0.8cm peds under each wire. The position

of pulses on these pads gives the R and í coordinates of 12 points on the

particle trajectory and are used to determine p. The pulse heights in the

sense wires are also used to sample dE/dx a total of 190 times/trajectory.

With a 3* dE/dx resolution it is proposed to identify e, it, к and P over a p

range from 0.1 to 15 GeV/c.

Recent tests on a prototype of the TFC have been done, with e, it and P

at p's from 0.8 to 2.5 GeV/c. The schematic of the test chamber is shown in

Fig.25. The drift region is 19 cm long and it is filled with the same mixture

as in the final model. Although the main emphasis was on dE/dx resolution,

they did achieve, using the gaussian res-oonse of the cathode pads, a 140 micron

(RMS) position accuracy on a single trajectory.

dE/dx resolution - It was found that the dE/dx energy loss distribution

measured by a single wire has a FWHM of typically 60% due to the Landau tail.

Since the dE/dx energy loss is independently sampled by the 200 sense wires

in the chamber, one can make a high precision measurement of dE/dx for a

particle by taking for the most probable dE/dx energy loss the average, for

example, of the lowest 140 (out of 200) individual samples. This is called

the "truncated mean method," and it has been found that this results in a

dE/dx resolution of 2.7% (RMS). In Figure 2* ,e see how well electrons, pions

and protons can be separated (along the abscissa) using this method. The

distribution of the second moment (a) of the truncated dE/dx distributions,

shown also in Figure 27, indicates that there are differences in the shapes

of the dE/dx distributions which can also be used to help identify particles.
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In particular, at the "crossover points" where for certain momentum the

truncated mean dE/dx is the sane for two particles, a maximum likelihood

analysis of the shape of the full dE/dx distribution can be used to identify

the particles. Figure 27 shows the results of an initial attempt to do this.

One sees that as the momentum cf the pion and proton approach the crossover

point at 1.77 GeV, the truncated mean method only "identifies" 50% of the

particles correctly (by pure chance, as the truncated dE/dx means are equal

here), but the maximum likelihood method identifies more than 75% of the

particles correctly.

A two meter diameter (full scale) * 0.7 rater long (not full scale)

superconducting solenoid magnet has been successfully tested with quenching

only occuring at 100% of short sanple currents.

Finally, Fig. 28 shows the electric field lines generated in T7C and the

path that the drift electrons wculd take in this cenfiguration.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 - The Mk I detector at SPEAR with Pb glass wall installed on one
wall of the hexagon.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

- The DELCO (Direct Electron Counter).

Pulse height distributions for minimum ionizing particles:
(a) electrons, (b) pions and kaons.

Fig. 4 - The ratio of number of events with one electron, one charged
hadron and any number of neutrals to the U

+
u" events plotted

against E (cm. )< The curves are predictions for various spin
assignments.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

- Symbolic representation of т decay modes.

3* invariant mass distribution for events with varying numbers
of accompanying showers.

Fig. 7 - < (a) Momentum distributions of muons in events which also have
.95 < Из„ < 1.25 GeV. Solid line Tor т decay inuons,
dashed line for charmed decay y's.

(b) Momentum distributions of 3ir* in same mass range, solid and
dashed, lines are for т •*•. 3irv and 4nv. - '

- Fits to the data of Fig. 7a n
y
 = 0. Best fit Í3 .for A^v decay

but pnv and 4irv give reasonable fits.

- Evidence for V-A character of the т for events below charm
threshold.

- Same as Fig. 9 but for all events.

- Pulse height selection of u'u events in Mk- I detector.

- Polar angular distribution of u p pairs. Solid line is QSD
fit to data.

Fig. 13 - (a) Final determination of R from the Mk I data for all E
, cm.

(b) Same as (a) but over "charm" energy range. Note the peak
. . at 3.77 GeV. • • .

Fig. 14 - Distribution of Experimental Interaction Areas in РЕР„

Fig. 15 - Luminosity characteristics of PEP and stored current per beam.

Fig. .16 - Isometric drawing of Mk II. detector in PEP configuration.

Fig. 17 - Side view showing drift chamber shower counters, <atc.
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Figure Captions

IT peak in M distributions measured in v •*• тг IT 2y events
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Fig. 18 -

Fig. 19 - Mass distribution of yy pairs measured in' Liquid Argon counter.

Fig. 20 -

with Liquid Argon shower counter.

low energy cut-off for E = 150 MeV.

Liquid Argon counter response to 2.5 GeV Bhabha electrons,

uncorrected for radiative effects.

Fig. 21 - Iron configuration for mu detection in Mk II, PEP configuration.

Fig. 22 - (a) fide view of Magnetic Calorimeter (MAC) showing iron and

shower counters,

(b) Top and end view of PWC Calorimeter for MAC.

Fig. 23 - Overall viev. of TPC apparatus showing 2y detectors at each end.

Calorimeters are being delayed.

Fig. 24 - isometric of TPC itself.

Fig. 2.5 - Schematic of TPC test counter and pressure vessel.

Fig. 26-- Second moment vs mean for' the truncated dE/dx loss distribution in

test chamber. Particles have 0.8 GeV/c. i

Fig..27 - Percent of pions and protons correctly identified by dE/dx in test

chamber as a function of particle momentum.

Fig. 28 - Simulation of electric field lines around the wires in the end

place of the TPC. Solid lines are field lines, dashed lines are .

paths of drifting electrons.
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PARTON RECOMBINATION MODEL*

Rudolph С. Hva

Institute of Theoretical Science and Physics Department

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 974O3t

and

Rutherford Laboratory, Chllton, Dldcot, Oxon, U.K.

Abstract

Low p~ meson production in hadronlc collisions Is described In

the framework of the parton model. The recombination of quark and

antlquark Is suggested as the dominant mechanism In the large x region.

Phenomenological evidences for the mechanism are given. The applica-

tion to meson initiated reactions yields the quark distribution in

mesons.

*Work supported, In part, by U.S. Department of Energy
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This is an introductory talk to the application of the parton

model to low p_ reactions in hadron-hadron collisions within the

framework of the recombination picture.. The work done in collaboration

with Das, and Roberts is reviewed. Other work on the subject

will be covered by Duke and Ranft in the talks to follow. For that

reason this review is not complete. It does not imply merely by their

omissions that there is any basic disagreement with alternative views

or with the results of other studies.

1. PARTON MODEL FOR LOW p REACTIONS

The parton model, as suggested by Feynman, was qriginally designed

for the pionlzation process in hadron-hadron collisions and for deep

2
inelastic scattering in electroproduetion. Its success in giving a

constituent picture to the hadrons led shortly afterwards to its appli-
3

cation to the large p_ processes. Despite the controversy in the

intervening years over the precise mechanism of the hard scattering

subprocesses, the relevance of the parton model is generally accepted.

There remains then only the low-p_ reactions for which the parton

model must make a convincing case in order to be complete in its appli-

cability to all inclusive hadronic processes. It is our concern here

to describe non-diffractive processes in the fragmentation region with-

in the framework of the parton picture. No attempts will be made to

discuss the diffractive processes, a successful quantitative treatment

of which in the same framework is still lacking.



; 1

In the more familiar case of large p_ reactions, one assumes that

there is a hard collision between constituents of the incident hadrons.

Color separation ensues, giving rise to quark "fragmentation". This

sequence of subprocesses do not occur in low p
T
 reactions. In the first

place there is no hard scattering. Since most partons move in the

longitudinal direction, there is no color separation, and the nature

of hadron production is complicated. There are models where color

separation is assumed for low-p_, processes; however, the argument

based on the annihilation of a single pair of wee partons seems to be

no stronger than that for the possibility of many such pairs annihi-

lating. We adopt the view that if a measurement does not force color

separation, partons would not pay the price it demands. Indeed, if one

applies the quark fragmentation ideas to the observation of Ochs, i.e.

the similarity between the pion inclusive distribution in pp collisions

and the structure function of the proton, one would have, for IT

say,

x " ele-C-s*)

Тгла
(1)

where F is the u-quark distribution and D its decay function. Using

the usual parametrization of these functions leads to a result which

is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the data. [See the

dashed lines in Fig. 2]. Thus the physics embodied in (1) must be

wrong. There raj

price of quark

2. THE RECOMBI]
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rons.

is

e first

wrong. There must be a cheaper way of producing pions than to pay the

price of quark fragmentation.

2. THE RECOMBINATION MODEL

re

r

t

о be

hi-

olor

if one

i.e.

isions

(1)

sing

ich

° the

be

This is a simple model implemented by many naive assumption.

But it seems to work. Schematically, a diagram that depicts the

parton recombination process is shown in Fig. 1, where solid lines

represent quarks or antiquarks and dashed lines represent gluons.

For definiteness we consider protons as incident hadrons. The

bubble in the middle depicts raany-parton interaction, the details

of which are not calculable in any known theory. The recombination

model simplifies the problem by making a "cut" along the vertical

dotted line and considers the ir production, for example, as a

two-step question: the availability of a u and d in the hadronic

system and their likelihood to form a ir . More preciesly, we write

«V
(2)

where F(Xj,x
2
) is the two-parton joint distribution function and

R(x ,x
2
,x) is the recombination function. Clearly, F(x.,x

o
) represents

everything to the left of the dotted line, and R(x,,x.,x) to the right.

£144



Although there is no large momentum-transfer to justify impulse

approximation as in the usual parton model, (2) is to be justified on

the basis of short-range correlation. For the detected pion in the

fragmentation region (x > 0.5 say) the value of x, (for the d) should

not belong to the central region. This is achieved by R(Xj,x
2>
x)

vanishing as x_ •*• 0. Note that x. and x- may be numerically far apart

while their separation in rapidity is no more than two units in the

fragmentation region. With S not being in the central region, the

recombination process nay therefore take place independently of the pion

production process elsewhere in the phase space. That is why in (2) we

can ignore the other partons while considering the recombination of the

u and d at x^ and x», assuming x. + x, - x > 0.5. In a space-time

picture this is equivalent to an Impulse approximation. The problem is,

of course, to find a reliable form for F(x.,x
2
)- The dependence on.

R(x.,X2»x) is not very crucial so long as it vanishes sufficiently fast

at x_ « 0 to exclude the d in the central region.

A. Recombination Function R(x.,x.,x)

This function describee the probability of recombination between

a quark at x- and an antiquark at x_ to form a meson at x. There can be

8
gluon corrections before the meson is produced. We view the quark

(antiquark) at хЛх
2
) as the partons that initiate the recombination

process, and therefore in a time-reversed sense play the role of the

valence quark (antiquark) in a meson. Defining £. " x./x, we write

(3)

where
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The exponent к Is equal to one according to the counting rule. For the

proton-induced reactions we shall set к » 1 initially, but from the pion-

induced reactions we shall deduce its phenomenologlcal value later. The

vanishing of R at C_ • 0 is necessary to Introduce short-range correla-

tion, in the recombination process and to guarantee that the wee partons

have no role in the production of mesons in the fragmentation region.

B. Two Parton Distribution F(x. ,x_)

This function describes the probability that a quark is at х. and

an antiquark at x_. For definlteness, consider first a proton as the

Incident hadron. Then for x.. -I- x_ large, the dominant contribution to

(2) comes from the region where x- » x_. One would then expect that

F(x
1>
x

2
) is factorizable apart from fcineaatical constraints, i.e.

F..
3 (5)

According to the lore of the parton model, a fast valence quark goee

through the interaction region hardly perturbed, so F.(x.) nay be taken

to be the valence quark (of type i) distribution of an incident hadron

(proton) as revealed in deep inelastic scattering (DIS). The antiquark

distribution F.(х„), on the other hand, need not be the same as that

determined in DIS because the quiescent sea in DIS is now turned turbulent

С №



in hadron-hadron collision on account of the gluon-gluon interactions

at small x. The enhancement of the sea in this case has been realized

in Ref. "7 and 10, though to different degrees. Thus the factorizable

form in (5) can only be interpreted as a definition of F, (x_) since

the distribution of the turbulent sea (in both normalization and shape)

is unknown. By not identifying F.(x«) with the q, distribution in the

quiescent sea, we are somewhat freed from the assumption of no correla-

tion between q.andq..

There remains the question of the phase space factor p(x.,x_) for

which it is argued in Ref. 7 that it should have the following form

for proton

where & is some со
о

tion functions of t

it is the proton fr

insert under the in

number), and the со

If we assume

tions

alized

zable

nee

i shape)

in the

orrela-

Lorm

(6)

in the limit X- + x_ = x -*• 1. We give here an alternative description

of it.
1

Let us first write

P 00-Х)
(7)

For x close to one, the residual partons in a proton (after setting the

qq system at x) are forced to have a small total momentum fraction

E » 1 - x. These partons materialize into hadrons in such a way that

pions, if any, are in the wee region, while the baryon carries the

major portion of the momentum e. This is because the valence quark

distribution vanishes at zero momentum fraction, while the sea quarks

do not. Thus for large x we have

where к is the sam

where g„ is a cons

fragmentation is s

we obtain for a me

If we substitute k

(7)

ting the
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у that
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where p is some constant of order unity, and F (y ) are the distribu-

tion functions of the two remaining valence quarks, assuming still that

it is the proton fragmentation region that we are studying. One could

insert under the integral some sea quark distributions (finite in

number), and the convoluted result does not change in character.

If we assume that the small у behavior of F
v
(y) is

(9)

where к is the same exponent appearing - in (4), then we obtain from (8)

p
H
 CO-ft, (мО

zk-У

(10)

where 3» is a constant. The extension of this consideration to meson

fragmentation is straightforward. Using only one valence quark in (8)

we obtain for a meson ' -

" (11)

Zf we substitute к = 1 into the above, we get

(12)



for x near 1. The first expression agrees with (6), while the second

is new.

С The Inclusive Distribution

Let us continue with our discussion of the proton fragmentation

case, for which data are abundant. Substituting (3), (5) and (12)

into (2), we obtain for the Inclusive distribution in the recombination

picture

(13)

2
To evaluate (13) we need the distribution functions at low Q . For the

12
valence quarks q. we use the Field-Feymnan parametrization. For the

antiquarks we use the following parametrization

- , 7

* (14)

where q" can be u, d, 5 (or s). ^
 e

»
c t v a l u e

 °
f t h e e x p o n e n t ± s n o t

.critical. The results of the calculation from (13) with adjustable

normalizations are compared to the data In Fig. 2. Clearly, the

agreement is strikingly good. Even the normalizations are reason-

able. ' It Is therefore probable that the recombination model,

despite its crudeness, contains some element of reality.

The model can obviously be extended in a number of directions.

Baryon production Involves three-body recombination, and has been

considered by Ranft. Correlation measurements involving Drell-Yan

14
trigger or la

for hadron prod

studied in the

on the pseudosc
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trigger or large-p_ trigger can also reveal the dynamical mechanism

for hadron production at low p
T
- Resonance production has also been

studied in the recombination model. ' It is found that the effects

on the pseudoecalar meson'distributions due to the production and decay

of vector mesons are less than 252 for x > 0.5, as shown in Fig. 3, and

are therefore negligible. There are also a number of other investi-
Q 17 18

gations ' ' on various topics related to the model, whijh I leave to

the subsequent speakers to cover.

3. QUAKK DISTRIBUTION IN MESON

T.sus far .there has been no quantitative determination of the

quark distributions in mesons since DIS does not offer a feasible means,

low p_ reactions indirectly reveal the meson structure function in the

meson fragmentation region, as is evident in (13). If we make use of

the sea-quark distribution as determined in the proton initiated

reactions, we can then extract the quark distribution in a meson by

fitting the data on meson + p •+ meson' + anything.

unfortunately, data at large x in the meson fragmentation region

are not plentiful. The best available that are of direct utility to us

are the FSASF data which have both ir
+
p •+ K

+
X and pp + K

+
X. We have .

therefore determined the u quark distribution in IT in the large x

region using the following procedure. First, we assume that it has

the form, at large x,

(15)



where к is the same as in (4) and (11). Instead of asserting к = 1 on

the basis of counting rule, we now vary к in all expressions Involving к

and determine a self-consistent value that yields a good fit to both

ir
+
p •+ K

+
X and pp + K

+
X data. Collecting the appropriate formulas in

+
Sec. 2, we have for тг р -»•

while for pp + К X:

(17)

For F_ we use a form same as (14) except that the exponent is taken to

be 8; the calculated result is only slightly different if the exponent

is changed to 6. The best fit shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to the value

k = o.?
(18)

although a variation of .the value by ± 0.2 is still acceptable.. The

quality of the data is not good enough tc enable us to give a more

precise determination of k. This result is in rough agreement With.the

9
counting rule, but In distinct disagreement with the conjecture that it

12
behaves as a constant at large x. It will be interesting to see

whether our result Is confirmed by the analysis of the lepton-pair

20
production at large z In pion Initiated reactions.
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4. CONCLUSION

We have described the interpretation of the low-p
T
 reactions in

terms of the parton model. The picture is extremely naive, and numerous

simplifying assumptions have been made. Yet the results are sufficiently

successful phenomenologically that the approach deserves further clar-

ification.

We need to have a deeper understanding of the recombination

function, in particular, its connection with the valence quark distri-

butions of hadrons. We certainly need to know more about the turbulent

sea which enhances the sea quark distribution. This enhancement

affects not only the low p_ production of hadrons but also of lepton

21
pairs, a phenomenon that has been known for some time. These

are theoretical questions which unfortunately cannot be answered in

the framework of QCD, at least not easily, and not at present.

Phenomenologically, more can be done when better data become available

from correlation experiments and meson or even hyperon initiated reac-

tions .
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram for the recombination mechanism in pp •*• тт X.

The solid lines are quarks or anticuarks, and the dashed lines

are gluons. The dotted line indicates where the recombination

picture is applied.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the calculated results with data. Dashed lir-es

are for quark fragmentation. Sclid lines are for recosrination.

Dots are ISR data and the shaded regions correspond tc t
v
e

Fermilab 'data.

Fig. 3 Inclusive distributions with and without contributions iron

resonance decays.

Fig. 4 Inclusive distributions of К in the ir and p fragmentation

regions.
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Discussion

iüadersaon: I have a comment .Despite the doubts of the previ-
ous speaker I would like to stress that in our opinion there
is a very close connection between the distribution of hadrons
in the current fragmentation regions of the leptoproduction f
and the corresponding distributions in mesonic fragmentation
regions in. low p_ reactions .Similarly we have found /inside
the presently available experimental data/ a correspondingly
close connection between the distributions in the target
fragmentation region of the leptoproduction and the distri«>
butions in the barvon fragmentation regions»
In particular we have found /Phys«Letti69B, 1977,227/ that
the particle distributions f^(e ) of hadron h in the frag-
mentation region of meson m at the Feynman variable z can
be described in terms of an incoherent sum of quark fragmen-
tation distributions D~(s) /defined from leptoproduction
by means of the quark-parton model/ of the valence quarks
of the meson a :

in. thi-e

Correspondingly for a baryon В

with Dr _ (я) diquark fragmentation functions /Phys.Lett.
i 3

Dr _ (
i 3

71B.1977,337/ and , ^ ^

We propose that experimental data should be systematically

compared between leptoproduction and low-p_, hadronic reacti-

ons which implies only the comparison between experimental

data /which is and will be available both from Vand V in-

duced reactions and electroproduction with high statistics/.
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In this way it will be possible to determine whether there ia

only one kind of jets in nature.

The question of how to determine this jet structure and the

mechanism/which in contrast to the recombination model assu-

mes that there is a profound change on a time scale from the

initial wave function of the impinging hadrons to a situation

where the momentum is carried essentially by one valence con-

stituent in the final state/ of interaction is a theoretical

question which will be left for another place.

Kittel:Can the model be extended so that it would include the

details of the resonance production and decaye ?

HwatI do not know what details are you thinking of, perhaps

polarization.We have considered rho decays with different

decay distributions corresponding to different polarizations

and we have found that cos^is most likely.

PiSút&Have you calculated the average mass of the system
formed by the qq recombination to a "pic*" at large Xp at
1SR energies?That was the first question. As for the second
one, does the model make any predictions about the interac-
tion of hadrons with nuclei, in particular about inclusive
production at large x^ ?

Hwat I shall rather not answer the question posed that way.
In fact this is similar to asking what is the effective
mass of the two valence partons in a meson and I am not su-
re whether this has 9 well defined sense in the infinite
momentum frame «Second point ere the nuclear effects .Fions
are produced at large x_ much later than in the central
region, and those at large x^ are actually produced outside
the nucleus, therefore it will not depend on A.

BallamiHas anyone calculated in this.nodel polarization
effects, say polarized proton in the initial state and po-
larised lambda in the final state ?



BialaaiThese effects have been calculated some time ago by
Aniaovich and Shecfcbt«r«
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Place for Clusters in the Quantum Field Theory

I.M.Bremin, E.L.Feinberg

P.H.Lebedev Physical Inst i tute, Mosoow, USSR

Abstract
Clusters appearing in multiple production processes

are quite natural objects in any quantum field theory.
Their mass spectrum is related to Kallen-Lehmann spectral
representation function. Resonances correspond to its
bumps while nonresonant clusters - to the wide spread back-
ground. Thus assumption of seoondary particle production
ae proceeding only via resonance decays is quite a special
and rather unrealistic hypothesis concerning spectral
function of the -propagator. In particular, a hadronic clus-
ter can be a (semi)bare hadron.

The two-step mechanism of multiple production now is
widely supported by experimental data 1"5 . The observed
hadrons come from deoay of some clusters with average mass
estimated
exceed!
However
clusters 4f5.

Quite heavy clusters seem to exirt. и&пу people beli-
eve that only resonances are theoretically conceivable un-
stable objects and the nature of nonresonant heavy clusters
seems obscure. We wish to stress that actually any quantum
field theory quite naturally incorporates nonresonant clus-
ters. I

The two-step structure of production process implies
that the intermediate object can be desoribed by some pro-

3 ) £ f ) . If we consider e.g. Feyniran graph, of Fig.1
ine describing a boson cluster of mass HI» «

_ (and dashed circles - the remaining parts of
the graph)| the cross section- of the subprocess of cluster
production, V is ( P is the vertex):

w v T o )

S с
partid

ha
pogat

Kallen-Lehmann representation with
(note: 9 ^ 0 ) presoribes:
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Ф can contain the pole term corresponding to a stable
particle of

For meson-baryon usual dynamical theory

900 Oi-

•CO

C5)

(2)

High Energy
echoslovakia.

Here Mo is the mass of an unstable bare ("input") particle
which is always larger than in (which is the stable,

lower state mass of interacting fields). 3va i s some fix-
ed mass (for a pion,Yft3№je , * t « s 3 H ^ t Z * ~ * n e renor-
malisation constant. Introducing вошех'> x * w e c a n

split integral into two parts thus getting the mass
of a correspondingly partially dressed ("semibare") par-

(50

to,s.b.
(5-)

Thus, the Integral is a measure of undressing! the higher
is X. , the deeper is undressing and the larger is the
semibare mass (f or x/-» «O , hf|

ttb
 -* h»

e
 ).

Of course, these equations have' meaning only if у
decreases fast enough with X increasing, unfortunately,
all perturbation theory results do not secure it. In the
future more complete theory the necessary V behaviour
will be secured, possibly - by unifying various interacting
fields.

Щ» (1) is written for a fixed (zero) common angular mo-
t4J k K In general case, with partial

Щ ()
mentum of part
croee

es

Рог а given W /
?
 states with various W , i.e. spins of

dusters, contribute, although some of them can be dynami-
cally ennancedo E.g. spin 1 states are prominent at masses
of veotor mesons, etc. for larger ЭД, eq.(6) includes many



terms, i.e. clusters oan be produced in тапулзр1п states. In
general, unless experiment seleots definite (/ , we observe
the averaged mixture of dusters with various spins.

Thus, besides possible pole terms corresponding to
stable particles, О may contain, both, E'eit-wlgner bumps
due to resonances Trlth proper quantum numbers and some
smooth background extended to large masses. Examples of sue В
a combined struoture follow from usual field theories.

In QES, consider first heavy (virtual) quantum Y"*"
(Fig*2). Its spectral function О (Fig. 2c) has a posT.tr o-
niuai (binding-energy в ) peak at >j* *ÖJVW-6,) *
(Wu -electron mass) and the smooth bacKground at larger И
where also higher order terms in в. contribute* Nor re-
sonant increases appear at each threshold of additional
pair production (dashed ouive).

Similarly, after a large angle scattering of an ult-
rarelativistic electron it needs some time to restore its
proper e.m. field'»,. It is rseraibare and decays afterwards
into a stable (dressed) electron and the photon with wi-
dely spread common invariant mass. Therefore Its spectral
function contains some smooth term, (and, beyond the thres-
holds of producing additional Ф С Г pairs, contributions
of higher orders in Qr

t
 etc* see Fig.3).

The same should be true also for any hadron theory,
but the coupling constant being large all terms are of the
same order and it is impossible to disentangle them. Any
threshold JÉJ for opening of a new channel in final state
oodbributes to the smooth part of the speotral function
(Fig*4). The idea of dominance of resonances* contribution
may be based only on a special hypothesis whioh seeiás to
be not realistic in view of QBD experience, Figs 2,3* Had-
ronio interaction of virtual photons oan transform them
into vector mesons as well as many other "onium" states*
We wish however to stress the necessity of a wide smooth
background which can be more Important than the narrow pe-
aks since the Integral over all masses contributes to high
energy particle production.

J
Thus in QBD we may consider a heavy virtual photon

**and a (semi) bare electron as clusters* Due to small-
88 of Qr decay into many stable electrons and photons

takes place only with low probability (if we neglect inf-
rared radiation) and is described by tree graphs* With
large coupling constant ($£+«£ .«meson-baryon field
theory"), at sufficiently large |^»lit i «any partidé
decay is more probable due to phase spaoe factor* The de-
cay process may be given either by tree-like Peynman
graphs or by thermodynamioal formulas*

In parton model the parton is exactly the bare par-
ticle (see e.g. 7, p*132). We may however consider not
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only suoh a limiting object, i .e. a completely bare par-
t iole but also semidreesed ones, eqs. ( 5 1 , 5")«

In quark model, e.g. in в*+вГ — * badrons process
d d and £ ik f
q

the produced <L £ p p y
partners to compensate color and flavour. The mass of each
thus formed system should not neoeasarily be that of a
stable badron but molt probably is a semidressed badron, i .
. e. a duster. Large рЦ. jets may be expeoted to be con-
sisting of a fast moving clusters.

Thus dusters belonging to wide smooth mass spectrum
may be simply (semi)bare hadrons.

Important generalisation follows from the fact that
£ -function in eq. (2) may oontain no pole terms at a l l .

Suoh an object with heavy mass belonging to a smooth 9
can not be called a (semi)bare par t io le , but nevertheless
this i s a cluster having a natural plaoe within the field

theory.
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Figure oaptions

Feynman graph for single в в pair production
Double pair production
Solid line-general sketch of the spectral func-
tion for virtual X -quantum taking into account
single-and double-pair production as well as
positronium resonanoe of mass Н*вДИЯЬ-€
feut negleoting the contribution of possible
additional real photons in the final state.



í for eliFig» 3» General sketch of the spectral function for elect
ron. The curve decreasing beyond ХГ*1У& corres- • "*" "i ? correi
ponds to virtual( semi bare) electron capable of Г jable of
decaying into a dressed electron and a real y - <- i real y-
quantum with common mass YO i the curve beyond [ } i. • beyond

1 . . . . . . . - - io.dreeeiH» * {**"%" corresponds to decay into dressed iо dress
electron plus an & 6" dressed paii' plus X* ~qu- is л -q
antum. Peak i s due to positronium in final state. С inai sti

Pig» 4. General sketch of the spectral function for pion. a for pi
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влвнжш иго вдвтш-дтвдаш ANNIHILATION

I.S.Shapiro

Institute of theoretical and Experimental Physics,
Moscow, USSR

1. Annihilation of antybaryons ( & ) and Ъагуопв ( В )
i s a kind of multiple production of light mesons (e.g. the
mean multiplicity of pions in slow f> and j* annihila-
ticm equals 4.5). If the relative velocity of and
i s small» then due to nuclear attraction they can form a
quasinudear system called baryonium. In this case the an-
nihilation proceeds from the baryonium states with definite
quantum numbers Xе ( J? )• Therefore in multiple genera-
tion processes the baryonium will manifest i tsel f not only
as bumps in the effective mass spectra but as well in va-
rious correlations between the annihilation products whose
nature i s similar Co the nature of correlations observed
in the production and decay of lighter resonances (e.g. of

j> meson)* Emphasize that the number of resonances of the
baryonium type may be large and the spectrum of their
quantum numbers i s expected to be rather rich* The effects
caused by the baryonium should be obviously included when
the multiple scattering data are being analysed.

The present report contains a brief description of the
principal physical properties of the baryonium and the
information on the results of the experimental search for
resonances of such nature*
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2. "The theory of the baryonium is based on the two

statements: a) a strong nuclear attraction between & and

fi exists, and (b) the annihilation radius is small com-

pared to the baryonium size. By order of magnitude the anni-

hilation radius equals the Gompton wavelength '/nn , where

m is the mass of the baryon. According to (b) the baryo-

nium is a nonrelativistic system, therefore && interac-

tion may be treated as a potential one, e.g. in the OHSP

model* Then the SB and SB nuclear interaction Ka-

miltonians should be related by (j conjugation (similar

to С conjugation which relates e ~e~ and €'€*+ interactions).
Basing on this fact and using the available information an
ЛУЛ/ nuclear forces one can describe the interaction in

the Л/Л/ channel and calculate the spectrum of bound and

resonant states of the /YA/ system by solving the Shrődin-

ger eigen value problem. This program has been realized

about "10 years ago in the papers by the ITEF theoretical

group (see references in the review [i] ) . The spectrum

of quasinudear bound and resonant states calculated with

one of the OBBP variants has turned out to be rather rich -

it included about 20 states (instead of one state - the

deuteron - in the case of the / W system). The А/Л/ and /Vs/

spectra are different because the OHEP involves exchanges

. of G violating mesons which produce attraction in the

channel (e.g. the 60 meson exchange). Since the л/л/ anni-

hilation radius is small compared to the size of the nuc-

lear orbit, the annihilation widths /a. of the baryonium

are not large. They depend upon the orbital momentum £. of
the relative motion of /V and л/ (the larger £. is
the lower is /4. )• This dependence (by the order of magni-
tude) is shown in Table 1 as well as other characteristics
of the baryoniun, vis., the /V/V channel partial widths /w",
limits of the mass spectrum, level spacings. The characte-
ristic feature of the baryonium is that the ratio I



Cable 1 Principal characteristics of the states of
the baryonium.

Annihilation width
Га, (MeV)

Elastic width
/ ^ 7 (MeV)

Level spacing
Sb (MeV)

Masses M (MeV)

0

100

-

1

10

2

1

3

0.1

4

0.01

10 -

1350

100

-2350

takes large values. I t can exceed the unity in spite of the
amallness of the phase -volume of fit*r two-particle channel
compared to the phase volume of the multipion annihilation
decay model ( i t i s a quantitative manifestation of the ba-
ryoniumStrong coupling" to the /vW channel, or simply of
the fact that the Daryonium i s built of /V and A/ ) • The
annihilation obviously affects the position of levels.
Investigation shows (see [ i ] for details) that the annihi-
lation shift by the order of magnitude equals the annihila-
tion width. However, the sign of the shift has not to be
always positive, i . e . the annihilation interaction do not
always decrease the binding energy of the baxyonium, but .
can even increase i t [ 2 ] . Emphasize that positive or nega-
tive are the signs of the annihilation shifts, they are
small in a certain sense and qualitatively do not affect
the quaslnuclear spectrum*

The heuristic calculations show that besides baryonium
/V/V there can exist comparatively narrow states HA/Af and
3/»/,?//(the formers should manifest as heavy narrow baryon
resonances; the letters - as boson resonances whose masses

should be i n t
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should be in the range of 3 and 4 GeV).
The theory predicts as «ell the existencej>f quasinuclear

resonances of W (e.g. ЛА , etc») and У Л/ (e.g. Af> ,
etc.) types. Several quasinuclear states most exist near
the threshold of each B£ pair.

Thus the total number of the baryonium states must be
large. This phenonenum should be taken Into account in va-
rious aspects treating multiple production processes which
are related to the virtual &/Г pair production and annihi-
lation. The B& spectrum itself i s obviously of great inte-
rest as a source of unique information on Interactions bet-
ween slow baryons and antibaryons. Note that besides the
above mentioned "quasinuclea? approach" to the theory of
baryonium, there exists a quark approach (according to which
the baryonium i s a four-quark system strongly coupled to
Idie 3B channel). Relation, between the two schemes i s yet
unclear due to uncertainties of quark models.

3. Strong coupling of the baryonium to Шва л/л/ channel,
i . e . comparatively large widths /v̂ ? t allows to search
for the baryonium states in "formation", experiments with
slow J> (or Vi ) beams. Deuteron (or nuclear) targets
are necessary for observing the /"/V bound states ( /S<^?/*)
in aucb. a way. A kind of "formation1* experiments aimed to
find /W bound states i s provided by a search for electro-
magnetic transitions protonlum ( pp atom) —* baryonium(

i . e . for a hard descrete spectrum % radiation which
accompanies the annihilation of j^ stopped In hydrogen .
and deuterium (the intensity of separate у l ines should
be of about 10"' per an annihilation act, the total number
of the discrete l i sas in the f/5 annihilation in certain
variants of the quaslnuclear theory reaches 8 - 9 ) . Almost
al l available data on the baryonium are concerned with the
/V/V system. Very recently an evidence for /Го and /\/\

Or m



resonances has appeared. Below in Table 2 present experi-

mental results on л/А/ quasinuclear states obtained in

Table 2 Experimental data ( M (Г ) in MeV)

on the baryonium.

"Fenne*? on"

f p atom -• /vsv

4395 ( 3*)

1646 ( 21)

1684 ( 19)

1794 (7)

1873 (Ю)

1900 (20)

1940 (8)

2150 (95)

2335 (110)

"Production"

1940 (8)

2020 ( 20)

2200 ( 20)

"formation" and "production" experiments is presented.

The quantum numbers of found л/Л/ states are mostly

unknown. Table 2 does not contain the recent data found

with 6*6~ colliding beams (since these results have not

been veil confirmed yet)* For brievity we are absolutely

not concerned here with a complex of rather interesting

and informative phenomena related to pf> and pd atoms

(position of levels, Roentgen radiation yield).

Table 2 shows that the basic predictions of the theory

of А/л7 quasinuclear states (abundance of nearthreshold

narrow states, existence of the descrete spectrum jf ra-

diation» which accompanies the annihilation of stopped f ,

strong coupling o£ the found heavy bosons to the A4V channel
whose experimental manifestation is possibility to Observe
the bosons in "formation" experiments) seem to be confirmed
experimentally'. Herefore the search for a number of other
quasinuclear states В в , Л&в • , 2-ВЯ.в is justified.

For the case of V У and У/V systems the "production"

experiments should obviously dominate. For the case of

ieV)

bound s t expi

closed) lined i

system

this с

1. I .S.
2. B.O.

shi

GO3



t experi-

' ed In

leV)

.•oduction"

(8)

020 ( 20)

"00 ( 20)

bound states (when the baryon-antibaryon decay channel i s

closed) the maximum in the mass spectrum cf the multipion

system may be the;best indicator of the baryonium (since

this channel must be dominant).
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p-p collis

us up to

the Aache

discuss

1. e/

2. V

prod

3. Es

and

I review here for this conference results on leptor. production from

p-p collisions (26 GeV/c on 26 GeV/c) at the CERH ISR, in order to bring

us up to date. The experiments summarised here have been carried out by

the Aachen-DC Riverside-CERN-Munich-Northwestern Collaboration. We will

discuss

1. e/ir ratios at low p_ for the production of "prompt" leptons

2. upper limits on ц+е± coincidence, with resultant limits on charm

production of DD

3. Estimates of charm production crossections from the electron data,

and possible sources of prompt electrons.

sium on

G m G m
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1. PROMPT ELECTRONS

We have published results
1
) indicating a marked rise of the e/ir ratio

as we went to low p_ from a canonical 10 result for p„ > 1 GeV/c. We

have now carried out a second experiment at /s - S3 GeV to check these

results.
 z
)

The set-up (Fig. 1), like the previous one, consists of a magnetic

spectrometer (Fig. la) of 0.6 T«m bending power, located at 32 from one

of the ISR beams and covering a 0.02 sr solid angle.- The present vacuum

chamber (Fig. 2a) in Intersection 1-6 of the ISR differs considerably from

the one used in the previous experiment. The current chamber is a cylinder

with a uniformly thick 0.3 mm stainless-steel wall, while the bicone used

previously had wall thicknesses of 0.2 and 0.7 mm in its central and forward

parts, respectively. Thic, together with the different shape of the wall

corrugations, results in an average thickness of 0.7 mm along the direction

of the spectrometer axis, in contrast with thicknesses of 0.45 and 1.5 mm

for the thin and thick parts of the previous bicone. For reconstructing

trajectories of particles and measuring their momenta, we have replaced the

drift chambers of Ref. 1 by proportional chambers of 2 mm wire spacing.

These chambers have excellent efficiency and multi-track capability, and

allow a high data-taking rate (about 250 events/sec written on video tape).

Four modules, each consisting of four planes with wires at 0 , ±45°, and

90 from the vertical direction, placed two in front of and two behind

the magnet, yield a more than adequate momentum accuracy (Ap/p - 1.2Z at

1 GeV/c, whereas ДЕ/Е » 14Z iu the lead-glass at the same momentum).

Electrons are distinguished from hadrons by requiring a pulse in a 1.1 m

long threshold íerenkov counter filled with CO. at atmospheric pressure,

and by checking that the measured momentum is equal to the energy deposited

in a 3 x 5 matrix of lead-glass Cerenkov counters 15. radiation lengths

deep. Three layers of dB/dx scintillation counters, two in front of and

one behind the magnet, are used for triggering purposes; at the analysis

stage their recorded pulse heights provide rejection of small-angle elec-

tron pairs. Approximately 99Z of the larger angle pairs are tagged by

the presence of a pulse in an array of guard counters around the front

trigger counters. Figure 2b shows the geometrical layout of these counters

(which is somewhat different from that used in the experiment of Ref. 1).
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The change in vacuum chamber geometry strongly influences the amount

of Compton and conversion-pair electrons entering, the spectrometer, while

the modification of the geometry of the guard counters results in a dif-

ferent probability for Dalits and conversion electrons to be recorded as

single electrons. Thus the total electron signal should be different from

that found in Ref. 1, but the signal remaining after subtraction of all

backgrounds should be the same in both experiments.

The detailed experimental procedure is given in Ref. 2. The numbers

obtained for е+
/тг are displayed in Fig. 3a. As anticipated, these results

are substantially different from those of the previous experiment
1
'. To

interpret these new results, we must first evaluate the background contri-

bution from well-understood sources of electrons.

i) Electrons and positrons pair-produced

by reál photons in the vacuum chamber wall- , '

At the time of production, the pairs have an opening angle which is

essentially zero, and thus most should be eliminated by the single-particle

requirement. However, the low-energy member of a very energy-asymnetrical

pair may be multiple-scattered by the vacuum chamber wall through an angle

large enough to miss even the guard counters, so that the high-energy

number is recorded as a single electron. The resulting contribution to

e/ir has been calculated by a Monte Carlo program.

The initial и *8 are generated'according to the distribution

d a/dp
T
dyd<|> a> p_ e~ **Т, with b » 5.4 (GeV/c)~ , and decay isotropically

into two photons. Each photon produces a pair at a xandom point along

its path in the vacuum chamber wall, whose mathematical description repro-

duces the corrugations. The pair is given a weight proportional to the

potential thickness traversed by the photon. The energies of the two

electrons are generated according to the Bethe-Heitler formula and their

multiple scattering inside the wall is followed through a random-walk

process, correlated in both displacement and angle, until they leave the

wall. An electron is accepted if it goes through the whole spectrometer,

while its companion misses the trigger and guard counters. The results

of the Monte Carlo program agree very well with the relation e
±
/iT - A/pjL

x

which results from a simple analytical calculation.

However, since the constant A depends quite sensitively on the scat-

tering law and on the actual geometry of the chamber wall, we designed an

ancillary experiment to measure directly the e/ir ratio due to conversion

G Л80



electrons. This experiment employs a dummy wall, identical to the vacuum

chamber wall, from which it is separated by an array of thin anticoincidence

counters (Fig. 2a). The same triggers and the same analysis criteria were

used as in the main experiment, but single electrons so detected were re-

tained only if there was no hit in the anticoincidence counter crossed by

the (extended) electron track, ensuring that the electron originated from

a neutral primary, presumably a -y-ray from meson decay. This procedure

permits the direct measurement of the rates of e and e~ produced by у

interactions in the vacuum chamber wall; the experimental e /y ratio is

found to follow tht: predicted 1/p* law. Incidentally, this is a check of

the constancy of electron detection efficiency versus P
T
.

The results of the Monte Carlo pair-production program, after correc-

tion for the average energy loss of electrons owing to radiation, and the

results from the dummy wall experiment for positrons agreed both in shape

2 — —

and magnitude, each exhibiting a l/p,_ behaviour. The absolute agreement

in the low p
T
 region was within 3%, a result which gives us confidence that

the Monte Carlo conditions imposed reflected faithfully the true experimen-

tal conditions. Figure 3a shows, as a function of p
T
, the e /ir ratios

for (a) the total detected signal, and (b) the signal from the dummy wall

experiment (conversion positrons) along with its l/p
T
 fit. The best
2

value of n was found to be 2.05, compatible with a l/p
T
 law.

ii) Electrons from Compton effect

Their contribution is evaluated by the same Monte Carlo program,

using the Klein-Nishina formula to' generate the angle and energy of the

_ 2

electron. The calculated e /ir values also follow an approximate l/p
T
 law,

which again can be deduced from a simple analytical calculation. The

dummy wall experiment measures for e the sum of both Compton and conver-

sion electrons. Indeed the dummy wall e~/n ratios are larger than the

corresponding e /ir ratios. The differences between the two measurements

are compatible with the Monte Carlo values calculated for the Compton

effect. The 1/p" fit to the measured e~/ir values from the dummy wall

was used for background subtraction.

iii) Electrons originating from тт° and n°
Dalitz decays and from kaon decays

Electrons from Dalitz pairs and from env decays of charged and neutral

kaons i
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kaons can be evaluated only by means of Monte Carlo programs. The good

agreement between the Monte Carlo predictions and the measured values of

the e
±
 rates due to photon interactions, plus the fact that scattering in

the wall plays a smaller role in these cases than for other sources of

background , are reasons to believe in the validity of the Monte Carlo

results for Dalitz and К _ decays. In the programs the primary hadrons

were generated according to the law d a/dp
T
dyd<t> « Ap

T
 e , where A = 1,

0.11, 0.067 (0.047) and b = 5.4, 4.5, 4.8 (GeV/c)" for и, Т), K
+
 № " ) ,

respectively, as indicated by available experiment data
3
~

s
). The K

g
 pro-

duction cross-section is assumed to be equal tc /2(a_+ + о_-).

pairs are generated according to the Kroll-Wada formula and K ^ decays

from a V-JA matrix element. Results for the e /TI ratio from these sources,

corrected for radiation losses, are displayed in Fig. 3b, together with the

measured e
+
/n residual signal (obtained by subtracting from the total mea-

sured e
+
/ir ratio the value of e

+
/it obtained from the dummy wall experiment).

It is apparent that the backgrounds decrease with p
T
 faster than the resi-

dual signal
s
 and that even at the lowest p values, their sum is smaller

than the signal.

The values of the difference (e~ - e )/2ir fluctuate around zero and

are compatible with it, as illustrated in Fig. 4a. Assuming the equality

of the e /IT and e~/n ratios, we calculate their weighted average, е/тт.

Figure 4b displays these final values of e/ir, where the quoted errors are

purely statistical and the results are not corrected for radiation losses.

It is seen from Fig. 4b that the е/тт values for direct elecrron pro-

duction show a marked increase when p_ decreases from 1 GeV/c tc г 0.3 GeV'c,

consistent with an approximate l/p_ behaviour in this transverse -momentum

interval, in agreement with the original findings of Ref. 1.

m d neutral

,§1

*) Background due to Dalitz pairs, like background due to у conversion,

arises whenever one of the pair, emerging at a large angle, escapes

detection by the counter system. However, in the Dalitz case, the

initial pair-producing process results in a wide angular distribution

with a slowly falling tail at large angles, and scattering in the wall

only slightly broadens this distribution. Furthermore, the variation

due to the wall corrugations in the thickness t of iron traversed by

the electrons induces a much less pronounced modulation in the Dalitz-

pair background contribution than in the ̂ -conversion case, since the

effect goes as t
1
^ for Dalitz and as t

3
'
2
 for у conversion. In fact,

the Monte Carlo results indicate that the Dalitz-pair contribution to

the background diminishes by only 20% when scattering in the wall is

turned off.

\Si



2. A SEARCH FOR iTe* COINCIDENCES

The search for p
±
e

i
 coincidences was carried out using our 32° electron

detector, in coincidence with a nuon detector placed at -44°, as shown in

Fig. 5
6
>.

In tbe ouon telescope, particles traversed an iron hadron filter,

followed by a magnetic spectrometer using MWPC of 2 mm spacing. Kaons and

protons which punched through the hadron filter were identified by time of

flight measured through the spectrometer. An iron/scintillator calorimeter

behind the magnet was used to help reject pions which had punched through

the hadron filter. The calorimeter consisted of 5 identical modules each

having a set of 26 iron plates 3 ma thick, alternating with 3 mm of liquid
2

scintillator. The total thickness of each module was 68 g/cm . The

average energy deposited in a module by a minimum ionizing particle was 106

MeV with r.m.s. deviation of ±30Z.

Tbe efficiency of tbe nuon spectrometer in rejecting hadrons has been

evaluated by a Monte Carlo calculation based on measured inclusive hadron

cross-sections. This calculation showed that background came overwhel-

mingly from pions, which puncbed through the badron filter and either

decayed in flight in the magnet or failed to give an energy deposition

greater than 170 MeV in any calorimeter module. Approximately 2Z of pions

incident on the telescope simulated a muon in this fashion.

We measured the background rate of false (not prompt) muons due to

pion decay and punch-through by measuring separately the eir coincidence

rate (IT'S in the muon spectrometer) and the probability that a pion in the

muon arm is mis identified as a muon. Tbe background rate is given by

their product. The results of our measurements are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Observed electrons

"Direct" electrons

e-p charge states

Observed e-y

Background e-ji

"Direct" e-|i

(e^/e*) x iO
4

All events

311,127 '

6.37 x

(•-)

32

34.1

-2.1

-0.3 ± 0.9

10
4

<-)

51

33.3

17.7

3.0 ± 1.2 •

P
T
(el) > 0.5 GeV/c

52,871

1.45 x 10
4

(-•)

3

4.8

-1.8

-1.2

(!!)'

8

5.0

3.0

2.1 ± 2.0
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It is seen from Table 1 tfcat no e~p signal remains after background sub-

traction. Using the Bourquin-Gaillard model
7
' for DD production, we get,

8
'

at the 95J5 confidence level, an upper limit of 76 yb for total DD production,i

at Vs » 55 GeV, using branching ratios of 0.11 for both electrons and unions,

and equal rates for'KJlV and К РЛ).

3. POSSIBLE ORIGINS OF PROMPT ELECTRONS

We attempt to analyse our data in terms of a total cross-section times

the branching ratio for parents that are directly produced in p-p, collisions

and that subsequently decay into electrons
9
). The parents could be pair-

produced charmed particles, e.g. DD, FF, charmed baryon-antimeson, etc.,

that decay into electrons, such as D° •*• Kev, К ev, К ev, K(mr)ev. On the

other hand, the parents could be single у-тауа that give Dalitz pairs of

sufficient mass that one particle escapes any veto system.

' To avoid the necessity for a detailed knowledge of the decay scheme

into electrons, we consider the total number of electrons (integrated over

p_) that are emitted into a given small region of solid angle M2
Q
, and com-

pare them to the total number of pions emitted into the same ДО , defining

their ratio as R. We take advantage of the effective massleesness of the .

electron, and thus need no knowledge of the decay kinematics, since now

.the Lorentz transformation of solid angle from the parent rest frame to the

laboratory does not depend on the electron momentum. If we assume that

the invariant cross-section for parent production is

dp
A e

-bp,
(1)

where we have no a priori knowledge of b, and assume that Eq. (1) is also

valid for pions, with b - 5.4 (GeV/c)~ , we can show analytically, by

integrating over all relevant variables, that the ratio-

In U p /m)
A * (bV4 >

in
 V • (2)

where m i» the mean parent mass; Bar » E B.a_., i.e. the sum of the

branching ratios times the parent cross-sections; Э is the ISR angle

(32° for our case); and p
| | a z

 - 26 GeV/c. We see from Eq. (2) that R is

expected to increase slowly (&bout 17Z) when we go from 30° to 90° at the

G
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ISR, and that it is only slowly dependent -on the assumed parent mass m, as

well as being completely independent of the electron decay-energy spectrum,

and also independent of the parent slope parameter b. This is a conse-

quence of our choosing to examine the ratios of the total fluxes of elec-

trons and pions, integrated over the energy spectrum of electrons and pions,

rather than looking at their ratios as a function of p . The approach of

using R, the ratio of the total numbers of electrons to pions at a given

angle, allows us to extract the total inclusive cross-section o
fc t

 x В with

no assumptions needed either for the fraction of the various production

modes or for the kinematics of the decay schemes. This approach is comple-

mentary to the more usual one of fitting the e/ir ratios as a function of

p_ to a particular production mode and decay scheme, for example, pair pro-

- * **

duction of DD, with subsequent decays into Kev, К ev, К ev, K(mr)ev, etc.

A comparison of the experimental data with Eq. (2), using а (и + и )/2

cross-section of 200 mb, gives us

"charm *
 (B)
 "

 68
 - lU

b
 '

 (3)

Using an I K branching ratio (assuming it is D,D), we get

"charm -
 6 2
° 1 S S »* - (4)

which is in sharp disagreement with our offer limit of 76 yb found from the

study of e-y coincidences. Thus, we are forced to conclude that not all

of the anomalous electron production can be associated with charm production.

The equality of e /ir and e~/rr is ntore readily suggestive of an electromag-

netic process than of charm decay. A possible process is the production

of single y-rays in p-p collisions, suggested by Farrar and Frautschi
8
),

which could result in virtual y-rays being converted into massive e e~

pairs (Dalitz-like pairs), whose opening angles could be large enough for

one of them to escape the veto system and hence be registered in our appa-

ratus as a "prompt" single electron. In order to estimate the number of

single photons arising from this source, we would have to interpret the

branching ratio in Eq. (3) as the product of the probability for pair pro-

duction (Dalitz-decay probability) times the acceptance efficiency of our

apparatus for measuring single electrons when a pair is produced. Rough

estimates indicate that the Dality factor is 1, 1/100 (it varies very slowly

С is*»"
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with the energy release) and that the acceptance for high-mass pairs is

\ 1/5, giving an effective branching ratio of i 1/500. Thus the cross-

section estimate for single photons is about 30 mb, giving a ratio of the

total cross-sections of

= 0.15 (6)

«here the bulk of the у ft
11
* arises from electron p_ values below 0.5 GeV/c.

In summary, our electron data are incompatible with a charm source, ,

such as'DD production, sad,, if ascribed completely to a new source of single

photons, would require a rather high yfv ratio, of about 15Z. Ke hope to

resolve these questions in an experiment now being carried out at the ISR,

and to have an answer for the 10*' Multiparticle Conference.
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ti Figure captions -

Fig. 1 : Experimental layout at Intersection 1-6 of the CERN ISR. -.;•':

(. ;-Ó' '

a) Fig. 2 : a) Details of the duamy «all experiment for measuring the . lj

background due to electrons from уinteractions. :

b) b) Disposition of the trigger and guard counters. /,

+
 Í

a) Fig. 3 : a) Total e /it signal and background signal measured in the i\]

4. dumny «all experiment. ftj-!

b) Ъ) Residual signal (total signal minus background measured ':

in the dummy vail) compared with Monte Carlo calculated \ \ ;•'

1617. values for other background sources. '' f:

e
~ . Fig. 4 : e /u values for the prompt electrons:

 T
;

*) a) Values of the differences (e
+
 - e~)/2n.

b
' b) Values of e/ir, the weighted average of e*/it and e~/it.

s
 Fig. 5 : Sketch of the electron and muon spectrometers.
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Báliam ;Do you have a curve of the acceptance of your appara-
tus as a function of the mass of various e e" pairs ?

Block;No. 1 do not have such a curve, but fundamentelly we
have got about 5% acceptance or lese for masses anywhere
above 200-300 MeV. It is very small...

BallamtAre your results in agreement with other ISR experi-
ments ?

Block;We all come up to a p T of the order of 1 GeV/c, we
agree with the в/Щ' ratio of 10" , so we are in complete
agreement where we overlap* We got to nuch lower p™ region

and it is only in the low p_ region, as I emphasized, that

we see our canonical signal.

Feinbergtlf I properly understood there is one order of

magnitude difference between observed electrons and their

-theoretical explanation from QEB.

Block;That is correct.

Feinberg:I wish to ask you what is the relation of your

result, that is the ratio в/ЦТ and that of Darriulat in the

region с k-3 GeV T

KLockil do not know that the Darriulat result has ever been

published. I do not want to talk about anybody other's result

but when I spoke to Darriulat and the group, they said they

had a lot of problems with normalization of their apparatus»

When they renormalize elighlty, their results change dramati-

cally. Therefore they did not want to make a very firm claim*

Our result is again a conjectural result in the sense that

we would have to have a model for how the process goes in

order to interpret in great detail our data in terms of

single gamma production... What I have said is that eaaen-

|



tially if you had a cloud and the: cloud goes into something

plus gamma ray, the Dalitz probability factor for conversion

into ее"* only goes logaritmically with the energy release

and therefore is probably á number something like 1/100.
So we have to multiply our data by a number which is of the

order of 1/ICO. Then we have again to multiply our data by
the chance that a high mass pair would be accepted in our --.

apparatus. Since we designed our apparatus very critically

so that pairs should not be accepted, it is - only~ on the tail' . .. _fj— ;

of that* We have to multiply rather large numbers together
to get this number of the order of 1C%, as a gamma to pion
ratio.And it is an indication rather than an experimental
number...

Montvay:Concerning the direct gamaa, I think there could be
a very good explanation. If you remember my talk from Monday,
the experimental ? that in the psi multiparticle
decays there are roughly about 25% ? photons.

Block;That will be very small...

%
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1. INTRO!

RECENT THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN LEPTON PAIR PRODUCTION*

Rudolph C. Hwa

Institute of Theoretical Science and Department of Physics
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403, USAt

and

Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, U.K.

Abstract

Various theoretical developments in lepton-pair production during

the past year are reviewed. Results of the perturbative QCD investi-

gations both in leading log approximation as well as beyond leading

logs are sunmarized. Their failure to account for the data Is

described. Two possible views of phenomenological interpretations of

the data are discussed.

*Work supported, in part, by the U.S. Department of Energy
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1. INTRODUCTION

TION*

tysics

.K.

сion during

investl-

leading

Is

cations of

On the subject of lepton-pair production (LPP) in hadron-hadron

collision, theoretical studies during this past year have revolved

around the quest on: "How good is the Drell-Yan mechanism ?" Because

the techniques of short-distance expansion and renormalization group

are not applicable to LPP, investigations based on QCD have resorted

2 3
to perturbation calculation. Politzer, Sachrajda, Amati, Petronzio,

A 5
Veneziano, and DDT among others have all contributed toward answering

the question, starting initially with low order calculations, but later

extended to infinite order. The answer is that the Drell-Yan mechanism

is more valid than what one would naively expect. I shall describe

briefly the approximations made and the results obtained in their

studies. While the total cross section áa/án has been elucidated

by QCD calculations, the inclusive distribution q d o/dtTd q has not

received the same degree of attention. Only very recently have some

results on the latter been obtained in the framework of QCD; they

disagree with the naive parton picture except in some special fcinema-

tlcal regions. Application of the factorizable Drell-Yan formula to

phenomenological analyses of the q_ distribution will be examined

critically. Our conclusion will be that at present energies there is no

evidence in support of "hard" scattering in LPP; thus simple QCD

calculations of the q_ distribution are inadequate.

Having argued for the irrelevance of perturbative QCD to the

present data on LPP, I shall then describe two phenomenological

approaches to the problem, one conservative and the other radical.



The conservative approach is to examine within the framework of the

parton model the universality among various virtual photon processes,

о

among which LPF is just one possibility. The radical approach takes

the opposite view and considers the possibility that LPF is special

for which, the parton model must be supplemented by thermodynamics in

order to account for the many-parton (especially gluon) interactions

unmanageable in perturbative QCD. Conclusions will be given at the

end.

2. PERTDBBATIVE QCD

In order to keep calculations tractable especially for infinite

q
order diagrams, one usually uses the leading log approximation (LLA),

i.e. retaining only the leading crders in log Q . For massless quarks

and glvions a logarithmic divergence occurs in the integrated (over k_)

cross section whenever a gluon is emitted collinearly by a quark. He

call thie the narrow divergence in contrast to the more familiar soft

divergences (due to vanishing gluon energy), which cancel upon summing

over all diagrams. The narrow divergence can be regularized by intro-

ducing a quark mass m. In a diagram with n Brerjstrahlung gluons

one fcets at most (log Q /m ) . A power of log Q /m is lost each time

a gluon is emitted at a wide angle. The LLA is therefore to consider .

all colllnear gluons. It can be established that In LLA the result

of perturbative QCD is equivalent to the solution of the renormallzatlon

group equation for the case of deep inelastic scattering (DIS).
1 0

The collinearity of gluons and quarks can be taken advantage of

in the choice of g

(or slightly more
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In the choice of gauge for the gluons. By using the Coulomb gauge

(or slightly more generally the planar gauge ), only ladder diagrams

survive in LLA, apart from vertex corrections and mass insertions which

only dress up the ladders. It is then easy to see that for LPP there

are two ladders for the two Incident hadrons. Thus the factorizability

of the Drell-Yan formula is valid in Ш . Moreover, the hadron wave

function being described by a ladder is the same whether it is in LPP

or DIS. Hence, in the Drell-Yan'formula the parton distributions should

2
have Q dependences, and they should be the same as prescribed by

renormalizatlon group analysis, and as revealed in leptoproduction. In

this sense the naive Drell-Yan mechanism for LPP survives the gluon

corrections.

3. BEYOND LEADIHG LOG

The discussion above refers to do/dM in LLA. To go beyond leading

log in general is hard. For the transverse momentum distribution

2
d o/dHdq- one is forced to go beyong LL, but in a manageable way. If

the detectors are set to accept large q_ only, then the q_ of the

virtual photon must be balanced either by many gluons none •>£ which are

collinearly emitted any more, or by one gluon very near the photon

vertex, emitted at a large angle. The dominant contribution in the

spirit of LLA is again that with as many collinear gluons as possible.

So It Is only a very simple generalisation of the LLA. One should use

the basic Drell-Yan factorisable form except ciat the subprocess for qq

annihilation Involves a hard gluon recoil, I.e. it is a two-body

G 20O



process q + q -»• Y*
 +
 g- This form [see Eq. • (1)] has been used by many

for phenomenologlcal analyses, as we shall discuss below.

It should be stressed that the above consideration is valid only if

2
the virtual photon is emitted at a large angle; it implies that q_ is

of the order of Q , or 1С. The factorlzable formula mentioned above

2
obviously cannot be correct when extrapolated to small' q

T
 , since in

that case the gluon in the two-body subprocess becomes almost collinear,

2
and should be included in the parton distribution functions G(x,Q ).

But then the modified- G is no longer the same as in DIS because it is

a sum of ladders each containing one extra rung. In other words, in

the precise sense of perturbative QCD the Drell-Yan formula for small

q_ (which gives the dominant- contribution to dü/dM) is not simply

related by extrapolation to the modified formula valid at large q ,

2
even though both are factorizable. A general formula for d o/dMdq

valid for all values of q_ has recently been derived by Improving the

Ы А . The result is a nonfactorizable formula, which has the expected

factorizable forms at large q_ and for do/dM.

4. PHENOMENOLOGY OF IN QCD

12
s
12

A large number of papers have been written to interpret the

data on \ q
T
/ as well as d

2
a/dMdq

T
 in the context of QCD. The for-
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ised by many

valid only if

s that q
T
 is
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st colllnear,
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(1)

where С is some known factor and the inclusive cross section inside the

integral refers to the two-body subprocess. It is schematic in the

sense that there is a sum over qq •+ Y*g, qg •+ T*q and other similar

processes involving the interchange of q and q. As we have alreadi

discussed, the G functions should have scaling-violating dependences,

12
but they have been ignored in phenomenological applications.

By using Horn term calculations for the subprocesses, the q_.

12
distribution has been computed on the basis of (1). However, tr

compare with data the results have been extrapolated to low values of

q
T
, since most of the data is for q_ « 1 С . Such an extrapolation is

not justified, as we have mentioned in the preceding section. What

should be more trustworthy is the evaluation of^q_ \ since it weighs

the high q
T
 part of the distribution. However, (1) does not contain

the primordial partbn k_ due to confinement effects at low Q , ncr the

narrow gluon effects responsible for scaling violation. Thus calcula-

tions of V4
T
 У based on (1) have been supplemented by the insertion of

an arbitrary amount of hadronic \km /u~d *
n or<

*
er t o

 ^
it: t n e

 data

The result is that the calculable part accounts for only a snail

portion of what is observed. This discrepency is particularly a«-ute

at large x_ where data show no significant dependence on x_ while

hard scattering In QCD would predict a dramatic drop of Oq_ f. Thus

for the data available at present energies and for the measured ranges

of q_ and w, there is no empirical support for (1) or its moments.

It does not mean that QCD is invalid. The Implication is that the parton

fcp in addition to the primordial cunponent is an Important contributor
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to what is observed.

5. A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

If hard gluon recoil cannot account for the observed ^q_^, which

is in excess of 1 GeV, it is then reasonable to attribute it to the

parton k_ before annihilation. I shall describe two opposite views on

how the partons pick up the rather large k_ suggested by the data.

First, a comparatively conservative view. In perturbative QCD,

collinear gluon emissions have been taken into account in deriving the

factorizable form for do/dM, as described in Sec. 2. However, leading

log does not demand exact collinearity. In fact, if the quarks are

2 2
given a mass, real or virtual, the log Q /m factor arises from the

upper end of the integration region:

(2)

for a small, but fixed, value of e, and for asymptotic values of 0 . It

means that leading log comes from gluons emitted in a narrow cone

14
around the direction of the incident hadron. The parton distribution

G(x,k^) should have a k̂ . dependence such that upon integration over k_

2

the contribution from the upper end of (2) gives rise to the 0 -depen-

dent scaling violation. There is no reason why this k_ component

cannot increase with Q since it is a fluctuation inside a narrow cone,

in which the longitudinal к is ~Q/2. It is this component which is

ignored ir (1), and which may, in the present view, make the most

important contribution to the observed

At this writing I am not aware of any results in the theoretical

investigation on ti
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investigation on the nature of the k_ distribution in this narrow cone.

However, phenomenological investigation on the subject has already been

undertaken. The aim is to study the universality of that k_ dependence

in all virtual photon processes, i.e. in DIS, LPP, as well as in lepton-

palr annihilation (LPA), and quark fragmentation in deep inelastic

processes (DIF). Such universality is expected in QCD since it reflects

the same mechanism of gluon Bremsstrahlung in narrow cone, whether it

is the parton's L, in a hadron (DIS and LPP) or the hadron's p_ in a

quark jet (LPA and DIF).

Unfortunately, except for LPP, the data for the other processes

that have any bearing on the k_, problem are not adequate for critical

testing. For example, data on R *
 а
т/

а
т
 i n D I S n a v e s u c h

 large errors

that compatibility' with ^qJ^ of LPP can neither be confirmed nor ruled

out. An interesting outcome of the investigation, however, is an

understanding of how Vbn^ can be almost independent of M, for

M > 4 GeV, while {kJ^ increases with x in a conical manner. It is a

manifestation of the "large" k_ behavior of the parton model, large

in the sense of the inequality in (2). It also implies that the usual

formula

6. A RADICAL VIEW

is not exactly correct.

Instead of regarding the observed in LPP as being due to the

universal k_, distribution of the par tons independent of the specific

о

hard process, an alternative is to regard LPP as being special. Among

the four virtual photon processes mentioned above, it is unique in that

С
Q



It Involves two Incident hadrons. In hadron-hadron collisions the

standard parton folklore is that the fast valence quarks go through the

interaction region nearly unperturbed while the slower sea quarks and

gluons interact more strongly and is responsible for pions produced

in the central region. Perturbative QCD cannot be used to treat the

soft pionization process since it Involves many-parton interactions with
2

no large Q . The radical view is to regard the LPP problem as inti-
Q

mately connected with the many-body problem of slow-parton interaction.

Thus the observed (q_}is a manifestation of the nonuniversal aspect of

the parton k_ in LPP.

The only technique one has in treating a many-body problem of

strongly interacting partons is the statistical approach. Interpre-

tations of the data on hadron and dilepton productions in the framework

of thermodynamical or hydrbdynamical models are not new.

In Ref. 8 emphasis is placed equally on both the thermal and parton

aspects of the problem, therefore called the thermal parton model. The

idea is simple. Since roughly half of the incident energy is dissi-

pated in the process of pionizatlon, it is assumed that slow partons

(quarks and gluons) carrying op to that amount of energy in total

initially form a hot fluid in a Lorentz contracted region. The max-

imum temperature T ^ can be calculated by statistical considerations.

Before the hot fluid has tine to cool down by hydrodynamical expansion

leading toward pionizatlon, the fast valence quarks (and the high tail

part of the anitquark distribution) pass through the hot fluid and get

thermalized to the extent that their average transverse momentum

becomes the
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becomes the same as the other partons in the fluid, but that the

longitudinal momenta are only slightly perturbed. Susbsequent qq

annihilation then yields a lepton pair whose q_ reflects the temperature

of the hot fluid, which in turn depends essentially only on the initial

energy.

An immediate consequence of this model is that there is a satura-

tion of ^qJ^ as M increases, corresponding to T ; moreover, it

should be independent of x_, but increases with Incident energy as s

Qualitatively, these are indeed the experimental characteristics '

of ^qJ^ as functions of M, JL, and s. But what is surprising is that

- .en quantitatively the value of ̂ q
T
"> ^

o r
 M > 4 GeV and the rate of

T /А Я

increase with s agree remarkably with the data. For M < 4 GeV,

the annihilating quark and antiquark have small enough momentum frac-

tions so that they spend more of their time as parts of the fluid.

Consequently, there is more time for the fluid to cool down before

annihilation. The result is i>»t^q_\is lower at lower M. This again

~ is consistent with the d . - fhe model also offers an explanation as

to why do/dM for M < 4 GeV is higher than the prediction of the naive

Drell-Yan formula on the basis of the parton distribution revealed in

leptoproduction. Basically, the hot fluid is associated with hadron-

hadron collisions, but not in lepton-hadron scattering nor in e e

annihilation. It is therefore clear that there should be no universality

in the k̂ , distribution. However, the effects discussed here will even-

tually be overcome by the hard-scattering perturbative-QCD effects at

high Q
2
.
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7. CONCLUSION

Signi f icant progress has been madt in the theoret ica l invest igat ion

of the problem of LFP. Perturbative QCD calculat ions have shed l i g h t

on why the Drell-Yan mechanism seems to work so w e l l phenomenologically

for dcr/dM but not so wel l for the q distr ibut ion. The fa i lure to

account for the observed q_ d i s t r ibut ion i s due to the fact that what

2 2

can be calculated e a s i l y in perturbation theory i s for q» ~ 0(Q ) ,

a region which has not been reached by experimental measurements.

Extrapolation of the simple hard-scattering formula t o lower values of

q_ i s not j u s t i f i e d in perturbative QCD. There are various poss ib le

mechanisms that can give r i s e t o the observed q_ behavior, but without

a workable theory for the observed kinematical region i t i s not

possible to determine a pr ior i which mechanism i s dominant. Two

opposite Interpretations have been suggested. Neither are incompatible

with QCD. Both emphasize d i f ferent aspects of the color dynamics.

Only further experimentation can y i e l d discriminating features to

guide our theoret ica l interpretat ion.
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Feinberg:First. can you answer your own question from the

beginning of your talk, that is does Drell-Tan theory ex-

plain the phenomena ? And the second, what is the connection

of this picture to the previuos vork of the same kind ?

Hwa:To the first question: it depends upon whom you talk to.

Both of the last two views we used make use of Drell-Yan.

So therefore if you believe that the answer is sensible, then

the answer is affirmative.The second is about the previous

work* • «I am not too familiar what has been done but our pic-

ture is identical to the previous work on hydrodynemice. We

just make' use of this Drell-Yan annihilation as a probe to

study the temperature*

CernjfrtYou said that the valence quarto are not involved in

the hydrodynamical process. And then you showed that spectrum

is going up to the masses of about 8 GeV. My impression was

that the valence quarks play some role in getting these ma-

sse». That is to obtain the masses of dimuons of the order of-

1С GeV you must have the valence quarks involved.

Hwa; That is precisely what I say. The valence quarks are

involved just as before. I am just saying that the valence

quarks, when they go through the fluid, get thermalized,

have a thermal spread, that is the transverse spread.That

is, the mechanism of annihilation is still there as before,

as you would like it, except that the transverse spread is

now derived from the hot gas.»*

Soanowaki:I have two comments. First, I did not include it in

my talk on high p
T
 events, but nevertheless, the experimental

data show definitely that if we treat partone as having tran-

sverse momenta, these transverse momenta must be correlated

G
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with the longitudinal momenta and the higher transverse mo-
menta are for fast partons. This was experimentally analyzed
by GGHK Collaboration.You can not live without increasing
transverse momenta of partons with the longitudinal ones.
The second comment is that you put something like a bit as-
tonoshing fact that pions have small transverse momenta in
hard processes and in the pair production the transverse
momenta are larger. Maybe some relevance has the fact that
when you are looking not for all pions but for so called
directly produced pions, the transverse momenta are larger,
as was done by Morrison group. On the other hand, when you
analyze the cluster transverse momenta in the cluster model
of normal soft collisions, again you have to put in the
transverse momenta of cluster at least 700 MeV/c.

Hwa;I agree with you.When I said it was 300 2ieV/c I was just
mentioning the conventional wisdom, which turned out not to
be very wise»

Feinhergtl find this treatment very adequate in its physical
principles* Actually, here the processes are split into
two claaaea, for very large q™ lapton production follows
due to hard qq collision without essential secondary interac-
tuona, while for moderate /although rather large/ qT lepton
production is due to multiple imteraetions within the hydro-
dynamically expanding hot stuff of nuclear /or quark-gluon/
substance* Exactly this the idea of hydrodynamics! lepton
production/evidently not known to the speaker before/ waa
put forward by myself and worked out some twenty years ago
/KÍ3V Hochester Conference of 1999/* However in absence of
theory of strong interactions only aome estimates of the or-
der of magnitude based on dimensionality considerations were
possible / the results were eummsrized in Nouvo Cimento pa-
per in 1976/. Indeed, hot body assumed by hydrodynamical
theory of Landau, must emit black-body radiation, that is
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gamma quanta and charged leptons.Recently, appearance of QCC

enabled E.Shuryak to give proper field theoretical treatment

Ho the process.Resulta turned out quite essential. Besides

calling professor R.Hwa's attention to these works I would

like to make one comment .He assumes the. invariant mass of

the lepton pair M to be of the order of 1/t, where t is the

time from the beginning of the expansion to the moment of

emission. In the papers by myself and by Shuryak H ie deter-

mined by the temperature of tho emitting stuff, which seems

natural for black-body Tadiation and is fobtained authomati-

cally.Since t dependence of the temperature I is different

for various state equations of matter, the assumption that

M M / t means a special choice of this equation. In the Lan-

dau Theory T~{t')"

ating volume, etc.

where t * is in the rest frame of radi-
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